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ACSS CONFERENCES: Past and Present 
 
 
 
 
Asian Cinema Studies Society (ACSS) was launched in the United States in 1984 by 
Mira BINFORD, with help from a coterie of Asian cinema scholars. It initiated a 
newsletter and held successful conferences in Athens, Ohio, USA (1988), Melbourne, 
Australia (1990), and New York City, USA (1992). 
 
In 1994, a second conference was held at Athens, Ohio. John A. LENT was elected 
chair and editor-in-chief of Asian Cinema, which had evolved from a newsletter to a 
periodical. Lent turned Asian Cinema in an academic journal. In 2012 he stepped 
down as Chair of ACSS and Editor of Asian Cinema which by then has published 
through to Vol. 22 (2011) with a total of 32 numbers, each issue averaging 250-300 
pages. Intellect Books (UK) now publishes Asian Cinema which is a doubly blind 
reviewed journal dedicated to promoting and building Asian cinemas communities 
and scholarship. 
 
During this period, ACSS has conducted five more international conferences: 
Peterborough, Canada (1997), Norman, Oklahoma, USA (2000), Jeonju, Korea 
(2002), Seattle, Washington, USA (2003), Beijing/Shanghai, China (2005), and Hong 
Kong SAR (2012). 
 
The 11th ACSS conference is held in Macau SAR from 14-16 July, 2014. In 
collaboration with the Department of Communication, Faculty of Social Sciences, 
University of Macau, Macau SAR, the ACSS presents three keynote addresses, six 
film screenings and drawing from the inter-disciplinary field of arts, humanities and 
social sciences, some 120 academic papers. Our delegates comprise scholars, 
researchers, and students of film, media and popular culture, including filmmakers. 
 
The conference theme is ‘Post-Asia Film, Media and Popular Culture’: 
 

If the historical experiences of colonialism and imperialism, both internal and 
external, have produced the asymmetries of Asia versus the Rest, how does one 
address the problematics of Asia as an identity category? Indeed how can one 
define ‘Asia’ or ‘Asian-ness’ without falling into the traps of essentialism that 
glosses over the diversity of experiences not only within the Asian region but 
also beyond -- where sites of Asian-ness come to being, and where sights of 
Asian-ness float about? How do film, media and popular culture and other 
cultural artifacts expressive of the changing spectra of representations and 
identities -- whether created inside or outside Asia -- imagine that diversity in 
the past and the present, as well as for the future? Do they otherwise articulate 
sameness that cuts between Asia and the Rest? If essentialist notions of identity 
can be tolerated as expedient means for political ends, at what point do they 
become unquestioned categories for academic inquiry? Can an interdisciplinary 
lingua fran?a be found to rethink Asia beyond the terms of geographical, 
cultural, ethnic and national essentialisms? Can ecologies of the ‘Inter-Asia’ 
and the ‘Sinophone’, and other new critical categories, including the renewed 
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take on cosmopolitanism, de-territorialize ‘Asia’ and ‘Asian-ness’ without 
reinscribing existing ontological dilemmas? Can ‘Asia’ and ‘Asian-ness’ be de-
Asianized? What is post-Asia? 

 
Finally this international conference would not have been possible without the 
generous support of the University of Macau’s Research and Development 
Administration Office. Our gratitude also goes to the Department of Communication, 
Faculty of Social Sciences; the Department of English, Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities; and the Asian Cinema Studies Society. Last but not least, we are grateful 
to all who contribute to its success.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Organising Committee 
 
 
 
July 2014. 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professor Ien Ang, 
University of Western Sydney, Australia 

http://www.uws.edu.au/ics 
  

 
 

Not Yet Post-Asian: 
Paradoxes of Identity and Knowledge in Transitional Times 

尚未後亞洲：過渡時期下身份和認識的悖論 

 

 

 

Abstract摘要摘要摘要摘要: 
We live in transitional times, in which the weight of global power is markedly shifting 
towards Asia. In this context the meaning of the category ‘Asian’ is thoroughly in flux, 
negotiated and contested across multiple dimensions. It is not only a marker of identity 
(addressing the question, ‘who is Asian?’); it is also, in this 21st century, a particular sign of 
desire (‘we want Asia’) and a signifier of power (as in the discourse of ‘the rise of Asia’ and 
the coming ‘Asian Century’).  
 
In this light, is it possible, or even desirable, to speak about post-Asia? If so, what could it 
mean? Or is such talk perhaps premature?  
 
In this paper, I will consider three ways of thinking about the notion of the post-Asian, all 
tied to the shifting complexities and contradictions of ‘Asia’ as a category of identity: the 
temporal, the spatial and the epistemological. In all these instances, I argue that a genuinely 
post-Asian perspective has not yet emerged. If we are to nurture a more post-Asian 
imaginary, whatever that means, it will have to be done as we navigate the brittle realities of 
these unsettling transitional times.  

 
我們生活在一個全球權力顯著轉向亞洲的過渡時期。在此語境下‘亞洲’的意
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義範疇在多重維度下都是十分流動的，協商的和爭議的。它不僅是身份的製造

者（針對這個問題，”誰是亞洲的？”）。同時，在21世紀，一種特定的渴望

（”我們想要亞洲”）和權力的信號（如同在”亞洲崛起”的話語和即將來臨

的”亞洲的世紀”）。 

 

就此而論，談論後亞洲是否可能，甚至是否可取的？如果可以，它意味著什麼

？又或者這種討論尚未成熟？ 

 

本文中，我會考慮從三方面去思考後亞洲的這個概念，它們都與變化中的複雜

性和矛盾的”亞洲”身份範疇緊密聯繫著：時間的，空間的和認知的。任何情

況下，我認為真正的後亞洲視角尚未出現。如果我們要培養一種更加後亞洲的

假像，無論這意味著什麼，動盪的過渡時期裡當我們航行在脆弱的現實中時，

它都將被完成。 

 

Bio簡介簡介簡介簡介:  
Distinguished Professor Ien Ang is Professor of Cultural Studies and Director of the Institute 
for Culture and Society (ICS) at the University of Western Sydney. She is one of the leaders 
in cultural studies worldwide, with interdisciplinary work spanning many areas of the 
humanities and social sciences, focusing broadly on processes of cultural flow and exchange 
in the globalised world. Her books, including Watching Dallas, Desperately Seeking the 
Audience and On Not Speaking Chinese, are recognised as classics in the field and her work 
has been translated into many languages, including Chinese, Japanese, Italian, Turkish, 
German, Korean, and Spanish. Her most recent book is co-edited with E. Lally and K. 
Anderson, is The Art of Engagement: Culture, Collaboration, Innovation. She currently 
works on an Australian Research Council-funded project on Sydney’s Chinatown in the 
‘Asian Century’ and chairs an Expert Working Group on ‘Asia Literacy’ for the Australian 
Council for Learned Academies. 
 
洪美恩（又譯為伊恩·昂）教授是文化研究領域的頂尖教授，目前是西悉尼大學文化

與社會研究所主任。作為全球文化研究領域的領軍人物之一，她的研究跨越人文與社

會科學多門學科，主要研究全球化語境下的文化流通與交換的過程。她的許多專著，

包括《觀看<達拉斯>》、《拼命尋找觀眾》、《起居室之爭》、《論不說漢語》等，被奉為

文化研究領域的經典，並被翻譯成包括中文、日語、意大利語、土耳其語、德語、韓

語、和西班牙語等多國語言。她最新的作品是與 E. Lally 和 K.Anderson 合作編輯的

《 介入的藝術:”亞洲世紀”中的文化、合作與創新 》 。目前她正在主持研究由澳大

利亞研究評委會資助的研究項目”亞洲世紀悉尼的唐人街”。同時她還為澳大利亞高

等研究院主持一個題為”亞洲認識”的專家工作組。 
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Professor Brett de Bary 

Cornell University 
http://lrc.cornell.edu/asian/faculty/bios/debary 

 
 

Looking at Foreign Skies, Desperately Seeking Post-Asia: 
Soni Kum, Nagisa Ōshima, Ri Chin’u 

望著《異國天空》，奮力尋找後亞洲：瑞裡琴，大島渚，Ri Chin’u” 
 
 
 
Abstract摘要摘要摘要摘要: 
“Today, when one section in the nation-state works hand in glove with self-selected moral 
entrepreneurs of ‘the international civil society,’ how will the touchstone of nationalism 
alone allow us to read the situation, let alone act on it?’ asks Gayatri Spivak in her essay, 
“Nationalism and the Imagination.”1 Her question is premised on the observation that many 
of us in the contemporary world lead lives defined simultaneously by forms of local and 
global citizenship, or what Spivak provocatively terms “cultural nationalism” and “global 
nationalism.” On the local level, she notes, our experiences of “affective collectivity” are 
likely to have been defined by “social movement-” or “leftist-nationalism” (often forged in 
anti-colonial struggles) or by more virulent forms of reactionary nationalism. Yet, while 
modern internationalism assumed an at least formal equivalence between modular nations, 
globalization, where the medium of value is capitalism, does not.2 
 
These observations might well be borne in mind as we pursue our conference’s theme of 
“post-Asia.” While suggesting a putatively shared regional and historical framework, “post-
Asia” surely expresses a determination to find practices and imaginings of commonality that 
refuse, and refuse to repeat, those of twentieth century imperialism and its successor, the 
Cold War. But is this commonality, ipso facto, given us by the contemporary global? How do 
we understand the temporality of a “post-” Asia? What are the dangers and possibilities of 
seeking post-Asia in the era of globalization? 
 
My paper will neither assume the existence of some kind of “post-Asian” perspective nor 
attempt to enumerate its “qualities” (essentialistically). Rather, I will seek for the “post-
Asian” as performative; that is, what comes into being only when “acted upon,” to use 
Spivak’s words. Efforts to produce new “affective commonalities” are politically necessary 
yet partial, as they continue to be embedded in the contradictions noted above. I will focus 
particularly on two works, Beast of Me and Foreign Skies, by the young zainichi video artist, 
Soni Kum, which in turn cite Nagisa Ōshima’s celebrated Death by Hanging (Kōshikei, 
                                                           
1 Gayatri Spivak, “Nationalism and the Imagination,” in Differences in Common: Gender, Vulnerability, 
and Community edited by Sabadell-Nieto and Segarra (New York and Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2014), pp. 31-
55. 
2 Ibid., p. 42. 
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1968) in taking up the question of the zainichi, or Korean minority, in Japan. Kum’s videos, 
which foreground the medial and educational “apparatuses” producing gendered subjectivity 
among the North Korean diasporic community in Japan, registers ambivalence toward, rather 
than outright rejection of, “cultural nationalism.” Sound and images used by both Kum and 
Ōshima fleetingly but daringly propose an analogy between Koreans under the colonial and 
post-colonial Japanese state and Jews in 1930’s Germany, posing the difficult philosophical 
dilemma of how a minority might maintain both its “difference” and its “universal 
exemplarity” in an appeal for human rights. 
 
 
“今天，當民族國家的一部分與一些‘國際公民社會’自選的企業道德緊密合作， 

民族主義的標準怎麼會讓我們去解讀這個處境，勿論去採取行動？’Gayatri Spivak

 在她的論文”民族主義和想象”中提問道。她的提問前提是觀察到在當代世界我們

當中許多人所過的生活都同時地被本地和全球的市民身份的形式所定義，即Spivak激

進地稱為”文化民族主義”和”全球民族主義”。在本地層次，她說我們的”情感集

體”經歷很可能被”社會運動”或”左翼民族主義”（通常被打造成反殖民抗爭）又

或者被更加致命的反動民族主義形式所定義。然而，當現代國際民族主義假定在標準

化的國家和全球化間至少有一個形式對等，但在媒介價值觀是資本主義的地方卻不這

麼假設。 

 

在我們追尋會議主題”后亞洲”的時候，這些觀察或許應被牢牢記住。 當要提議一

個推定的共同的區域和歷史性的框架，”后亞洲”想必表達出一種決心來尋找實踐和

想象的共同性來拒絕，拒絕去重複20世紀的帝國主義以及它的後繼，冷戰。但是這個

共同性是否，事實上，賦予了我們當代的全球？我們怎麼去理解”后”亞洲的時間

性？在全球化的紀元里去需找后亞洲有什麼危險和可能性？ 

 

我的文章既不會去假設某種”后亞洲”的視角的存在也不會去枚舉其”品質”（本質

上的）。而是我會去尋求一種作為行動的”后亞洲”；即是，按Spivak的話來說，只

有”被採取了行動”才會存在的東西。當他們繼續置身與上述的矛盾中，去產生”情

感集體”的努力是政治上必須的然而又是局部的。我主要集中在兩個作品上：”我的

野獸”（Beast of me）和”異國天空”（Foreign Skies），作者是一位年輕的日朝

鮮人視頻藝術家，瑞裡琴（Soni Kum）。其在著手日朝鮮人（在日本的韓國少數民

族）的問題中引用了大島渚（Nagisa shima）知名的電影絞死刑（Death by Hangi
ng）(K shikei,1968)，從而突出了中間的和教育性的”儀器”來產生流散日本北韓

人當中的性別化的主觀性，去記錄對”文化民族主義”的矛盾情緒，而不是對其張揚

的反對。瑞裡琴和大島渚所使用轉瞬間的聲音和影像大膽地提出一種朝鮮人在殖民地

和后殖民日本國和30年代猶太人在德國的類比，提出一個哲學兩難：少數派如何在訴

求人權中保持其”差別”和其”普世範例性”。 

 

Bio 簡介簡介簡介簡介::::    

Brett de Bary received her B. A. from Barnard College, and her M.A. and Ph.D. from 
Harvard University. She teaches and does research in the areas of modern Japanese fiction, 
film, and media studies; translation theory, and post-colonial theory; and gender and 
philosophy. She is senior editor of Traces: A Multilingual Series of Cultural Theory and 
Translation, and was director of Cornell’s Society for the Humanities (2003-2008) and its 
Visual Studies Program (2000-2003). She is acting director of the Society for the Humanities 
for 2013-14. Her most recent publications include “Morisaki’s Chikuhō Landscapes: Gender, 
Spatial Practice, Planetarity,” in the volume 「帰郷」の物語／「移動」の語り―― 
戦後日本におけるポストコロニアルの想像力] edited by Iyotani Toshio and Hirata Yumi 
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(Heibonsha, 2014); “Deixis, Dislocation, and Suspense in Translation: Tawada Yōko’s 
‘Bath’” in The Politics of Representation: A Festschrift for Naoki Sakai, Kim and 
Calichman, ed. (Routledge, 2010) and “World Literature in the Shadow of Translation: 
Reconsidering Tawada Yōko,” in Translation/Transmediation: A Special Issue of Poetica, 
edited by Atsuko Sakaki (Yushōdō, 2012). De Bary’s other publications include “Orientalism 
in the Inter-cultural Imaginary: Romancing the Butterfly in D. Cronenberg and William 
Gibson,” in 歴史の描きかた 3, ed. (Hirota and Gluck University of Tokyo Press, 2006); 
Deconstructing Nationality, coedited with Naoki Sakai and Iyotani Toshio (Cornell 
University East Asia Series, 2005), and the translation of Karatani Kōjin’s Origins of Modern 
Japanese Literature (Duke University Press, 1994). 
 
Brett de Bary 教授本科畢業於伯納德學院，碩士博士學位均從哈佛大學獲得。她目

前的教學和研究領域為日本虛構劇情電影，媒體研究，翻譯理論，後殖民理論，性別

研究和哲學研究。她是《尋跡：多語言文化與翻譯研究系列》的高級編輯，並曾擔任

康奈爾大學人文研究協會主任（2003-2008）及視覺學系專業的系主任（2000-2003）

。她目前仍擔任康奈爾大學人文研究協會的代理主任 （ 2013-2014 ） 。 Brett de 

Bary教授最新發表的文章包括：《Morisaki的Chiku 境界：性別，空間實踐和星球

性》，發表在由Iyotani Toshio 和Hirata Yumi編輯的「帰郷」の物語／「移動」の

語り―― 戦後日本におけるポストコロニアルの想像力]中 ， Heibonsha出版社2014

年出版。 《翻譯中的指示語、位差和懸置：談Tawada Y ko的”泡澡”》，發表在

《 再現的政治性 ： 一本獻給Naoki Sakai的紀念文集 》， Kim和Calichman主編 ，

Routledge出版社2010年出版； 《翻譯陰影下的世界文學：重思Tawada Y ko》，發

表在由Atsuko Sakaki編輯的《翻譯/媒體轉換：Poetica 特刊》中，2012年Yush d

出版社出版。 Brett de Bary教授的其他出版情況包括 ：《 翻譯陰影下的世界文

學：重思Tawada Y ko》，發表在由Atsuko Sakaki編輯的《翻譯/媒體轉換：Poetica

特刊 》 中 ， 2012年Yush d 出版社出版。 Brett de Bary教授的其他出版情況包

括： 《跨文化想像中的東方主義：大衛柯能堡和威廉吉布森對蝴蝶的浪漫化》，發表

在《歴史の描きかた》，東京大學出版社2006年出版； 《解構民族主義》，與Naoki 

Sakai and Iyotani Toshio合編，屬於2005年康奈爾大學東亞研究叢書系列； 譯著

《日本文學起源》，原著為Karatani K jin （杜克大學出版社1994年出版）。 
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Professor SHIH Shu-mei 
Hong Kong University/UCLA 

http://www.complit.ucla.edu/people/faculty/shih/ 

 
 

 
From World History to World Cinema 

从世界历史到世界电影 

 
 
Abstract摘要摘要摘要摘要: 
This lecture proposes a new way of conceptualizing world cinema from the perspective of 
world history. What and how does the word “world” mean in “world cinema”? How do we 
account for the world in cinema studies? Must we account for the entire world? In the 
process of exploring these questions, this lecture will also present a modest proposal for a 
new theory of comparison which I call relational comparison. 
 

本次講座將從世界歷史的角度提出一種將”世界電影”重新概念化的方式。”世界”

這兩個字在”世界電影中”有何含義？它又是如何產生這種含義的呢？我們在電影研

究中如何解釋世界這個概念？我們是否必須將整個世界包含在內？在探索這些問題的

過程中，我懷著恭謙的態度提出一種新的比較研究的理論，並稱之為”關聯比較”理

論。 

 
Bio: 
Shu-mei Shih is the Hon-Yin and Suet-Fong Chan Professor of Chinese at the University of 
Hong Kong and Professor of Comparative Literature and Asian Languages and Cultures at 
the University of California, Los Angeles. Her authored and edited books include: The Lure 
of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial China, 1917-1937, Minor 
Transnationalism, Visuality and Identity: Sinophone Articulations across the Pacific, The 
Creolization of Theory, and Sinophone Studies: A Critical Reader. She is currently working 
on two monographs entitled Empires of the Sinophone and From World History to World 
Literature, and is co-editing a volume entitled Comparatizing Taiwan. 
 
Bio 簡介簡介簡介簡介::::    
史書美教授是香港大學比較文學系教授，陳漢賢伉儷基金教授席教授之一；她同時是

加州大學洛杉磯分校亞洲語言文化教授。她編著的書包括：《現代的誘惑： 書寫半殖

民地中國的現代主義（1917-1937）》、《弱勢跨國主義》、《視覺與認同：跨太平洋

的華語表達》、《理論的混雜化》以及《華語語系研究：批評讀本》。她目前正在撰

寫兩本專著，一本是《華語語系的王朝》，另一本是《從世界歷史到世界文學》。與

此同時，她與其他學者合編的《比較與分析台灣》。 
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PAPER ABSTRACTS (CHINESE) 
 

 

 

陳旭光 CHEN Xuguang  
北京大學 Peking University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : “後亞洲”時代的”後華語電影”: 文化的跨地流動與多元性生產 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : “後亞洲時代”是香港、澳門回歸中國，中國國力持續強盛，改變亞洲文化、

政治、經濟格局的時代。”後華語電影”作為文化軟實力的重要載體，在”後亞洲時

代”引人注目。 

 

“華語電影”術語源于中華文化、華語的獨特性，但經濟領域的合作，大中華經濟圈

的形成則是必要的外部條件。”華語電影”的實際內涵是”中華文化電影”,而非僅

僅為”中華語言電影”。”後華語電影”是在”華語電影”術語的基礎上提出來的，

專指 CEPA 和 ECFA 之後的華語電影電影，因為此後華語電影進入到一個有體制性、政

策法規性保障的新時期。 

 

“後華語電影”的文化生產在大中華地區展開，表現為內地、香港、臺灣、澳門四地

文化或電影文化的跨地流動、拼貼、融合，不同價值觀的碰撞和新的文化符號、文化

意義的生產，新形態文化、新型亞類型電影的創生等。其中有主流文化與商業文化、

市民文化、青年文化等亞文化，傳統文化、香港文化、臺灣文化和外來文化（韓國、

日本、泰國等其他亞洲電影文化以及好萊塢電影文化）的流動、衝突、影響與流變。

這些複雜多元的文化資源的衝突、拼貼、融合乃至錯位，營造了多元化的”後華語電

影”生態景觀與文化格局。 

 

“後華語電影”是”後亞洲電影”的有機組成，我們應該強化”後亞洲”意識，整合

華語地區和亞洲地區的電影文化力量，在全球化時代凸顯大亞洲地區的文化影響力。 

 

作者作者作者作者簡介簡介簡介簡介: : : : 陳旭光，北京大學藝術學院教授、博士生導師、北大影視戲劇研究中心主

任。 

 

 

陳亦水 CHEN Yishui  
中國北京師範大學 Beijing Normal University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 異域之旅與中國都市電影: 新加坡、泰國、馬來西亞及其”第三世界” 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: 2008年之後，隨著以西方為中心的次貸危機在全球擴散與中國經濟的崛起，東

南亞及其”第三世界”異域文化景觀和中國中產階級敘事，開始在中國流行的都市電

影中頻頻出現。例如展現泰國風貌的《杜拉拉升職記》（2010）與《人再囧途之泰囧》

（2012）、以新加坡城市景觀為背景的《非常幸運》（2013），以及充斥著尼泊爾風光

的《等風來》（2013）等等，大陸”都市電影”開始有別于學者張真在90年代所命名

的”都市的一代”。本文意欲通過分析中國都市電影中的影像與敘事，旨在進一步探
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索當代中國的亞洲文化自我認同與今日東南亞的地緣政治情境，並主要在以下四個方

面展開。 

 

一、基於對中國都市電影的中產階級敘事研究，本文認為，如今資產階級商品拜物教，

被包裝成亟待神聖的東方宗教信仰治癒的中國都市病。因此，”新馬泰”與其它東南

亞地方，在影片中常常表現為現代中國都市人的”療愈之地”。 

 

二、銀幕上，對於中產階級都市人跨地位移的展現，使得銀幕下的東南亞旅遊業在短

時間內急速升溫，”新馬泰”從而一躍成為最受中國遊客青睞的出境旅遊路線。這些”

電影事件”現象對於東亞政治而言，有助於緩解中國與東南亞周邊國家的緊張關係；

同樣在經濟領域，有相關資料表明，東盟（東南亞國家聯盟）亦從中獲益良多。 

 

三、本文試圖在此進一步追問: 對於當代中國的中產階級而言，為什麼在銀幕上，扮

演”療愈之地”的是新馬泰與其它東南亞國家，而非美和與其它西方發達國家？其原

因或源於薩義德意義上的”自我東方化”的文化體認，但更重要的是，亞際內部始終

存在的差異與分裂，已開始浮現于中國流行文化: 對於今日中國來說，東南亞諸地被

曖昧地視為”第三世界”,而西方發達國家，則在文化全球化與地緣政治力量的意義

上，仍保持著它們的優位性。 

 

四、正如列斐伏爾所言，空間的本質即生產。在2008年之後流行的中國都市電影中，

對於東南亞異域文化景觀的展示，不僅有助於建立差異性的東方身份，同時暴露出中

國中心主義的潛意識存在。 

 

如今，世界不再以西方中心論的清晰視角，呈現出”西方及其剩餘”的面貌。但通過

深析中國流行的都市電影或可發現，在地緣政治的意義上，一個新的文化結構似乎正

被重塑為”東南亞—中國—西方”。本文認為，西方中心主義、東方主義與中國中心

主義這些概念，亦需要在當代亞洲地緣政治結構與後現代語境中重新認識和反思。 

    

關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字:::: 中國都市電影，文化地理學，文化全球化，文化身份/認同，東南亞地緣政

治，東方主義與中國中心主義 

 
Title: Exotic Journeys and Chinese Urban Cinema: Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and Other 
“Third World” Place 
 
Abstract: Since the worldwide subprime debacle and China’s economic rise after 2008, 
there is a noticeable phenomenon of Chinese popular films is that the exotic cultural 
landscape of Southeast Asia known as “Third World” places with Chinese middle class 
narrative have been shown on screen frequently, such as the landscape of Thailand in Go La 
La Go! (2010) and Lost in Thailand (2012), the townscape of Singapore in My Lucky 
Star (2013), the scenery of Nepal in Up in the Wind (2013) and etc. In that sense, the 
prevalent mainland “Chinese Urban Cinema” is distinct from “the Urban Generation” as the 
scholar Zhang Zhen named in 1990s.  
 
This paper aims to explore the deeper problems of contemporary Asian cultural self-identity 
of China and geopolitical status of today’s Southeast Asia through analyzing the images and 
narrative of Chinese popular urban cinema in the main following four aspects:  
 
1) Basing on the studies of middle class narrative in the amount of Chinese popular urban 
cinema, this paper argues that the bourgeois commodity fetishism has been packaged into 
Chinese city diseases that need to be healed by oriental holy religious faith. In consequence, 
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Malaysia-Thai and other Southeast Asia places turn into “the venue of treatment” for 
Chinese urbanites.  
 
2) The onscreen trans-regional displacement of Chinese bourgeois urbanites suddenly 
promotes an enormous growth of the Singapore-Malaysia-Thailand tourism market and this 
route turns out to be the most popular one for Chinese tourists traveling abroad off screen. In 
political terms, these films tend to become special “Movie Events” so as to relieve the 
tensions between China and Southeast neighboring countries. Likewise, according to 
relevant statistic data, it also extremely contributes to ASEAN (Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations) on the economic front.  
 
3) This paper attempts to reflect on a further question that why do the Malaysia-Thai and 
other Southeast Asian places perform “the venue of treatment” for Chinese middle class on 
screen rather than the United States and other Western developed countries? It is possible to 
result from the self-Orientalism in the sense of Edward Said. What’s more, the ever-present 
differences and dissociations have emerged from Inter-Asia in terms of Chinese popular 
culture: Southeast Asian places were regarded as “Third World places” for China while other 
Western developed countries still stay in their superior location in the sense of cultural 
globalization and geopolitical power.  
 
4) As Heri Lefevbvre points out, the essence of space is production. The presentation of 
exotic Southeast Asian cultural landscape in Chinese popular urban cinema after 2008 is 
conduced to not only build a different Oriental identity but expose the subconscious 
Sinocentrism. The world has hardly to be taken on the appearance of “West and the Rest” 
from a clear West-centrism perspective. Nevertheless, it can be seen through analyzing 
Chinese urban films, a new cultural structure seems to be reshaped today namely the 
geographical construct “Southeast Asia-China-West”. This paper also considers that the 
conceptions of West-centrism, Orientalism and Sinocentrism need to be re-recognized and 
rethought in the contemporary Asian geographical and the post-modern context.  
 
Bio: Yishui Chen is a PhD Candidate at the Department of Film and Television, School of 
Art & Communication, Beijing Normal University. She is the chief editor of the university-
sponsored journal, Art Spirit. She received his B. A. from Beijing Film Academy (2009), and 
M. A. from Chinese National Academy of Art (2012). Her academic interests include film 
studies, cultural studies, third world films, urban film studies and feminism & gender studies. 
She has published in Chinese academic journals such as Frontiers, Contemporary Cinema, 
House Organ of Chinese National Film Museum, China Culture Daily, China Art, Screen 
Culture, and Cultural Monthly. She has attended various international academic conferences 
in Beijing, Soochow, Shanghai and Taiwan in the past three years. She co-researches with 
Dean Prof. Zhou who is also her doctorate mentor on “The Capital Network Public Opinion 
Monitoring and Guidance Mechanism Research”, which is sponsored by “philosophy and 
social sciences planning” of Beijing Municipal Government.  
 
 

程功 CHENG Gong  
上海大學 Shanghai University 
    

標題標題標題標題: : : : 華語電影中男性氣質、地域明星與性別認同之變——以不同版本的《葉問》為

例 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 2004年CEPA協定正式實施，華語地區的電影製作日趨融合。動作片中男性情誼

加入了地域化標籤，文化地理學意義上的明星身份（中港臺）依然存在，並且隨著合
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拍片的盛行，在影片中更具意識形態意義（民族/地域）。另一方面，男性明星的陽剛

化氣質發生變化，家庭、溫和、儒雅的氣質成為男性明星新的魅力表情。作為一個近

年來被不斷改編和演繹的文本，”葉問”這一男性形象成為了新的銀幕英雄，具有典

型的意義。在政治經濟環境的變化中，明星參與社會機制的運行，本文將聚焦”葉問”

所代表的男性氣質，及扮演葉問的男性明星在影像文本和社會文本中所傳達的新的地

域影響和性別含義。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 程功，女，江蘇蘇州，1985年11月，中國傳媒大學電影學碩士，上海大學

戲劇影視學博士候選人。 

 
Title: Chinese-language Cinema: Gender, Masculinity, Star in the Ye Wen Films.  
 
Abstract: Co-productions between Chinese Mainland and Hong Kong have become more 
and more common since CEPA (Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement) came into effect 
in 2004. Yet cultural geographies continue to mark the disparate identities of movie stars 
from the Mainland, Hong Kong and Taiwan. This has ideological significance. In films, 
although the masculinities of male stars have been changing, family values are endorsed, 
while men with gentle and nice temperament are deemed charming. Typical examples can be 
found in different versions of the recent Yip Wen films. Performed by different male stars, 
Yip Wen has become the new image hero. As a result, male film stars participate in society 
mechanism. Based on gender and Ideology theories, this paper focuses on the performance 
of masculinities in Yip Wen films (e. g. Ip Man and The Grandmaster). Then we draw a 
conclusion that what those male stars bring into the Ye Wen image and how the image 
influences the culture and society.  
 
Bio: Cheng Gong is a Ph. D. candidate at Shanghai University, majoring in film studies. She 
received her Master degree in film studies from Communication University of China in 
2012. Her research interests cover male stars and masculinities in Chinese cinema; 
comparative genre studies in Chinese and international cinema; and contemporary Chinese 
urban cinema. Her writings (in Chinese) have appeared in such journals as Contemporary 
Cinema, New Films and Hundred Schools in Arts.  
 
 

黃鐘軍 HUANG Zhongjun 
浙江大學傳媒與國際文化學院College of Media and International Culture 
    

標題標題標題標題: 作為勞工的” B咖藝人”與臺灣娛樂節目生產研究——以《康熙來了》為例 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: 《康熙來了》作為華人圈擁有最多數量受眾的電視欄目正邁過10周年，在臺灣

電視工業中擁有至高的地位，不僅是明星宣傳作品最好的平臺，更是成為通告藝人／

B咖藝人競相爭奪的勞動機會。這類以談話為形態的娛樂型節目目前構成臺灣電視工

業最主要的組成部分。在這類節目生產鏈條上，談話嘉賓是其中重要的構成部分。臺

灣電視生產工業的同質化與談話型娛樂節目的氾濫，建構了臺灣娛樂生態中一個特殊

的群體——通告藝人（本文稱之為B咖藝人）。他們被電視強勢媒體需要和召喚／利用，

在節目上聊天，提供個人故事、隱私，配合完成節目組拋出的話題、任務、要求，從

而換取經濟回報以及在娛樂圈生存的資本。本文以《康熙來了》作為研究物件，以明

星研究的概念及馬克思異化勞動理論針對B咖藝人在娛樂節目生產過程中的勞動，來

研究臺灣娛樂節目生產與B咖藝人之間的關係以及B咖藝人作為弱勢族群是如何在電視

資本生產的文化霸權中被盤剝的事實。 
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作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 黃鐘軍，男，浙江衢州人，北京師範大學藝術與傳媒學院電影學博士，目

前為浙江大學傳媒與國際文化學院在站博士後，主要研究興趣領域為臺灣電影史、臺

灣影視文化及傳播、影視理論及現狀研究等。 

 
Title: Labour and B-grade Shows in Taiwan Entertainment TV: The Case of Kangxi is 
coming 
 
Abstract: Kangxi is coming, a Taiwan TV program that has been remarkably popular in both 
the Chinese culture community and the Aisan television industry for a full decade, not only 
constructs a perfect stage for big star marketing, but also stimulates the heated competition 

for employment among the “B-grade showfolk” [通告藝人]. Despite the homogenization of 
the TV programs made in Taiwan, and the overproduction of the talk shows, “B-grade 
showfolk” plays a major role in the Taiwan media spectacle. Under summons and 
exploitations by the omnipresent media, the members of “B-grade showfolk” are disciplined 
to keep chatting, and to share the private stories in order to cater to the tenet of the program, 
thus obtain the capital (both economic and symbolic) necessary for surviving in the showbiz. 
This paper applies the theories of star studies and alienated labour in Maxism discourse to 
take a critical investigation into Kangxi is Coming, in which an uneven relationship of 
production has been built between the “B-grade showfolk” and the entertainment industry of 
Taiwan, and how the community of B-grade artists is being exploited in the loop of cultural 
hegemony.  
 
Keywords: B-grade showfolk; Kangxi is coming; entertainment TV program; labour 
 
Bio:  
Huang Zhongjun is participating in a postdoctoral program at College of Media and 
International Culture, Zhejiang University from 2012 after receiving his doctor’s degree in 
Cinema Studies at College of Arts and Media, Beijing Normal University. His academic 
interests include Taiwanese film history, cultural communication of Taiwanese film and 
television, theory and practice of mass media.  
 
 

霍勝俠 HUO Shengxia 
香港城市大學 City University of Hong Kong 
 

標題標題標題標題: : : : 崔允信《憂憂愁愁的走了》和《三條窄路》: 後九七香港現實主義電影新變 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 本文聚焦香港新銳導演崔允信的兩部獨立電影《憂憂愁愁的走了》（2001）和

《三條窄路》（2008）。崔允信在繼承香港新浪潮以來現實主義傳統的同時，在主題和

風格上大膽創新，體現了香港現實主義風格在後九七語境下的嬗變。《憂憂愁愁的走

了》採用DV拍攝，細緻再現了九七前後香港一系列重大事件，包括民主遊行、移民潮、

金融危機等等。崔允信借鑑Dogme95的美學風格，在客觀再現的同時又平添了對香港

主流價值與文化的評論，是對轉型時期的香港進行深度反思的一部現實主義力作。

《三條窄路》則把視野放在了近年全球化經濟霸權把持下的香港。借助於政治驚悚片

的敘事俗套，崔允信為香港未來的政治前景出謀劃策，探討公民社會在香港實現的可

能與管道。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 霍勝俠，香港城市大學中文、翻譯及語言學系博士生，研究興趣包括香港

電影、文藝理論及文化研究，發表學術會議論文若干，評論散見於香港電影網站。 
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Title: Post-1997 Hong Kong Realism Cinema: Taking the Cases of Vincent Chui’s films 
Leaving in Sorrow and Three Narrow Gates 
 
Abstract: This paper investigates two independent films of Vincent Chui Wan Shun: 
Leaving in Sorrow (2001) and Three Narrow Gates (2008). Vincent Chui both inherits and 
changes the tradition of Hong Kong realism films. He did some experiments on cinematic 
contents and forms, providing new possibilities on the development of post-1997 Hong Kong 
films. In his Leaving in Sorrow, Vincent Chui focuses on the multifaceted reality in pre-1997 
Hong Kong at the historic moment of socio-political transition. He creatively appropriates 
the roles of Dogma 95, making this film take a function of public criticism. In Three Narrow 
Gates, the director focuses on today’s Hong Kong which is dominated by the hegemony of 
economic globalization. Through appropriating the genre of political thriller films, Vincent 
Chui represents the social opposition in Hong Kong, and discusses the possibility of civil 
society in the future.  
 
Bio: HUO Shengxia is a Ph. D student in City University of Hong Kong. She received her 
MPhil from Nanjing University in 2011, and graduated from Sun Yat-sen University with a 
BA in 2008. Her research interests include Chinese cinema and Chinese literature. Her 
research papers were presented in many academic conferences in Mainland China, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan and Singapore. Her film reviews can be found regularly in Hong Kong’s 
websites.  
 
 

康婕 KANG Jie 
北京電影學院 Beijing Film Academy 

 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 偶像之死——新媒體時代的影星生產與消費 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 明星生產與消費和都市現代性息息相關。隨著新媒體時代的到來，明星身份的

界定無論從內涵還是外延都發生了改變，移動終端的豐富性拓展了資訊傳播方式與接

受形式，明星徹底卸下了間離於大眾的神話面具，經歷了從明星到名人再到凡人的祛

魅過程。電影傳播平臺的多元化、電影明星身份的畸變促使傳統意義上影星作為大眾

欲望投注物件，被媒體有意識”造神”的歷史終結了，影星身份被架空，他們已無法

重回即要保持”神秘”且”傳奇”的生活，又要與普通大眾保持一定距離的時代。在”

注意力經濟”影響下，影星生產還是消費的”返魅”勢在必行，以迎接新媒體時代傳

播特性的轉型挑戰。 

 

關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字: : : : 新媒體，影星生產與消費，祛魅，返魅 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: : : : 電影學系2012級電影學博士，研究方向: 電影歷史及理論。北京電影家協

會會員，現任北京電影家協會青年電影工作委員會副會長，首屆”影協杯”微電影創

作大賽評委，參與中國電影家協會《中國電影產業研究報告》課題專案，獲評中國藝

術研究院研究生院科研之星，在多部專業期刊、雜誌、報紙上發表多篇文章，獲獎劇

本《VIP愛人》。 

 

Title: Idol’s death ——Production and consumption of movie stars in the new media era 
 
Abstract: Production and consumption of stars are closely related to urban modernity. With 
the advent of the new media era, definition of stars’ identity has changed both in the 
extension and in the connotations. The richness of the mobile terminal has expanded the 
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form of information dissemination and acceptance, and the stars completely remove their 
myth masks that estranging them from the public, experiencing the “disenchantment” 
process from the stars, celebrities to the mortal. Diversified transmission platform and the 
deformed identity of movie stars promote the ending of the history that movie stars were 
traditionally betting object of desire for the public and were made “god” consciously by the 
media. The movie stars’ identity are redefined, and they are unable to keep back the era of 
the “mystery” and “legend “ while maintaining certain distance with the public. With the 
influence of “attention economy”, “Re-enchantment” of production and consumption of 
actors is imperative to meet the challenges of the propagation characteristics in new media 
transition age.  
 
Key words: The new media era, Production and consumption of movie stars, 
Disenchantment, Re-enchantment 
 
Bio: KangJie, female, the doctoral student of Department of Film studies from Beijing Film 
Academy. Research Fields: Movie history and theory, cinema &cultural Studies, film 
industry studies and Star Studies 
 
 

李莉 LI Li 
中國傳媒大學 Communication University of China 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 開拓中國大陸獨立紀錄片作為歷史記憶媒介的可能性 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 歷史書寫者往往以重現了人民的記憶來證明其書寫權力的合法性，而在這個過

程中，掌握記錄和傳播記憶的媒介成為關鍵。在處於後社會主義時代的中國大陸，官

方媒介、商業媒介和逐漸出現並蓬勃發展的民間或曰獨立媒介進行著角力。 

 

獨立紀錄片因其個人化、非商業性目的的製作形態展現了相對另類和多元化的記憶再

現形式。它一方面完成了存儲和傳播共和國創傷記憶的使命，另一方面又以在紀錄片

媒介特性的前提下完成對這些記憶的構建，來傳達著自己的意識形態訴求。通過獨立

紀錄片這一記憶媒介，大陸歷史的書寫呈現出更加多樣化的態勢。 

 

本文將涉及到的獨立紀錄片文本包括: 《紅日風暴》（導演: 彭小蓮），講述了1950年

代胡風案的始末，以及牽連其中的文人、知識份子的命運。《和鳳鳴》（導演: 王兵），

關注了一位女性知識份子在1950年代反右鬥爭中的命運。《三裡洞》（導演: 林鑫）記

錄了1950年代新中國工業化建設中的三線工廠援建工人的命運和當下生活的境況。 

    

作作作作者簡介者簡介者簡介者簡介:::: 2010年至今中國傳媒大學電影學博士候選人2011年9月－2012年9月 

University California, Los Angeles, America 訪問學者。 

 
Title: Exploring the Possibility of Chinese Independent Documentaries as Historical 
Memory 
 
Abstract: Revealing People’s memory often legitimize the intention of historical writing. 
Therefore whoever owns the media for the purposes of transmitting memory inherits the 
rights of historical writing. In post-socialist mainland China, the folk media, as we refer to 
independent media, appeared and has been developing vigorously since the late 1980s. 
However, this medium is fraught with difficulties, as it has persistently wrestled with both 
official and commercial media.  
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Because of the liberal, individual, non-commercial and non-industrialized qualities of folk 
filmmaking, independent documentaries reveal alternative, diversified memories. Most 
crucially, they invest in a mission of archiving and transmitting the traumatized memories of 
the People’s Republic of China. On the other hand, these films have been constructing 
memories through the use of documentary characteristics, expressing a new ideological 
framework from state media. Because of the existence of independent documentary as 
memory media, the writing of mainland China’s history has been increasingly diversified in 
recent years.  
 
The Chinese independent documentaries discussed in the paper include: Storm Under the 
Sun (HongriFengbao) by Peng Xiaolian, about Hu Feng and his accused anti-revolution 
group in the 1950s. The second film is He Fengming by Wang Bing, the story of a female 
intellectual during the anti-rightist movement. The third film is Sanlidong by Lin Xin, which 
shares the life stories of migration workers who participated in industrialization during the 
founding of the socialism regime in the 1950s.  
 
Bio: LI Li is Ph. D Candidate of Film Study, Communication University of China. From 
September 2011 till September 2012, she was visiting researcher to Cinema Media Study of 
the University California, Los Angeles.  
 
 

劉琨 LIU Kun 
中國傳媒大學 Communication University of china 
 

標題標題標題標題: 流動的政治——關於賈樟柯”故鄉三部曲”與寧瀛”北京三部曲”的風景研究 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 20世紀90年代以來的中國是一個裂變中的中國，無論是城市還是鄉鎮，試圖為

它勾勒一幅完整的地形圖的努力事後都將被證明是一種徒勞，今天的地標明天或許就

變成了廢墟。身處在那樣一個日夕萬變的時代，很多藝術家都被這樣的變遷所震驚，

於是他們開始試圖去記錄這個時代的變化。寧瀛的”北京三部曲”《找樂》、《民警故

事》、《夏日暖洋洋》和賈樟柯的”故鄉三部曲”《小武》、《月臺》、《任逍遙》等一些

90年代以來的有關”流動”的電影敏銳地捕捉到了這種被懸置的、短暫的當下。這些

作品幾乎無一例外的都透過一個”浪蕩子”的形象帶出社會變遷的”風景”。跟誰著”

老韓頭”（《找樂》）、”小武”（《小武》）、”德子”(《夏日暖洋洋》）、”斌斌”

（《任逍遙》）等”浪蕩子”的視線，我們不僅目睹了90年代中國城市與鄉村的巨變，

同時也可以深刻地體驗到導演在這些風景展示背後所試圖彰顯的風景與記憶、權力之

間的糾葛。雖然這些”浪蕩子”並非嚴格意義上的本雅明所謂的都市漫遊者（如果說

波德賴爾作為”浪蕩子”是在體驗由現代性的”瞬間性、變動性、偶然性”所帶來的

那”一瞥永別之愛”的話，那麼90年代中國電影裡的”浪蕩子”體驗到的則是由現代

性的”流動性、液化性”所帶來的茫然無措。），但是他們卻比本雅明的”浪蕩子”

更加飽滿、更加具有”浪蕩子”這個詞語本身所具有的原初含義，也更能體現中國作

為一個後發現代性國家在遭遇現代性的時候所體現出的特殊性。本文試圖從風景研究

的角度透過對賈樟柯”故鄉三部曲”與寧瀛”北京三部曲”中的空間變遷來透視中國

大陸自90年代以來急劇的”現代性”變革所引發的社會症候。 

 
作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: : : : 刘琨，中国传媒大学2011级电影学博士，现为山东师范大学传媒学院讲师

。主要研究方向为中国电影史、电影理论、类型电影，目前已在《当代电影》、《北

京电影学院学报》等核心期刊发表学术论文十余篇。 

 
Title: The Politics of Flow: Exploring the Sceneries in JiaZhangke’s “Homeland Trilogy” 
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and Ning Ying’s “Beijing Trilogy” 
 
Abstract: Since 1990s, China has been a country in the process of fission. Every attempt 
that was made to draw a complete topographic map, whether for urban cities or for villages, 
proved to be a vain attempt. Today’s landmark may turn into ruins tomorrow. Living in an 
era full of changes, many artists were astonished by so fast a transition. Therefore, they 
started to record the changes in the era. Since 1990s, some films about “flow”, such as 
JiaZhangke’s “Homeland Trilogy” and Ning Ying’s “Beijing Trilogy”, have keenly sized the 
suspended and transient “now”. These works, almost without exception, depicted the 
“sceneries” of social changes by telling the story of a “libertine”. Following “Old Han”, 
“Xiaowu”, “Dezi”, “Binbin” and other “libertines”, we not only witnessed the drastic 
changes in China’s urban cities and villages in 1990s, but also felt in depth the relationship 
between sceneries, memory and power that the directors tried to reveal through the depiction 
of sceneries. Though, in the strict sense, these “libertines” were not what Benjamin called 
“flaneur” (If Baudelaire, as a “flaneur”, was experiencing the “love at last sight” that was 
brought by the “transience, variability and contingency” of modernity, then what the 
“libertines” in 1990s’ Chinese films experienced were the bewilderment brought by the 
“fluidity and liquification” of modernity. ), they were more vivid than Benjamin’s “flaneur”, 
more able to present the particularity of China, a country with later-emerged modernity, 
when it encountered modernity, and embodied more of the original meaning of “flaneur”. 
This paper aims at studying the social symptoms caused by the drastic “modern” changes in 
mainland China since 1990s by analyzing the changes in space in JiaZhangke’s “Homeland 
Trilogy” and Ning Ying’s “Beijing Trilogy” from the perspective of scenery.  
 
Bio: Liu Kun，PHD of Communication University of China，now is a Assistant Professor 
of Shandong Normal University. The main research direction is Chinese film history, film 
theory, type of movie, related papers has been published in Contemporary Cinema and Film 
Art.  
 

 

石小溪 SHI Xiaoxi 
中國傳媒大學 Communication University of China 
    

標題標題標題標題: : : : 試析全球化背景下中國電影業票房分配中的問題 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 21世紀以來，經濟全球化與文化全球化共同作用於中國電影業，國際合拍日成

常態，國內大片逐步升級，伴隨著電影產業鏈的兼併整合浪潮，年票房產出也一路凱

歌突破200億元。但由於歷史遺留的分配問題尚未解決，產業發展的先天不足以及國

內複雜的政策環境，中國電影業的票房分配格局目前仍存在一系列的問題，這具體表

現在各自為營的利益之爭、單一呆板的票房分賬模式、法律意識與行業自律的缺失、

政府職能在票房分配中的作用有所偏差等方面，而這些也是導致近年來國際間的分賬

衝突與國內電影企業的摩擦爭端頻頻發生的重要原因。儘管，在產業發展的初級階段，

中國電影業出現這些問題實屬正常,但從這些爭端中可以看出，不夠公平合理的產業

結構與市場結構已成為中國電影業全面升級前必須正視與解決的難題。對於票房分配

問題的研究，將有助於我們更清晰地瞭解當前中國電影業發展中的不足，從而制定出

更有效的策略來幫助構建一個更加公平有序的電影業。 

    

關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字: : : : 中國電影業產業結構市場結構票房分配利益紛爭 

 
作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介::::石小溪，2013年7月毕业于中国传媒大学，获得电影学硕士学位。现从事电
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影科研与影视项目策划的相关工作。 

 
Title: Problems of Box-Office Share Options in China during the Globalization Era 
 
Abstract: Since the beginning of the 21st century, the globalization of economy and culture 
has had great impact on Asian film industry, and international film co-production has 
gradually become common. The box-office in China has gone straight over 20 billion along 
yuan per year with the advancing industry and reformations in the industry chains. However, 
it is still to be solved the problems resulted from the defects of early-built systems, 
congenital deficiency in the development of the industry and complicated national political 
factors. Therefore, problems of box-office share options in China have existed so far: there 
are conflicts of the interests among different groups, the share options are unitary-patterned, 
people and organizations are unconscious of law and are self-indulgent, and the government 
is not properly functioned. These factors are leading to international clashes and domestic 
disputes.  
Though being normal to emerge during the primary stage of film industries, the problems 
reveal the unfair and unreasonable structures in markets and companies that every 
component of the industry has to face and resolve. This paper is aimed to expose the 
demerits of current film industry in China, and get enlightenments from the solutions so as to 
build a more organized and fair order in the film industry.  
 
Key Words: China’s film industry, Industrial structure, Market structure, Conflicts of the 
interests, Box-office disputes 
 
Bio: Communication University of China, Major in Film study, Master Degree. 
 
 

田亦洲 TIAN Yizhou 
中國傳媒大學 Communication University of China 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 全球化語境下的生存體驗——以”新都市電影”為例 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: 當今，”全球化”已成為一種現代人的全球共生、互動的生存體驗與思維方式，

同時也構成了當代中國當代思想、情感、審美和藝術等形成的基本”地面”。近年來，

以《杜拉拉升職記》、《失戀33天》、《人在囧途之泰囧》、《北京遇上西雅圖》、《致我們

終將逝去的青春》、《中國合夥人》、《小時代》系列等影片為代表的”新都市電影”
3
，

開始引領中國內地電影的潮流。這批影片突出地反映了中國內地現代個體生存體驗的

諸多特點，並具體表現為以追求時間現時性與空間跨地性為特徵的時空模式、以物質

層面成功引導精神層面認同的”拜物教”式的價值觀念以及以”怨羨情結”與重返”

天下之中央”的無意識心理為驅動的文化想像。 

 

有鑑於此，本文嘗試從全球化的語境出發，將近年來出現的一批”新都市電影”作為

折射當代中國內地社會現實的一面鏡子，分析其時空模式、價值觀念與文化想像等方

面反映出的特徵，在比照此前的中國內地電影的同時，揭示出全球化境遇中其國族想

像與身份認同的新變化，以及現代中國人特殊的生存體驗及其發展趨向。 
 

                                                           
3
根据陈犀禾的观点，笔者认为，”新都市电影”指的是一批以30-40岁导演为创作主体、以20-30岁观众为目

标受众、以现代都市为故事背景、以现代生活为表现内容，集平民化题材、类型化叙事、时尚化风格、商业

化运营、明星化效应于一身的在市场上取得高额票房成绩的中小成本影片。见陈犀禾、程功：《”新都市电影”

的崛起》，《社会观察》，2013年06期。 
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作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介::::男，1987年8月生，中國傳媒大學電影學2013級博士研究生，在國內學術期

刊發表理論文章近20篇。 

    

Title: Surviving Globalization: The Case of New Urban Cinema 
 
Abstract: Nowadays, people in modern society can hardly escape the trend of globalization, 
and no doubt it is a context within which thoughts, emotions, aesthetics and arts are 
reconstructed in contemporary China. In recent years, the New Urban Cinema boomed in 
Mainland China, examples can be found as Go LaLa Go!, Love is Not Blind, Lost in 
Thailand, Finding Mr. Right, So Young, American Dreams in China and Tiny Times. These 
movies describe individual’s surviving experience under the frames of time and space 
changing in Mainland China and emphasize the importance of financial capital. Moreover, 
they are full of cultural imaginations including the complex feelings toward the West, mixed 
with complain and envy; and also a kind of unconscious thinking as “back to the center of 
the world”.  
  
Therefore, this study adopts a theoretical framework of globalization to analyze the time and 
space mode, social values and cultural imagination in the New Urban Cinema in recent 
years. After comparing with the previous movies produced in Mainland China, this study 
aims at concluding the changes about the nation imagination and identity recognition in the 
age of globalization. Moreover, it also wants to see the new trend that how the Chinese 
people live in contemporary China.  
 
 

王曉航 WANG Xiaohang 
上海外國語大學 Shanghai International Studies University 
 
Title: Chinese Music Fandom Studies: the Fandom of Shang Wenjie 
 
Abstract: The Cultural Studies School examines that audiences can not be simply seen as 
negative recipients of forms of external stimulus - a movie, TV programs and even songs. 
Audiences, in the dimension of active audiences, drawing on specific sets of cultural 
resources and located in specific social settings, actively interpret media products (David 
Croteau, William Hoynes, Stefanie Milan, 2012).  
 
Fans, as a special group of media audiences, are emerged in both West and East society with 
the growth of consumerism. Fandom, in this aspect, is utilized to explain the worship of 
“stars” or media products and the related social behaviors of fans (Shuker, 2001). While 
fandom is closely related to the social background, when coming to mainland China, the 
study of music fandom somehow reflects the social exchange of Chinese society.  
 
Shangwenjie, a female artist who won the champion of the singing competition Super Girl in 
2006, appeared in the mass media with distinct electronic music genres and wired dressing 
style, compared as Chinese Lady Gaga. After becoming the winner with over 5 million votes, 
Shang won millions of fans and impressed the audiences with the identity Indie Female 
Singer-songwriter.  
 
When looking to Chinese music industry, Shang Wenjie - a female singer-songwriter 
expropriated to project a new Chinese femininity and celebrity worship, also creates and 
provides expression and aspiration to female fans. Her rebellious cultural representations are 
routinely reiterated in the language of independence and feminism and circulated through 
fans communication in fans club.  
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In this article, the author examines the process by which fans subtly appropriate Shang 
Wenjie’s persona and engage in independent trajectories and various struggles against 
existing cultural norms and gendered family values.  
 
Bio: Postgraduate (M. A in Media and Communications Studies) of Shanghai International 
Studies University.  
 
 

趙翔 ZHAO Xiang 
雲南師範大學Yunnan Normal University, Kunming 

 

Gareth DAVEY 
雲南師範大學Yunnan Normal University, Kunming 
 
Title: Making sense of smoking: Chinese youth’s gendered understandings of tobacco 
portrayal in film  
 
Abstract: Images of tobacco in film are highly prevalent and watched by many young 
people. Although previous research in other countries has linked youth’s media consumption 
and smoking initiation, studies on this topic in China are limited. In this presentation we 
discuss our research about how young people in China make sense of smoking imagery seen 
in film, how these understandings are shaped by cultural and social context of images, and 
relationships with real- life tobacco use. Media and media literacy were important means 
through which Chinese youth construct and communicate knowledge about smoking, and 
images of tobacco in film cultivate favourable and realistic beliefs of real-life smoking. 
Another important finding was gendered understandings of tobacco portrayal in film as the 
boys’ accounts were grounded in interpretations of masculinity: Male smokers in film were 
interpreted as symbols of male authority and power, based on China’s historical tradition of 
subordination of women. Though the girls also acknowledged these socialised gender roles, 
they interpreted women’s smoking as asserting gender equity amid a broader context of 
feminism and emancipation of women in China. They also described changes in the portrayal 
of women and women smokers in Chinese media which in recent years has cast women more 
positively, and thus tobacco imagery in film was understood as playing a role in Chinese 
women’s assertion of gender equity. These findings lend new insights into young people’s 
understandings of tobacco imagery in Chinese film and, therefore, should be incorporated 
into tobacco control programmes.  
 
Bio: ZHAOXiang is a postgraduate student and teaching assistant at Yunnan Normal 
University in Kunming, China. He is also a licensed school teacher and counsellor. His 
research interests include counselling and therapy, smoking and drug misuse, and health 
education. He has recently completed a project about health imagery in Chinese media and 
its relation to Chinese student’s beliefs and behaviors.  
 
Gareth DAVEY Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor in the Counselling and Psychology 
Department, Hong Kong Shue Yan University. He has previously worked in various Chinese 
cities (Beijing, Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Zhuhai). Trained in science and social 
science, his research agenda is the interdisciplinary study of people as biological-cultural-
social wholes situated in their environment. He has authored more than130 articles in books 
and journals.  
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張選中 ZHANG Xuanzhong 
東北師範大學 Northeast Normal University 

 

遲宇辰 CHI Yuchen 
東北師範大學 Northeast Normal University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 自媒體語境下紀錄片的創新與發展 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 以微博為代表的自媒體已成為網路傳播最活躍的主體和新興輿論場。在自媒體

這一新興媒體的傳播背景下，紀錄片無論是從傳播方式上還是從創作形態上都發生了

巨大的變化。自媒體背景下的紀錄片要求更具有互動性，時效性，參與性，體驗性並

兼具有”短平快”的特點。本文主要目的是探究什麼樣的紀錄片適合在自媒體時代生

存；為了適應自媒體，紀錄片創作應該發生怎樣的改變和創新，什麼樣的紀錄片能在

自媒體中脫穎而出，自媒體語境的紀錄片又將有怎樣的發展前景。筆者依託獨立創作

的自媒體紀錄片《未知行程》為實證，探索和研究自媒體環境下的紀錄片有怎樣的發

展之路。    

 

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 張選中，東北師範大學传媒科学学院講師 

 

Title: The Language-scape of We Media: Documentaries, Innovations and Developments 
 
Abstract: The ‘we media’ that weibo represents is becoming the most active element in 
internet communication and the new public opinion field. In the context of we media, 
documentary film has changed dramatically in the mode of communication ways and 
creative technique. In the context of we media, documentary film is required to be 
interactivity, timeliness, participatory and more fast, short, and delicate. This 
article mainly studied and discussed what kind of documentaries can survive in the period of 
we media. In order to adapt the new media, how to innovate and change the creative methods 
of documentary film, what kind of documentary will stand out the most in the new media 
age, what is the development future of documentary film? Empirical research is taken with 
the documentary unknown trip which is created by myself. It will help me to explore and 
research the way of the development of documentary film in the context of we media.  
 
Bio: Lecturer of School of Media Science at Northeast Normal University.  
 
 

趙立諾 ZHAO Linuo 
北京大學藝術學院 School of Arts, Peking University 
 
標題標題標題標題: 新世纪中国电影古典美学的现代转化研究 
 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: 儘管電影美學主要來自於歐洲和美國，但是中國電影一直以來也在進行著如何

將中國古典美學與電影完美結合的探索，從而出現了30、40年代的《一江水向東流》、

《小城之春》，80年代的《邊城》90年代的《那山、那人、那狗》這樣具有中國古典

意境的電影以及武俠片類型的崛起。但是，隨著好萊塢電影在90年代大規模進入中國，

以及香港電影在90年代以其商業性特徵為整個華語地區的觀眾所接受，具有中國審美

情懷的電影便逐漸被邊緣化。但是隨著2000年李安的《臥虎藏龍》大獲成功之後，中

國電影中的古典美學傾向開始了一個新的活躍期。 《英雄》、《十面埋伏》以及2013
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年的《一代宗師》等作品都將中國的古典美學、古典哲學作為電影核心精神藉以傳達。

本文認為，”意象”、”氣韻”和”境”是三個中國古典美學的核心概念，簡單來看

分別可以指向畫面、風格和哲學精神。中國古典美學中對”意象”、”氣韻”和”境”

的要求是以”神似”、”生動”以及”物外”作為它的要求和標準，但是在全球化語

境之下，中國電影卻在這樣的美學關照之下具有了新的特點。這些新的特點使得新世

紀的中國電影既具有中國古典美學的韻味與律動，但是又能夠傳達時代氣息，並呈現

出後現代和全球化的特質，表現為文化的跨地性、流動性和影像符號的拼貼性等特點。

本文將從這三個概念出發觀照新世紀以來的中國電影，主要以《一代宗師》、《英雄》

等電影為例，討論新世紀以來的中國電影的古典美學傳統在全球化語境之下的變異、

現代轉化和新趨勢。 

 

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 趙立諾，女，北京大學藝術學院影視系電影學專業博士研究生，研究方向

為電影理論，現階段已發表理論成果11篇，曾獲國家級論文獎勵1次，校級重大學術

獎勵2次。 

 
Title: Modern Transformation of Classical Aesthetics in Chinese Films in the New Century 
 
Abstract: Although cinema aesthetics have mainly developed in Europe and America, 
Chinese filmmakers have been constantly exploring the ideal combination of Chinese 
classical aesthetics and Chinese cinema and which has led to the emergence of films with 
Chinese classical conceptions, such as The River Flows To The East and Spring In a Small 
Town in 1940s, Border Town in 1980s, and Postmen In The Mountains in1990s. The rise of 
the Kung Fu genre also partially came from this endeavor. However, with the increasing 
popularity of Hollywood movies and the commercialization of Hong Kong films in the 
Chinese market in the 1990’s, films with a classical sentiment were gradually marginalized. 
It is not until Ang Leereleased the successful Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon in 2000 that 
classical aesthetics became actively expressed in modern Chinese cinema. For example, the 
expression of ancient Chinese philosophy and classical Chinese aesthetics are all featured in 
Hero (2002), House of Flying Daggers (2004), and The Grandmaster (2013). This paper 
views “Yixiang＂, “Qiyun＂, and “Jing＂ as three essential conceptions in Chinese classical 
aesthetics, which refer to the image, style, and philosophical orientation, respectively. The 
three conceptions are assessed according to “similarity in spirit＂, vividness＂ and 
＂detachment＂in classical aesthetics, while Chinese cinema, under this aesthetical 
influence, has developed some new features under the context of globalization in the modern 
era. Accompanied with these features, Chinese films in the new century embody the classical 
rhythm and dynamics, convey a contemporary atmosphere, and take on characteristics of 
post modernism and globalism which are expressed as cultural trans-regionalism and 
mobility, and a collage of visual signals. According to the three conceptions, this paper will 
examine Chinese movies in the 21st century, and take The Grandmaster, and Hero as 
primary examples. It will discuss te changes, modern transformations and new trends of 
classical aesthetics in Chinese movies in the context of globalization.  
 
Bio: Linuo Zhao is a doctoral student of cinema studies at Peking University under Professor 
Xuguang Chen’s supervision. Her main research interest is Chinese contemporary cinema; 
an area in which she has published nine research articles to date.  
 
 

鐘磊 ZHONG Lei 
長春師範大學傳媒學 Changchun Normal University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 《小時代》，大格局    
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摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 郭敬明的《小時代》華麗謝幕了。過億的票房，千萬粉絲的瘋狂追捧，網路罵

戰的此起彼伏，讓我們不得不重新審視《小時代》，它究竟是一場過眼雲煙式的鬧劇，

還是中國影視創作格局重新塑造的開端。在影視藝術發展過程中，精彩紛呈的電影流

派推動了影視創作一次次的革命。然而近年來國產片”雷劇”頻發，讓我們不得不開

始討論電影本源及其美學規律，與暫態萬變的時代發展之間的關係。本文將從《小時

代》觀影后感出發，對當代中國影視格局的形成進行淺層探索。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 長春師範大學傳媒學院講師；教育學原理博士；研究方向: 紀錄片創作，

影視心理研究。 

 
Title: Tiny time. More patterns 
 
Abstract: There are many different topics what we are interest to talk after the guo’s film 
Tiny time public showed. The topics are there are tens of thousands fans to be infatuated with 
Tiny time, and debated endlessly in internet. The above factors make us have to recognize 
Tiny time. We don’t know it is a superficial film or the beginning of creative pattern of 
Chinese film. During the development of film, different film genre promote the revolution of 
film, but there are many vulgarity or low taste film produced, so we have to discuss the 
origin of film, the aesthetic rules of film and the relationship between time and aesthetic. I 
will try to explore the formation of Chinese film in this thesis.  
 
Bio: Zhong Lei is a lecturer of Changchun Normal University, with a Phd degree of 
Educational Principle. His research focuses on the Documentary Creation and the Film and 
Television Psychological Research 
 
 

周艷 ZHOU Yan 
山西農業大學 Shanxi Agricultural University 
 
標題標題標題標題：：：：中國青春電影的類型化思考 
 
Title: The Thinking about the Typification of Chinese Youth Movie 
 
Abstract: When the total box office of the movie TINY TIMES (1-2) achieved 6.8 hundred 
million and lead the summer movie box because the performance surpassed the Hollywood 
blockbuster such as Pacific Rim, Jurassic park, Superman: steel, the viewing boom at the 
begin of the year 2013 that caused by the movie So Young carried 7.08 hundred million box 
office was at its peak about youth movies. After that, a series of youth movies have sprung 
up. According to statistics, the age grades of the nowdays’s Chinese movie audiences have 
reduced to 21.7 years old in 2013 from 25.7 in 2009. Obviously, the Chinese filmmakers 
have realized the phenomenon. More and more youth movies are predicting the birth of a 
new film type. 
 
Through the bustling light behind, it can be found that the confusion of the concept of Youth 
Movie, and the phenomenon of quick bucks of the blind consumption about the young times. 
In the network investigation, the audience just marks 3.4 points (Full mark is 10 points) for 
Tiny Times and 6.9 points for So Young. the great contrast between its business success and 
art performance has provoked fierce debate among academics. By mean of viewing the 
Chinese youth movie history, and researches about the problem that existed in the text, it can 
be found that what kind of problems exist in the development and how to break through. The 
way is to help the young viewers find their own dignity and life style by the creative 
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narrative perspective that fixed the mainstream value and conflict between the youthful 
dream and reality. 
 
Bio: Zhou Yan,(1979-), female, Beijing Normal University Masters in literature degree, the 
college of information teacher，Shanxi agricultural university. The research direction is the 
film theory and criticism. 
 
 

周冬瑩 ZHOU Dongying 
浙江傳媒學院，電影學院 Zhejiang University of Media and Communications 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 稀疏與緩慢——賈樟柯電影中的運動分析 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 自賈樟柯的第一部影片以來，他一直在堅持的美學意義上的”真實”,即要”

在現實的環境種去發現一種詩意”
4
，用日常生活的細節凸顯出來的人精神狀態

5
，以

傾聽和靜觀，穿越政治和社會狀況，專注在個人對於庸常生活的承擔，以及存在的危

機。”傾聽”和”靜觀”的態度，決定了他是一位運動”稀疏和緩慢”的導演。賈樟

柯用稀疏或緩慢的運動，給出了一個純粹的視聽世界，用純視聽符號用來表現人類生

活的複雜性。 

    

個人簡介個人簡介個人簡介個人簡介: : : : 周冬莹，浙江传媒学院电影专业讲师，中国传媒大学电影学博士，毕业论

文为《影像与时间－德勒兹的影像理论与柏格森、尼采的时间哲学》，已于2012年出

版。现为浙江传媒学院电影学院电影剧作教师。 

 
Title: Sparseness and Slowness –Analysis of Movement in Jia Zhangke’s Films 
 
Abstract: Since Jia Zhangke’s first film, he has been sticking to “true” in the sense of 
aesthetics, namely to “discover poetry in the real world”, to highlight people’s mental state 
through details of daily lives, to undergo political and social condition by listening and 
watching, and to concentrate on individual undertaking of daily life and existing crisis. The 
attitude of “listening” and “watching” determines his movement of image is sparse and slow. 
Jia Zhangke has created a pure optical and sound world. The pure optical and sound sings 
that fill Jia’s frames are arranged to show of the complexities of human existence.  
 
Bio: Lecturer in film of Zhejiang University of Media and Communication, Doctor in Film 
of Communication University of China. The PhD thesis titled Image and Time—Deleuze’s 
Image Theory and the Time Philosophy of Bergson and Nietzsche, published in 2012. 
Teaching film script writing at Film Academy of Zhejiang University of Media and 
Communication.  
 
 

周安華ZHOU Anhua 
南京大學 Nanjing University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 節奏背後: 時間和現代性的凸顯——（中國）現象電影的速度變奏 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 電影中的速度是蒙太奇的造物，特別是非線性敘事使電影時間獲得任意性的表

現，主觀表意由此具有了更豐沛、更自由的流動性。2013年中國影壇出現了一批以青

                                                           
4《贾想》贾樟柯著，北京大学出版社，2009版，p67 
5《贾想》p68 
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春、懷舊、懸疑為主調的商業電影，如《小時代》、《無人區》、《致青春》和《天機-

富春山居圖》等，由於它們爭議極大，票房奇高，被稱為”現象電影”。與歷史上的”

戲劇電影”側重於外在速度的映現，以觀眾心理”彌合”和”自我縫合”為旨歸，把”

故事和懸念”的牽引作為電影最重要的樂趣不同，（中國）現象電影吸取了迄今為止

國際電影探索的全部睿智和從容，悍然打破”適度”、”均衡”的電影速度呈現原則，

緊扣”永恆性”,營建現代性話語。它們試圖將”速度”從兩維並進的清晰節奏邏輯

中解放出來，挑戰其流轉的可能性，以賦予其更廣大、更靈動的空間。比如，《無人

區》極境下的道德掙扎，即採取”外松內緊”的速度節律，《全民目擊》不同橋段的”

倫巴”舞，張弛有度，直逼心靈深處；比如，《富春山居圖》借助”強鏡頭美學”,採

取”超速”節奏，時間空間化，極大彰顯了現代化概念的”效能自覺”……如此，積

極超越敘事技術層面，中國現象電影使電影速度更多負載了精神哲學的豐富內涵。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 周安華，南京大學戲劇影視藝術系教授、博士生導師、《電影藝術》雜誌

編委、中國高校影視教育研究會副會長、教育部戲劇影視教育指導委員會委員。 

 
Title: Behind the Rhythm: Speed, Time and Modernity in (China’s) Phenomenon Films 
 
Abstract: The film speed is montage’s creature. Particularly, non-linear narrative leads the 
movie-time to get the expression at will, subjective ideographic thus gets the mobility which 
is more abundant and liberal. Chinese films present a certain appearance in a group of 
commercial films which are youth, nostalgia and thrill as the keynote in 2013, such as Tiny 
Times, No Man’s Land, So Young and Switch and so on. They are extremely controversial and 
extraordinarily high hits at the box office, so known as the “Phenomena Movie”. 
Historically, the “Theatrical Films” focused on the external velocity of film expression, and 
regarded the psychology of the audience to “bridge” and “self-stitch” as its purpose. 
(Chinese) Phenomena Movie, does not regard the traction of “story and suspense” as the 
most important fun of films, draws all wisdom and calm from all of the exploration of 
international film so far , smashes the film velocity rendering principles which are 
“moderate” and “balanced” flagrantly, keeps to the point “eternity” closely, and constructs 
the modern utterance. They try to liberate the “speed” from the two-dimensional and thus 
challenge the possibility of the rhythm logic of its circulation, give its wider, more agile 
spaces. For example, the moral struggle under the extreme habitats in No Man’s Land 
adopted the rhythm of “ the tight inside but loose outside “; the Flexible degree of rumbas in 
different plots of Silent Witness, were touching the bottom of heart; by means of “strong 
scene aesthetic”, Switch produced spatialization of time by “over-speed” rhythm, greatly 
highlights the modern concept of “ efficiency-consciousness”. . . . . . . In these ways, beyond 
the technical level of narrative positively, the “Chinese Phenomena Film” loads enrichment 
content of spiritual philosophy in movies’ speeds.  
 
Bio : Zhou Anhua , Professor and Doctoral Tutor of the Department of Drama and Movie 
Arts of Nanjing University ; Editorial Board Member of Film Art Magazine; Vice President 
of China Higher Education Television, Film Research Association of China; Member of 
Television, Drama Education Steering Committee of the Ministry of Education of China.  
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PAPER ABSTRACTS (ENGLISH) 
 

 

 

AJURIA IBARRA, Enrique  
Universidad de las Américas Puebla, Mexico 
 
Title: Cross-Border Implications: Audiovisual Haunting and the Transnational Look of The 
Eye 
 
Abstract: Directed by the Pang Brothers, The Eye (Gin Gwai, 2002) is a repository for 
critical debates about pan-Asian film production and cultural identity. On the surface, the 
film seems to embrace a transnational outlook that attempts to fit a shared cinematic agenda. 
Nevertheless, its notion of globalisation discloses cultural and regional tensions, more 
specifically about Hong Kong’s national identity, its relationship with other countries in 
Southeast Asia and its mixture of Western and Eastern traditions (Knee, 2009). As a horror 
film, The Eye focuses on the transpositional qualities of ghostly haunting that prompt the 
subject to question her perceptions of reality. With transplants, geographical and 
metaphysical border crossings, the film raises problems at personal, social and political 
levels.  
 
The film particularly manifests uncanny revelations with the acquisition of new sight by 
means of a cornea transplant. Curiously, its protagonist is also able to hear spirits and ghosts 
now that she can see them. This peculiar other-worldly perception evidences a cultural 
preference of visual over aural understanding of reality and the supernatural. As such, the 
issues addressed in The Eye are not solely reliant on social and political discourses; the 
cinematic structure of the haunting in this film also presents textual manifestations of 
transposition, imposition and alienation that further provide evidence for its complicated 
pan-Asian look. The purpose of this paper is to examine the film’s audio-visual elaborations 
of the haunting as a structural catalyst for further debates in the determination of a 
transnational, Asian Gothic horror aesthetic that confronts concepts of identity, nationality 
and subjectivity.  
 
Bio: Enrique Ajuria Ibarra teaches media, film and cultural studies at Universidad de las 
Américas Puebla, Mexico. His main research interests lie in the areas of fantasy, horror and 
Gothic studies, most particularly in cinema. He has previously published journal articles and 
book chapters on issues of haunting, monstrosity and national identity in the films of 
Guillermo del Toro. He is currently working on the relationship between horror and travel 
writing in Gothic fiction.  
 
 

BAE, Juyeon 
University of Nottingham, UK 
 
Title: The Emergence of Paternal Multiculturalism in Contemporary Korean Cinema 
 
Abstract: Recently, multiculturalism has become one of the core values of South Korean 
cultural policy. On the one hand, the popularity of the Korean Wave (Hallyu) in Asia has 
influenced on this policy decision. On the other hand, the policy stems from demographic 
change within Korean society caused by the increasing numbers of Asian migrants who 
come to South Korea to find a job or spouse. Accordingly, those films which deal with 
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multicultural issues such as a multicultural family (Damunhwa Gajok, a family which is 
constituted of different races or ethnicities) or migrant workers have been widely subsided 
and supported by governmental organisations and the public sector. In particular, after the 
box office smash of Punch (Lee Han, 2011), multicultural issues proved their commercial 
appeal and, resultantly, large entertainment enterprises started to invest and produce so-called 
“multicultural films” (Damunhwa Yŏnghwa).  
 
However, multiculturalism which is rendered in these films needs to be scrutinised, since 
multiculturalism is an extremely contested term. Also cinema does not simply echo the 
discourse of multiculturalism supported by the government, but it instead negotiates and 
re/forms the discourse. In order to examine the way to create a cinematic discourse on 
multiculturalism, this paper explores A Wonderful Moment (aka My Little Hero) (Kim Seong-
hoon, 2012) which depicts the friendship between a son of a multicultural family and a 
Korean male musical director. I argue that the film disseminates “paternal multiculturalism” 
by placing the Korean male as an ethical father of the young ethnic minority. In so doing, the 
film reinforces a belief in the superiority of Korean ethnicity.  
 
Bio: Juyeon Bae is a PhD candidate in the Department of Culture, Film and Media at the 
University of Nottingham. Her PhD research embraces the representation of Asian “others” – 
foreign migrant workers, North Korean defectors and ethnic Koreans – in contemporary 
South Korean cinema, examining multicultural and transnational flow in (trans)/national 
cinema. Her MA dissertation in Cinema Studies was completed at the Korea National 
University of Arts and focused upon Korean action cinema of the 1960s and 70s. She has 
worked in an art cinema as a programmer in Seoul and is a former member of the Critics 
Committee for Jeonju International Film Festival. Her interests include border-crossing, 
diaspora, film movement, gender studies and cultural practices in Korean and Japanese 
cinema.  
 
 

BAIK, Crystal  
University of Southern California, USA 
 
Title: The Decolonial Gesture: Korean Transnational Cultural Production and the Possibility 
of a Decolonial Aesthetic  
 
Abstract: In this paper, I explore the concept of the decolonial gesture to imagine a 
demilitarized and decolonized “Korea” and “Asia Pacific. “ A framework that emphasizes 
denaturalization, destabilization, and decomposition, the decolonial gesture points to the 
ways in which cultural producers draw upon visual fragments, disintegrating lines, and non-
linear formats—including site-specific performances, transient film projections, and mobile 
multi-screen video installations— to trouble established geographies, bodies of knowledge, 
and visual orders. Mobilizing the decolonial gesture as a starting point, this essay examines 
how three Korean transnational cultural producers— Sylbee Kim, Eunji Cho, and Jane Jin 
Kaisen— interrogate the heterogeneous meanings associated with national division, 
migration, militarization, and South Korean sub-imperialism. By engaging with specific 
works, including Kim’s Friendly Fire (2011, multi-media installation), Cho’s Earth Thief 
(2009, performance), and Kaisen’s Reiterations of Dissent (2011, multi-screen video 
installation), this paper addresses the following questions. First, as diasporic subjects who 
reside in and work across translocal spaces in and outside of “Asia,” how does each cultural 
producer visualize the transnational ramifications, material and affective, of national 
division, especially in relationship to hypervisible formations such as the Korean 
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)? Second, even as each artist recognizes the historical and local 
specificities that constitute a modern “Korea,” what formal strategies do they employ to de-
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essentialize and queer seemingly static borders, national territories, and fixed articulations of 
“Asia”? Lastly, how do these works allude to or sense spectral dynamics excluded from the 
historical record——traces that allow us to imagine, if only for a moment, different 
genealogies of knowledge and modes of seeing that are not solely reliant upon the ocular? 
The primary objective of this paper, then, is to critically reflect upon and consider the 
possibility of a decolonial aesthetic in relationship to an always already shifting “Korea” and 
“Asia. “  
 
Bio: Crystal Mun-hye Baik is a doctoral candidate in the Department of American Studies & 
Ethnicity (ASE) at the University of Southern California (USC) in Los Angeles, California 
(USA). Baik is interested in how Korean diasporic cultural producers mobilize visual 
fragments and cultural objects to hint at obscured memories of war, forced migration, and 
settler colonialism excluded from the historical record. Her dissertation, entitled, Unsettling 
Images that Bind: The Korean Diaspora (1905-1965), Critical Sensing, and the Decolonial 
Archive, engages with the ways in which visual traces— ranging from found footage of anti-
colonial protests in rural California during the early 20th century to the private home film 
archives of Korean diasporics during the Asia Pacific War(s)— are deployed by 
contemporary Korean transnational institutions to generate historical narratives of belonging, 
citizenship, and ethno-nationalism. Baik also considers how cultural production critically 
examines and troubles essentialized binaries, including “East/West,” “south/north,” and 
“domestic/national. “ Currently, Baik is the Research Assistant/Coordinator for the USC 
Center for Transpacific Studies (CTS), an institution dedicated to mapping the cultural 
affiliations, socio-economic ties, and (de)colonial flows between the Americas and the Asia 
Pacific.  
 
 

BERNARDS, Brian 
University of Southern California, USA 
 
Title: Summoning the Forgotten Creole Pioneers: ‘Interracial’ Malaysian Romance in 
Yasmin Ahmad’s Sepet 
 
Abstract: This paper analyses Malaysian auteur Yasmin Ahmad’s interrogation of a 
“forbidden” Chinese-Malay “interracial” romance in her 2004 film Sepet, emphasizing how 
the film appropriates the Peranakan figure as a forgotten “creole pioneer” who challenges the 
boundaries of the nation’s official multiculturalism, which relies on legacies of colonial 
racial discourse proposing the mutual impermeability of cultures. While interracial attraction 
may invoke inaccurate stereotypes, Ahmad suggests that naïve admiration for the Other 
provides the necessary impetus to discover shared cultural histories that not only transcend 
Malaysia’s official discourse, but blur the lines of a tokenized “diversity” inherent in 
metropolitan concepts of multiculturalism.  
 
Bio: Brian Bernards is Assistant Professor of East Asian Languages and Cultures at the 
University of Southern California. He is co-editor (with Shu-mei Shih and Chien-hsin Tsai) 
of Sinophone Studies: A Critical Reader (Columbia U P, 2013), and has published in the 
journals Postcolonial Studies (2012), the Sun Yat-sen Journal of Humanities (2013), and 
Modern Chinese Literature and Culture (forthcoming, 2014). His manuscript project, 
Writing the South Seas (now under review), examines the history of Chinese migration, 
settlement, and creolization in Southeast Asia through the evolution of the Nanyang as a 
postcolonial trope in literature from China, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand. 
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BETTINSON, Gary 
University of Lancaster, UK 
 
Title: Chinatown kid: the Xiaozi Screen Persona of Alexander Fu Sheng 
 
Abstract: Alexander Fu Sheng (1954-1983), a leading contract player at Shaw Brothers, 
rose to rare heights of popularity in Hong Kong during the 1970s. By the middle of the 
decade, Variety could refer to the “local Fu Sheng craze,” the matinee idol having headlined 
several box-office successes in the territory. Yet Fu Sheng remains largely unknown in the 
West. His career deserves study, however, not only because it encompasses several seminal 
films (e.g. Disciples of Shaolin [1974], Shaolin Martial Arts [1974], Chinatown Kid [1977], 
Legendary Weapons of China [1982], Eight Diagram Pole Fighter [1983]), but also because 
it bears witness to a distinctive, even subversive, screen persona. 
 
This paper attempts to characterize this trademark image, focusing in particular on the 
primary contradiction within Fu Sheng’s persona – the adolescent on the cusp of adulthood, 
or what director Zhang Che termed the xiaozi (“little brat” or “boxing punk”). The paper 
argues that Fu Sheng’s persona flirts with a radical crisis of masculinity, all the more 
remarkable for coalescing within the hypermasculine kung-fu genre. At its most radical, Fu 
Sheng’s persona hints at masculine masquerade. In all, Fu Sheng cultivates a deceptively 
complex screen persona. More than most in Shaw Brothers’ cadre of male action stars, Fu 
Sheng pressed the limits of heterosexual masculinity.  
 
Defining Fu Sheng’s persona is also, to some extent, to identify the major generic trends and 
cycles in Hong Kong cinema in the 1970s and early 1980s. This paper tries to establish Fu 
Sheng’s historical importance by arguing that his career did not simply reflect or parallel 
industrial or generic trends. Rather, the actor was among the vanguards of these trends, 
central to the genres’ popularity and growth. Not least, Fu Sheng proved integral to the kung-
fu comedy’s primacy in the mid-late 1970s. 
 
Bio: Gary Bettinson is Lecturer in Film Studies at Lancaster University, UK. He is editor of 
the ‘Directory of World Cinema: China,’ volumes 1 (2012) and 2 (2014), and co-author (with 
Richard Rushton) of ‘What is Film Theory?’ (2010). 
 
 

CAMPOS, Patrick 
University of the Philippines  
 
Title: Extreme, Otherwise: Anxieties in Defining Philippine (Trans)National Cinema 
 
Abstract: Taking Cannes Film Festival as a figure for the previously European-defined 
“world cinema”; the extolling of Asian films as symptom of the geopolitical and economic 
“rise of Asia”; the bodies of Filipina actors as nationally-racially marked figures in non-
Filipino films; the invention and circulation of “Asian extreme” as a genre identifier; and the 
“extreme” works of Park Chan-wook and Brillante Mendoza as emblems of the urgency of 
and anxieties attendant in defining “national” cinema – this paper historicizes and re-
envisions Philippine trans/national cinema in light of the place of “Asia” in this shift from 
“world cinema” to “global cinema. “ 
 
Bio: Patrick Campos is Assistant Professor at the University of the Philippines (UP) Film 
Institute and Director of the Office of Research and Publication, College of Mass 
Communication, UP. He is co-editor of Communication and Media Theory and Criticism: 
The Philippine Experience (forthcoming, UP Press 2014). He has two current manuscript 
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projects. The first is a collection of film criticism on Philippine trans/national cinema 
formations, dealing with genre films and art films produced in the country in the 21st century. 
The second is a study on the various media adaptations of the life and works of the 
Philippine hero, Jose Rizal.  
 
 

CAO, Liuying (曹柳莺) 
Institut d’Asie Orientale, Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon, France 
 
Title: In between Hollywood and Shanghai: A case study of Happy Film Studio (1925-1927) 
 
Abstract: Under the great influence of Hollywood movies screened in the metropolitan 
cities such as Shanghai, early Chinese comedy seems to be a perfect resemblance of its 
western counterpart. The tremendous popularity of Charles Chaplin and Harold Lloyd also 
provided Chinese actors with a vivid performing model and aroused the audiences’ greatest 
enthusiasm towards comedy films. The study of comedy is important to understand Chinese 
early film production as a bizarre situation could be observed: on the one hand, the imported 
Hollywood comedy has achieved overwhelming success from the local audience and on the 
other the Chinese productions seemed to be less attractive and superficial. Why did this 
happen and how could we understand Chinese early comedy in this context? The study of 
Kaixin Film Studio (开心影业公司) may be a good example.  
 
In 1925, the establishment of Happy Film Studio marked a new phase of Shanghai comedy 
development. As indicated by its name, the company, operated by famous writers and actors 
Xu Zhuodai (徐卓呆) and Wang Youyou (汪优游) was dedicated in filming comedies, 
bantering even ironizing the idle rich, the hypocritical bourgeois by implementing jests, 
pranks which were embellished by vigorous imagination. The discussions and critiques 
appeared on the Kaixin Special Issue (开心特刊) presented the conscious pursuit of 
exploiting Chinese comedy by combining western experience and local observation. But as 
indicated before, neither of those films was successful in the market although they did 
receive some positive feedback from the audience. Due to the serial commercial failure, 
Kaixin Studio changed its orientation and embraced the mania of swordsman-feature in later 
20s.  
In this study, I want to explore the achievement the Chinese cineastes have made under 
western influence and market reactions towards such effort, which might be a starting point 
for us to discuss the “Asia-ness” in the global context.  
 
Bio: Cao Liuying graduated from East China Normal University, obtaining her master 
degree in Modern and Contemporary Chinese Literature. She is now the PhD candidate of 
l’IAO-Lyon under the direction of Professor Christian Henriot. Her research interests are: 
Shanghai studies and Chinese cinema. Her doctoral project is about Chinese comedy from 
1920s to 60s.  
 
 

CAVCIC, Antonija 
Murdoch University, Australia 
 
Title: Karmic Relief: Jesus and Buddha, the Blasphemous Buddies Deconstructing Religion, 
Immigration, and Identity Politics in Nakamura Hikaru’s Saint Young Men.  
 
Abstract: Perhaps Japan’s contemporary context of deflation, environmental devastation, 
and a declining birthrate reinforce cultural theorist Hiroki Azuma’s claim that in postmodern 
Japan, “grand narratives are dysfunctional; “god” and “society,” too, must be fabricated from 
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junk subculture” (2009, 29). In a climate where nothing and no one is sacred, it is little 
wonder that kyara moe – the passionate consumption of manga and anime characters, as well 
as corporate mascots and icons – has compensated for the disintegration of belief systems. 
Amongst these icons are the superflat, the superficial, and even the sacrilegious. Nakamura 
Hikaru’s manga, Saint Young Men (2006-), is marketed as a light take on the lives of Jesus 
and Buddha as both NEETs (Not in Education, Employment or Training) and 
roommates in present day Tokyo. However innocently Saint Young Men is pitched, I argue 
that as powerful icons, these blasphemous buddies deconstruct religion, immigration and 
identity politics in postmodern Japan, albeit ironically reinforcing essentialist notions of 
“sameness” in a still seemingly monocultural Japan. That is, despite differences in race, 
religion, and nationality, everyone is respected, but even gods must integrate and celebrate a 
culture of hyperconsumption, where Sony’s “Make. Believe. “ slogan is the silent sermon of 
the twenty-first century.  
 
Bio: Antonija Cavcic is currently a PhD candidate at Murdoch University, her research 
interests include the parallels between women’s progressive publishing practices in Victorian 
Britain and contemporary Japan, food media and celebrity chef culture, and gender and 
sexuality in Japanese culture.  
 
 

CHAN, Hong Kiu (Rita) 
University of Hong Kong  
 
Title: Sex, Sin and Monkeys: The aesthetic style in Night Corridor 
 
Abstract: Night Corridor (2003) is a Hong Kong independent film directed by Julian Lee, 
which adapted the fiction of Lee also. The film involved a variety of desire and sexuality, 
including homosexual relations, Oedipus complex, incestuous tendency, pedophilia, etc. In 
addition, there are a lot western gothic architecture and medieval paintings as the aesthetic 
elements in the film, and it helps to develop the surreptitious style.  
This essay attempts to explore the aesthetic style of “Night Corridor”, by analyzing different 
element used in the film. The essay will discuss from three points: sex, sin and monkeys to 
entry and develop the discourse. In the part of film language analysis, some gender theories 
and postcolonial theory would be used to contribute the methodology, and would be 
intergraded to find out how the film co-operate these different elements to build up the 
unique ghostly aesthetic style.  
 
摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 《妖夜迴廊》(2003)是李志超執導的香港獨立電影,改篇同由李創作的同名小

說。電影涉及各種異色愛慾,包括同性戀、戀母情結、亂倫、戀童癖等,亦利用了不少

西方歌德式建築與中世紀畫作,風格詭秘。本文嘗試以性、罪惡、猴子三個切入點,以

性別理論與後殖民理論配合論述,探討電影中如何運何不同題材共同建構獨特鬼魅般

的美學風格。 

 
Bio: CHAN, Hong Kiu is a current student in HKU post-graduate diploma of Education 
(Major Chinese), graduated in CUHK bachelor or Art (Major Chinese, minor journalism and 
communication and French) 
 

 

CHAN M. Hiu  
Cardiff University, UK 
 
Title: Searching for Cross-Cultural Definitions of Chinese Cinema: Comparing Research 
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Literature in English and in Chinese 
 
Abstract: The definitions of Chinese cinema are ongoing changing, mainly because of the 
world’s perceptions and comprehensions of the country China, its culture and history are 
ongoing changing. This of course, is relevant to both people with Chinese cultural 
background, and those without the ethnic background, but show interests in understanding 
Chinese culture and history, in and outside China.  
 
Chinese cinema has gone beyond just about Chinese language films, since the subject has 
become an international academic awareness. The attempt of defining Chinese cinema 
should be multi-dimensional. This paper aims to expand my existing understandings of 
Chinese cinema through a cross-cultural perspective, a comparative study.  
 
As part of my PhD research, this paper aims to compare a selection of literatures on Chinese 
cinema studies in English and in Chinese (Mandarin/simplified), to find out how academics 
from both sides pay different attentions towards the research of Chinese cinema. Through 
highlighting, comparing and understanding the difference, the definition of Chinese cinema 
will be more dynamic and cross-cultural. Furthermore, it aims to points out another urgent 
issue that is stopping Chinese cinema research moving forward in the West, which is the lack 
of translation materials.  
 
Bio: PhD candidate in film and cultural studies, at Cardiff University. 
 
 

CHAN, Kim-mui (1) 
Hong Kong Baptist University 
 
Title: A Body of ‘Phantom’ Limbs: Chinese Masculinity Re-defined in The Grandmaster 
 
Abstract: Between 2008 and 2013, the biographical story of Ip Man’s survival in wartime 
China and Hong Kong has been coincidentally adapted in 5 Hong Kong films in a row. They 
include Ip Man (2008) and Ip Man 2: Legend of the Grandmaster (2010) by Wilson Yip; The 
Legend is Born: Ip Man (2010) and Ip Man: The Final Fight (2013) by Herman Yau; and The 
Grandmaster (2013)by Kar-wai Wong. Among them, Wong’s film, though remains distinct in 
cinematography and aesthetic value, joins many other pre-post-1997 action films to render 
the film noirish. The chiaroscuro effect and claustrophobic sense unconventionally conveyed 
in the action scenes beg a question of enactment and re-enactment of masculinity. Unlike 
other films of the group, The Grandmaster nuances the typical heroic image of Ip Man. This 
paper describes how the body of an action hero is ‘de-mobilized’ cinematographically to re-
enact Chinese masculinity. Drawing on Butler’s theory of performativity and the Derridian 
notion of supple mentarity, I shall critique the Chinese heroic masculine attribute as quint 
essentially Hong Kong Chinese. In the historically globalized generic practice, The 
Grandmaster, like Wong’s previous films, employs a postmodern strategy to redefine 
modern cosmopolitan challenges.  
 
Bio: Kim-mui E. Chan earned her Ph. D in film studies from University of Kent, United 
Kingdom. She teaches an MFA programme at the Film Academy of Hong Kong Baptist 
University. She also taught at Lingnan University and The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
in the areas of film and cultural studies, and developed general education programmes at The 
University of Hong Kong. Her international academic work appears in Journal of Chinese 
Cinemas, etc.; published script for radio broadcast includes By 21. She was also a producer-
director of TV documentary, and producer-copywriter of TV commercial.  
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CHAN, Kim-mui (2) 
Hong Kong Baptist University 
 
Title: Old School or Minor Practice: A Case Study of The Royal Execution or Zhan Er Wang 
(斬二王) 
 
Abstract: 2013 saw some rudimentary breakthroughs in conceptualizing Cantonese opera in 
Hong Kong. While the pluralistic conglomeration of the ‘northern’ (北派) and ‘southern’ 
(南派) styles of xiqu handed down by Kok-sin Sit since early last century stays popular in 
the mainstream, there appear two tendencies of artistic detour. First, the live application of 
realistic theatrical representation enhanced by 3D screen projection technology undermines 
Cantonese opera’s fundamental aesthetic tradition of expressionism. Second, the special full-
length signature presentation of the genre in the older ‘southern’ style by some well-
respected senior artists is seen as a critique of the contemporary commercial practice. The 
latter arouses much attention on conservation of the intangible cultural heritage and on the 
genre’s sustainable development in general. This paper will base on Kar-ying Law’s latest 
predominantly old-school performance of The Royal Execution or Zhan Er Wang (斬二王) 
and spell out how this minor practice in Hong Kong may possibly revolutionize a nation-
wide cosmopolitan adaptation of the historical genre.  
 
 

CHANG, Anita Wen-shin 
University of California Santa Cruz, USA 
 
Title: Tongues of Heaven: Experiments in Cross-Boundary Aesthetics in Digital 
Documentary 
 
Abstract: This paper will discuss the production and current reception of my most recent 
documentary Tongues of Heaven, about four young indigenous women from Taiwan and 
Hawai’i who share their questions, desires and challenges of learning their native languages 
– languages that are endangered or nearing extinction. The ability to openly tackle an issue 
such as language endangerment and revitalization is also a result of the contemporary 
conditions of postcoloniality in Taiwan. These very conditions also resulted in my hire as a 
film lecturer in the newly formed Department of Indigenous Languages and Communication 
at a public university in Taiwan. While teaching there I was made keenly aware of a certain 
lament by my students in their limited, or lack of ability, to speak their heritage languages. 
As someone who has experienced the loss of one’s mother tongue, this issue hit close to 
home. This became the seed from which I initiated digital film collaboration. Specifically, 
this paper will address my positionality as an Asian American independent filmmaker of 
Taiwanese decent and the work’s mode of production and distribution in order to locate when 
and where “Asia” matters and when it does not. My analyses will foreground geography, 
hence mobility, as a critical historical framing device. Whether termed as “transnational,” 
“translocal,” or “transpacific,” such cross-boundary filming practices in Tongues of Heaven 
still involve the politics of mobility that is very much tied to the geopolitics of nation-states. 
Yet, despite these national, ethnic and regional formations, I will discuss how Tongues of 
Heaven attempts to destabilize these formations through an experimental aesthetics of the 
personal in establishing new connections and alliances within and outside the field of 
documentary filmmaking. What can such “outside” filmmaking practice energize? And what 
challenges will it continue to face in funding, production and distribution? 
 
Bio: Anita Wen-Shin Chang is an independent filmmaker, educator and writer. Her award-
winning works have screened internationally and broadcast on public television. They are 
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engaged in discourses on postcolonialism, ethnography, diaspora and cross-cultural 
representation. Chang has taught film in numerous community and academic settings in San 
Francisco, Nepal and Taiwan. Honors include grant awards from Creative Capital, Fulbright, 
San Francisco Arts Commission, National Geographic and KQED Peter J. Owens Filmmaker 
program. Her essays have appeared in Taiwan Journal of Indigenous Studies, positions: asia 
critique and Concentric: Literary and Cultural Studies. She is a PhD candidate at University 
of California Santa Cruz.  
 
 

CHAU, Ka Yan Nichol 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Double Nostalgia in American Dreams in China: Unsealing Postcolonial Hong Kong 
 
Abstract: Director Peter Chan Ho-sun had once shifted his filmmaking career from local 
production to pan-Asian, transnational co-production featuring film talents and stars from 
other Asian regions. His latest work, American Dreams in China (2013), marked another 
shift from pan-Asian to mainland Chinese cinema due to the rise of China as film power in 
Asia and the world. The film is based on a true story during recent Chinese economic reform, 
closely associated with national identity and history, dominantly consumed and produced by 
people in mainland China. On the narrative and visual levels, the film apparently invokes 
nostalgic sentiments among mainland Chinese audience. Yet, some Hong Kong audiences 
see resemblances between this film and Chan’s works about Hong Kong in the 1990s. The 
director also admits he recreated mainland China of the 1980s and 1990s with his memories 
of Hong Kong during the 1960s and 1970s. Without any narrative or visual reference of 
Hong Kong, the film complicates the time-space of nostalgia because not merely is pre-
reform China in the eighties presented as a desired past for mainland Chinese, it also serves 
as a signifier where memories of Hong Kong in the sixties is displaced. Cross-border, inter-
textual referencing was not unusual in Hong Kong nostalgia films made from the mid-1980s 
to 1990s. Most of those films used Old Shanghai as the counterpart or allegory of pre-1997 
Hong Kong. Now, contemporary Beijing has become the site of displaced nostalgia for Hong 
Kong. This echoes the idea of déjà disparu proposed by Ackbar Abbas in 1997 but it goes 
further than the disappearance of Hong Kong subjectivity. American Dreams in China shows 
the effort of Hong Kong filmmakers in creating a re-appearance of Hong Kong when the 
local is “disappearing” under the shadow of nation during its transition from a former British 
colony to a special administration region of the People’s Republic of China.  
 
Bio: Ka Yan Nichol Chau is an MPhil candidate at the University of Hong Kong.  
 
 

CHEN, I-Pei Belinda 
National Taipei University of Technology, Taiwan 
 
Title: Remapping Asia in Edward Yang’s The Terrorizers 
 
Abstract: Most of the critics of Edward Yang’s The Terrorizers refer to Jameson’s influential 
essay ‘Remapping Taipei’ (1992). Jameson interprets the national allegory that the film 
reflects. He considers the husband, Li-Chung, who does not managed to be promoted as the 
national allegory of the third world . Like Li-Chung’s failure to be promoted, the third world 
has the historical experiences of colonialism and cannot really get into the first world which 
its economy relies on. Li-Chung’s destiny embodies the limit that Taiwan in the third world 
faces in the world system of capitalism. Jameson categorizes The Terrorizers as a film of the 
third world. However, The Terrorizers does not show much about the imprint of Taiwan’s 
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historical experiences and specific elements. After the World War II in 1945, Taiwan was 
taken over by Chinese government led by KMT party, which ended Japanese colonialism for 
fifty years. KMT party recolonialized Taiwan by imposing the martial law in 1949. 
Americanism exercised a great influence on Taiwan in 1954-1979 due to Sino-American 
Mutual Defense Treaty. Unlike Hou Hsiao-Hsien’s films which always show nostalgia for 
Taiwan’s past and Yang’s other films, That Day, on The Beach (1983), Taipei Story (1985), A 
Brighter Summer Day (1991) and Yi Yi (2000), which more or less show the imprints left by 
what Taiwan has gone through, The Terrorizers depicts Taipei seemingly as a pure 
modernized city without identity (history and culture) and much affection toward the place. 
The Terrorizers’ lack of references to ‘Taiwaneseness’ raises a question whether The 
Terrorizers can be regarded as a film of the third world. By engaging with Jameson, this 
paper questions to what extend The Terrorizers can be categorized as ‘Taiwanese,’ arguing 
that Edward Yang’s cinema challenges the very category Western/Asian.  
 
Bio: Belinda Chen is researching on the representation of Taipei city and cinematography of 
Edward Yang’s The Terrorizers for a Master of Art in English at the Department of English, 
National Taipei University of Technology. She received her BA in English Literature from 
Shih Hsin University.  
 
 

CHEN, Xi 
Peking University, China 
 
Title: People, Scene, Affect: A Deleuzian Approach to Urban Landscape and Aesthetic 
Narratives 
 
Abstract: Perception-image, affection-image, and action-image are three core signs under 
Deleuze’s movement-image system, amongst which the affection-image explores the affect 
of close-up film shots. The affect generates powers seemingly to isolate images, events and 
even objects from the “actualized” world, yet it effects in such an aesthetic way that makes 
affective connection with people through scenes of urban landscape. What an auteur projects 
in those affection-images of filmic urban landscape is an interval multiplied beyond merely 
the actualized space. The past and the present, the virtual and the actual of the urban life and 
landscape captured in filmic scenes all fuse in such an interval. Thus, connection occurs 
simultaneously with the generation of the affect as the virtual arises from images within the 
films discussed, which discloses an inextricable link to time also. In such a manner, it 
provides a Deleuzian approach to look at auteurs’ anxiety and doubt on the reality.  
 
摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 感知—影像、动情—影像和动作—影像是德勒兹”运动—影像”电影哲学体系

下的三个核心影像符征。其中，动情—影像的理论体系发掘了电影中特写镜头的动情

力这一理念，是一种将某一影像、事件、个体或物体置于”现实化”的空间范式之外

、表达某种具体美学意义的符征，揭示了一种由镜头连接的人与情感的独特关系。本

文所关注的华语电影中呈现的城市景观，无论在影像抑或意象上，打破了”现实化”

空间的局限，试图通过镜头对现实或跨越时空的城市景观的捕捉、表现，构建跨越时

间维度的人与情感的动情—影像，探寻或解答某种现实身份上的焦虑与疑惑。 

 
Bio: Chen Xi received her Ph. D from Peking University, China. Her specialty area is Film 
and Television Studies.  
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CHIANG I-In 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA 
 
Title: Magnificent Matriarch—Chinese Matriarch in Shaw Brothers’ Magnificent Concubine 
 
Abstract: This paper examines how women are portrayed in Shaw Brothers’ historical 
musicals. By looking at Magnificent Concubine/Yang Guifei (dir. Li Han-Hsiang, 1962), I 
contend that women are portrayed as matriarch of the imagined nation China in this film 
genre. Magnificent Concubine depicts a history/story of a “famme fatale” Yang Guifei with 
some twist on the well-known poem in classic Chinese, Everlasting Sorrow. Instead of being 
a “famme fatale” who enchants the emperor and consequently causes decline of magnificent 
Tang dynasty, Yang in Magnificent Concubine is depicted as a woman who is kind to the 
people, loyal to the nation, and has great courage to sacrifice for the emperor and the nation. 
Though centering on female protagonist Yang Guifei, Magnificent Concubine is not a 
Chinese film with “primitive passions,” as Rey Chow defines in Primitive Passions. Yang is 
portrayed as a magnificent embodiment of the imagined nation—the homeland China for 
people in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and oversea Chinese in Southeast Asia. However, though the 
matriarch image may de-stigmatize her “famme fatale” image in Chinese literature and make 
her a woman with autonomy, I argue that being the ideal woman of a nation, Yang Guifei in 
Magnificent Concubine inevitably becomes a loyal subject of the nation.  
 
Bio: I-In Chiang is an ABD student in East Asian Languages and Cultures at University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her research interests are Chinese cinema, modern Chinese 
literature, and women and gender studies. Her dissertation topic is on Shaw Brothers’ 
Huangmei musical films.  
 
 

CHIANG Mei-Hsuan 
University of South Florida, USA 
 
Title: Male Gaze on Male Body: The (Re) Construction of Masculinity in Oshima’s Merry 
Christmas, Mr. Lawrence 
 
Abstract: This paper investigates the complex web of gazes and its relation to the 
construction of masculinity in Oshima Nagisa’s 1983 movie, Merry Christmas, Mr. 
Lawrence. Set in Java, the film depicts the life in a Japanese POW camp in 1942, and the 
homoerotic relationships between the Japanese captain, Yonoi, and the British Major, 
Celliers. Drawing on feminist film scholar Laura Mulvey’s study of male gaze in classical 
Hollywood films, the paper illustrates how Oshima’s film problematizes Mulvey’s paradigm 
by situating male body as the spectacle and further investigates how the camera in Oshima’s 
film constructs both the western and the Japanese male body. Different from most of the 
Japanese war films, Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence adapts the point of view of Japan’s 
wartime enemy’s and the story presents the Japanese masculinity in WWII through the 
western lens, which is sadistic and homophobic. On the other hand, by analyzing the 
camerawork, the paper reveals that the camera actually eroticizes the West and associates it 
with the feminine. In other words, the film subverts the long- standing orientalist depictions 
of the East being effeminate. Through the analysis of male gaze and desire, the paper 
ultimately argues that Japan’s obsession is not with the West itself, but the aestheticization of 
the western body.  
 
Bio: Mei-Hsuan Chiang is Assistant Professor of Chinese at University of South Florida. She 
specializes in Chinese cinema, modern Chinese literature, and woman and gender studies. 
Her current research focus is on gender, aesthetics, and nation- building project in Taiwan 
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cinema from 1964- 1982. 
 
 

CHU, Kiu-wai 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: From Rural village to Outer Space: Towards Eco-cosmopolitanism in Contemporary 
Chinese cinema  
 
Abstract: Despite growing attempts to represent a wide range of global ecological issues in 
recent Asian films, and a fast-developing scholarship in the field of ecocriticism and 
ecocinema studies, much emphasis has been placed on environmental problems in specific 
region, country or place. These films persist in depicting the attachment and bonding 
between humans with their local environments, suggesting a unity and interconnectedness of 
all while neglecting the fact that numerous “local” environmental issues are indeed triggered 
and created by much broader global forces and happenings that involve and affect numerous 
places beyond national boundaries, with impacts extending as far as outer space. The impacts 
of ecological and environmental problems also extend from human beings to nonhuman 
subjects: animals, plants, and nonliving matters.  
 
As Timothy Clark remarks, “ecologically, national borders have always been unreal”(Clark, 
132). One should start to cultivate ecocritical thinking beyond geographical, national and 
cultural boundaries. Ursula Heise proposes that creative workers should develop a 
deterritorialized, eco-cosmopolitan thinking in their works that “envision individuals and 
groups as part of planetary ‘imagined communities’ of both human and nonhuman kinds. “ 
(Heise, 61) In what ways does eco-cosmopolitanism enable us to cultivate ecocritical 
thinking that addresses environmental issues in various scales (local, national, transnational, 
global, planetary ), while resisting the risk of reproducing the deep ecological cliché that 
everything on earth is connected as a global unity? By focusing on contemporary Chinese 
films such as Zhang Zanbo’s Falling from the Sky (2009) and Xiaolu Guo’s UFO in Her 
Eyes (2011) – which describe how global-scale space technology and/or extra-terrestrial 
objects affect remote villages in China; and Jia Zhangke’s Useless (2007) – which 
contemplates upon global fashion industry and local hand-made clothes production, this 
paper attempts to explore the ideological conflicts between place attachment and eco-
cosmopolitan tendencies reflected in films of different genres and contexts, and from which 
to examine ecocritical issues beyond geographical, cultural and national boundaries.  
 
Bio: Chu, Kiu-wai is a PhD candidate in Comparative Literature from the University of 
Hong Kong, and a visiting Fulbrightscholar (2012-13) in University of Idaho. He received 
his previous degrees from SOAS, University of London and University of Cambridge. His 
research focuses on contemporary Chinese cinema and art, Ecocriticism and environmental 
thought in visualculture. His publications can be found in Neverthere: Images of Lost and 
Othered Children in Contemporary Cinema (Lexington Books, 2012), Modern Art Asia: 
Selected Papers Issue 1-8. (Enzo Arts and Publishing. 2012), and Transnational 
Ecocinema (U. K.: Intellect. 2013).  
 
 

CHUNG, Peichi 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Popular Cultural Production in Southeast Asian Cinema 
 
Abstract: This paper examines the contested local and global narratives in the construction 
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of “Southeast Asian-ness” in the production of popular films in six Southeast Asian 
countries. The paper examines the significance of re-centering “Asia” and redefining “Asian-
ness” from the perspective of Asia’s south. Literature in Asian popular culture has 
emphasized the multi-directional cultural flows that problematize the historical legacy of 
western colonialism and imperialism in Asia. While often times these multi-directional 
cultural flows indicate the asymmetric relations between Asian and the Rest, it has become a 
problem that these cultural flows collectively contribute an essential voice of Asian popular 
culture originating in East Asia. There has little attention paid to challenges the representing 
East Asian discourses in defining Asian modernity in media globalization. The paper 
therefore engages in extending existing representing discourses on Asian popular culture to 
the territory of Southeast Asia. The paper will re-center Southeast Asia by discussing the 
hybrid regional identity politics in Southeast Asian film production. It examines discourses 
that emerge as “the popular” in the transnational-national film space of genre filmmaking. 
Southeast Asian filmmaking unavoidably also demonstrates a uneven internal and external 
power relationship as the region reworks to present its diverse local narratives to counter 
balance the overwhelming market dominance of Hollywood and East Asia films. The paper 
will uncover the dilemma of popular filmmaking when Southeast Asian film directors work 
as authors and businessmen trying to win over the already segmented local film markets in 
connection to East Asia and Hollywood ideologies.  
 
The paper is based upon fieldwork interviews that the author conducted in Singapore, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam from July 2012 to May 2013. The 
list of interviewees includes directors of mainstream popular Southeast Asian filmmakers in 
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. The author will also 
provide genre analysis on action films such as KL Gangster (Malaysia), Merantou 
(Indonesia), The Raid (Indonesia), Java Heat (Indonesia), Red Cobox (Indonesia), Ong Bak 
(Thailand), Tom Yum Goong (Thailand), The Protector (Thailand), The Rebel (Vietnam). 
This paper concludes with an initial attempt to justify “Asia-ness” in Southeast Asian genre 
filmmaking by going beyond the idea of “Sinophone” when discussing regional diversity in 
the highly ideologically contested and Hollywood regulated film market of Southeast Asia.  
 
Bio: Peichi Chung currently teaches in the Department of Cultural and Religious Studies in 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Her research interests include Asian cinema, 
Southeast Asian popular culture, cultural regionalization and new media globalization. She 
has published journal articles and book chapters on online game industries in the countries of 
Korea, China, Singapore and Southeast Asia. Her current research focuses on Korean wave 
and popular cultures in Southeast Asia. This paper is a research project funded by the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong which the author examines popular film production and 
consumption in Southeast Asia. 
 
 

COE, Jason 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Inheritance of Loss: Why The Joy Luck Club makes us cry even though it’s 
terrible  
 
Abstract: Over two decades have passed since Wayne Wang’s The Joy Luck Club (1993) 
premiered to a limited opening in three theaters, grossing a modest $159,000. By the end of 
November 1993, the film played on over 600 screens nation-wide, grossing nearly triple its 
$10 million production budget. With a lifetime gross of nearly $33 million, The Joy Luck 
Club remains the most financially successful Asian American film of all time, by a 
significant margin. As the closest thing to canon for an Asian American film, The Joy Luck 
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Club polarizes the opinions of those it means to represent. Accusations of self-orientalization 
and exoticization for profit abound, and yet, the archetypes, mythos, and stories of personal 
connection with the film and Amy Tan’s source text abound amongst the East Asian diaspora. 
Arguably, The Joy Luck Club’s maudlin clichés and overwrought stereotypes of a mythical 
China allow the film to resonate all the more deeply with second generation Asian diaspora, 
for whom an understanding of “authentic” China, and maybe their own parents, might also 
be the stuff of fairy tales. Children of immigrant parents tacitly feel the presence of pain but 
also the absence of explanation.  
 
In the post-Asia context, The Joy Luck Club represents a simulacrum demonstrating the 
untruth of any category that seeks to explain the present through essentialist notions of the 
past. By referencing discourse from scholars such as Rey Chow and Ben Xu, while also 
critiquing arguments made by self-proclaimed “tiger mother” Amy Chua and her husband 
Jed Rubenfeld in their latest book, this paper shall argue that the “authentic” cultural 
inheritance in The Joy Luck Club is the experience of sexism, anxiety, and survival, which 
has little to do with the essentialism of a mythical Asian culture.  
 
Bio: Jason is a graduate student in the department of Comparative Literature at the 
University of Hong Kong. He specializes in cinema studies, Taiwanese and Asian American 
cinema, postcolonial literature, and critical theory. His dissertation project, to be completed 
in 2016, focuses on the cinema of Ang Lee.  
 
 

CORRADO, Neri 
CEFC-Taipei/Jean Moulin University Lyon 3 
 
Title: Mr. Vampire/Rigor Mortis: Huntology, Nostalgia and Retromania in Contemporary 
Sinophone Cinema 
 
Abstract: Rigor Mortis (Juno Mak, 2013) is a film of paradoxes and contrasts: 
uncompromising genre movie, it participated to numerous film festivals; a very young 
director is paying homage to veterans of Hong Kong film industry; intensely dwelling in 
nostalgia for a specific film form (the hopping vampire horror-comedy) is also indebted to 
the pan-Asian declination of J-Horror figures… The “original” Mr. Vampire (Ricky Lau, 
1985) has already been described as “postmodern” or “liminal” pop icon; inscribed in a 
context of parody and self-mockery, yet he incarnates a very strict Confucian father figure 
that chooses as his first victim his own son, “guilty” of not having rightly performed the 
rites; he hops in slow motion dressed in Manchu fashion in a rapidly Occidentalizing 
republican China, telling anxieties on modernity, filiation, identity, nation and globalization. 
The 2013 version of the Vampire (jiangshi: a zombie, more literally) is a hybrid creature 
possessed by the spirits of two girls uncannily recalling Sadako’s spawn, floating in a CGI 
overloaded universe from where any escape seems impossible – for the characters and for the 
camera: no one leaves the tenement block. This paper explores the redefinition of the horror 
genre by this successful and widely exported Japanese-Hong Kong coproduction that 
ambitiously dialogues with pre-97 classic and contemporary sophisticated, arty festival 
movies; a film that tries to find its own way acknowledging its nostalgia and retromania and 
that goes, at the same time, towards a creation of a new, cosmopolitan actuality.  
 
Bio: Corrado Neri holds a doctorate in Chinese Film Studies from the University of Ca’ 
Foscari, Venice, and the University of Lyon 3. He is now assistant professor at the Jean 
Moulin University, Lyon 3. He has conducted extensive research on Chinese cinema in 
Beijing and Taipei and published many articles on books and magazine (in English, French 
and Italian). His book Tsai Ming-liang on the Taiwanese film director appeared in 2004 
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(Venezia, Cafoscarina). His second book, Ages Inquiets. Cinémas chinois: une 
représentation de la jeunesse, was published in 2009 (Lyon, Tigre de Papier). He co-edited 
(with Kirstie Gormley ) a bilingual (french/english) book on Taiwan cinema (Taiwan 
cinema/Le Cinéma taiwanais, Asiexpo, 2009), and Global Fences (with Florent Villard, 
IETT, 2011).  
 
 

CROMPTON, Sky 
RMIT University, Australia 
 
Title: Future-now and the Transnational narrative—Pathways to a globalised Post-Asian 
Cinema 
 
Abstract: The instability and changing nature of what Asian means and the ‘problematics of 
Asia as an identity category’ can be accessed as a creative actualiser by those attempting to 
create transnational Asian Cinema.  
 

‘neither the term orient nor the concept of the west has any ontological stability; each is 
made up of human effort, partly affirmation, partly identification of the other’ - Said, 
preface to ‘Orientalism’ (2003 edition) 

 
As the number of globally located Asian sites grows, the future of new representations of 
what it means to be Asian are being created, ‘the other’ becomes ‘us’, by that very action 
through the rapidity of information/media consumption and response, it is happening in the 
now. This future-now space can help to define representations of what Asian-ness can 
potentially mean across physical, social and political borders of the transnational space. 
Emerging filmmakers of transnational Asian cinema such as Te-Sheng Wei [Cape No. 7] 
have demonstrated that this is a potential way forward.  
 
We know how to make film/cinema/media, but do we know who to make film [for] todays 
and future viewers, as the cultural constructs of our globalised transnational societies evolve. 
Said’s statement provides a way into the question of possible methods by which transnational 
Asian cinema can be designed. Informed by the case study of my award winning 
transnational asian feature film Citizen Jia Li released internationally in 2013, this paper 
explores these ideas and proposes methods that could be beneficial to engage with a Post-
Asian cinema landscape that allows the term Transnational to act as a dynamic category of 
cinema that utilises the issues around the blending of cultures into the transnational. As a 
narrative design approach it has the potential to be used by the creative/cultural industries 
while retaining distinct Asian cultural identities and references in a sustainable manner.  
 
Bio: Sky is a media and communications Lecturer, Researcher and practicing feature 
filmmaker as a Director, Writer and Producer; his Award winning work has been screened 
and commercially distributed internationally. For over a decade he has taught in the field of 
Film, TV, Animation and New Media to eastern and western storytellers. He has delivered 
conference papers on Asian screen culture and practice internationally in Australia [2008-
11], Europe [Sweden 2009] and Asia [Taiwan 2010] in 2011 he convened a panel on 
emerging Asian filmmakers in Australia at the Screen Futures Conference in Melbourne, his 
education writing has published professional and academic media. His research focus is on 
Asian transnational cinema practice and emerging global screen trends.  
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DAVID, Joel 
Inha University, Korea 
 
Title: Constructions of Authenticity in Selected Films of Nora Aunor 
 
Abstract: The body of work of Philippine movie star Nora Aunor has been acknowledged as 
not just exceptional for its concentration of noteworthy performances but also unique because of 
her originary outsider status as well as her constant and deliberate positioning of herself as 
Filipino culture’s social Other. Understandably, local observers hail her as an icon both of mass 
adulation and of (occasionally fulfilled) potential progressivity. As a result, her approach to film 
performance has been distilled and implemented in earnest by other actors (notably her rival for 
star supremacy, Vilma Santos), and also burnished for encomiastic (though also occasionally 
parodic) purposes by drag performers. Such critical acclaim, though arguably well-deserved, has 
led to a totalizing impression of her performances – as consistent in terms of her skills level and 
her attack. Using representative films at different periods in her nearly half-century career as 
film actor, this paper will attempt to define certain phases her performative approach has 
observed, starting with the question of authenticity as articulated by star-text scholars, and 
bringing in issues of auteurial authority in relation to her image construction, including her 
diversification of industrial and non-industrial roles as producer, director, singer, wife, lover, 
junkie, same-sex desirer, and libertine.  
 
Bio: Joel David is Professor for Cultural Studies at Inha University in Incheon, Korea. He is 
the author of a number of books on Philippine cinema and editor of a special KritikaKultura 
issue on Manila by Night. He was also conference coordinator and proceedings editor of the 
Whither the Orient event held in Gwangju, Korea in 2006, and was founding Director of the 
University of the Philippines Film Institute. Email: <joeldavid@inha. ac. kr>.  
 
 

DE VILLIERS, Nicolas 
University of North Florida, USA 
 
Title: Cosmopolitan Auteurs: Tsai Ming-liang, Hou Hsiao-hsien, and Wong Kar-wai’s 
French Films 
 
Absract: This presentation compares the French co-productions of three renowned Asian 
auteurs: Tsai Ming-liang’s Visage, sponsored by the Musée du Louvre as a sequel to Tsai’s 
2001 French-Taiwanese Truffaut-inspired film What Time Is It There?; Hou Hsiao-hsien’s Le 
Voyage du Ballon Rouge, sponsored by the Musée d’Orsay as a tribute to Albert Lamorisse’s 
Le Ballon Rouge; and Wong Kar-wai’s short films There Is Only One Sun and I Travelled 
9000 km to Give It to You (from the 60th anniversary Cannes film festival global auteur 
compilation Chacun son cinéma), which reference Godard films and Wong’s prior French 
co-productions In the Mood for Love and 2046. I examine the shifting meanings of 
“Chinese” and “French” in these reflexively auteurist films’ modes of transcultural citation, 
promotion, and distribution. I also consider the filmmakers’ casting decisions and recourse to 
a directorial “double” within the films themselves, and what this doubling indicates about 
each director’s sense of cultural identity and responsibility.  
 
Bio: Nicholas de Villiers is associate professor of English and film at the University of North 
Florida. He is the author of Opacity and the Closet: Queer Tactics in Foucault, Barthes, and 
Warhol (2012), and has published essays on Tsai Ming-liang and Hou Hsiao-hsien in Jump 
Cut and Senses of Cinema.  
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DEW, Oliver 
Meiji Gakuin University, Japan 
 
Title: Korean-in-Japan film festivals 
 
Abstract: At the end of the ‘eighties, retrospective film festivals and screening series began 
to be programmed around the theme of the representation of Zainichi (Resident) Koreans in 
Japanese cinema. Drawing on this work, the first essays offering overviews of Zainichi 
Korean representations in Japanese film began to appear at this time (eg Satō 1990). Since 
then a number of Zainichi-themed festivals have been held that vary considerably in terms of 
scale and the form of organisational backing, ranging from events organised by NGOs and 
citizens’ groups such as Shōsei no kai (1987-8), to sidebars at international film festivals 
Busan (1998) and Yamagata (2005). This curatorship brought together diverse kinds of film 
that would not otherwise have been programmed alongside one another: ethnic association 
newsreels and educational films, studio productions such as yakuza programme-pictures or 
socially conscious melodramas, waves of independent productions from the 1960s onwards, 
and so on.  
 
In this paper I explore how we might place these festivals in the broader contexts of 
transnational festival circuits and festival scholarship. Zainichi Korean film festivals 
represent a media archaeological project that searched through the archives of Japanese 
cinema for films that might contain diasporic Korean images. Yet, in spite of this curatorial 
work, there is a reluctance to name a “Zainichi cinema” as a critical and curatorial category 
(Monma 2000); here it seems that the archival nature of these festivals, and the lack of a call 
for new works to be submitted, goes hand-in-hand with a reluctance to articulate a Zainichi 
cinema of diaspora.  
 
Bio: Oliver Dew is a JSPS Post-Doctoral Researcher at Meiji Gakuin University in Tokyo. 
He received his PhD from Birkbeck College, University of London in 2012. He currently has 
a monograph in preparation titled Zainichi Cinema: Korean-in-Japan Film Culture. His 
publications include ‘Pacchigi and the “Imjin River incident”: Intertextuality and the 
franchise film’ Journal of Japanese and Korean Cinema (forthcoming), “‘Ariran tokkōtai’ - 
kioku no sensō o jōei suru” in Sukuriin no naka no tasha, edited by Kiyoshi Kurosawa et al 
(Tokyo: Iwanami shoten 2010), and “‘Asia Extreme’: Japanese Cinema and British 
Hype” New Cinemas 5: 1 (2007).  
 

 

DOGASE, Masato 
Chubu University, Japan 
 
Title: It’s Boring but Big Delight: Americanized Film Making and Young Fans’ Ambition in 
a Culture Industry of Modern Japan 
 
Abstract: An old Japanese historian of cinema, Tadashi Ijima (b. 1902) once remembered 
some fans’ memory of a Pure-Film (Westernized Film) “Glory of Life” (1919) which he 
himself had watched in his teenage. “We had a huge expectation for putting the 
Americanized film making into practice. To be honest, we didn’t have any hope for its 
content [quality of the film] almost at all. “ This lost film and its director Kaeriyama 
Norimasa (b. 1893) were representatives of the Pure-Film Movement which tried to change 
traditional ways of film production-exhibition into Western/American one and establish “a 
new class-based conception” (Gerow, 2010) of Japanese cinema. Many young student film 
fans like Ijima espoused it and admired Kaeriyama with huge enthusiasm. Despite this well-
known anecdote of early Japanese cinema, Ijima’s reference above arouses curiosity. Why 
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was that practice of film-making much more important than the content of cinematic 
representation? What the young fans most seriously cared about was “the practice.” 
 
Investigating this early fans’ paradox, this paper aims to explore complexity of the co-eval 
relations in the culture industry of modern Japan. One reason for the fans’ enthusiasm is in 
complicated situations of Kaeriyama’s production experience. Although he had been just one 
of those film lovers and didn’t have connection to traditional entertainment industry, he tried 
to enter into film production business with his highly technological knowledge accumulated 
from American film books. This challenge brought the strong opposition from traditional 
production-exhibition locus, whereas the student fans began to be attracted by movie 
business identified with young Kaeriyama. While the Pure-Film practices were those 
students/intellectuals’ endeavor to construct a class rooted cinematic value supported by 
national power (censorship) in some aspects, it also included some other conflicts and 
negotiations such as generation struggle, which reflects a barrier between production and 
consumption under trans-national modernism.  
 
Bio: Masato DOGASE is a lecturer of Chubu University (Japan). He teaches a history of 
film and culture in Post-war Japan and Japanese Animation. Modern history of Japanese 
cinema, film authorship and transnational relation of culture industry are his main research 
interests.  
 
 

DUONG, Lan 
University of California, Riverside, USA 
 
Title: The Female Gaze and the Ethnographic: Race and Gender in Vietnamese Women’s 
Cinema 
 
Abstract: This presentation looks at how women directors construct female subjectivity in 
ways different from their male counterparts in Vietnamese cinema. I analyze Việt Linh’s The 
Traveling Circus (1988) and Phạm Nhuệ Giang’s Abandoned Valley (2002) against the 
economic reforms called Đổi Mới (Renovation) in late 1980s Việt Nam. Both films posit a 
female gaze: within the masculinist confines of the Vietnamese film industry, this is 
significant. However, such a feminist assertion subordinates the ethnic minority figure and 
privileges the Kinh majority point of view. These contradictions and others make up the core 
of this presentation on Vietnamese women’s cinema.  
 
Bio: Lan Duong is Associate Professor in the Media and Cultural Studies Department at UC 
Riverside. She is the author of Treacherous Subjects: Gender, Culture, and Trans-Vietnamese 
Feminism (Temple University Press, 2012). Dr. Duong’s second book project, Transnational 
Vietnamese Cinemas: Imagining Nationhood in a Globalized Era, examines Vietnamese 
cinema from its inception to the present day. Her critical works can be found in the Journal 
of Asian American Studies, Amerasia, Asian Cinema, Discourse, Velvet Light Trap, and the 
anthologies, Transnational Feminism in Film and Media and Southeast Asian Cinema. 
Duong’s most recent work is a collaborative effort, an edited anthology called Southeast 
Asian Women in the Diaspora: Troubling Borders in Literature and Art (University of 
Washington Press, 2013).  
 
 

FAN, Victor 
King’s College London, UK 
 
Title: Cultural Extraterritoriality: Intra-Regional Politics in Contemporary Hong Kong 
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Cinema 
 
Abstract: Ever since 1997, film scholars have been eagerly theorizing a “postcolonial Hong 
Kong cinema.” Yet, is the critical term “postcolonial,” initially coined for the purpose of 
understanding the reconfiguration of the social, cultural and political consciousness of the 
(formerly) colonized regions in the Americas, Africa and South Asia, adequate to 
conceptualize the historical and contemporary conditions of Hong Kong? 
In my presentation, I argue that analyzing contemporary Hong Kong cinema requires active 
rewriting of established postcolonial theories by taking into account the specific mode of 
colonization of Hong Kong. Such mode of colonization was responsible for the construction 
of the cultural plurality, linguistic ambiguity and political liminality of Hong Kong and its 
cinematographic experience, as well as the incongruence between the community’s political 
consciousness after 1997and the larger national imagination promulgated by the Beijing 
government. I undertake this task by using a conceptual framework developed by legal 
historians PärKrist offer Cassel and TeemuRuskola: extraterritoriality. This term was 
translated into Chinese after 1895 via Japanese as zhiwaifaquan, that is, the right to exercise 
one’s law outside a nation state’s sovereign terrain. As Cassel and Ruskola argue 
respectively, colonialism in China between 1844 and 1949 was largely characterized by a 
continuous reformulation and systematization of this concept; it in fact still informs the way 
former colonized regions in China are administered today, as well as the political 
unconscious of their residents. Contemporary Hong Kong cinema, I argue, can be understood 
as a public sphere where an extraterritorial awareness or consciousness—best translated into 
Chinese as yuwaiyishi—and the contesting political affects associated with it are actively 
negotiated. In my talk, I will use Jonnie To’s 2012 film Du zhan (Drug War) to illustrate my 
ideas.  
 
Bio: Victor Fan is Lecturer at the Department of Film Studies, King’s College London. He 
was Assistant Professor at the Department of East Asian Studies, McGill University. Fan 
graduated with a Ph. D. from the Film Studies Program and the Comparative Literature 
Department of Yale University, and an MFA in Film and Television Productions at School of 
Cinema-Television, University of Southern California. His articles have been published in 
World Picture Journal, Camera Obscura, Journal of Chinese Cinemas, Screen, Film History: 
An International Journal, CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture, the anthology A 
Companion to Rainer Werner Fassbinder (ed. Brigitte Peucker) and film magazine 24 
Images: Cinéma. He is also a contributor to the communal blog Print culture. His book 
manuscript Approaching Reality: Potentiality in Chinese Film Theory will be published in 
2015 by the University of Minnesota Press. His film The Well was an official selection of the 
São Paolo International Film Festival; it was also screened at the Anthology Film Archives, 
the Japan Society and the George Eastman House.  
 
 

FONG, Ian Ho-yin 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Grandmaster ‘in’ Hong Kong 
 
Abstract: Before the shooting of The Grandmaster (2013), Tony Leung, who acted as Yip 
Man, was required to practice kungfu in a way in which Yip had practised so that he 
gradually lived Yip’s life, and learnt kungfu philosophy. Aftermath, he needed to take 
plentiful shoots; most of them become deleted scenes. They were used to help him to be in 
the character. This paper argues that being in the character is different from being identified 
with Yip Man and then essentializing him and martial arts films, as other Hollywood-styled 
Yip Man films do: the flickering fighting scenes produced on the screen are only for 
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immediate sensual pleasure. WKW says, ‘Martial arts are called kung fu which means time. 
‘It, in Chinese, literally means a tremendous effort to be taken in working things out. After 
interviewing martial arts masters throughout China, he felt the responsibility assigned by 
them to show the aesthetic and philosophy of martial arts through The Grandmaster. Does he 
lament that modern time slowly kills this art and these artists, Hong Kong marital arts films 
and Hong Kong? Tony Leung said that Yip learned how to live from martial arts. The 
opponent which was hard to him and his contemporaries was the sluggish hard times in 
Hong Kong’s post-war era. How can the art of their ordinary lives illuminate the philosophy 
and aesthetics of martial arts, Hong Kong martial arts film as well as Hong Kong, and vice 
versa? Yip’s martial arts moves swiftly; however, The Grandmaster depicts its images in a 
slow manner. How can WKW’s film philosophy be in dialogue with Yip Man’s philosophy? 
Other Hollywood-styled Yip Man films cannot set the mood for the philosophy of martial 
arts, and appreciate the aesthetics of slowness. It seems that nothing moves if everything 
moves too fast. There is too much to experience in The Grandmaster, not because it moves 
too fast, but slowly instead. Can the film only be done in a slow manner so that there is 
enough time to read the philosophy of martial arts and the perseverance of a martial artist in 
the extension of the martial art movement in a Benjaminian sense? This essay discusses how 
the slowness in The Grandmaster fights against cinematic modernity, and how it opens up 
the possibilities of re-reading martial arts films in Hong Kong, and Hong Kong.  
 
Bio: Ian Ho-yin FONG is currently working as Lecturer for the School of Continuing and 
Professional Studies, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, responsible for teaching high 
diploma courses in popular culture and media studies. He will take up a short-term 
postdoctoral fellowship which allows him to stay in the University of Graz from June to 
August, 2014. His research interests lie in psychoanalysis, deconstruction, Nietzsche studies, 
film and literary studies, gender studies, city and knowledge. He received his PhD degree in 
comparative literature at the University of Hong Kong in 2007.  
 

 

GALLAGHER, Mark 
University of Nottingham, UK 
 
Title: Tony Leung Chiu-Wai and 1980s Hong Kong Television 
 
Abstract: Chinese global stars such as Chow Yun-Fat, Maggie Cheung and Stephen Chow 
have earned acclaim based on their roles in internationally distributed genre films and art 
cinema. These and other stars, however, gained local visibility at the outset of their careers 
with starring roles in ensemble dramas on Hong Kong’s TVB television channel. This paper 
investigates the 1980s television work of Chinese popular star (and global arthouse figure) 
Tony Leung Chiu-Wai, who like many popular Hong Kong film actors achieved early-career 
recognition through roles in a series of long-running TVB dramas. As one of the so-called 
“Five Tigers,” Leung co-starred in TVB efforts including the action-comedy-drama Police 
Cadet (1984) and its 1985 sequel, and the wuxia dramas The Duke of Mount Deer (1984) and 
The New Heaven Sword and Dragon Sabre (1986). This paper considers how Leung’s acting 
style develops to suit the aesthetic and dramatic needs of Hong Kong television genres. 
Comparatively, it explores Leung’s parallel performances in 1980s Hong Kong cinema. 
Leung uses his TVB training to move into roles in Hong Kong’s popular cinema, in films 
such as the comedies Happy Go Lucky (1987) and I Love Maria (1988). At the same time, he 
expands his repertoire with notable performances in art- or pop-art cinema works such as A 
City of Sadness (1989), his first film to earn extensive international festival exhibition; and 
As Tears Go By (1990), another film with a substantial international festival footprint, in 
which Leung co-stars alongside many of his TVB peers. Through attention to Leung’s 
formative work, this paper identifies distinct features of his acting and stardom that inform 
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his subsequent career activity. Overall, it argues for attention to screen stars’ early careers 
and cross-media efforts to understand their performance histories and long-term creative 
trajectories.  
 
Bio: Mark Gallagher is a Lecturer in Film and Television Studies at the University of 
Nottingham. He is the author of Another Steven Soderbergh Experience: Authorship and 
Contemporary Hollywood (University of Texas Press, 2013) and Action Figures: Men, 
Action Films and Contemporary Adventure Narratives (Palgrave Macmillan, 2006) and co-
editor of East Asian Film Noir (I. B. Tauris, forthcoming) and Scope: An Online Journal of 
Film and Television Studies.  
 
 

GENG, Li (耿麗) 
University of Macau 
 
Title: The power relationships behind the Macao Museum 
 
Abstract: This research focuses on the modern disciplinary of museum, and The Macao 
Museum is used as a case study. This is not a museology study but a research attempt to 
make clear the power relationships behind the Macao Museum. Following Foucault’s view 
of power, Hoop-Greenhill and Tony Bennett consider the museum as both a site of 
instruction and a site of discipline. In Foucault’s theory, discipline is a mechanism of power 
which regulates the behaviours of individuals in the social body. This essay focuses on the 
power flowing between the institutions and the exhibitions in the museum, reserving the 
power relationships between individual practices in the museum and the institution for future 
studies. My present research principally turns its attention to museum exhibitions as a power 
play. It considers the strategies of governance behind the exhibitions of the Macao Museum. 
Discussing the exhibitionary complex among the history of Macao is the principal work here. 
The special point is, in this case, the Macao Museum was established on a period of 
government transformation; this is also a cultural transformation period, especially its 
colonized experiences. These particulars features may give us a new way to think about the 
complex relationships around the exhibitions of The Macao Museum.  
 
Bio: Monique GENG Li received her Bachelor’s degree in Directing of broadcasting and TV, 
Northeast NormalUniversity, JiLin, China and her Master’s degree in Science of Information 
and Communication from the University of Grenoble3, France. Now as a Phd student atthe 
Department of Communication at UM, she focuses her research on the Internet and cultural 
studies.  
 
 

GONG, Haomin 
Case Western Reserve University, USA 
 
TITLE: Figuring Ethnicities on the Internet in China: Power, Identity, and Cross media 
Moves 
 
Abstract: Studies of media technologies have always belied a utopian race/ethnicity-free 
space on the Internet, and shown the ways in which race and ethnicity may figure in this 
virtual space. Yet, how does the issue of ethnicity figure on the Internet in China, where a 
variety of forces compete for power and maintain their discursive legitimacy? This question 
is further complicated by the fact that nation and ethnicity are intricately interwoven along 
the discursive formation, engineered by the Communist government, of ethnicities in China. 
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This essay examines the multi-facet condition of the Internet in China in regard to 
ethnicities. By studying official representations of ethnicities online and individual cases, 
including those of Pema Tsedan and Tsering Woeser, I argue that the virtual space on the 
Internet reshapes the ways in which and by which ethnicities are presented and represented. 
The official voice tries to maintain its traditional representation of ethnicities, co-opting the 
discourse of ethnicities into its synthetic narrative of nation-ethnicity (minzu), while 
alternative and dissident parties take advantage of the communicative power of the Internet 
to have their voices heard through a variety of channels. In this process, disparate media are 
employed to achieve multi- and cross-media effects. At the same time, identities of different 
parties involved also experience repositioning in the virtual space of the Internet.  
 
Bio: Haomin Gong is Assistant Professor of Chinese at Case Western Reserve University. 
He is the author of Uneven Modernity: Literature, Film, and Intellectual Discourse in 
Postsocialist China (University of Hawai’i Press, 2012), and has published articles 
in Modern Chinese Literature and Culture, Journal of Chinese Cinemas, Journal of 
Contemporary China, China Information, Asian Cinema, Telos, Concentric: Literary 
Cultural Studies, and Frontiers of Literary Studies in China. In addition, he has also 
contributed chapters to a number of edited volumes.  
 
 

GUO, Xinran 
Northwestern University, USA 
 
Title: Chinese Urbanization: Tonight Moon (2000) 
 
Abstract: In 2000, Yang Fudong, the renowned Chinese video artist, made his first video 
installation, titled Tonight Moon (2000). The installation consists of a large screen with 
twenty-four embedded LCD screens, as well as six monitors placed on the two sides. The 
video on the large screen, as well as those on the six monitors, show people playing or 
wandering aimlessly in a scholarly garden in Suzhou, whereas several of the embedded LCD 
screens present excerpts from Shanghai films made during the Republican period. This 
juxtaposition of contemporary and Republican images destabilizes the temporality of the 
whole work. The viewer is confronted with both postmodern video clips that are 
characterized by fragmentation, transience, and purposelessness, as well as old film clips that 
metonymically indicate melodramatic narratives.  
 The incoherence of temporality in Tonight Moon points to a disjunction in the 
development of Chinese urban modernism in the twentieth century. Just as the Shanghai film 
industry, the strongest proponent of urban modernism in moving images, reached its peak in 
the 1930s, such attempts were cut short by waves of war and revolution in the 1940s. Almost 
half a century later, urban modernity re-emerged again in Chinese visual culture, albeit in a 
very different form. Reading Tonight Moon against this background, I will argue that Yang, 
by making this work at the beginning of the new millennium, looks back on the disjointed 
development of Chinese urban modernism. In this video installation, he disrupts the 
temporality of his own work by putting it in dialogue with an earlier representation of urban 
modernity. As such, his work lets viewers reflect on the connections and contrasts between 
the two important periods of Chinese modernism.  
 
Bio: XinranGuo is a third-year PhD student at the Art History Department at Northwestern 
University. Her major field is modern and contemporary art in China.  
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HUANG, Jifeng  
RMIT University, Australia 
 

WANG, Bo 
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand 
 

YANG, Yue 
Xi’an Jaiotong University, China 
 

Title: Rejection and Reproduction: On how Chinese major animation filmmakers respond to 
foreign works 
 
Abstract: This article investigates how Chinese major animation filmmakers respond to 
foreign animation works in the past decade. Being grounded on the study of multiple cases, 
Chinese major animation filmmakers’ different responses to foreign elements, from passive 
resistance to mimicry, can be found in their works. These responds cover multiple layers of 
animation production such as screenplay writing, character design and animating; they are 
also related to Chinese animation’s traditional responsibility of ideology and education, the 
exploration of Chinese animation aesthetic style, and thetheory of post-colonial criticism. 
Based on the investigation of these existing modes of responding foreign elements, as well as 
studying experiences of Chinese independent animation and live-actions, this article further 
proposes suggestions for Chinese major animation filmmakers on how to regard and take 
advantages of foreign elements in the context of globalization.  
 
Bio: HUANG is currently conducting his practice-based researching on seeking inspirations 
from installations for animation. He has created a series of installation artworks. During his 
M. A. period in SouthEast University (China), Huang has investigated into Chinese 
independent animation.  
 
WANG has acquired his M. A. degree in Art Theory at Southeast University (China) and is 
carrying out doctoral study in Media Studies at Victoria University of Wellington. His 
academic interests primarily focus on Audience Subculture, Media Fandom, Chinese Cyber 
Culture, and New Media.  
 
YANG is an Undergraduate Student, her field is Chinese literature and Contemporary 
literature. She has visited Tunghai University (Taiwan) as exchange student for one year.  
 
 

HUANG, Yawen 
University of Macau 
 
Title: The city images of Macau in Pang Ho-Cheung’s film---Isabella 
 
Abstract: Pang Ho-Cheung is a writer, scenarist and film director in Hong Kong. He 
directed Isabella, a 2006Hong Kong film starring Chapman To, Isabella Leong and Anthony 
Wong. It played in competition at the 56th annual Berlin International Film Festival, where it 
won the Silver Bear for best film music; it was nominated for the Golden Bear as well. The 
film is set in Macau. My study here focuses on the city images of Macau in the film. This 
serves as an introductory paper to other films about Macau.  
 
Bio: HUANG, Yawen is a Ph. d student at the Faculty of Social Sciences in University of 
Macau. Before that she worked as a Research Associate in Hylink Digital Solution Co., Ltd. 
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She specializes in city image communication and subculture. Her dissertation project will 
focus on the city images of Macau. 
 
 

HYLAND, Robert  
Bader International Study Centre, Queens University, UK 
 
Title: (Un)Compromising Chineseness – Beijing and the global film market.  
 
Abstract: Recent Hollywood cinema has been created with much emphasis on cracking the 
Chinese market. With a limited number of foreign films being granted Chinese distribution 
rights each year (20 feature films and a further 14 Imax or 3D films), many studios are 
developing strategies that will win over the Chinese officials and hope to thereby find access 
to the lucrative Chinese market. James Cameron’s Avatar modelled its fictional Hallelujah 
mountains on China’s Zhangjiajie mountain’s and such films as Iron Man 3 and the James 
Bond film Skyfall both include extended sequences set in China, which appear only in the 
Chinese release. But what of the Chinese film industry itself. Increasingly, Chinese and Hong 
Kong productions are seeking financing from Japan and the West as a means of securing 
better global market share. This paper will be examining such Asian/Western co-productions 
and looks at some of the ways in which the Chinese film industry is actively courting a 
global market. Such films as Jia ZhangKe’s A Touch of Sin, and Xue Xiaolu’s Finding Mr. 
Right use Japanese funding and Canadian filming locations respectively. This paper looks at 
how the Chinese film industry is increasingly globalizing in its outlook and is making its first 
steps into courting foreign film markets.  
 
Bio: r_hyland@bisc.queensu.ac.uk 
 
 

JACKSON, Earl 
National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 
 
Title: “I Miss You so I am”: Comparative Melancholias in East Asian Media 
 
Abstract: I am interpreting “post-Asia” not as the conclusion or abandonment of “Asia” as a 
concept, but rather the new critical possibilities open since the emergence of “Asia” in terms 
other than an oppositional category to the West. From here, I will look at another sense of 
“post” from within certain cinematic and televisual texts, namely the forms of melancholia 
deployed in contemporary Japanese cinema, which I will compare with the melancholia 
pervasive in the Korean TV-drama, Winter Sonata. Traditionally, “melancholia” is 
considered a pathological variant of mourning. While mourning is a process through which 
an individual withdraws emotional investment in the person lost, the melancholic internalizes 
the image of the lost person and thereby retains what is lost. In other forms of melancholia, 
the melancholic suffers from a loss that has not occurred. Both forms are thus forms of 
mourning that never ending, losses that cannot be overcome.  
 
But another modular geneaology is possible. In such a model, melancholia would refer to a 
relation to a loss that is structurally irresolvable. That does not mean, however that one’s 
relation to the loss cannot undergo change. Three sub-groups are immediately recognizable; 
more may readily come into view as well: bereavement; nostalgia; anxiety. Nostalgia can be 
related to loss of home/homeland; loss of childhood; loss of former identity. Anxiety in this 
context refers to an apprehension of cataclysmic loss on either the ontological or 
epistemological level or both.  
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Bio:  
Professor, Foreign Languages and Literatures, National Chiao Tung University; 
Director of Film Studies Center, NCTU; Co-Director, Trans-Asia Screen Cultures Institute, 
Seoul; Associate Professor, Emeritus, University of California Santa Cruz.  
Publications include: Strategies of Deviance; Technopoetic Japan [forthcoming]; and articles 
on Japanese and Korean cinemas, poetics, and sexuality 
 
 

JASMINE, Trice Nadua 
University of California – Los Angeles, USA 
 
Title: Contingency, Emergence, and Decline: Independent Film Exhibition in Manila  
 
Abstract: This paper will examine the conditions of institutional instability underpinning the 
emergent screen cultures of Metro Manila, Philippines. Like many urban centers in the 
region, since the mid-2000s, there has been a rise of independent filmmaking in the city, 
spurred by low-cost digital equipment, DVD/VCD-piracy-enabled cinephilia, and the 
growing presence of Southeast Asian auteurs in international film festival circuits. However, 
while these works often find international audiences and accolades, circulation in their home 
territories remains minimal. Independence from mainstream studios and state regulation may 
offer opportunities for aesthetic innovation, but it also prohibits films from local multiplex 
screens. In Manila, the few independently operated screening spaces that have attempted to 
establish sites for alternative films have been relatively short-lived, closing their doors after 
only a couple of years.  
This presentation will reflect on the cycle of emergence and decline surrounding the film 
exhibition and distribution sites that occupy my larger study. These include the pirated DVD 
neighborhood of Quiapo, various art house screening spaces, and a mall multiplex screen 
dedicated to local, independent film. Each site came into being, flourished, and disappeared 
during the course of my research from 2006 to 2012, and new sites emerged to take their 
place. Framed around this cycle, this presentation will analyze the volatile conditions for 
film circulation in Manila. While art house cinemas are often marginalized, regardless of 
socio-cultural setting, issues of state regulation, the layout of the sprawling, unevenly 
developed city, and scarce financial resources create circumstances particular to Manila, and 
perhaps, to other postcolonial, urban settings in Asia and the global south. The presentation 
will put theories of film circulation and public culture in dialogue with ideas of contingency 
and institutional instability, in order to see what role this cyclicality might play in shaping 
Manilenyo screen cultures.  
 
Bio: Jasmine Nadua Trice is an Assistant Professor of Cinema and Media Studies at the 
University of California – Los Angeles. Her research focuses on transnational media and 
culture in Southeast Asia, particularly in the Philippines, where she lived from 2006 to 2008. 
Before her arrival at UCLA, she taught at the National University of Singapore. She is also 
involved in feminist media-communications activism in Asia through her work with Isis 
International.  
 
 

JIANG, Wei 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Perpetual Devils: The Images of Japanese Soldiersin Chinese War Films after 1949 
 
Abstract: his research adopts Foucaultian approach of discourse analysis to interrogate the 
discourse of the Chinese nation stateand Chinese nationalism, and considers how this may 
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inform Chinese war films as “a system of formation”6 of particular statements of and about 
Guizi or “Japanese devils” as a nation’s “perpetual” enemy. The task will be to identify and 
analyse the emergence, continuities, variations and contestation of nationalist discourses with 
regard to representations of Japanese soldiers in World War II in Chinese war films. It aims 
to look at prototypical images of Guizi constructed in earlier Chinese war films from the late 
1940s to the mid-1960s and see their later valorization, deviation and variations in close 
relation to the discursive formation of the Chinese nation state in various forms of 
nationalism. It also extends the analyses to those statements and visibilities that are in close 
relation to Guizi, such as the puppet army, traitors (Hanjian), and those Taiwan youth who 
are enlisted as Japanese soldiers during the war.  
 
Bio: JIANG Wei is a PhD candidate at the University of Macau. Presently he works as a lecturer at the 
UIC-Hong Kong Baptist University (Zhuhai campus).  
  
 

JIMENEZ, Veronica Borja 
University of Toronto, Canada 
 
Title: Tan Pin Pin’s Invisible City: The temporalities of discarded things 
 
Abstract: Tan Pin Pin’s film Invisible City follows the trail of records and documents made 
by documenteurs throughout the History of Singapore; the film braids together the multiple 
and often contingent temporalities of photography, film, journalism, archaeology, and 
personal records through which the Nation has been narrated. Tan assembles Singapore, not 
as a territorial package on which categorical attributes are piled, but as a multiplicity of 
ingestions, mergers and symbioses –a landscape which weaves together things preserved, 
discarded and forgotten. Memories fade, senility sets in, things decompose, and traces 
disappear from view, what is left? What motivations lie behind the desire to leave traces of 
our passing, document, and narrate our spaces? I concentrate particularly on the narrative 
strategies that convert digital trash into the building blocks of fragmented history.   
The film, I argue is not only about what is missing from, or what has been discarded in the 
wake of, official History, but also about what remains littered throughout the virtual and 
material landscape of the city. The multiple temporalities of waste put forth a multi-scalar 
temporal framework that transcends and disrupts the synchronicity of an omniscient 
perspective. I engage with the trope of waste present throughout the film, as the building 
blocks of a multi-linear encounter of trajectories, memories, events, and histories.   
Rather than a conception of Nationhood and belonging contingent on the constitution of a 
single hegemonic “we” told as the unfolding of a story underwritten by a uniform time 
producing a totalizing conception of community -the time of the ‘meanwhile’ -the 
temporalities of waste and montage are held together by rhizomatic temporalities -the 
conjunction “and”-which are unamenable to a totalizing sense of coherence with profound 
implications for agency and for individual and social subjectivity.  
 
Bio: Veronica Jimenez Borja is a PHD student in Comparative Literature at the University of 
Toronto. She holds an MA in Comparative Literature from Western University (Canada) and 
an MA in Political Economy (Taiwan) from National Cheng Kung University. Her current 
interest includes articulations of time and space in contemporary world literature film and 
material culture; social and phenomenological production of time and space; urban studies; 
contemporary Asian and Latin American literature and film; architecture theory; human 
geography; and urban studies. 
 

                                                           
6 Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge (A. M. Sheridan Smith, Trans. ), New York: Pantheon Books, 
1972, p. 205.  
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JOO, Woojeong  
Nagoya University, Japan 
 
Title: Transnational Media Adaptation/Remake: The Case of Japanese and South Korean 
Television Drama 
 
Abstract: The recent conflicts over territory issue in East Asia ironically prove the point that 
the region, though separated in nations, has been strongly connected with each other through 
history. In mass culture, this interconnectedness has been recognized and discussed in 
relation to the transnational expansion of Japanese popular culture in the 1990s (Iwabuchi, 
2002), and also to the boom of Korean Wave (hallyu) in the 21st century (Chua and 
Iwabuchi). Although these discourses clarified shared ‘contemporaneity’ existing throughout 
East Asian countries and bilateral process of glocalization, there is still the issue of history 
left untouched, which, as Iwabuchi admits, requires consideration of ‘postcolonial 
ambivalence’ inherent in ‘not just dialogue but also unevenness’ between nations. (Iwabuchi, 
2008).  
This paper aims to find a possibility of a dialogue ‘based upon’ the unevenness of history 
through a study of transnational media adaptations/remake between Japan and South Korea. 
The key question will address why transnational adaptation/remake practice is importantly 
considered in the media industries of the region and whether particular problems arise when 
there are historical issues involved. For this purpose, the production and consumption 
practice of the television period drama genre will be examined, upon the foundation of 
historical survey of media adaptation between the two countries. I expect this study will 
reveal the way how a certain historical element is contested and/or negotiated between 
Japanese and Korean media industries to construct more progressive form of transnational 
identity.  
 
Bio: Woojeong JOO is a JSPS postdoctoral research fellow at Nagoya University, Japan. His 
research interests include the films of Ozu Yasujiro, the discourses of early Japanese sound 
cinema, and transnational media practices in East Asia.  
 
 

KITAMURA, Hiroshi 
College of William and Mary, USA 
 
Title: The Japanese Western and the Ambivalent Politics of the Postwar Era 
 
Abstract: This paper will explore the cultural politics of “Japanese Westerns” 
(waseiuesutan) of the post-World War II (or “sengo”) era. I will examine a group of liminal 
films – including Daisōgen no wataridori (starring Kobayashi Akira), 
Umikarakitanagaremono (Kobayashi), Hayauchiyarō (Shishido Joe), Sandanjū no otoko 
(Nitani Hideaki), and Kōya no to seinin (Takakura Ken), and Nihon jokyōden: Makkanado 
kyōbana (Takakura) – that blended core traits of the Hollywood Western with existing 
“Japanese” formulas. Flaunting masculine gunmen, tense shootouts, codes of honor and 
loyalty, and even “native” peoples in the open countryside, these action-heavy films 
generated interest in Japan in part by drawing from the Turnerian imaginary of the moving 
frontier in the American West. However, these films were hardly mimicry or pastiche of the 
popular U.S. genre. In vilifying “greedy” urbanites, resisting industrialization, and 
romanticizing life in the sparsely populated countryside, these films delivered a powerful 
critique of Japan’s modernization and “high growth” of the postwar era.  
 
I will begin by discussing the political, industrial, and social contexts of Japanese and 
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Hollywood cinemas in relation to Japan’s postwar reconstruction. Then, though textual and 
primary source analysis, I will show how these hybrid Western scritiqued and commented on 
the politics of the postwar Japanese nation, as the country strove to distance itself from its 
wartime past while supporting a fast-paced modernization program. Yet while presenting a 
critical edge against political and social trends of the era, the Japanese Western also endorsed 
specific forms of postwar development, in particular by embracing American political and 
cultural values in the making of the postwar (sengo) era. In this sense, the Japanese Western 
ironically helped shape a larger paradigm of “high growth” as it reinforced Japan’s cultural 
dependence on things American.  
 
Bio: Hiroshi Kitamura is Associate Professor of History at the College of William and Mary, 
USA. He is the author of Screening Enlightenment: Hollywood and the Cultural 
Reconstruction of Defeated Japan (Cornell, 2010), which won the Southeast Conference of 
the Association for Asian Studies Book Prize and the Shimizu Hiroshi Award from the 
Japanese Association for American Studies. Currently, Hiroshi is at work on two projects: a 
transnational history of post-World War II Japanese cinema and a monograph on cinema and 
imperial formations across the Pacific.  
 
 

KOLESVO, Elena 
Unitec Institute of Technology, New Zealand 
 
Title: “Asians – freaky chaps!” (De)constructing Asia through personal encounters with 
North East Asian popular culture 
 
Abstract: New Zealand youth, as youth all around the world, greatly enjoy popular culture 
originating from North East Asia. Martial arts movies, anime, computer games, fashion, 
food, music, design, gardens, tattoo - it would be hard to find a popular culture genre that has 
originated in North East Asia that does not have followers in New Zealand. The consumption 
of imported popular culture by local people does not happen passively, but influences their 
identity construction by incorporating foreign forms into their local cultural context. Michel 
de Certeau, in his book The Practice of Everyday Life (1984), argues that popular practices 
are full of importance for understanding our lives. He proposes the analysis of not only the 
symbolic dimension of cultural products or merchandise, but also the mechanisms of 
consumption of these products by consumers or “users” of this culture. In fact, the “user” of 
popular culture exercises power by producing certain meanings that tell more about the 
struggle of the “user” than the original producer. However, the local people’s life 
experiences, although influenced by the global culture, remain in a local cultural context. 
The question is how global, or in this context North East Asian popular culture, contributes 
towards local articulations of New Zealand cultural identity? And what can we learn about 
the everyday performance and consumption of East Asian popular culture? Why does New 
Zealand youth choose East Asian popular culture? And finally, what are the images of Asia 
that New Zealand youth construct through their experiences with East Asian popular culture?  
Using a series of case studies, this paper explores the consumption or the ‘use’ of East Asian 
popular culture in a local New Zealand context. It also explores the images of Asia 
constructed by New Zealand youth through this consumption.  
 
Bio: Elena is a Senior Lecturer and Programme Leader for Postgraduate programmes at the 
Department of Communication Studies at Unitec, New Zealand, where she teaches courses 
in Asian Studies and in International and Intercultural Communication. Her research interests 
include the re-emergence of nationalism in Japan and Russia via popular culture. In 2011 she 
co-organised a “Cool New Asia” international symposium followed by the ePublication 
“Coon New Asia: Asian Popular Culture in Local Context”. She is also involved in research 
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on international or transnational education and international students, and has published in 
the area of the history of Japanese education, international students and also a comparative 
analysis of history textbooks in Japan and Russia.  
 
 

KONG, Mengxun（孔夢尋） 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Cooperative marriage as a tactic: a discussion on migrant workers in Macau as  
educated homosexuals from mainland China  
 
Abstract: Since the Handover of Macau in 1999, a new social space of neo-liberalism has 
been gradually developed. The notion of ‘Casino Capitalism’ is firstly raised by Susan 
Strange who suggested the whole system of western capitalism is like a huge gambling 
house. The casino industry in Macau just symbolized a neo-liberal economy. Under such a 
combination of capitalization and marketization, taking the economy benefit as the major 
standard of Macau society has gotten justification from government and individuals (Liu, 
2010; Strange, 1996). The changes in the labor market has led to a quite popular value 
‘enterprising self’ (Travis. Kong, 2012; Lizhang and Ai Ong, 2008), which means 
calculating, proactive, and self-disciplined self , the self-enterprising individuals in Macau 
could be found among young generations of Macau workers. On the other hand, when we 
look into the field of homosexual groups in Macau, barren will be the keyword of this space. 
So far, there is only one study on gay apps (Grindr and Jack’d) use in Macau. In this essay, I 
choose migrant workers in Macau as educated homosexual from mainland China as research 
objects, the main inquiries are like followings: Under the state-governance of contemporary 
context, what kind of lifestyles have occurred on migrant workers in Macau as educated 
homosexual from mainland China? By what practice and how do individuals response to the 
development of this context?  
 
Bio: Kong Mengxun (Carol) received her M. A. degree in foreign philosophy from 
University of Zhejiang and Bachelor degree in Japanese from University of Jinan. She is 
now a Ph. D student in the department of Communication at the University of Macau. Her 
research interest specializes in homosexual studies, political theories and critical cultural 
study.  
 

 

KONG, Ruicai 
University of Auckland, New Zealand 
 
Title: A Revolutionary Utopia of ‘Rivers and Lakes’: Jianghu Ambience in Shajiabang 
(1971) 
 
Abstract: This paper examines the concept of jianghu in Shajiabang (1971), a modernized 

Peking opera film of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). Jianghu (江湖, literally rivers and 
lakes) was the environmental setting of traditional martial-arts genre, which was banned 
during the 1950s-70s in mainland China. This study shows how the traces of jianghu, the 
returning specters beyond the CCP censorship, configured a revolutionary utopia that 
contradicted the Party ideology. In the operatic film, the generic power of jianghu 
emphatically reshaped the history into a space of simulacrum, which was at odds with the 
doctrine of Socialist Realism in terms of the correct representation of history. Specifically, 
the jianghu ambience was embodied in four ways in Shajiabang: the gangland environment 
of Shajia village, the battle scene and battle style, the landscape backdrop, and the yin-yang 
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cosmology. In discussing the relationship among environment, utopia and reality, this paper 
aims to explore the spatial heterogeneousness in Chinese Socialist Realism.  
 
Bio: KONG Ruicai is a Ph. D. candidate in the School of Asian Studies at the University of 
Auckland, New Zealand. He is working on a Ph. D. project entitled “Performing Revolution: 
Model Theatre in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966-1976).” He obtained his 
MA from Renmin University of China. He has published widely in academic journals, 
magazines, and newspapers circulated in China.  
 
 

KUAN, Chee-Wah 
University Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia 
 
Title: Emergent and Development of Chinese Malaysia Cinema: The Symbiosis of the Local 
and the Transnational 
 
Abstract: The Malaysian film industry and culture after 1970s tend to be an ethnically, 
linguistically and culturally homogeneous ‘Malay-centric’ one, resulted from the state-
imposed politics of ethnicity difference. The evolution of technology and social environment 
in the 1990s and 2000s change the filmic scene in Malaysia. The availability of cheap and 
affordable digital filmmaking gadgets ‘democratized’ the filmmaking process and 
contributed to the emergent of the ‘Malaysian independent filmmaking’ wave. It opens up 
opportunities for the ethnic minorities like Chinese to make their own film and depict the 
non-Malay cultures in the film medium. But a decade after the millennium, the cultural 
environment of Malaysian cinema change where more and more mainstream commercial 
films directed and produced by Chinese Malaysian were on the screening list of the local and 
foreign mainstream commercial cinemas. Although the Chinese Malaysian films appeared in 
both the independent wave and the recent commercial wave were produced in this nation that 
shrouded by ethnic politics, the productions were also made possible by the various 
transnational funding opportunities and co-production deals, at the same time meant for the 
cross-border transnational circulation that cater for the global consumption. In other words, 
we can locate the production of Chinese Malaysian films whether the independent or the 
commercial, at the intersection and symbiosis between the local and the transnational. The 
aim of this paper is to examine and study the complex, dynamic and interrelated local and 
transnational factors that contribute to the emergent and recent development of the Chinese 
Malaysian cinema.  
 
Bio: Kuan Chee Wah was born in Penang, Malaysia. He received his M. A. from National 
Chengchi University, Taiwan. He teaches in the Department of Journalism, Faculty Arts and 
Social Science, University Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia. His research interests including 
Chinese cultural identities and Chinese language cinema, and has published several essays 
on the Chinese language cinema studies. He is currently a PhD student in the School of 
Communication, University of Science, Malaysia and working on his research thesis 
regarding Chinese identities in Chinese Malaysian cinema.  
 
 

KWON, Jae-Woong 
Hallym University, Korea 
 

WOO, Jiwoon 
Korea University 
 
Title: Superheroes in Asian pop culture: The Case of Tiger & Bunny 
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Abstract: US cultural products of superheroes such as Avengers and X-Men series show the 
team of multi-racial composition under white male character’s leadership. With US State 
support, superheroes in theses cartoons struggle to save world. Although it shows multiracial 
composition, Tiger & Bunny, a Japanese animation, shows different interpretation of 
superheroes by adopting the TV reality show format. Set in Sternbuild, a fictional German 
type city, as a background, Tiger & Bunny deals with the story of eight superheroes to 
compete and cooperate for catching criminals. Hero TV, a broadcasting company in this 
cartoon, makes a TV reality show of their activities. Each character has big company’s 
sponsorship and has to get points for their action in arresting criminals. The engagement of 
TV show provides them with dilemma of their reason of activity: heroic action for justice or 
for entertainment. This paper examines how Tiger & Bunny immerses Asian cultural value 
into superhero cartoon through textual analysis of the text and comparison with US 
superhero cartoons. Through this analysis and comparison, researchers try to find possibility 
of new pop cultural product with Asian sensibility.  
 
Bio:  
KWON, Jae-Woong is Associate Professor at Hallym University. He received his MA and 
PhD degrees from the Dept. of Telecommunication, Michigan State University, and School 
of Media & Communication, Temple University, respectively.  
 
WOO, Jiwoon is a Researcher at Korea University. He received his MA and PhD degrees 
from the Dept. of Journalism & Mass Communication, Korea University.  
 
 

LAUKKANEN, Tatu 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Global Goondas, The Politics of Change in Hindi Crime Films 
 
Abstract: have often drawn parallels between the cruel world of organized crime on film 
and capitalism. Keeping in mind this history my paper looks at recent Indian gangster films 
and particularly Company (2002, Dir. Raj Gopal Varma) a film set in Hong Kong and 
Bombay. Specifically I address the politics of change that are represented in these films, 
relating them to India’s economic development and its supposed emerging in the “family of 
nations” of the “First World”. I will discuss how these “New Hindi Cinema” films deal with 
various subjects associated with emerging economies and globalization such as outsourcing, 
immigration, new technologies, the rise of the middle class, receding of the state and 
corruption. The paper will also explore the changes in Hindi films production and exhibition 
that has enabled films like these. As the gangster film genre is a transnational one, the films 
international connections will also be addressed.  
 
Bio: Tatu LAUKKANEN is a PhD candidate at the Department of Comparative Literature at 
the University of Hong Kong. He is doing a comparative study of contemporary films from 
the BRIC countries and their politics of change. 
 
 

LEARY, Charles  
Curtin University, Sarawak 
 
Title: Farewell to King Kong: Representing the Modern and the Primitive in Sarawak  
 
Abstract: In 1934, the third Rajah of Sarawak opened the first cinema in Sarawak, on the 
island of Borneo, naming it after his wife. The inaugural screening featured a film depicting 
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a visit by a filmmaker to a mysterious island inhabited by a pagan tribe who had never had 
contact with a foreign civilization. The Sylvia, in Kuching, which later became part of the 
Cathay chain of cinemas throughout Southeast Asia, no longer exists. In its place now stands 
a building that houses the offices of the Sarawak Tourism Board, which promotes various 
experiences of native traditions and the natural environment of Borneo to visitors. This paper 
will discuss the entanglements between the preservation of the natural environment and 
indigenous cultural heritage with the politics of development in Sarawak – that since the 19th 
century has been a territory of the Brunei Sultanate, an independent sovereignty, a British 
colony, and now a state in Malaysia – while examining the representation of Sarawakians – 
in particular the largest ethnic group, the indigenous Iban – in a variety of visual culture, 
including Hollywood films like Farewell to the King and The Sleeping Dictionary, as well as 
Malaysian productions including Saloi: The Movie and holiday commercials for the national 
oil company Petronas.  
 
Bio: Charles Leary is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Media, Culture, and 
Communications at Curtin University, Sarawak. He holds a PhD in Cinema Studies from 
New York University and is writing a book on Hong Kong film culture during the Cold War.  
 
 

LI, Siu Leung 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong 
 
Title: Female Cross-dressing in Hong Kong Cinema and Cantonese Opera 
 
Abstract: Rereading female cross-dressing in Hong Kong cinema since the 1950s, this paper 
examines  
the condition for the auspicious reception of this practice as enabled by the Cantonese 
operatic convention of nüwenwusheng [the female “civil-cum-military male role-type”], 
which is still running strong today in Hong Kong. The bodily effects followed from the 
crisscrossing of cinema with Cantonese opera in Hong Kong were informed by a tradition of 
non-normative gender expressions in female theatrical cross-dressing that has been 
maintained in Hong Kong Cantonese opera but not in its counterpart in mainland China. This 
defines a peculiar moment in Hong Kong cinema and the unique identity of “Hong Kong 
Cantonese Opera.” 
 
Bio: Siu Leung Li is associate professor and Associate Director of Kwan Fong Cultural 
Studies and Development Program at Lingnan Universtity. He received his BA and Mphil 
from the University of Hong Kong, PhD in comparative literature from the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst and was Joukowsky Postdoctoral Fellow at Brown Universtity. He 
taught in the Division of Humanities at the Hong Kong Universtity of Science and 
Technology before joining Lingnan. Li has published on gender and Chinese opera, Hong 
Kong Popular culture and film, and comparative literary studies.  
 

 
LI, Daryl Zhenhong 
National University of Singapore 
 
Title: The Performance of History and Culture: Self-Reflexivity in Wong Kar-wai’s The 
Grandmaster 
 
Abstract: In this essay, I argue that Wong Kar-wai’s The Grandmaster deploys a self-
reflexive strategy centered on the spectatorship of martial arts films in order to engage with 
issues of representing Chinese history and culture on screen. I begin by briefly considering 
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representations of Chinese culture and history in martial arts films, paying particular 
attention to recent films in the genre and the transnational context in which they are often 
discussed. In doing so, I outline the issues of representing Chinese culture or history on 
screen and relate this to the thematic focus on time, history, and narrativisation in The 
Grandmaster. I then establish that the film exhibits a self-reflexivity towards film 
spectatorship, or in fact, the spectatorship of Chinese culture and history. Subsequently, I 
concentrate on the aesthetic choices and themes in the film—including the stylisation of the 
fight scenes, the use of slow-motion shots, fragmentary editing, and the themes of 
performance and dualities—to suggest that Wong constitutes a self-aware approach that aims 
to recuperate the possibilities of representing Chinese history and culture in popular film 
beyond the superficial spectacle of Chineseness. This analysis will be of value in the fields of 
cultural representation in cinema and popular contemporary Chinese-language film in the 
global industry.  
 
Bio: Daryl Li received his Master of Arts (Literary Studies) from the National University of 
Singapore. Currently a research assistant in the Department of Geography, his research 
interests include cultural representation in martial arts film and spectatorship in animated 
film.  
 

 
LIN, Hsin-Nan (Nobuo TAKAMORI) 
National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 

 
CHEN, I-Ping 
National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 
 
Title: The Subjectivity of Invisible Power in the Film Making: Chia-Wei HSU and his 
Marshal Tie Jia (2012) 
 
Abstract: In 2012, Taiwanese artist Chia-Wei HSU (許家維) created an artwork, Marshal 
Tie Jia (鐵甲元帥), which is comprised of parts in film (10 min. ), installation and 
photography, to participate 2012 Taipei Biennale. Marshal Tie Jia (or Ironclad Marshal) is a 
frog deity originated from a Temple in China and was forced to migrate to Matsu, islands 
controlled by today’s Taiwan, during the Chinese Cultural Revolution. In creating “Marshal 
Tie Jia”, artist Chia-Wei HSU used religion methodology to “contact” and “discuss” with the 
deity, Marshal Tie Jia. Marshal Tie Jia also “responded” with his idea about film-making, 
including granting his permission to shooting a scene on Turtle Island (龜島) under the 
condition that no artificial structure of any kind was to be constructed. In this case study, the 
deity, the invisible power got its subjectivity to involve in the making of this film. This 
research tries to re-discuss the subjectivities and the power structure between the artist and 
the deity in the film making, to ponder the possibility of evoking the supernatural power as a 
participating element of art making. For describing this process and phenomenon 
scientifically, this research will adopt the methodology and narratives of psychology or 
psychoanalysis, to transform the relationship between deity and the artist as a drama created 
in the realm of subconsciousness.  
 
Bio: LIN Hsin-Nan (Nobuo TAKAMORI): Independent curator (b. 1985) Takamori, Nobuo 
(Lin, Hsin-Nan) lives and works in Taipei, Taiwan. He established in 2010 and runs the 
curation group, Outsiders Factory in Taipei, Taiwan. He has curated numerous exhibitions 
including “Post – Actitud, El Artecontemporáneo de Jóvenes Artistas de Taiwán (Ex Teresa 
Arte Actual, Mexico City, Mexico, 2011), a Vietnamese & Taiwanese Artists Exchange 
Project “South country, South of Country” (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam and Tainan, Taiwan 
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2012), “Sommerreise” (Berlin, Germany, 2013), and a curator residency project (Koganecho 
Area Management Center, Yokohama, Japan, 2013).  
 
CHEN I-Ping’s research interests includes psychological & psychoanalysis analysis, and 
subconsciousness theories.  
 
 

LIU, Christina (劉玤琳) 
National Taipei University of Technology, Taiwan 
 
Title: Beyond “Asian Extreme”: Post-Asianness and the Politics of Sympathy in Kim Ki-
duk’s Pietà 
 
Abstract: Kim ki-duk’s Pietà may be seen as an Asian version of Michelangleo’s Pietà, 
which quotes western ideas and giving new ways of seeing on Korean films concerning 
aesthetics, psyche, religion and city. By showing the representation of the bloody animal 
elements, the aesthetics of violence arose a special affect. Kim’s films are defined as “Asian 
Extreme” by Tartan Film (the UK-based film distributor.), referring to genre of East Asian 
horror or thriller; however, Pietà is more than just that. Kim’s films show taboos that are 
unusual to most Asian audience, the mother and son’s incestuous relationship alludes to such 
‘Western’ concept as Oedipus complex. In fact, Kim is familiar with western literary and 
critical theory, the ending that alludes to the suffering of Christ may be seen as a criticism to 
Christianity. Another aspect is the city represented in the film. Old buildings and factory will 
be destroyed in the process of modernization. The film depicts an ‘infernal’ on earth in this 
Korean urbanized city, as if responding to what Benjamin calls “The monuments of the 
bourgeoisie as ruin even before they have crumbled.” This paper explores to what extend 
these motifs influence the understanding of ‘Asian-ness’, or “Post-Asianness.” 
 
Concerning the issue of psyche, the film invites the audience to sympathize with the 
revengeful mother, or the ‘evil’ son, or the indebted victims, but leave the audience no space 
to comfortably identify with. For example, the mother at one point sympathizes with her 
victim, making the politics of sympathy problematic. This paper explores in what way 
subjectivity and identification are challenged in the politics of sympathy, also questions what 
‘Koreanness’ means in a film which alludes to Western literary and critical theory.  
 
Bio: Christina Liu is finishing her MA in English at Taipei Tech. Her MA thesis is on 
sympathy in George Eliot’s Middlemarch and Kim’s Pieta. She will soon receive her Master 
Degree in Cultural Studies, English Department in NTUT. She is the editor of Filming Taipei 
(a short film directed by Dr Louis Lo, Assistant Professor, Taipei Tech.). She co-runs a 
weekly YouTube channel (Chinese 543) teaching everyday Chinese in English.  
 
 

LO, Wai Luk 
Hong Kong Baptist University 
 
Title: The Evolution and Aesthetic Achievement of Hong Kong Cantonese Operatic Cinema 
 
Abstract: There was a great artistic leap in the Hong Kong Cantonese Operatic Cinema 
during the 1950s. The genre had transformed from a theatrical based form to a cinematic 
form. Nevertheless, past attentions on the genre was not specifically on film aesthetics. As 
such, there are many excellent Cantonese operatic films awaiting critics and scholars to 
appraise. Through a comparative study of a Cantonese operatic film The Green Jade Hairpin 
(碧玉簪), directed by Chow, Sze-luk 周詩祿 in 1962, to a Shanghai yueju version of the 
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same title, directed by Wu Zuguang 吳祖光, produced in the same year, this paper attempts 
to analyze the differences in aesthetic approach between Hong Kong Cantonese Operatic 
Cinema and Mainland China’s Operatic Cinema.  
 
Bio: Wai-luk Lo is Associate Professor and Director of MFA (Film, TV and Digital Media) 
of the Academy of Film, Hong Kong Baptist University. His specialties are script-writing, 
film and theatre aesthetics, and stage productions. He has both theoretical and practical 
knowledge in the field. He was producer for Radio and Television, and is very active 
participating local culture as radio program host, theatre critic, director, and actor. His 
research projects and publications focus on the areas of traditional Chinese drama, History 
and Aesthetics of Chinese Cinema, and Hong Kong performing arts. He is also a poet and 
has published two poetry books.  
 
 

LV, Mengliu 
Zhengzhou University, China 
 
Title: Analysis about External Media Forms and the development of Asian Society 
 
Abstract: Several centuries ago, the continents had little contact. Different civilizations 
independently created their media of communication, such as language, writing, and books. 
Each medium had different forms during different civilizations. They are the products of 
social conditions and carry the value of the civilization. For example, Chinese culture 
emphasizes on holism and the unity of man and nature, therefore Chinese created hieroglyph, 
and classical Chinese has no punctuation. However, with the frequent contact between 
continents and the change of the international configuration, the media of communication 
which are invented by the western developed countries (e.g. telegram, television, computer 
and mobile phone) have begun to spread over and monopolize the world. Asia and other 
regions became passive receivers whether they need them or not. These media are the 
products of western societies and their forms are saturated with the value of individualism, 
pure reason and more. They will erode Asian culture and impact our society if we embrace 
them without criticism and in a blind sighted manner. This article tries to analyze the 
relationship between the form of media and the society. It suggests that using the media that 
have been invented by western developed countries with vigilance and attempts to create 
media forms that are suitable and beneficial for Asian countries. 
 
Bio: Menglu Ly is a graduate student in Communications. Her research interests broadly 
cover political economy of communications, critical/cultural studies and the relationship 
between media technology and society. Her recent studies focus on the social value of micro-
communication and her essay Analysis about the Social Early Warning Function of Micro-
blog has been appeared in Journalism Communication. Lyu has been awarded the title of 
excellent graduate of Zhejiang University of Media and Communications, and has worked as 
an intern reporter in Henan TV station and Zhengzhou TV station. She is currently a member 
of Zhengzhou University Postgraduate Association and a social volunteer. 
 

 

LUAN, Lingfei 
Bowling Green State University, USA 
 
Title: The Function and influence of new Linear Theory in film studies 
 
Abstract: Most modern film studies have been regarded as cultural research in the domain of 
the arts, which separates the film’s attributes and features as an individual communication 
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medium, its functions and methods as a communication tool, its influence as a 
communication mode, and the acceptance and feedback of its audience. With the 
combination of the quantitative and qualitative analyses, this research takes the case of the 
Chinese martial arts film, which is extensive cultural significance, to analyze the indivisible 
relationship between film and communication. The communication features of the Chinese 
film are analyzed based on the theory of public domain, the media theory, and the research in 
the field of martial arts culture. Meanwhile, full attention is paid to the audience of the 
Chinese film at different stages, in different regions and through different media, so that the 
communication time-and-space model can be created to demonstrate the psychological and 
communication effects of the Chinese film audience. On the other hand, I tend to conduct the 
research form of investigation and communication to collect the information about the 
cognitive similarities and differences of the Chinese audience in different regions, ages, 
nationalities, and cultural qualities to the Chinese martial arts film. Such research can not 
only help understand the dynamic and specific relation between the Chinese society and the 
Chinese martial arts film, but also provide the accumulation of the vivid materials for the 
research on the communication aspect of the Chinese martial arts film, so as to achieve the 
ultimate goal to explore the relationship between the film and television culture and the mass 
media of communication.  
 
Bio: Lingfei Luan is a master student majoring in communication studies at Bowling Green 
State University and expects to graduate this year. As the only child in her family, she did 
not follow her parents’ expectation in terms of becoming an engineer. Instead, she chose film 
studies as her lifelong dream. After years of effort, she was accepted by Beijing Film 
Academy. After graduation, she went to France to continue to explore film. Having studies 
film theories for a year, she has questions about how to effectively analyze film and how to 
broaden film research in wider perspective. In order to answer those questions, she went to 
U. S where she is immersing herself in theoretical frameworks revolving around new media, 
methodology, and basic theories in communication studies. She generates her own theory 
“linear theory” and tries to test it in the future.  
 
 

MA, Ran  
Nagoya University, Japan 
 
Title: Kozoku and the Grassroots Film Network for Contemporary Japanese Independent 
Cinema 
 
Abstract: This paper attempts to survey the film circulation/exhibition network for Japanese 

independent cinema via the case-study of one particular filmmaker collective Kozoku (空族
), which was founded by self-trained filmmakers Tomita Katsuya and Aizawa Toranosuke in 
2004. The circulation and exhibition for Kozoku’s films have proportionally relied on the 
nationwide film network constituted of grassroots-level entities such as film festivals 
(screening events), arthouse cinemas (mini-theaters), cinéphile organisations, various 
cinema-related online platforms as well as social networking sites and so forth. Their 
production and promotional campaign for the recent film “Saudade” (2011,35mm) directed 
by Tomita Katsuya, which interweaves the diversified immigration communities in the post-
economic crisis “local city” Kofu will be closely analyzed. On the one hand, though Kozoku 
keeping certain critical distance from the label of “independent film”, their filmmaking 
practice needs to be examined against the shifting scenario of Japanese independent cinema 
in the post-studio era; by mapping out the grassroots film network Kozoku engages with we 
might better understand how the regionalised/localised film festival network has dynamized 
and added momentum to independent filmmaking. Arguably, such local/regional grassroots-
level film festival network has redefined and expanded our understanding of the power 
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relation embedded in the “international film festival” model (de Valck). On the other hand, 
Kozoku’s realism-oriented filmmaking practices could be situated within the 
independent/new wave (Do-It-Yourself) filmmaking movements since 2000s across Asia, for 
which the emergence of filmmaker collectives begs the reconsideration of the critical trope 
of auteur and authorship.  
 
Bio: MA Ran (Associate Professor) is currently teaching Cinema Studies at the Global-30 
“Japan-in-Asia” Cultural Studies Program, Graduate School of Letters, Nagoya University. 
Her research interests include Asian independent cinema and film festival studies.  
 
 

MAGNAN-PARK, Aaron 
The University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Kungfu justice: Bruce Lee& The Popularization of a Chinese Post-Confucian Moral 
Universe 
 
Abstract: “Kung fu justice” is Hong Kong action cinema’s answer to the Hollywood 
Westerns promotion of frontier justice. While both terms refer to violence as the final option 
to restore social harmony, the backdrop under which this happens is not the same. In the 
more familiar Hollywood case, frontier justice represents the incomplete implementation of 
American civilization’s rule of law into the Wild West. In the Hong Kong case, kung fu 
justice comes into play when Chinese civilization’s established rule of law is compromised 
and the only recourse to social harmony rests on the hands and fists of a kung fu hero.  
Of all the screen stars that partook in the global kung fu craze of the early 1970s, Bruce Lee 
was the ultimate personification of the kung fu hero. While his skills in martial arts are often 
cited, less is said about the moral framework under which Bruce Lee’s heroic screen 
personas established a Chinese specific post-Confucian moral universe that sought to 
exorcise the image of China as the “Sick Man of Asia. “ It is not just the application of force 
that marked the kung fu hero’s rise to global popularity but more importantly the moral 
rationale that necessitated the need to resort to violence as the final option. This transformed 
the Chinese kung fu hero into an international heroic template that non-Chinese sought to 
emulate as an alternative to other forms of dominant masculinity.  
 
Bio: Aaron Han Joon Magnan-Park (Ph. D., University of Iowa) is Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Comparative Literature at The University of Hong Kong. He specializes in 
Asian cinema vis-à-vis action, aesthetics, culture, theory, and sound.  
 
 

MAO, Sihui 
Macao Polytechnic Institute, Macao 
 
Title: In Search of Macao’s Cultural Identity in Cinema: Self Projections, New Challenges 
and Opportunities 

 
Abstract: For many decades, Macao had generally been seen as a small suburb of the high-
profile mega city Hong Kong, or a one-day destination for many people from China’s 
Mainland and other parts of East and Southeast Asia to try their luck in the packed and very 
often smoky casinos such as the old Lisboa, registering little presence in the international 
arena except for some seedy scenes in Hong Kong or western films until the 1990s. In terms 
of visual representations, Macao has been treated, more often than not, as an exotic Oriental 
space for staging non-Chinese tales in Western films, as a convenient place for constructing 
narratives of gambling, violence and revenge without Macao’s real subjectivity in Hong 
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Kong cinema and, in Mainland Chinese cinema, as a remote territory that was almost entirely 
forgotten by Chinese film directors before the 1999 handover and then as a special 
administrative region for the ideologically motivated constructions of Chinese national 
allegories and also the mixed, hybridized, and fragmented identity of Macao. In the past 15 
years since the handover, we have witnessed some significant changes in the way Macao is 
represented in these cinemas. This presentation reviews these changes but mainly explores 
how some “locally produced” films attempt to search for Macao’s cultural identity in terms 
of self-projections, new challenges and opportunities.  
 
Bio: Mao Sihui received his M. A. (in Contemporary Literary & Cultural Studies) from 
University of Lancaster, UK and his PhD (in Comparative Literature – Film Culture) from 
the University of Hong Kong. After many years of teaching at Guangdong University of 
Foreign Studies (from 1982 to 2000) and then Hong Kong Lingnan University (2001 to 
2003), he is Professor of English and Comparative Cultural Studies, and Director of MPI-
Bell Centre of English, Macao Polytechnic Institute. He has been Vice President of Sino-
American Comparative Culture Association of China since 2000, President of Federation of 
Translators and Interpreters of Macao since 2007, and Council Member of International 
Translators Federation since 2011. He taught BA, MA & PhD courses at GDUFS & HK 
Lingnan University such as “Modern British & American Drama”, “Contemporary Critical 
Theory”, “Comparative Cultural Studies”, “Film Culture”, “Translation for the Media”, 
“Translation of Texts in Popular Culture”, “Culture and Translation”. He has supervised 
many MA and six PhD theses to completion. His major publications include Technologising 
the Male Body: British Cinema 1957-1987 (1999), New Perspectives: Contemporary 
Literary and Cultural Studies (2000), Decoding Contemporary Britain (2003), Literature, 
Culture and Postmodern Transformations: 8 Case Studies from William Shakespeare to 
James Bond (2009). He is General Editor of the New Topics in Contemporary Cultural 
Studies Series (6 vols, Sun Yat-sen University Press, 2007-2009), and he co-edited with 
Doreen Wu a special issue for the journal of Critical Arts, Media Discourses and Cultural 
Globalisation: A Chinese Perspective (Routledge & UNISA, 2011). He has also published 
over 60 academic journal papers and book chapters in literary, cultural and translation 
studies. He has just finished a research project on Representations of Macao in 
Contemporary Cinema and now working on Transcultural Competence in ELT and 
Intercultural Communication. 
 
 

MARCHETTI, Gina 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: HKSAR Women Filmmakers’ Images of Activism 
 
Abstract: As Hong Kong continues its fifty-year transition from a British colony to Chinese 
sovereignty, debates surrounding the territory’s ability to govern itself, function as part of the 
Chinese nation, and maintain a distinct global identity in order to solidify its standing as 
“Asia’s world city,” anxiety surrounding political processes has become more heated. 
Women’s role in constructing a local body politic in the HKSAR’s first decade needs to be 
acknowledged, and the importance of motion pictures in envisioning the territory’s future 
recognized. This presentation looks at a range of films, directed by Hong Kong’s women 
filmmakers, which provide a critical perspective on Hong Kong politics. This includes an 
investigation of how women have depicted Hong Kong’s female activists as well as the way 
in which women have taken up the camera as political observers and/or commentators. I 
begin with a look at how two very different directors have directly encountered Hong Kong 
politics as part of their filmmaking practice. Ann Hui, for one, has made several films that 
include the depiction of female activists involved with political or social movements 
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designed to improve the lives of Hong Kong women. In Ordinary Heroes (1999), Sow 
(Rachel Lee) becomes an activist to ameliorate the circumstances of the “boat” women 
constantly threatened with deportation because of their floating domiciles. Since this film 
resonates with Hui’s earlier Starry is the Night (1988) as well as with Mabel Cheung’s City 
of Glass (1998), I place these depictions of women and Hong Kong political activism within 
a historical frame as well as make intertextual connections among these two female auteurs. 
Tammy Cheung, as another example, takes a very different approach to women in the public 
arena. As a participant-observer of the Hong Kong political scene, several of her 
documentaries, including July (2004) and Election (2008), reflect back on her own 
intervention as a filmmaker in the political development of Hong Kong. Women as political 
subjects hold a crucial place in all these films, and I plan to explore why these filmmakers 
depict women in the political arena in these specific ways.  
 
Bio:  
Gina Marchetti teaches in the Department of Comparative Literature, School of Humanities, 
at the University of Hong Kong. Her books include Romance and the “Yellow Peril”: Race, 
Sex and Discursive Strategies in Hollywood Fiction (California, 1993), Andrew Lau and 
Alan Mak’s Infernal Affiars—The Trilogy (HKUP, 2007),From Tian’anmen to Times Square: 
Transnational China and the Chinese Diaspora on Global Screens (Temple, 2006), The 
Chinese Diaspora on American Screens: Race, Sex, and Cinema (2012), Hong Kong Film, 
Hollywood and the New Global Cinema, co-edited with Tan See-Kam (Routledge, 2007), 
and Chinese Connections: Critical Perspectives on Film, Identity and Diaspora, co-edited 
with Peter X Feng and Tan See-Kam (Temple, 2009), and Hong Kong Screenscapes: From 
the New Wave to the Digital Frontier, co-edited with Esther M. K. Cheung and Tan See-Kam 
(HKUP, 2011).  
 
 

MARTIN, Daniel 
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
 
Title: Statelessness and Asian Identity in Animation from South Korea and Japan 
 
Abstract: The South Korean animation industry is currently enjoying its most creative and 
diverse period ever, encouraging experimentation and attracting greater financial investment. 
However, the global profile of animated films and television from Korea remains minimal, 
despite the best efforts of animators and even cultural policymakers. Over the last decade, 
there has been an increasing attempt to create original Korean animation projects that can 
compete with Japanese anime and Hollywood animation, both at home and abroad. Several 
recent high-profile projects have aimed to transform the negative perception of Korea’s 
animation industry as technically efficient rather than creative, with its only achievements as 
a cheap subcontractor for US cartoon production.  
 
One route to wider global recognition has been an increase in co-productions between the 
animation industries of Japan and South Korea, and a number of transnational cross-media 
adaptations of comic books. These collaborative animations display varying degrees of 
national identity, often disguising their Korean origins in favor of a more homogenously 
‘Asian’ aesthetic.  
 
This paper therefore explores the contentious issue of national identity in Japanese-Korean 
animation, drawing on notions of statelessness and cultural odor, as discussed by scholars 
such as Koichi Iwabuchi and Susan Napier, and focusing on case studies of the animated 
series Black God (2009) and Ragnarok (2002) and the animated film Blade of the Phantom 
Master (Joji Shimura and Ahn Tae-geun, 2004). These animations provide examples of both 
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cultural/geographic anonymity and specificity. A problematic process of cultural translation 
renders the Korean elements of these texts all but invisible, yet their economic and cultural 
impact is far from insignificant. At a time when the ‘Korean Wave’ of popular music, film 
and television is attracting global attention, it is important to consider the less-studied aspects 
of the South Korean cultural industries, and address the unique questions raised by notions of 
stateless identity in contemporary animation from South Korea and Japan.  
 
Bio: Daniel Martin is Assistant Professor of Film Studies in the School of Humanities and 
Social Sciences at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), and 
also holds a post as Honorary Researcher in the Institute for the Contemporary Arts at 
Lancaster University. His recent research concerns the international circulation of films from 
South Korea, Japan, and Hong Kong. He is the co-editor of Korean Horror Cinema 
(Edinburgh University Press, 2013), and has published articles in Cinema Journal, Film 
International, Acta Koreana, Asian Cinema, and The Journal of Korean Studies.  
 
 

NAWARUNGREUNG, Jutharat 
Thammas at University, Thailand 
 
Title: A Study of the Use of English by Thai: A Case Study of English in Thai songs 
 
Abstract: As an international language, English is used as a medium in formal and informal 
settings including all kinds of entertainment. As it were, the use of English in such an arena 
is of no less importance and interest, and indeed it becomes a valuable tool for EFL learners 
to learn and improve their language. In addition, it is a social perspective in the way that 
English is incorporated in other nationalities’ music, as well as the attitudes of listeners 
toward it. This research principally aimed to find out the level of comprehensibility of 
English inserted in Thai pop music. There were three groups of participants, namely Thais, 
non native speakers who are non Thai, and native speakers, 35 each group. The research 
tools comprised song lyrics, interviews, questionnaires, and video recorder. The participants 
listened to Thai songs and wrote down the English words and their meanings they heard. 
They were video-recorded when listening to the songs, and then asked on particular actions 
and facial expressions. Afterwards, they were interviewed to account for their attitudes 
toward the incorporation of English into Thai songs. Finally, the participants completed a 
questionnaire. Data was analysed by the way of comparison of all the participants’ 
pronunciation. In doing so, the number of correct and incorrect answers was revealed. The 
study has shown that those who attained the highest level of understanding the English words 
in Thai music were Thais, native speakers, and non native speakers who are non Thai 
respectively.  
 
Bio: Jutharat Nawarungreung is a Ph. D. candidate at Thammasat University, Thailand. She 
received a bachelor and a master degree in English from Srinakharinwirot University, 
Thailand. Her interests are American literature in 18th century, linguistics, and pop culture. 
She is an interpreter and a freelance tutor of English and Thai. She speaks Thai, English, 
Chinese, Japanese and German.  
 
 

NI, Ziquan 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Discovery of Cinematic (Un) Reality and the (Im) Possibility of the “National 
Identity”: The Rise and Fall of the wuxia Film Genre in Chinese Early Cinema, 1927-1931 
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Abstract: One of the essential issues in field of early cinema studies is the emergence of 
cinema as an institutional mode of representation. This issue should be addressed, 
concerning the situation of early cinema of China in early twentieth century, where, among 
other Asian regions, was undergoing waves of nationalism movements in the background of 
colonialism and imperialism, in relation to the question of the representation of “national 
identity”. The dramatical rise and fall of the wuxia (martial arts) film genre during 1927 to 
1931 in China provides a paradox of the “national identity”, for both the rise and the fall of 
this genre are historically ascribed from different perspectives to the urge of building 
“national identity”. This discursive paradox gives rise to such questions: when and how was 
the foundation for the cinematic identification for mass audience, which is key to promote 
the modern “national identity”, produced within the cinematic modernization? And what 
kind of order, or cinematic hierarchies was produced, beyond the distinctions between the 
past and the present, the East and the West, the traditional and the modern? In order to 
investigate into these questions, this paper examines both the filmic texts and the historical 
contexts with inter-media materials, and argues that only via banning and degrading the 
wuxia film genre, which presented, rather than “represented”, a deviant view of inseparable 
fantasy and reality, that could the dominant cinematic language produce a distance and a 
boundary between the representation and the reality, thus making possibility of “national 
identity”. The intention of this paper is to explore into the interactive relationship between 
the mechanism of cinematic language in early Chinese cinema and the representation of 
“national identity”.  
 
Bio: Ni Ziquan, a PhD candidate in Gender Studies Programme, in The Chinese University 
of Hong Kong 
 
 

NOH, Kwang Woo 
Korea University 
 
Title: Expansion and Amplification through Participation: K-pop on YouTube 
 
Abstract: It is well-known that the global success of PSY’s Gangnam Style was mediated 
through combination of YouTube and SNS. PSY’s success made communication scholars 
consider new mode of international circulation of Korea pop culture (Korean Trend 2. 0). 
However, it is also required to approach the mode of users’ appropriation of YouTube: in 
terms of global circulation of pop culture, how the mode of appropriation contributes to the 
expansion of the width and amplification of the volume as well as how users appropriate 
YouTube channel beyond mere watching music videos and mere international circulation of 
Korean pop culture.  
 
Media flow or circulation of pop culture was considered in the level of exchange of tangible 
commodities such as CD, DVD, and so on until the adoption of digital media and Internet. 
YouTube has brought new mode in which the international circulation of pop culture was 
mediated without exchange of tangible commodities but was amplified with the diffusion of 
network. This study grasps how the mode of users’ appropriation contributes to international 
circulation of pop culture through case studies of some K-pop music videos and international 
K-pop fans’ tribute activities. In terms of theoretical perspective, fandom studies will be 
examined. In terms of research method, the researcher adopts netnography, a participatory 
observation on network, to find the feature of fandom and its contribution to the international 
circulation of pop cultures.  
 
Bio: PhD. Mass Communication and Media Arts, Southern Illinois University 
MA. Cinema Studies, New York University 
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MA. Journalism and Mass Communication, Korea University 
Co-founder of New York Korean Film Festival 
Guest programmer, Korean Film Festival in Canada 
 
 

ONG, Yuin-Ting  
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Allegory of Home-Coming: Chinese Queer Diasporic Happiness in The Wedding 
Banquet and Saving Face 
 
Abstract: As addressed as “a tasty female variation on Ang Lee’s ‘The Wedding Banquet’,” 
Alice Wu’s Saving Face came out as the first American/Chinese lesbian feature in 2004, 
almost ten years after Lee’s first American/Chinese gay film of 1993. Both deal with the 
classic theme of Chinese queer diaspora, the conundrum between homosexuality and 
Chinese family within a generational gap and both close up the problems with a happy 
ending. Outside the cinematic representations, however, they have generated different 
emotions and reactions related to the imagined Jia/Guo (familial-national) allegory. How 
could we better understand the complexity around the “(un)happy” compromise of queer 
home-coming inside and outside the films? By juxtaposing Ang Lee’s The Wedding Banquet 
(1993) and Alice Wu’s Saving Face (2004), this paper would like to investigate how Asian 
queer (un)happiness is represented by and interpreted around both comedies under both the 
global and local scope. I will argue that “happiness” is represented not just as a mode of 
temporality (as a futurity) but also invests different spatial sentiments in terms of gender, 
race, and ethnicity.  
 
Bio: Yuin-Ting ONG, PhD Candidate in Gender Studies and Cultural Studies, The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong.  
 
 

PECIC, Zoran 
Roskilde University, Denmark 
 
Title: Between East and West: Queer Thirdspace in East Palace, West Palace 
 
Abstract: Homosexuality in China has been discussed and studied for decades. In the 
present-day mainstream public discourse, for instance, the emergence of non-normative 
desires in contemporary China is viewed as ‘liberating’ and ‘inevitable’. On the other hand, 
postcolonial scholars who are critical of the ‘global gay’ narrative, argue that there exist 
culturally specific sexualities that are different from those of the West. In both cases, what is 
ignored are the hybrid spaces found in the interplay between the Western postmodern 
influence and China’s present postsocialist modernity. Chinese filmmakers have been 
exploring these spaces in films such as East Palace, West Palace (1996) and Lan Yu (2001), 
in which non-normative sexuality is framed not as Chinese/Western, global/local, but as 
hybrid and political. This paper argues that Zhang Yuan’s East Palace, West Palace, arguably 
China’s first ‘gay’ film, makes highly intricate use of space as a way of exploring queerness 
and non-normative desire without adhering to the polarising discourses of modern 
progression and local authenticity. Using Edward Soja’s notion of Thirdspace, I argue that 
the film’s mise-en-scène, where space is used to divide and bring together not only different 
characters but, more importantly, opposing positionings, offers a renewed assessment of the 
complex positioning of queer Chinese sexuality. In Zhang’s film, the policeman and the 
homosexual ‘criminal’, the hegemonic and the queer, the masculine and the feminine, are 
brought together in a space where reality and fantasy intersect and where queerness resides. 
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This ‘simultaneity of presence’, I argue, points to the very instability of categories such as 
modern and Asian, allowing for a reconfiguration and opening up of new methods of 
viewing non-normative sexuality in China and other locales deemed non-modern or local.  
 
Bio: Zoran Pecic is Lecturer at the Department of Culture and Identity at Roskilde 
University, Denmark. Prior to his position at Roskilde University, Zoran was an Associate 
Professor in the English Department at Shantou University in China. His monograph Queer 
Narratives of the Caribbean Diaspora: Exploring Tactics (2013) looks at diasporic 
movements in the writings of Jamaica Kincaid, ShaniMootoo, Dionne Brand and Lawrence 
Scott. Zoran is currently an Affiliate Fellow at the Centre for Cinema Studies at Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, where he is working on a project on queer Chinese cinema.  
 
 

PETTIGREW, Ian 
University of Miami, USA 
 
TITLE: The Transformation Of A Chinese Widow Pirate Queen Into ‘The Luster of True 
Instruction’: Reimagining China Through Historical Mythology In Ermanno Olmi’s Singing 
Behind Screens 
 
Abstract: Adapted unofficially from Jorge Luis Borges’ short story “The Widow Ching- 
Pirate” Italian filmmaker Ermanno Olmi’s film “Singing Behind Screens” (2003) brings the 
Western viewer into an intimate evaluation of historical China. Tag Gallagher defined this 
type of cinematic participation when he discussed Roberto Rossellini’s history films as 
giving us the opportunity to relive history; it is through our filmic experiences of the figures 
represented that we understand their relevance presently. Olmi follows in the neo-realist 
inspired tradition by presenting the story of the Widow Ching to us on the stage of a Chinese 
bordello.  
My paper will first focus on the phenomenological aspect of this film, and cinema’s role as a 
medium between the audience and the past, specifically by adapting Vivian Sobchack’s 
response to the Hollywood historical epic. If the ‘theme of the form’ of the Hollywood 
historical epic is ‘temporal magnitude’ Olmi’s approach to a female Chinese pirate still 
grants us this sense of tremendous significance to the present, but with a feeling of much 
more intimate acquaintance with this personage than, for example, with the Moses of Cecil 
B. De Mille’s “The Ten Commandments”. This section will also discuss issues of 
authenticity: should we be wary of the film’s many historical inaccuracies, or are we hesitant 
to recall that the Borges work itself is a piece of semi-fictional history? In the light of Chris 
Berry and Mary Farquhar’s China on Screen: Cinema and Nation, I will then compare the 
work’s method of revisiting the past to other recent works that reinterpret Chinese History. 
Berry and Farquhar’s transnational approach to ‘Chinese Cinema’ is indispensable in 
understanding the film’s authority to present China to an audience. Lastly, I will address the 
question of whether Olmi is guilty of mystifying the Orient by suggesting a type of mystical 
Asian wisdom in his film’s denouement.  
 
Bio: Ian Pettigrew is a third year PhD student at the University of Miami’s School of 
Communication, specializing in film studies. Ian graduated with a BA in Media Arts Studies 
from Brigham Young University in 2006, and a MA in Cinema Studies from the University 
of Bristol in 2009. Ian has been published in Scope and The Quarterly Review of Film and 
Video. He is currently working on his dissertation, which examines the work of Italian 
director Ermanno Olmi. 
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QIN, Qin 
Nagoya University, Japan 
 
Title: “Global Queer” Issue in Asia---A Study on Negotiation between China Beijing Queer 
Film Festival and Japan Kansai Queer Film Festival 
 
Abstract: The paper examines the phenomenon of the negotiation between China Beijing 
Queer Film Festival and Japan Kansai Queer Film Festival. It argues how the issue of 
“global queer” is embodied in the Beijing-Kansai case. First, the study traces back long-
standing homosexual traditions of China and Japan in a historical prospective. Second, 
explorations of Beijing-Kansai festivals themselves, people’s network (festival organizers 
and audiences), and mass media network tell us more about the cooperation of their staffs, 
directions, anticipated audiences, and social contexts. Third, it analyses the significance of 
programming activity. The fluidity of films at festivals not only provides a crucial platform 
for filmmakers, but also expands the view of LGBT experiences and helps construct new 
LGBT politics and identities of China and Japan.  
 
Bio: QIN Qin, doctoral student, at Nagoya University, Japan, major in cinema study. 
Research interests include film criticism, LGBT politics, East Asia, and queer film festivals.  
 
 

SCHIRATO, Tony 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Miyaki’s Films as Anti-Spectacle 
 
Abstract: I want to argue in this paper that Miyazaki’s animated films, particularly relatively 
slow paced narratives such as My Neighbour Totoro and Arietty, are filtered and produced 
through, and discursively defined by, what Jonathan Crary (1998) would call a pre-spectacle 
visual regime. This way of seeing is characterized by a number of what might be described 
as ‘negative’ features: first, it explicitly forecloses the possibility of a hysterical relation to 
the visual; second, it is not concerned with or motivated by the issue of attention; and third 
and finally, the connection that is set or to disposed with regard to the visual text and 
the(posited) spectator is not determined by nor reducible to the notion of affect. If spectacle 
is, as Debord (1995) and Crary (1998) suggest, a form of visual architecture, then Miyazaki’s 
films constitute an entirely different kind of textual/visual construction. Using Totoro and 
Arietty as points of departure and analysis, this paper will look at the forms, logics and 
imperatives that are constitutive of Miyazaki’s pre-spectacle visual regime.  
 
Bio: Prof. Tony Schirato is Head of Department of Communication, Faculty of Social 
Sciences, University of Macau.  
 
 

SHIE, Shr-tzung  
National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan 
 
Title: Chinese Static Tragedy and Its Cross-media Translation: On Hou Hsiao-hsien’s A Time 
to Live, A Time to Live and The Puppetmaster 
 
Abstract: Many film critics have noticed Hou Hsiao-hsien’s distinguished film style and 
associated it with traditional Chinese aesthetics, but few scholars have succeeded in 
articulating Hou’s translation of traditional Chinese aesthetics into his cinematic work. This 
paper intends to fill this gap by proposing that the static tragedy is the form that Hou 
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consciously or unconsciously appropriates in his films. According to sinologist Chen 
Shixiang, static tragedy lacks antagonism and dynamic conflicts typical of Greek tragedy, but 
embodies a kind of cosmic sorrow that human beings feel while facing grand nature and 
noticing the unstoppable passage of time. Gazing at the change of nature, the Chinese poet 
often occupies a bystander’s position: he keeps a sympathetic eye without intervention and 
detaches himself without being completely indifferent to the world. This paper argues that 
the bystander’s position of observing the world has been duplicated in Hou’s films through 
the use of static camera, long takes, deep focus and medium/long shots. By this distinctive 
style of film language, Hou’s two films, A Time to Live, A Time to Die and The 
Puppetmaster, especially inquire into the universal human life circle of birth, aging, illness, 
and death as well as meditate on the impermanent life against the background of the eternal 
nature, thereby serving as a great example for illustrating the characteristics of Chinese static 
tragedy.  
 
Bio: SHIE Shr-tzung received his Ph. D. degree from the Department of East Asian 
Languages and Literatures at Yale University and is currently Associate Professor of the 
Graduate Institute of Taiwan Literature at National Tsing Hua University in Taiwan. His 
fields of interest include postwar Taiwanese fiction, the Taiwan New Cinema, literary theory 
and cultural studies. He has published several articles on Taiwanese fiction and three articles 
dealing with Hou Hsiao-hsien’s three films respectively: Good Men Good Women, Dust in 
the Wind, and Boys from Fenggui. Besides the research of Taiwanese literature, he is writing 
a monograph on Hou Hsiao-hsien’s oeuvre.  
 
 

SOE, Valerie 
San Francisco State University, USA 
 
Title: HallyuIn Hollywood: Looking at Lee Byung-Hun 
 
Abstract: The past few years have seen the modest rise in Hollywood of Korean superstar 
Lee Byung-hun (LBH). LBH’s elevation to prominence emonstrates the curious way in 
which the Asian male continues to be portrayed in U. S. cinema. It also reflects the growing 
global influence of the hallyu, or Korean Wave.  
To date LBH has played roles in three Hollywood films, GI Joe: The Rise of the Cobra, its 
sequel, GI Joe: Retaliation, and Red 2. As Storm Shadow in GI Joe 1 and 2 LBH portrays a 
Japanese superninja (despite his Korean ethnicity) who is predictably good at martial arts. GI 
Joe 2also includes scenes where a shirtless, buffed out LBH performs kung fu, echoing 
scenes from Bruce Lee’s films that emphasized the actor’s hypermasculinity. In Red 2LBH’s 
character further enacts a series of male Asian action movie tropes popularized in the West 
by Hong Kong films starring Bruce Lee and Chow Yun Fat, as well as later iterations 
including Justin Lin’s The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift. In addition, in GI Joe 1 Storm 
Shadow is an antagonist to the film’s heroes, but in GI Joe 2 his character gains a much more 
nuanced backstory. In Red 2 LBH is a featured player and his character is one of the good 
guys.  
 
This presentation will look at the way in which Lee Byung-Hun’s appearances in these 
Hollywood films reinscribe popular Asian male action tropes. Is his presence in these films 
and the evolution of his persona, from villainous supporting character to heroic featured 
player, a step forward for Asian male representation in Hollywood, or does he embody and 
reiterate common stereotypes of the Asian male? How does Lee Byung-Hun’s burgeoning 
success in Hollywood reflect Korean Wave in the U. S. and beyond? 
 
Bio: Soe is a San Francisco writer, educator, and artist. Her experimental videos and 
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installations, which look at gender and cultural identity and anti-racism struggles, have 
exhibited at venues such as the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles the Museum of 
Modern Art and the New Museum in New York City, and at film festivals worldwide. Her 
most recent award-winning documentary, The Chinese Gardens (2012) has exhibited widely 
across the country. In addition, her essays and criticism have appeared in books, journals and 
publications, including Countervisions: Asian American Film Criticism; Afterimage; 
Cinematograph and The Independent, amongmany others. Soe is also the author of the blog 
beyondasiaphilia.com, which looks at Asian American art, film, culture, and activism. 
beyondasiaphilia is the recipient of a 2012 Art Writers’ Grant from the Creative 
Capital/Andy Warhol Foundation, one of only seven such grants awarded in the U. S. She is 
an Associate Professor in the Asian American Studies Department at San Francisco State 
University, where she teaches film history and production, cultural criticism, art and social 
practice, and media studies.  
 
 

SONG, Geng  
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Angry Youth: Cyber-Nationalism and Performance of Masculinity 
 
Abstract: Chinese nationalism is deeply intertwined with discourse of masculinity. There is 
no better place than online forums to find illustrations of this politicized notion of 
masculinity. This paper examines the blatant ultranationalist and xenophobic commentary 
published by fenqing (angry youth) in cyberspace from the perspective of the interplay 
between politics and gender performance.  
The term fenqing became widely known in the context of the outburst of nationalist and anti-
Western (including Japan) sentiments among Chinese youth on the Internet beginning in the 
late 1990s. They accuse the Chinese government of appearing too weak before foreign 
countries, especially the United States and Japan, and call for more militant action on issues 
concerning Taiwan, Tibet, and the disputed Diaoyu Islands. They are easily provoked by any 
criticism of “China” and brand anyone who disagrees with them as hanjian (traitors to the 
Chinese nation). Verbal violence in the digital world can sometimes turn to physical violence 
in the real world, as when Japanese-branded cars were smashed and shops selling Japanese 
goods were vandalized during anti-Japanese protests in Chinese cities in 2005 and 2012.  
Studies on the fenqing so far have focused on popular nationalism among Chinese youth and 
the disputed role of the Chinese state. Yet an important fact that has been largely neglected is 
that the fenqing, especially those who post vehement and inflammatory remarks, are 
predominantly if not exclusively male. At least they adopt a male identity when posting 
online. This paper will argue that the fenqing as a male phenomenon present a promising 
opportunity for gender analysis, especially in light of the performative theory of masculinity. 
The Internet has provided these young men with an easily available platform to perform the 
passion, violence, and sense of sublimity that are discursively associated with masculinity.  
 
Bio: Geng Song is Associate Professor of China Studies and Translation Studies at the 
University of Hong Kong. Among his publications are The Fragile Scholar (2004) and Men 
and Masculinities in Contemporary China (2014). He is interested in combining research 
methods of the humanities and social sciences and is currently working on a project on the 
cultural politics of identity in Chinese television. 
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SUN, Yi  
University of Nottingham, UK 
 
Title: Constructing a Contemporary Hong Kong Studio Brand: Milkyway Image’s Changing 
Image in Overseas Critical Reception 
 
Abstract: This paper reflects on the overseas critical reception of contemporary Hong Kong 
films through a case study of Hong Kong-based film production company Milkyway Image. 
Formed in the late 1990s against a background of the Hong Kong film industry’s downturn 
and creative paralysis in particular, and has earned international recognition in less than two 
decades, Milkyway provides a site for investigating the overseas reception pattern of 
contemporary Hong Kong films and local film practitioners’ response to and engagement 
with cultural forces worldwide. In the history of Milkyway films’ overseas critical reception, 
the process of the recognition of the Milkyway brand constitutes the main concern of this 
paper. Consulting historical texts and other materials, this paper traces Milkyway’s changing 
image in overseas critical responses to its productions. Within over a decade since the 
studio’s establishment, overseas critics gradually identified the studio brand and helped 
construct the studio’s house style. Milkyway thus developed from an invisible factory to 
denoting a period in its founder Johnnie To’s personal career to eventually representing a 
house style and becoming a brand per se. During this process, on the one hand, overseas 
especially Western critics showed disinclination to acknowledge Milkyway as the author 
responsible for its films due to a long-standing framework of the auteur theory within which 
cinemas outside Hollywood including films from Hong Kong had been received. On the 
other hand, this history simultaneously reveals efforts from the studio, as well as from within 
the Hong Kong film industry, to reconfigure industrial structure and the overseas reception 
pattern of Hong Kong cinema by highlighting collective creativity and promoting studio 
brand.  
 
Bio: SUN Yi is a Ph. D. student at The University of Nottingham. Her doctoral project is 
about Hong Kong-based film production company Milkyway Image, studying its formation, 
production, and domestic and overseas reputation from its inception to the present.  
 
 

SZETO, Mirana M.  
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Tiny Times, Big Deal, Hong Kong Films, Getting Real 
 
Abstract: This is an “archaeology of the frivolous” about romances from China, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan post global financial tsunami. The Tiny Times installments directed by Guo 
Jingming depicts the mainstream cultural imaginary of The Fat Years of China, characterized 
by Beijing residing Hong Kong writer Chan Koonchung as sinister times of “stability and 
prosperity. “ It is hard not to be cynical about the pathos of wealth portrayed in Finding Mr. 
Right (Xue Xiaolu) and American Dreams in China (Peter Chan). In contrast, Hong Kong’s 
mainstream cultural imaginary tends to get real about the shared Poverty in the Midst of 
Affluence (Leo Goodstadt). Popular Hong Kong SAR New Wave inspirational-romances 
collectively zoom in on the political economy under neoliberal governance and the libidinal 
economy of service labor and cultural workers, like Break Up Club (Barbara Wong Chun-
Chun), and The Way We Dance (Adam Wong Sau Ping). Like the inspirational-romance from 
Taiwan 27°C-Loaf Rocks (Lin Cheng-sheng), the cultural imaginary of post-WWII 3rd and 4th 
generation youths in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Japan prove to be decidedly different from that 
of the post-80s and 90s youths in China. What can this intra-generation contrast tell us about 
China and the rest in Asia? 
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Bio: Mirana M. Szeto is Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature, University of Hong 
Kong. She has published in critical theory, postcolonial, literary and film journals like Jump 
Cut, Journal of Chinese Cinemas, Concentric: Literary and Cultural Studies, Interventions: 
International Journal of Postcolonial Studies, and collections like Sinophone Cinemas, 
Sinophone Studies: A Critical Reader, Neoliberalism and Global Cinema, Hong Kong 
Screenscapes. She is completing a book entitled Hong Kong SAR New Wave Cinemain the 
Age of Mainlandization and Neoliberalization and co-writing a volume on spatial justice and 
Hong Kong cultural politics based on her social movement participation in past decade.  
 
 

TABLAZON, Christian (1) 
University of the Philippines  
 
Title: Orality throughout and beyond the Speech Act: Noranian Aurality in Ishmael Bernal’s 
Unang Kasayasayan (1979) and Himala (1982) and Joel Lamangan’s Sidhi (1999) 
 
Abstract: In Sidhi, Nora Aunor plays the character of a mute woman from a remote 
mountainside practically sold to a man by her dying father in hopes of securing her future 
through marriage. The enunciative constraints to her portrayal provide a stark counterpoint to 
the elocutionary power typified in many of her roles and the lines for which she is most 
remembered. The primacy of her voice and speech plays a crucial part in enabling her 
characters to transcend the abjection staple to her oeuvre, figuratively reminiscent of the 
famous story tracing her origins as a superstar. As such, this paper initially designates as its 
take-off points Bernal’s two films—1) the little-examined Unang Kasaysayan that 
interestingly conflates her recurring roles as provinciana, household muchacha, votary, 
impassioned lover, and outlaw, and exhausts the Noranian speech act by reflexively taking it 
to camp proportions and foregrounding how this rhetoric traverses and contours these 
various roles (marked by both abjection and intrepidity) and facilitates in resisting and 
breaking from the ‘types’ they entail; and 2) Himala, where Aunor’s articulation arguably 
reaches its high point, designating a space that perhaps most patently features the orality that 
apotheosizes her and her character. Finally moving on to Sidhi, the paper seeks to examine 
what remains of Aunor as a star text when this spoken agency that so enriches and galvanizes 
her characters is extricated from her, exploring “sounds that cannot be reduced to a meaning” 
(Certeau 162) and the “enuciative gaps” (163) opened up by the said omission. The third film 
seals the abject-female status in many of her films, originally inscribing the persona under 
the signs of “the slave [...] who has [her] tongue cut off, who can speak only by looks, 
expressions, faces” (Barthes 154) and who must “make [her] body the vehicle of the 
dominant language”; and the savage who “must [...] cry out”, as in the ‘animal’ wail that 
concludes the film, creating “a disturbing sound from a different tradition, and a pre-text for 
interminable interpretive productions” (Certeau 155). 
 
 

TABLAZON, Christian (2) 
University of the Philippines  
 
Title: Trauma, Itinerant Bodies, & Historiographies of Space: Recent East & Southeast 
Asian Horror Films as Travel Texts 
 
Abstract: Looking into representative horror films from the late 90s until present from 
several countries in East and Southeast Asia, this paper seeks to illustrate how the said genre 
is intrinsically historical not only in structure and logic, but more so in terms of the spaces 
that inform its narratives. Its transportations are carried out by the persona as transactions of 
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history between the urban and the rural, the mainland and the insular (i. e. , between local 
histories); between the modern sections of the New Society (bred by the ‘nation project’) and 
the ‘buried’ parts of the City, between topographies of present and past, between center and 
margin. Within the limina created by these ‘sacred’ journeys, these pilgrimages, lie the 
complications of the agent’s personal and often familial history, the intersections enmeshed 
in the operative roles of memory, time and place, and the multifaceted gothic motif of the 
return. The notion that the past weighs on the present—that the crisis in the now is rooted in 
what came before it and the present needs to reconfigure itself to account for the fractures in 
the past—is fundamental to all horror narratives. Remains proliferate in the form of corpses 
and haunted places and objects, alluding to forensic and archaeological modes of historicity. 
The aftermath is the locus of these films and their ‘remanent’ spaces—the sites of trauma—
inevitably become potent states of archive. Just as history chronicles the past as to not forget, 
Asian horror cinema extensively deals with the thematics of ‘amnesia’ and remembrance in 
ways very much sociologically charged and complex, and outside the bounds of prevailing 
modes of historiography.  
 
Bio: Christian TABLAZON is an instructor at the Department of Humanities of the 
University of the Philippines Los Baños and a graduate student at the U. P. Film Institute. He 
is a recipient of national fellowships in creative writing and criticism, and his works have 
appeared in anthologies and journals in the Philippines and abroad.  
 
 

TAN, See Kam 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Bangpian and Global Bondmania 
 
Abstract: In Hong Kongbangpian generally refer to James Bond-style crime thrillers. This 
paper asks three questions. One, who resides in bangpian? Two, what is a bangpian habitus? 
Three, how do bangpian connect with global Bondmania of the 1960s? 
 
Bio: TAN See Kam works and researches at the University of Macau.  
 
 

TANG, Aubrey 
University of California Irvine, USA 
 
Title: Johnnie To: The End of Hong Kong Filmmaker 

 
Abstract: This paper is about how cinema serves as an affective response to the changing 
sociopolitical condition of post-handover Hong Kong. It argues that the competing global 
economic powers and conflicting political currents affecting Hong Kong can be best 
understood not with the direct representation but the discordance of time-space in cinema. 
Looking at Johnny To’s cinema, it explains that cops-and-robbers films reveal how Hong 
Kong becomes a subduction zone where these competing powers converge, smash and 
transform the city to a place of ruins and nonsense.  
In the entire modern history of Hong Kong, either in judiciary, physical or informational 
terms, beside the 1967 Leftist Riot, the post-handover social movements are the most active 
among other. The roar of discontent is the loudest now. It is under this condition that Hong 
Kong’s commercial cinema must also respond to its own operational constraints, such as the 
needs to maintain the local audience, to secure capital investments from Mainland China, to 
maneuver through the Chinese governmental system for production and distribution 
purposes, etc. As a result, the cinema becomes a contact zone where these frequently 
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opposing considerations clash.  
Such predicament is best seen in To’s cops-and-robbers films where lawful and unlawful 
powers collide. In these films, the cops’ and robbers’ supposedly opposite but ironically 
interchangeable social and moral positions do not only disrupt the cliché good-guy-bad-buy 
binary operative in the genre, but also leave room for revealing another type of domination, 
hidden and emergent, outside of the cop-robber nexus, which has yet been named and 
theorized. After some cross-border, trans-organization, cross-gang fighting, casualty and 
destruction, the films usually end with a “business as usual” scenario when the general 
public is bamboozled. The truth is never told in the mundane life, but only through the 
discordance of the timespace within the cinema itself.  
 
Bio: Aubrey Tang is a Ph.D. student in the Department of Comparative Literature at The 
University of California, Irvine. She earned a B.A. in Comparative Literature from The 
University of Hong Kong in 1998, an M.A. in Comparative Literature from The University 
of California, Riverside, another M.A. in Comparative Literature from The University of 
California, Irvine, and has worked as a columnist in Hong Kong and a radio host in Los 
Angeles. Her research interests include Chinese and Sinophone cinemas, and critical theory. 
Her chapter on Taiwanese feminist fiction,”Make It till You Fake It: the Four-claw Dragons 
in The Labyrinthine Garden,” has recently come to print inLi Ang’s Visionary Challenges to 
Gender, Sex, and Politics by Lexington Books. 
 
 

VAN HOLSTEIJN, Jasper 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Demythologizing Gangsters: The Triad Origin Myth in Johnnie To’sElection and 
Election 2 
 

Abstract: The gangster films Election (黑社會, 2005) and Election 2 (黑社會: 以和爲貴, 
2006) by Hong Kong director Johnnie To portray the Triadsas fraternal organizations that 
arose at the beginning of the Qing dynasty with the revolutionary aim of ‘Overthrowing the 
Qing and Restoring the Ming’. Several scholars writing on the popular Hong Kong Triad 
genre, such as Marchetti (2007), Chan (2009) and Ingham (2009), present a similar genesis 
of the Triads as patriotic organizations. However, recent findings in the Qing dynasty 
archives suggest that the Triads originated as mutual aid organizations without specific 
political goals (Murray and Qin, 1994). Film scholarship on Hong Kong Triad films has not 
yet incorporated these new insights. My paper addresses this misconception by interpreting 
the origin myth of the Triads as an ‘invented tradition’ (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983) and 
considering how this myth is appropriated for specific political aims, thus avoiding 
essentializing the Triads as part of a uniform and patriotic ‘Chinese Tradition’. Specifically, I 
argue that Election and Election 2 juxtapose an apolitical, capitalist contemporary Triad 
society with a patriotic precursor as a form of nostalgia for an origin which, in historical 
reality, never existed. Likewise, the films revolve around Triad elections to explore issues of 
democracy and sovereignty in post-1997 Hong Kong, which has never existed as a sovereign 
state. By tracing the genealogy of the Triad origin myth as an invented tradition, and the 
specific ways this myth is appropriated in Election and Election 2, I propose that a ‘Post-
Asian’ perspective is not only relevant for recent debates on globalization, diaspora and the 
Sinophone, but also allows for a rethinking of essentialist notions of ‘Asian tradition’.  
 
Bio: Jasper van Holsteijn is a postgraduate student at the department of Comparative 
Literature, University of Hong Kong. His dissertation project deals with Triad films from 
Hong Kong, Mainland China and Taiwan. His research interests are Chinese-language 
cinema, gangster films and historiography on China.  
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VANDERSTAAY, Lara 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Title: Animating a ‘Red Classic’: a comparative analysis of Tunnel Warfare (1965) and New 
Tunnel Warfare (2009) 
 
Abstract: This paper will examine the 1965 film Tunnel Warfare, directed by Ren Xudong 
and well known as one of the ‘Red Classics’, and a 2009 animated remake of the film 
entitled New Tunnel Warfare, directed by Zhu Xiaofeng. This paper will investigate the 
similarities and differences between the two films. Although they represent different media, 
with the original being a live-action feature film and the remake animation, it is still 
plausible to analyse them together.  
The Communist propaganda elements of the two films will be analysed in the light of how 
the changing socio-political contexts of their production, changing audiences and the change 
in genre are replicated or changed/removed in the later film, given the different time periods 
and audiences for the two works. This paper will compare the strategies deployed in the two 
films to educate audiences of two very different historical eras and through different media. 
Semiotic intertextual analysis of the two films will interrogate how their use of narrative, 
camera shots and settings combine to portray Communist ideals and/or the ideals of today’s 
post-reform-era China. This paper also aims to illuminate some of the largely forgotten 
history of mainland Chinese animation and the impact this had on the creation of New 
Tunnel Warfare.  
 
Bio: Lara Vanderstaay is a lecturer in Chinese studies at the University of Queensland, 
Australia, having previously taught at the University of Adelaide, Australia. She received her 
PhD in Chinese Studies from the University of Queensland in 2011. Her PhD examined the 
expression of female consciousness in six films made by women directors from the PRC 
post-2000. She has previously published in journals such as Intersections: Gender and 
Sexuality in the Asia-Pacific. Her research interests include films by Chinese women 
directors, depictions of mental health issues in contemporary Chinese cinema and PRC 
cinema of the Maoist era.  
 
 

WANG, Zhuoyi 
Hamilton College (New York), USA 
 
Title: Revolutionary Romanticism and Chinese Filmmakers’ Stylistic Return to the Past: 
Filming Nie Er (1959) during the Great Leap Forward Campaign 
 
Abstract: Through a case study of the 1959 biography film NieEr (dir. Zheng Junli), this 
paper offers a nuanced understanding of the cinema of Maoist China beyond its purported 
monotony of artistic meaning. It examines how rapid political and economic changes, 
especially policy vacillations during the Great Leap Forward Campaign and Mao Zedong’s 
new emphasis on Revolutionary Romanticism, created idiosyncratic circumstances for the 
film’s production and reception. It analyzes how the film initially not only satisfied the 
propagandistic needs at the time of its production, but also advanced its scriptwriter, director, 
and main actor’s own political agendas. Tracing the checkered career of the film from a part 
of the revolutionary canon to a “poisonous” and “reactionary” work, the paper demonstrates 
how radical changes in the Maoist campaigns rendered the film’s reception complex and 
ever-changing. The paper calls for a methodological change in the study of films produced 
during the Maoist period: these films should be studied as works with great diversity and 
open to multifarious conflicts, rather than a univocal monolith following a coherent 
propagandistic line as is conventionally assumed.  
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Bio: Zhuoyi Wang received his Ph. D. in comparative literature from the University of 
Washington at Seattle. He is Assistant Professor of Chinese at Hamilton College (New York).  
 
 

WARD, Julian 
University of Edinburgh, UK 
 
Title: A Window into a closed off world: an examination of documentary footage of China 
shot by Lewis McLeod in 1971”  
 
Abstract: Lewis McLeod was a professional lighting cameraman whose work stretched 
from documentaries with the naturalist Peter Scott to stints covering wars in Vietnam and the 
Middle East. In 1971 Lewis visited China, a year before the historic visit of Richard Nixon. 
In 2012 the 10,000 feet of Eastman 16mm film that McLeod shot in China, along with a 
number of short essays he wrote about his experiences, were donated to the University of 
Edinburgh. Apart from a twenty-minute show reel, the footage is unedited. The paper will 
discuss McLeod’s film in the context of the early 1970s, Firstly, comparisons will be drawn 
with Cina, the film shot by Michelangelo Antonioni in May 1972 that inspired a large-scale 
critical campaign within China, the Italian director accused of denigrating the Chinese 
people by highlighting the country’s most negative aspects instead of the glories of the 
communist state. The style of McLeod’s footage, often of the same locations, will be 
examined in the light of these criticisms. Secondly, McLeod’s film and writings will be 
discussed in terms of the offering of other contemporaneous western visitors including 
Roland Barthes, whose diary of a 1974 trip to China was published in 2009. The 
rediscovered film provides the opportunity to see footage of China at a time when only a 
select few were allowed into the country and just a few years before the start of the period of 
massive economic reform.  
 
Bio: Dr Julian Ward is Senior Lecturer in Chinese Studies at the University of Edinburgh. 
After completing his PhD on the celebrated Ming dynasty explorer/travel writer Xu Xiake, 
he turned to the research of PRC cinema, publishing on propaganda films about the Anti-
Japanese War such as Zhang Side and Qixia Temple 1937. He is currently Associate Editor of 
The Journal of Chinese Cinemas, and is co-editor of The Chinese Cinema Book, published in 
2011.  
 
 

WENG, Leihua 
Pacific Lutheran University, U. SA 
 
Title: From Presentation of Historical Trauma to Narrative: Trajectory from Lust, Caution to 
Life of Pi 
 
Abstract: Though seemingly incommensurable in thematic matter, Ang Lee’s Lust, Caution 
and Life of Pi can be seen as of one consistent project on trauma: Lust, Caution demonstrates 
how an individual voluntarily and involuntarily gets tangled in and hence falls victim to 
ideology and nationalism; Life of Pi affirms that the conflicts arising from different 
ideologies and values are inevitable, as indicted in the scene of the fight at the cafeteria; 
however, Life of Pi places a focus on the self-healing power through narration and 
fabrication which helps individual to recover from traumas, the traumas resulted from 
conflicts of ideology and history. In one sense, Lust, Caution illustrates that historical 
traumas are part of modern existence while Life of Pi suggests a solution of self-healing 
through narration and communication.  
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This paper uses Paul Ricoeur’s theories on history and narrative to examine how historical 
trauma is presented in Ang Lee’s Lust, Caution and how a solution to these traumas is 
suggested in his Life of Pi. This paper considers these two films are particularly meaningful 
in the age of transnationalism: instead of exploring for alternative ideology to solve political 
conflicts in the age of globalization, Ang Lee places more value and expectation on the 
power of narration and imagination which every individual can find in himself/herself and 
cannot be deprived by ideology.  
 
Bio: Leihua Weng is Visiting Assistant Professor of Chinese at Pacific Lutheran University 
in Seattle area. She is interested in reception of classics, postmodern theories, and films. Her 
recent papers include “Time, History, and Nation in Ang Lee’s Lust, Caution,” “Revolution 
and Event: Mao in Alain Badiou’s Plato’s Republic,” “The Straussian Reading of Plato and 
Nationalism in China.“ 
 
 

WU, Hui 
Communication University of China 
 
Title: “White Deer Plain” – searching for a modern Chinese epic 
 
Abstract: The concept of “Chinese renaissance” is about to become one of the main cultural 
discourses in post-communist China. It indicates the search for a new national identity and 
tends to glorify China as an ancient and autonomous Asian culture, independent from 
Western influences.  
 
One of the most recent examples is Wang Quan-an’s film White Deer Plain from2012. It has 
been adapted from Chen Zhong-shi’s novel of the same title, which tells the story of two 
farmer families with four generations, who lived in the middle of China from the late 19th 
century to the middle of the 20th century. Their complicated relationships and destinies 
reflect the turbulent history of China.  
 
When the novel was published in 1993, it was seen as a prime example of a modern Chinese 
epic. Would the film version achieve the same? Since the novel is extremely long and 
complex, Wang Quan-an had to make considerable changes in structure, plot and character. 
These changes caused considerable criticism about the right way to tell history in general and 
Chinese history in particular. I will examine how the adaptation shaped the production and 
the reception of the film, and how “White Deer Plain” can serve as an example for China’s 
search for a new historic identity.  
 
Bio: Professor WU Hui, teaching Movie Culture and Adaptation Studies as full-time 
professor at Communication University of China, Beijing.  
 
 

XIAO, Ying  
University of Florida, USA 
 
Title: “Lust, Caution”!?: Shanghai in the Transnational Imaginary of Classical Hollywood 
Cinema.  
 
Abstract: In the popular imagination and the literary and cinematic works of native Chinese, 
Shanghai, the largest port city at the mouth of Yangtze River in Southern China-in contrast to 
Beijing, the longstanding political capital in the heartland of Northern China-epitomizes the 
economic hub, the cosmopolitan center, the forefront of East-West exchange, and the capital 
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of modernism; in short, a product of global capitalism and cultural translation. Such 
phantasmagorias of modernist, hybrid, and decadent capitalist city also permeated 
Hollywood in its various imaginations of Shanghai today as well as back to the golden age of 
the studio system. Not only was Shanghai an exotic, otherworldly geographic domain that 
accommodates and embodies the Orientalist fantasies in juxtaposition and contrast with the 
Western realities; but also it was crafted, transfigured, stylistically, and erotically woven into 
the fabrics of Hollywood capital to suggest a range of complex meanings. My paper 
examines Shanghai as the alternative capital of modernism, or rather, an embodiment of what 
Mariam Hansen calls “vernacular modernism,” through the close analyses of films such as 
Shanghai Express (dir. Josef von Sternberg, 1932), The Shanghai Gesture (dir. Josef von 
Sternberg, 1941), Daughter of Shanghai (dir. Robert Florey, 1937) and The Lady from 
Shanghai (dir. Orson Welles, 1947). I argue that the representation of Shanghai as at once the 
lustful and threatening other in classical Hollywood film has always been linked to the 
projection of oneself or another capital city, defined by the homeland-hostland relations, and 
materialized through the metaphorical lens of the fallen women and the drifting flâneurs. My 
paper discusses how the constructions of space intricately intersect with gender and racial 
politics and are moreover distinctly mediated through certain forms of film language and 
film genre. It also aims to show how this essentialist narrative perpetuates to have a profound 
impact on the representations of the Oriental Others such as Hong Kong in Love Is a Many-
Splendored Thing (1955) and The World of Suzie Wong (1960). Key issues to be discussed in 
the paper include: space and geography, travel and mobility, gender and racial politics, 
colonialism and orientalism, transnational imaginary, cosmopolitanism, modernity, and 
aesthetics of film noir.  
 
Bio: XIAO Ying is an assistant professor of China studies and film and media studies at the 
University of Florida. She received her Ph. D. from Cinema Studies at New York University. 
Her teaching and research interests primarily concentrate on Chinese-language films 
(mainland, Taiwan and Hong Kong), Chinese in Hollywood, popular music, youth culture, 
sound studies, theories of globalization and transnationalism, as well as gender 
representations. She has published on topics including neoliberalism and Chinese film 
industry, Chinese hip hop culture, Chinese rock ‘n’ roll film, and Chinese documentaries. She 
is currently working on a book on cinema, popular music, and multilingualism in postwar 
and contemporary China.  
 
 

XU, Xiaying (Richard) 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Cosmopolitan representations through neo-baroque aesthetics: the case of 100,000 
Bad Jokes 
 
Abstract: 100,000 Bad Jokes is the brainchild of Han Wu, a fulltime software engineer and 
part-time cartoonist working in Beijing. The comic series is animated by U17, a website of 
original comics,and broadcasted on Aiqiyi, a Chinese video portal. It attracts high audience 
viewership and generates heated discussion both online and offline.  
This study argues that the popularity of 100,000 Bad Jokes can partly be attributed to its 
cosmopolitan representations of the characters and narratives, through neo-baroque 
aesthetics. The cosmopolitanism displayed in this animation will be analyzed with the 
reference to Ulrich Beck’s theory of cosmopolitanism (Beck, 2006). He proposes an 
alternative vision to national-based ways of thinking. For Beck, ‘cosmopolitanism is a non-
linear, dialectic process in which the universal and particular, the similar and the dissimilar, 
the global and the local are to be conceived, not as cultural polarities but as interconnected 
and reciprocally interpenetrating principles’. In many ways, 100,000 Bad Jokes manifests 
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this characteristic.  
 
As an animation produced for online release, 100,000 Bad Jokes is created with a neo-
baroque style, in Angela Ndlianis’(2004) term. Ndalianis argues that the lack of respect for 
the limits of the ‘frame’, which was manifested in classical presentations as continuity, 
linearity, and ‘beginning and endings’ is the central characteristic of neo-baroque. These 
frames could also be related to national boundaries. She argues that in today’s media, open 
structures are replacing closed forms; stories embrace polycentrism and expands their 
narrative into further sequels and serials, with multiple generic forms (Ndlianis, 2004). These 
characteristics could also be found abundantly in 100,000 Bad Jokes.  
 
Bio: XU Xiaying, Richard is a PhD student specialized in Communication at the University 
of Macau. He is interested in media studies and creative industries in China, especially the 
animation industry. He has several publications in peer-reviewed or refereed journals in 
English, and one in a ‘core journal’ in Chinese.  
 
 

YANG, Liu 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism: A Chinese values study on Henan Television  
 
Abstract: Chengyu Hero Game Shows the materials used for content analysis value coding 
are collected from a television game show of Henan Province, named Chengyu Hero. Those 
selected audiences have to win their competitors in those word games and move to the next 
round. The reason I chose a TV program for analysis is that, this is a perfect database for us 
to understand traditional cultural values in a modern society.  
 
This TV programs already had two seasons, totally 24 episodes, the latest episode was 
released in June 20th, 2014. In this paper, every piece of Chengyu has been coded, including 
its deeper meanings, and finally categorized them into Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, 
which will provide a systematic values categories for this culture.  
 
Bio: Yang Liu is a current Ph. D student in the University of Macau, major in 
Communication. Her research interests include: News coverage framing studies, Health 
Communication studies and also Cross-regional Communication.  
 
 

YANG, Xin  
Macalester College, USA 
 
Title: Dancing with Shackles on: the Articulation of Sexuality Online 
 
Abstract: In 2000, the “lower body poetry” (xiabanshen shige) becomes one of the most 
popular literary and cultural phenomena on the Internet. The poetry employs the lower body 
as a strategy to resist the over-politicized and over-cultured upper body. It is one of the many 
cases of online articulation of sexuality. Muzi Mei’s sex diary in 2003 and Chang Yan’s 
2012 non-fiction on her affairs with Yi Junqing, the renowned Marxist theorist and head of 
the Communist Party’s Central Compilation and Translation Bureau, for instance, all pose an 
interesting question on the role the Internet plays in restructuring the utterance of sexuality 
andidentity politics. How do these online texts challenge the conventional morality? Are they 
a breakthrough in the patriarchal institution? What are the dialectics of the mediated public 
space when it sees euphoria on the circulation of the private? What does the online sexuality 
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say on the offline reality?Through a close reading of the lower body poetry, Muzi Mei’s 
diary and Chang Yan’s non fiction, the paper explores the performance of sexuality online. I 
argue that the Internet both enables and limits the transgression. It releases the repressed 
voice and therefore launches a resistance to the patriarchal language on the one hand. It also 
opens up a space for the voyeuristic celebration and consumption of sexuality.  
 
Bio: Xin Yang receives her Ph.D. from University of Oregon. She is the Assistant Professor 
of Chinese at Macalester College, U.S.A. Her research interests are modern and 
contemporary Chinese literature, culture and film, with the focus on women’s writing, cyber 
fiction, and gender and sexuality. 
 
 

YIP, Man-Fung  
University of Oklahoma, USA 
 
Title: Genre as Contact Zone: Rethinking Asian Cinema Transnationally 
 
Abstract: Despite the growing prominence of transnationalism as a conceptual tool in film 
studies, the dominant strategy that teaching and studying Asian cinema generally takes 
remains an aggregate of discrete “national” cinemas: Japanese cinema, Korean cinema, 
Chinese cinema, Hong Kong cinema, Taiwan cinema, Indian cinema, Filipino cinema, Thai 
cinema, and so on. While not without merits, such an approach gives the false impression of 
Asian cinema as a group of isolated, nation-centric entities that exist independently of each 
another. Put otherwise, what it fails to recognize and address are the complex linkages and 
intersections that have always existed, and will continue to exist, between the different 
filmmaking traditions in Asia.  
 
In this paper, I will rethink Asian cinema from a transnational perspective, broadly conceived 
as above the level of the national but below the level of the global. Using action films of the 
1970sand the contemporary trend of Asian horror as examples, I show how genre can be 
conceptualized as a contact zone, a symbolic space of exchange where different national 
cinema traditions in Asia meet and interact with one another to produce not only new hybrid 
texts, but also new forms of identification that actively negotiate with national, racial, and 
other types of identity boundaries. Such an approach, in bringing a transnational as well as 
comparative perspective to the study of Asian cinema, is able to offer new knowledge and 
fresh insights, drawing attention to some of the common experiences (colonialism and 
imperialism; global modernity) that have shaped Asia while considering, at the same time, 
the particular inflections of these experiences in different national contexts.  
.  
Bio: YIP Man Fung is Assistant Professor of Film and Media Studies at the University of 
Oklahoma. Yip is co-editor with Lisa Funnell of Examining Cultural Flows: Chinese-
Language and American Cinemas (Routledge, forthcoming in October 2014) and is currently 
completing a book manuscript tentatively titled Martial Arts Cinema and Hong Kong 
Modernity: Aesthetics, Representation, Circulation.  
 
 

YU, Siu Wah 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Understanding Hong Kong yueju through the PRC produced yueju Guan Han Qing 
 
Abstract: Yueju, generally translated as “Cantonese opera,” has been widely perceived as a 
music theatrical genre performed in the Cantonese dialect. Such an understanding is only 
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accurate since the 1930s when most performers were trying very hard to shift the language 
they used on stage from the then guanhua, the common language shared by various regional 
musical theatres of China, to the Cantonese dialect. Hong Kong, Macau and various 
Cantonese speaking cities in China, share the same group of “yueju” performers who 
travelled freely before the late 1950s. The musical and theatrical distinctions between 
Mainland yueju and Hong Kong yueju only started to emerge when some famous actors and 
actresses returned to Canton and reinvented themselves under the patronage of the PRC 
government, whereas those remained in Hong Kong continued to survive in the more 
commercially oriented field, and went through the musical, social and cultural changes in the 
then British colony with the genre. With the full support of the PRC government, 
professional troupes of yueju in Mainland China produced a highly acclaimed repertoire in 
the context of yueju being one of the three hundred some regional music theatres of China. 
By revisiting one of the representative yueju movies Guan Han Qing (1960, Hong Xian Nui 
and Ma Si Zeng) and highlighting its conspicuous features in music and language, one may 
be able to differentiate Hong Kong yueju from those produced in the PRC. 
 
Bio: Siu Wah Yu worked for the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, Radio Television Hong 
Kong (RTHK) and the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra in various capacities in the late 
1970s and early 1980s. Then he started his graduate studies first at the University of 
Maryland of Baltimore County, finished his M.A. in ethnomusicology at Queen’s University, 
Belfast, and received his PhD in musicology from Harvard University. Yu was the director 
(2005.6 - 2012.5) of the Chinese Music Archive at the music department of The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong (CUHK) where he taught both Western and Chinese music history, 
ethnomusicology, music and popular culture of Hong Kong and Chinese opera. Yu’s research 
interest ranges from musical instruments, instrumental music, Chinese music history, 
Chinese operas, music of the Manchus and Mongols in the Qing court, to issues of music and 
politics in Hong Kong. His has ventured into the studies of Hong Kong dialect movie music, 
including those of Mandarin, Cantonese, Amoy and Chaozhou movies. In the recent decade, 
Yu has embarked on the study of, and participation in the music of Cantonese narrative 
singing naamyam. He is on leave for two years (2013 – 2014) from CUHK, joining the 
Chinese Opera Music Anthology and Chinese Opera Annual (Hong Kong volume) Project at 
Lingnan University as the chief editor. A list of his publications is available at 
http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/mus/bio/swyu_cv.pdf 
 
 

ZHANG, Kaixuan 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 
 
Title: Queering Literary Classics: On the Semi-Lesbian Complex in Early 1990s Hong Kong 
Films 
 
Abstract: This paper reexamines early 1990s Hong Kong films with the concept of “semi-
lesbian complex”. The theoretical concern of this concept is to draw attention to 
homogenization of lesbians in global queer studies on one hand, and to reveal lesbian 
elements’ complicated interactions with heterosexuality, narration, visuality, and social 
politics on the other. The first part investigates shift from male-centrism to semi-lesbianism 
in narratives of representative films adapted from literary classics. It is noticeable that 
lesbian elements, though added into classical stories, are still concealed or even repressed in 
heterosexual plots. In the following section, a discussion is given on tension between 
visuality and narration in the films above. With the application of shots, montages and 
colors, lesbian elements are visually highlighted, which makes the heterosexual-dominated 
narration unreliable. Last but not least, semi-lesbian complex also conveys an identity crisis 
of Hong Kong. Produced in pre-1997 Hong Kong, the films insinuate political identity 
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through gender identity, making themselves allegories of the marginal. In this way, the semi-
lesbian complex gains a broader social significance. To conclude, the historical existence as 
well as socio-cultural importance of lesbianism should be paid more emphasis on in film 
studies.  
 
Bio: Kaixuan Zhang is currently a research postgraduate student in literature in the Division 
of Humanities, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. His research interests are 
in critical theories and cultural studies, especially issues about gender, illness, and 
intercultural communication. A big fan of Hong Kong literature and films since childhood, 
he is concerned about recent cultural crisis of the city, and is trying to theorize its problems 
in his works.  
 
 

ZHANG, Kankan 
Beijing Normal University, China 
 
Title: Asia that Flows and Blows: Reencountering the Storm over Asia (1928) 
 
Abstract: The (re)marking technologies, among which the most intuitive include the erasure 
of boundary lines and the directional reversal of a graphical world, will confuse us with the 
provisional inefficiency of knowledge of Asia and being here. So will Storm over Asia 
(Pudovkin, 1928), an artistic and revolutionary attempt to legalize and showcase the 
proletarian victory over an uneven hierarchy.  
Throughout the 20th century, the vast land of Asia experienced fierce cultural and 
geographical transformation largely triggered by the imperialism wars. The film had sought 
for inspiration from a real military event aiming at the independence of Mongolians, which 
violated the law of Republican China. But who authorizes the people’s leader is still vague 
from seeing.  
 
The conception Kino-eye praised by another contemporary artist Vertov is helpful to 
understand the cinematic language. The brave montage of shooting scale, eyes line, and 
mise-en-scene suggests a new vocabulary representing the entanglements of perception and 
power relations. The visual/audial formalist simplicity of the shots of the knightlike side, for 
instance, the landscape, contrasts with the extravagant chaos of the authorities’ spiritual 
conditions materialized by the exhibition of fetishism. The aesthetic avant-garde, if not in 
direct accord with the political vanguard, overlaps a great constellation of the latter in mutual 
references.  
 
Besides the repeated racist stigmas, the analogue between the Asian corporality and the 
geography appears with frequency, say, blood and shifting sand, and besetting morass, 
especially when the white intellectuals take an operation to probe, and seam through the 
mistaken heir of Genghis Khan. In addition, in spite that the rebellious action expects a new 
nation, the historical imagination of return to Genghis Khan legend, in other words, a 
comparatively integral Asia, leaves the centurial complexity of Asia in suspension.  
 
Bio: Zhang Kankan is a Ph. D. student in Cinema Studies advancing his dissertation on the 
relationships between cinema and art, between knowledge and power during the 
ontologically and methodologically revolutionary stages of the historical avant-garde, Italian 
neorealism, French new wave and the digitalization at College of Arts & Media, Beijing 
Normal University. In 2010, Zhang spent two months visiting Chinese Culture University 
and interning at Public Television Service in Taiwan. He was enrolled in University of 
Oklahoma for advanced studies in the fall semester of 2012. For now he is also working on 
the translation of the scripts of William Goldman.  
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ZHANG, Xiaoyi 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Asian-ness and Post-Asia in a “Culture of Disappearance”: WKS’s The Grandmaster 
 
Abstract: Wong Kar-wai, the most iconic figure in HK film industry, is indeed an 
unconventional director. His cinematic style or “signature” de-territorializes the major 
cinematic language because his works reject “prefabricated” configurations and categories. 
His exploration of colonialism and nationalism surely is intertwined with the intense visual 
representation of recurrent themes like “memory”, time, problem of “intimacy” and 
“alienation” (Dissanayake, 2003). Since “[c]ultural forms [can] … be regarded as a rebus 
that projects a city’s desires and fears”, taking his thought-provoking themes and convention-
defying style into account, Wong’s films could be a primer for revisiting the constructs of 
Asian-ness. It’s even intriguing to explore the dynamics, here following Abbas (1997) 
between the “culture of disappearance” and essentialist Asian-ness, especially through a 
postmodern lens, by focusing on his recently-produced The Grandmaster. This focus is not 
equivalent to a crass neglect of his other works. On the contrary, as Dissanayake wittily 
commented, Wong’s film could be deciphered in relation and within the context of his 
“evolving”, “intertextual and “self-referential” oeuvre (2003). Therefore, it is a thrill to 
explore “post-Asia” in Wong’s postmodern cinematic texts, with the questions like how does 
his representation of “déjà disparu” react with and undercut the essentialist naming of Asian-
ness?  
 
Bio: ZHANG Xiaoyi is currently a master student at Department of Communication and 
New Media, University of Macau. She is a responsible teaching and research assistant, with 
an intense interest in cinema studies. Her MA thesis aims to explicate Ackbar Abbas’s 
concept of “déjàdisparu” and Gilles Deleuze’s “time-image” within Wong Kar-wai’s The 
Grandmaster (2013).  
 
 

ZHAO, Jing (Jamie) 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Creating an “Alternate (Non-Chinese) Reality” for Fictional Lesbianism: A Study of 
“the West” in Online Chinese Jia KongFemslash 
 
Abstract: Along with the increasing prevalence of Internet use in China since the early 
1990s, online Chinese queer fan literature devoted to narrating non-heterosexual romance 
between same-sex media characters or real-life celebrities has offered a rich site of queer 
representations of gender and sexuality. This paper pays particular attention to one specific 
genre of online Chinese queer fan fiction, Chinese Jia Kongfemslash.  
 
Writers of Jia Kongfemslash narrate stories about female homosocial/homoerotic 
relationships within alternative, distant, fictional settings. In particular, Chinese Jia 
Kongfemslash often develops stories with Western backdrops. This research attempts to 
show that this narrative tactic well exemplifies how Chinese queer fans’ active, postmodern 
harnessing of normative and hegemonic producing of lesbianism in mainstream Chinese 
culture.  
 
My project provides a critical analysis of several influential Chinese Jia Kongfemslash 
works published on one of the most popular fan sites FSCN. I explore how and why Western 
narrative settings help Jia Kong writers to construct an “alternate [non-Chinese] reality” 
where gender- and sexuality-related normativity, hegemony, and expectations are 
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“meaningless concep[ts]” (Green & Jenkins & Jenkins 1998, 22). Some Western scholars 
have already revealed that this postmodern rewriting of history, future, and/or myths can be 
seen a counterdiscourse of minority subjects. It brings their agency, imagination, knowledge, 
and particularity into full play through producing alternative, fictional narratives that derived 
from and moved beyond the given, fixed, orthodox “reality” (Hutcheon 1989; Jameson 1991, 
369; Jones 2000; Penley 1991). Following these previous studies, I see this creative use of 
the West in queer fan literature as a postmodern writing strategy that is “not designed 
primarily to help users to take over the system but to seize the opportunity to turn to their 
own ends forces that systematically exclude or marginalize them” (Penley 1991, 139). 
Ultimately, my research suggests that the prevalent use of Western contexts in Chinese Jia 
Kongfemslash, as a postmodern pastiche of queer-related politics worldwide, cannot be fully 
appreciated without an in-depth investigation of its complex relations with real-world non-
heterosexual ideologies, histories, cultures, and knowledges on a global scale.  
 
Bio: Jing (Jamie) Zhao is currently a Ph. D. student in Gender and Cultural Studies at the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. She receives her M. A. in Media Studies from the 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Her research interests include Chinese cross-cultural 
readings and imaginings of the West, cultural hybridization in post-colonial Asia, gender and 
sexuality in online Chinese fandom, global TV, online global information flows, and the 
social, cultural, historical shapings of contemporary Chinese queerness.  
 
 

 
ZHAO, Xing 
University of Illinois, USA 
 
Title: Motion Pictures Entering A Gallery 
 
Abstract: This paper “Motion Pictures Entering A Gallery” (working title) intends to 
delineate the early developmental stage of Chinese video art in the late 80s and early 90s, 
which later entails a wide variety of new media art today. This paper will examine the 
original resources for, and trace the development of early Chinese video art, and thus bring a 
refreshing perspective to the recent and future works.  
 
Several questions and issues will be raised and tackled in the paper: first, whether the 
emergence of video art is indebted to the increasing popularity of TV and decreasing 
popularity of cinema in the late 80s. If so, how does mass culture give birth to and influence 
the development of video art? Second, two innovators, Zhang Peili and Wang Gongxin, are 
inevitable to mention. Zhang’s 30 × 30 (1988) and Wang’s The Sky of Brooklyn: Digging a 
Hole in Beijing (1995) are pioneers of their types. Zhang is totally domestically educated and 
his art stems from domestic culture and intellectual movements, while Wang “imports” more 
sophisticated practices from the U. S. Therefore, it will be interesting to compare and 
contrast their homogeneous and heterogeneous impacts upon later video works regarding 
their formality, perceptions, and concepts. Third, Chinese video art is developed under a very 
different social and artistic context from its western counterpart. It constantly lacks 
institutional support, as received by western video artists. Unlike video art in the west, it 
emerges simultaneously with the popularity of TV, without going through society-wide 
concerns over mass media or waves of pop art on TV. Further transcontinental and 
transnational investigation will reveal how contextual difference contributes to the 
uniqueness of Chinese video art.  
 
Bio: Xing Zhao is a PhD student at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
majoring in East Asian Languages and Cultures. She is specialized in Chinese cinema and 
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visual cultures.  
 
 

ZHOU, Xuelin 
University of Auckland, New Zealand 
 
Title: Years of Passion: World War II Combat Films in Mainland China and Taiwan 
 
Abstract: World War II combat films form one of the most enduring genres in world cinema. 
Given the significance of the event in the evolution of modern history, the war, which is also 
known as the anti-Japanese war in the Chinese context, has been much reflected in literature 
and art, including popular films. This paper attempts to examine the World War II combat 
films produced in the 1950s’ mainland China and the 1970s’Taiwan. As far as the war 
filmmaking is concerned, the two decades are in many respects comparable within the two 
localities under this study. Through comparing the generic features of Langyashan 
Wuzhuangshi/Five Heroes of the Langya Mountain (1958) and Babei Zhuangshi/Eight 
Hundred Heroes (1975) against the wider environment, the paper argues that, rather than 
simply dealing with stories about the experience of men and women on the battlefield or 
providing retrospective reflections upon the nature of war and/or humanity, these films have 
been produced to serve contemporary needs and speak to the issues of the society that made 
them. In other words, the parallels and disparities demonstrated in terms of formal style and 
thematic occupations represent the structure of feelings that characterizes, respectively, the 
society of the particular historical period.  
 
Bio: Xuelin Zhou is Senior Lecturer in Media, Film and Television in the School of Social 
Sciences, Faculty of Arts, University of Auckland. His research interests include Chinese 
popular culture, in particular Chinese-language cinemas. Xuelin’s previous projects include 
studies on how youth culture is treated in the cinemas of Hong Kong, taiwan and mainland 
China. Xuelin is currently working on a book-length study on Chinese genre films.  
 
 

ZUO, Mila 
University of California, Los Angeles, USA 
 
Title: Becoming and Unbecoming a Chinese Woman: Diasporic “Chinese-ness” and 
Feminine Identity in Film 
 
Abstract: The study of “Chinese-ness” in the West began gaining academic currency 
alongside “transnational studies” and “diaspora studies” in the late 1990s. Often coinciding 
and overlapping with Asian American studies in thematic concerns, cultural studies on 
“Chinese-ness” reveal the indeterminate, mobile, and flexible nature of being Chinese.  
 
“Becoming and Unbecoming a Chinese Woman: Diasporic ‘Chinese-ness’ and Feminine 
Identity in Film” comes from my dissertation on corporeal politics articulated through the 
Chinese body in contemporary Chinese and American media. In this paper I examine the co-
incidences and disparities of “Chinese-ness” and feminine identity across films made by Ann 
Hui, Li Yu, Tsai Ming-Liang, and Justin Lin. This paper examines the embodied 
implications of becoming and unbecoming a Chinese woman and her corporeal negotiations 
of identity. Expanding on Olivia Khoo’s The Chinese Exotic: Modern Diasporic Femininity, 
I apply phenomenological, affect, and Deleuzian theories to a deeper understanding of the 
carnal pleasures and displeasures invoked by the Chinese female body. The films discussed 
were chosen to reflect geopolitical and personal diversities within the Sinophone, while the 
generic variation of the films will reveal various stylistic constructions of the Chinese female 
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body.  
 
Moving beyond the conversation of “good” and “bad” images of Chinese people, I am more 
interested in the agency of the Chinese performer. Whereas auteur film studies privileges the 
vision of the (typically male) director, my research elevates the creative labor of performers, 
especially actresses who are sometimes denigrated, by academics and the public alike, as the 
sexual object of the male gaze.  
 
Bio: Mila Zuo is doctoral candidate in the Cinema & Media Studies program at UCLA. Her 
dissertation is entitled, Spectacular Pains and Sensational Pleasures: Body Politics and the 
Chinese Body in Contemporary Chinese and American Media, and she expects to receive her 
PhD degree in June 2015. She received her Masters of Arts in Cinema & Media Studies at 
UCLA in 2009, and holds a graduate concentration certificate in Asian American Studies at 
UCLA.  
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Film Screenings電影展電影展電影展電影展映映映映    

    

    

14th	July	2014	(Day	1):	HG02	@	1715	hours	
 

 

 

 
 

CHINATOPIA《《《《大同大同大同大同：：：：康有為與百年中康有為與百年中康有為與百年中康有為與百年中國國國國》 (2014) 
(Hong Kong/Taiwan/USA, color, documentary, in Chinese and English,  

with English and Chinese subtitles, HD, 75 min.) 
 
 
a Riverdrive Productions Ltd /Arc Light Films presentation 

 
Cast 演員: 
Liu Kai Chi 廖啟智 as Kang Youwei 康有為 
Lindzay Chan 陳令智 as Kang Tung-Pih 康同壁 
Narrator 敘述: Chiang Ching 江青  
Writer/Director/Editor 編/導/剪輯: Evans Chan 陳耀成 
Executive Producer 監製: Peggy Chiao 焦雄屏 
Director of Photography 攝影: King Wong 黃永昌, Iga Mikler (Sweden) 
Music and Vocals 配樂/演唱: Lindzay Chan 陳令智, Charles Teo 張家銘  
Image/Costume Design形象/服指: William Fung 馮君孟 
Art Director 藝術總監: Siu Man Tong 湯筱墁  
Sound Mixer 錄音: Jacky Luk 陸文瀚 
 

For more info: www.evanschan.com 
contact: rebecca.trigramfilms@gmail.com, riverdriveproductions@gmail.com 
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Synopsis: 
 
In Chinatopia, Evans Chan resurrects a potent figure whose life and thoughts have haunted 
China’s troubled (post)modernity. Kang Youwei (1858-1927) was China's pioneering 
dissident and constitutional reformer, who prophesized gay marriage, strove to unbind 
women’s feet and wrote modern China’s first major utopian tract – an acknowledged 
influence on Mao Zedong. While previously known mainly for spearheading the Hundred 
Days Reform (1889), a modernization drive crushed by Empress Dowager Cixi, Kang 
Youwei comes alive in Chinatopia mostly through his16 years of exile, which included an 
idyllic four-year sojourn in Sweden. Kang’s cosmopolitanism and his Asian American 
activism astound – an anti-American boycott he orchestrated in 1905-06 to beat back the 
Chinese Exclusion Acts resulted in two meetings with a conciliatory Theodore Roosevelt. 
Chinatopia is an abridged version of Evans Chan’s two-part documentaries, acclaimed by 
critics and historians, Two or Three Things about Kang Youwei 康有為二三事 (2013) and 
Datong: The Great Society 大同：康有為在瑞典 (2011), which was named 2011 Movie-of-
the-Year by mainland China’s progressive Southern Metropolitan for “returning fuller 
memories and humanity” to Chinese history. 

 
 
Recommendations [for Evans Chan’s Kang Youwei films]: 
 

 
Kang Youwei is the most creative major thinker in modern Chinese history. 

 
--- Li Zehou 李澤厚,  

An Inquiry into Modern Chinese Thoughts 《中國近代思想論》 

 
 

 [a scholar] of great intelligence and courage…Kang Youwei (1858–1927) saw himself 
as a new sage capable of saving the Chinese people….Evans Chan’s Datong: The 
Great Society is a film on Kang, his family, and fellow reformers. The Swedish angle 
is indeed an interesting and unusual way to bring Kang back to life. 

 
--- Jonathan Spence, author of The Search for Modern China 

 
 

Focusing on the important Chinese reformer at the dawn of Chinese modernity, Evans 
Chan’s Two or Three Things about Kang Youwei asks crucial questions about Chinese 
history and thus about China’s future. Chan’s emphasis on Kang’s years in exile in 
Sweden is especially thought-provoking, given China’s growing interest in the Nordic 
region. Chan’s arguments are scrupulously researched, probing, and wide-ranging. 
This is documentary filmmaking at its absolute best. 

 
--- Mette Hjort, author of Small Nation, Global Cinema 

 
 

The official histories espoused by the Chinese Communist Party, and Taiwan's 
Nationalists (Guomindang), grounded in revolutionary and ethno-nationalist 
perspectives, often cast Kang Youwei in a negative light, even though Kang was a 
pivotal figure in imperial China's transition into a modern nation-state. Evans Chan's 
two Kang films – Datong: The Great Society and Two or Three Things about Kang 
Youwei -- mobilize solid historical research and imaginative artistry to weave a 
moving portrait of Kang. These two films not only detail Kang's life, influence, and 
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the powerful bond between him and his remarkable daughter Kang Tung Pih, but also 
enable us to reflect, from the pioneering constitutional reformer's perspective, on some 
root causes of China's turmoil in this past century. 

 
                      --- Max Ko-wu Huang 

黃克武中研院近史所所長  
            Director/Institute of Modern History/Academia Sinica 
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15th	July	2014	(Day	2):	X-Hall	@	1545	hours 
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14th	July	2014	(Day	2):	X-Hall	@	1900	hours	

	
Louisa WEI GOLDENGATEGIRLS 《《《《金門銀光夢金門銀光夢金門銀光夢金門銀光夢》》》》 

Hong Kong/Taiwan/USA, color, documentary,  
in Chinese and English, with English and Chinese subtitles, HD, 2014, 75 mins.	

	

Official Selection, 2013 Hong Kong International Film Festival 

	

	

	

 

Golden Gate Girls begins with memories. Of director Esther Eng’s intelligence. Of friends 
working on Eng’s films in Honolulu or New York. We see a picture of the slick-haired San 
Francisco-born director, and lobby cards for her films like Mad Fire Mad Love. That’s just 
about all we have left of one of Asian American cinema’s most fascinating and elusive 
figures, the savvy and dandyish director Esther Eng, who as a queer, female director in 
California in the 1930s and 40s was so far ahead of her time we’re still struggling to keep up. 
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Director S. Louisa Wei begins her journey in 2009, when she uncovered boxes of 
Eng’spersonal photos found discarded near San Francisco’s airport. Wei brings these photos 
with her as she tracks down Eng’s surviving family and friends. Memories of an old 
colleague coalesce into a tribute to one of American cinema’s forgotten pioneers. Wei strings 
the recollections together with archival images, animation, and most valuably, the little 
remaining footage of Eng’s films like Golden Gate Girl, which also has the designation of 
being Bruce Lee’s first onscreen appearance. 

Eng remains something of a mystery throughout. She slips from San Francisco to Hong 
Kong and back again with a private determination. And yet the portrait that emerges is a 
vivid one. It’s the dream of Asian-ness in the U.S. more generally – that of Anna May Wong, 
Pearl Buck, James Wong Howe, and Soong May-ling – at a crossroads in history. If Eng 
remains elusive, it’s because, like so much of Asian American women’s history, she had 
been rejected as inconsequential – until now.  

--–Brian Hu, 14th San Diego Asian Film Festival 
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16th	July	2014	(Day	3):	X-Hall	@	1045	hours	
	

	

MACAU PROJECTS 

策展/Curator: 梁怡安 Leong Ian On 

:  

策展策展策展策展人人人人推薦推薦推薦推薦Curator Statement: 

《櫃裡孩》、《然而，我自己》及《美人魚》是三套較為優秀、具本土特質及能反應近

年本澳紀錄片的水平。 

 
I’m here, But Myself and Sirena are all quality works. They express local colours and 
characteristics, and are reflective of the production standards of made-in-Macao 
documentaries of recent years. 
 
 
 

《《《《櫃裡孩櫃裡孩櫃裡孩櫃裡孩》》》》I’m Here (43 mins) 
導演Director：徐欣羡 Choi Ian Sin 

製片人Producer：黃鎧而 Kenji Wong 
攝影Cinematographer：張倩薇 Simmy Cheong 

 
 
策展策展策展策展人人人人推薦推薦推薦推薦Curator statement: 
徐欣羡將紀錄採訪素材、成長家庭錄像和劇情電影片段作為記錄片的組成，建構一個

關於本澳語境下的同性戀者形象。題材很私密，甚或屬於個人式記錄片，但這種特質

又反映澳門的某種社會性，亦屬透過影像進行一次成長歷程的自我探索。 

Choi Ian Sin constructs a personal documentary with interviews, home movies and 
dramatization, firmly emplacing it within the context of homosexuality in Macao. Intensely 
private yet reflective of certain social aspects of this society, it articulates self-exploration 
that leads to growth in self-awareness. 
 

概要概要概要概要Synopsis: 
有些人可能以為出櫃是同志最難面對的事，但其實出櫃不難，難的是生活中持續要面

對各種狀況。在小城裡成長，缺乏一切有關同志的資訊，總覺得自己是異類，在外 

面走一趟回來才知道世界這麼大。家人總希望女兒可以開心快樂，不過內心深處還是

期盼她能選一條容易走的路。本片忠實呈現出最真實的同志成長故事。 

Some people may think that coming out of the closet is the main obstacle for homosexuals. 
The truth of the matter is that coming out is not all that difficult. What is difficult is facing up 
to the consequences of an act as such in everyday life – continuously, that is. Growing up in 
a small town where there is a dearth of information about homosexuality, one is unaware 
about the outside world can be, how big and heterogeneous it actually is, until one steps out. 
The family always wishes their daughter well: that she lives happily and joyfully. Yet deep in 
their heart, they still hope that she would choose the easy path. This film faithfully presents 
the true story of a homosexual’s passage in life. 
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獎項獎項獎項獎項Awards::::《櫃裡孩》於2012年獲澳門國際電影及錄像展「評審大獎」，並入圍香

港華語紀錄片節、及多個國際電影節。 

I’m Here was awarded the Jury’s Award at the 2012 Macau Indies and Macau International 
Film and Video Festival. It was a finalist at the Hong Kong Chinese Documentary Festival 
and was invited to many other international film festivals.  
 

 

 

《《《《然然然然    而而而而，，，，我自己我自己我自己我自己》》》》    But Myself (14 mins)    

導演Director：歐陽永鋒Ao Ieong Weng Fong  

 

策展策展策展策展人人人人推薦推薦推薦推薦Curator statement: 
歐陽永鋒Dancing Video作品，紀錄片的眼晴與舞者的身體進行對話，有限的影格限

制不住躍動的創作靈魂，作者一次自我發現過程，也有一定的本澳創作者境況的某種

普遍性。 

In Ao Ieong Weng Fong’s dance video, the eyes of the camera dialogue with a dancer's body. 
The frame could not restrain a vibrant soul’s self-discovery. This discovery has a universal 
resonance.    
    

概要概要概要概要Synopsis: 
 
「當你真的很喜歡跳舞時，會無時刻都一直惦記著。」 

這是一部關於追尋自我的舞蹈影片。兩位舞者在一次歐洲表演的巡迴裡，第一次嘗試

在陌生的街道起舞，不為任何目標不為任何觀眾，完全是有動於心而發之。隨之而來

的，是一場又一場的環境與身體的自我對話。 
“When you really love dancing, you will think about it all the time.” 
It’s a dance video about the pursuance of the self. During a European tour, two dancers twirl 
about in unfamiliar streets for the first time. They dance not for an audience. Indeed they 
dance for no one. They dance from their heart and to their heart’s content, establishing a self-
dialogue between body and environment. 
 

獎項獎項獎項獎項Awards: 
短片組評審推介獎 (澳門國際電影及錄像展, 2013年) 

The ‘Commendation Award for Short Movies’ (Macau Indies and Macau International Film 
and Video Festival, 2013). 
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《《《《美人魚美人魚美人魚美人魚》》》》 Sirena (2014, 40 mins) 

導演 Director: Nuno Viegas 

 

策展策展策展策展人人人人推薦推薦推薦推薦Curator statement: 

Nuno Viegas 的《美人魚》以敏銳的目光向跨性別人士投以溫暖的人文關懷，這群來

自菲律賓的變性人的跨國移動，在不同的國家之間穿梭，以澳門為根據地，影像去除

獵奇的凝視，在多元視野和議題中，讓（她）們再現了自身的主體性。 
Nuno Viegas' Sirena (or Little Mermaid) keeps a keen yet warm and caring eye on transgender people 
from the Philippines, following their transnational movements. Based in Macao, they shuttle between 
countries. The film refuses to exoticse them: emplacing them in the realms of pluralistic gazes and 
environments allows these (she) people to recover their subjectivities.    
 

概要概要概要概要Synopsis: 
 

Caroline是一位變性人，她的工作是一位伴遊，而她平常活動於東南亞一帶酒店及機

場休息室。她知道她現時生活不能維持太久，但她亦有着一般女孩的夢想，尋找一個

深愛自己的男性伴侶結婚。她渴望身心靈合一並從中得到樂趣。 

Caroline is a lady-boy. Her life is spent between hotel rooms and airports lounges, working 
as an escort in Southeast Asia’s biggest cities, looking for clients wherever she can find 
them. She knows this kind of life will not last forever and like all other girls she dreams of 
finding the right man and getting married. Her destination is to make her body match her 
person, while having some fun on the way. 
 

獎項獎項獎項獎項Awards: 

評審大獎 (澳門國際電影及錄像展, 2014年) 
The Jury’s Award (Macau Indies and Macau International Film and Video Festival, 2014). 
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16th	July	2014	(Day	3):	X-Hall	@	1415	hours	

16	
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16th	July	2014	(Day	3):	X-Hall	@	1515	hours	
	

	

	

Loss, Remembrance, Revival: Experimental Documentaries 
失去、紀念、復興: : : : 實驗紀錄片 

 

 

The Chinese Gardens	《《《《中國園林》 

Produced, directed, and written by Valerie Soe 
© 2012, digital video, experimental documentary, 17 min, U.S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Chinese Gardens looks at the lost Chinese community in Port Townsend, Washington. It 
examines anti-Chinese violence in the Pacific Northwest in the late 1800s, drawing 
connections between past and present race relations in the United States. Through text, brief 
interviews, and images of the empty spaces of Port Townsend's former Chinatown, the film 
examines early instances of racism against the Chinese in the U.S., from the Chinese 
Exclusion Act of 1882 through various lynchings, beatings, and murders. The Chinese 
Gardens also documents Chinese American resistance to these crimes, illuminating the 
hidden history of that tumultuous time. 
 

《中國園林》目睹著失去的中國社區Port Townsend，WA，檢討在18 世紀末期，在太

平洋西北地區，反對中國的暴力行為。並且也在美國過去和現在的種族關係中畫出關

聯。用文字，簡短的採訪，以及湯森港的前唐人街的形象，本影片探討早期中國人在

美國受壓迫岐視的實例, 從1882 年中排華法案通過後，到各種私，毆打和謀殺等事

件。《中國園林》也記錄了在美國的中國人對這些罪行的抵抗，也揭露了那紛亂時代

隱藏的歷史。 
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Bio: 
Valerie SOE is Associate Professor in the Asian American Studies Department at San 
Francisco State University. Her experimental videos and installations, which look at gender 
and cultural identity, pop culture, and anti-racism struggles, have exhibited at venues such as 
the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles the Museum of Modern Art and the New Museum 
in New York City, and at film festivals worldwide. Her most recent award-winning 
documentary, The Chinese Gardens (2012) has exhibited widely across the country and 
around the world. In addition, her essays and criticism have appeared in books, journals and 
publications, including Countervisions: Asian American Film Criticism; Afterimage; 
Amerasia Journal; and The Independent, among many others. Soe is also the author of the 
blog beyondasiaphilia.com, which is the recipient of a 2012 Art Writers’ Grant from the 
Creative Capital/Andy Warhol Foundation, one of only seven such grants awarded in the 
U.S. 
 

Valerie SOE 是舊金山州立大學美國亞裔研究系的副教授。她的實驗錄影和設施，是

針對性別和文化認同，流行文化和反種族主義的鬥爭，並且已經展出在:洛杉磯的保

羅蓋蒂博物館，現代藝術博物館和紐約市的新博物館。並在世界各地的電影節展出。

她最近的獲獎紀錄片，《中國園林》(2012)已廣泛展出全國各地和世界各地。此外，

她的散文和評論已經出現在書籍，期刊和出版物，包括《Countervisions：亞美電影

評論 》 、 《 殘像 》 、 《 美亞雜誌 》 和 《 獨立 》 等等。梭女士也是部落格

beyondasiaphilia.com 的作者，這個部落格獲得2012 年的藝術作家的基金會獎助金，

這獎助金是創意資本/安迪。沃霍爾基金會所贈給 ， 在美國只有七個獲得這樣的贈款

。 

 

 

 

Tongues of Heaven	《《《《天堂的語言》 

Directed by Anita Wen-Shin Chang, An-Chi Chen, Leivallyn Kainoa Kaupu, Monica Hau'oli 
Waiau and Shin-Lan Yu 

© 2013, digital video, documentary, 60 min, Taiwan & U.S. 
 

 

	 	
	

	

 

With 96% of the world’s population speaking only 4% of the world’s languages, what does it 
mean to speak your mother tongue in this age of language homogenization? What do you 
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lose when you lose your native language? “You already know the importance of saving a 
language. The main point is that you must start doing it. You know the reason, but not the 
motivation to save it. This is where I'm confused. You can also say I'm waiting for that 
something,” admits An-Chi Chen, one of the youth collaborators for Tongues of Heaven. Set 
in Taiwan and Hawai’i, territories where languages of the Austronesian family are spoken, 
this experimental documentary focuses on the questions, desires, and challenges of young 
indigenous peoples learning the languages of their forebears — languages that are 
endangered or facing extinction. Using digital video as the primary medium of expression, 
four young indigenous women (An-Chi Chen, Leivallyn Kainoa Kaupu, Monica Hau'oli 
Waiau and Shin-Lan Yu) from divergent backgrounds participated in an intensive 
videomaking workshop with independent filmmaker Anita Wen-Shin Chang, during which 
she wanted the collaborators to have an intimate experience first with image and sound 
before bringing dialogue into the exercises. Several considerations guided her reasoning, one 
of which was to allow for openness in exploration which Aboriginal scholar Marcia Langton 
emphasizes is “vital for meaning and self-critical assessment.” During a culminating 
workshop, collaborators met in Hawai’i to share their footage, insights, and concerns related 
to the challenges of revitalizing their languages. 
 

就用世界人口的百分之96 來說，只有百分之4 的世界語言，在這個語言同質化的時

代,要講你的母語那又代表什麼? “你已經知道它的重要性。重點是你應該開始做。

但你沒有那個動力去做。這就是我的「迷路」也可以說是我在等，那個事情到底是什

麼”,陳安琪承認，她是《天堂語言》，一小時的數位記錄片的青年合作者之一。設置

在台灣和夏威夷，那裡是有說南島族的語言的地方，這個實驗性的紀錄片的焦點,注

重在年輕原住民的問題，願望和挑戰來學習他們的祖先的語言 -- 即將瀕臨滅絕的語

言。四位(An-Chi Chen, Leivallyn Kainoa Kaupu, Monica Hau'oli Waiau 和 

Shin-Lan Yu)不同背景的年輕原住民婦女,利用數位影片作為主要的媒介。在參加獨

立製片者張文馨的攝影研習和製造工作坊中，張導演希望合作者要將對話輸入影片之

前，先要對圖像和聲音有密切的體驗。幾個因素導致她的推理，其中之一是允許開放

性的探險，那也是原住民學者Marcia Langton 強調的”對意味和自我批評的評估是

至關重要的”。在一次最高點的工作坊中 ， 合作者在夏威夷會見,藉著與他們的語言

復振的挑戰有相關的，來分享他們的鏡頭，洞察力，以及他們的擔憂。 

 

Bio:Bio:Bio:Bio: 張文馨是一位獨立的電影製片家，教育家和作家。她的獲獎作品，包括從事後

殖民主義話語，民族誌學，離散論述和跨文化的再現，已經被國際性地篩選了，並且

也在公共電視台播出。張女士曾在多數的大學和社區教學和學術設置，包括在國立台

灣藝術大學教書，還有在舊金山，尼泊爾等地方教學和學科設置。還有也在台灣的國

立東華大學，原住民語言與傳播學系教學過。她領到多方的補助和獎勵，包括創意資

本，富布賴特基金會，舊金山藝術委員會，國家地理和KQED 彼得。歐文斯製片家計

劃等等。她的論文出現在《台灣原住民族研究季刊》、《positions: asia critique》 

和《同心圓：文學與文化研究》。她是加州大學聖克魯茲的博士候選人。 
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ACSS CONFERENCES: Past and Present 
 
 
 
 
Asian Cinema Studies Society (ACSS) was launched in the United States in 1984 by 
Mira BINFORD, with help from a coterie of Asian cinema scholars. It initiated a 
newsletter and held successful conferences in Athens, Ohio, USA (1988), Melbourne, 
Australia (1990), and New York City, USA (1992). 
 
In 1994, a second conference was held at Athens, Ohio. John A. LENT was elected 
chair and editor-in-chief of Asian Cinema, which had evolved from a newsletter to a 
periodical. Lent turned Asian Cinema in an academic journal. In 2012 he stepped 
down as Chair of ACSS and Editor of Asian Cinema which by then has published 
through to Vol. 22 (2011) with a total of 32 numbers, each issue averaging 250-300 
pages. Intellect Books (UK) now publishes Asian Cinema which is a doubly blind 
reviewed journal dedicated to promoting and building Asian cinemas communities 
and scholarship. 
 
During this period, ACSS has conducted five more international conferences: 
Peterborough, Canada (1997), Norman, Oklahoma, USA (2000), Jeonju, Korea 
(2002), Seattle, Washington, USA (2003), Beijing/Shanghai, China (2005), and Hong 
Kong SAR (2012). 
 
The 11th ACSS conference is held in Macau SAR from 14-16 July, 2014. In 
collaboration with the Department of Communication, Faculty of Social Sciences, 
University of Macau, Macau SAR, the ACSS presents three keynote addresses, six 
film screenings and drawing from the inter-disciplinary field of arts, humanities and 
social sciences, some 120 academic papers. Our delegates comprise scholars, 
researchers, and students of film, media and popular culture, including filmmakers. 
 
The conference theme is ‘Post-Asia Film, Media and Popular Culture’: 
 

If the historical experiences of colonialism and imperialism, both internal and 
external, have produced the asymmetries of Asia versus the Rest, how does one 
address the problematics of Asia as an identity category? Indeed how can one 
define ‘Asia’ or ‘Asian-ness’ without falling into the traps of essentialism that 
glosses over the diversity of experiences not only within the Asian region but 
also beyond -- where sites of Asian-ness come to being, and where sights of 
Asian-ness float about? How do film, media and popular culture and other 
cultural artifacts expressive of the changing spectra of representations and 
identities -- whether created inside or outside Asia -- imagine that diversity in 
the past and the present, as well as for the future? Do they otherwise articulate 
sameness that cuts between Asia and the Rest? If essentialist notions of identity 
can be tolerated as expedient means for political ends, at what point do they 
become unquestioned categories for academic inquiry? Can an interdisciplinary 
lingua fran?a be found to rethink Asia beyond the terms of geographical, 
cultural, ethnic and national essentialisms? Can ecologies of the ‘Inter-Asia’ 
and the ‘Sinophone’, and other new critical categories, including the renewed 
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take on cosmopolitanism, de-territorialize ‘Asia’ and ‘Asian-ness’ without 
reinscribing existing ontological dilemmas? Can ‘Asia’ and ‘Asian-ness’ be de-
Asianized? What is post-Asia? 

 
Finally this international conference would not have been possible without the 
generous support of the University of Macau’s Research and Development 
Administration Office. Our gratitude also goes to the Department of Communication, 
Faculty of Social Sciences; the Department of English, Faculty of Arts and 
Humanities; and the Asian Cinema Studies Society. Last but not least, we are grateful 
to all who contribute to its success.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Organising Committee 
 
 
 
July 2014. 
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KEYNOTE SPEAKERS 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Professor Ien Ang, 
University of Western Sydney, Australia 

http://www.uws.edu.au/ics 
  

 
 

Not Yet Post-Asian: 
Paradoxes of Identity and Knowledge in Transitional Times 

尚未後亞洲：過渡時期下身份和認識的悖論 

 

 

 

Abstract摘要摘要摘要摘要: 
We live in transitional times, in which the weight of global power is markedly shifting 
towards Asia. In this context the meaning of the category ‘Asian’ is thoroughly in flux, 
negotiated and contested across multiple dimensions. It is not only a marker of identity 
(addressing the question, ‘who is Asian?’); it is also, in this 21st century, a particular sign of 
desire (‘we want Asia’) and a signifier of power (as in the discourse of ‘the rise of Asia’ and 
the coming ‘Asian Century’).  
 
In this light, is it possible, or even desirable, to speak about post-Asia? If so, what could it 
mean? Or is such talk perhaps premature?  
 
In this paper, I will consider three ways of thinking about the notion of the post-Asian, all 
tied to the shifting complexities and contradictions of ‘Asia’ as a category of identity: the 
temporal, the spatial and the epistemological. In all these instances, I argue that a genuinely 
post-Asian perspective has not yet emerged. If we are to nurture a more post-Asian 
imaginary, whatever that means, it will have to be done as we navigate the brittle realities of 
these unsettling transitional times.  

 
我們生活在一個全球權力顯著轉向亞洲的過渡時期。在此語境下‘亞洲’的意
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義範疇在多重維度下都是十分流動的，協商的和爭議的。它不僅是身份的製造

者（針對這個問題，”誰是亞洲的？”）。同時，在21世紀，一種特定的渴望

（”我們想要亞洲”）和權力的信號（如同在”亞洲崛起”的話語和即將來臨

的”亞洲的世紀”）。 

 

就此而論，談論後亞洲是否可能，甚至是否可取的？如果可以，它意味著什麼

？又或者這種討論尚未成熟？ 

 

本文中，我會考慮從三方面去思考後亞洲的這個概念，它們都與變化中的複雜

性和矛盾的”亞洲”身份範疇緊密聯繫著：時間的，空間的和認知的。任何情

況下，我認為真正的後亞洲視角尚未出現。如果我們要培養一種更加後亞洲的

假像，無論這意味著什麼，動盪的過渡時期裡當我們航行在脆弱的現實中時，

它都將被完成。 

 

Bio簡介簡介簡介簡介:  
Distinguished Professor Ien Ang is Professor of Cultural Studies and Director of the Institute 
for Culture and Society (ICS) at the University of Western Sydney. She is one of the leaders 
in cultural studies worldwide, with interdisciplinary work spanning many areas of the 
humanities and social sciences, focusing broadly on processes of cultural flow and exchange 
in the globalised world. Her books, including Watching Dallas, Desperately Seeking the 
Audience and On Not Speaking Chinese, are recognised as classics in the field and her work 
has been translated into many languages, including Chinese, Japanese, Italian, Turkish, 
German, Korean, and Spanish. Her most recent book is co-edited with E. Lally and K. 
Anderson, is The Art of Engagement: Culture, Collaboration, Innovation. She currently 
works on an Australian Research Council-funded project on Sydney’s Chinatown in the 
‘Asian Century’ and chairs an Expert Working Group on ‘Asia Literacy’ for the Australian 
Council for Learned Academies. 
 
洪美恩（又譯為伊恩·昂）教授是文化研究領域的頂尖教授，目前是西悉尼大學文化

與社會研究所主任。作為全球文化研究領域的領軍人物之一，她的研究跨越人文與社

會科學多門學科，主要研究全球化語境下的文化流通與交換的過程。她的許多專著，

包括《觀看<達拉斯>》、《拼命尋找觀眾》、《起居室之爭》、《論不說漢語》等，被奉為

文化研究領域的經典，並被翻譯成包括中文、日語、意大利語、土耳其語、德語、韓

語、和西班牙語等多國語言。她最新的作品是與 E. Lally 和 K.Anderson 合作編輯的

《 介入的藝術:”亞洲世紀”中的文化、合作與創新 》 。目前她正在主持研究由澳大

利亞研究評委會資助的研究項目”亞洲世紀悉尼的唐人街”。同時她還為澳大利亞高

等研究院主持一個題為”亞洲認識”的專家工作組。 
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Professor Brett de Bary 

Cornell University 
http://lrc.cornell.edu/asian/faculty/bios/debary 

 
 

Looking at Foreign Skies, Desperately Seeking Post-Asia: 
Soni Kum, Nagisa Ōshima, Ri Chin’u 

望著《異國天空》，奮力尋找後亞洲：瑞裡琴，大島渚，Ri Chin’u” 
 
 
 
Abstract摘要摘要摘要摘要: 
“Today, when one section in the nation-state works hand in glove with self-selected moral 
entrepreneurs of ‘the international civil society,’ how will the touchstone of nationalism 
alone allow us to read the situation, let alone act on it?’ asks Gayatri Spivak in her essay, 
“Nationalism and the Imagination.”1 Her question is premised on the observation that many 
of us in the contemporary world lead lives defined simultaneously by forms of local and 
global citizenship, or what Spivak provocatively terms “cultural nationalism” and “global 
nationalism.” On the local level, she notes, our experiences of “affective collectivity” are 
likely to have been defined by “social movement-” or “leftist-nationalism” (often forged in 
anti-colonial struggles) or by more virulent forms of reactionary nationalism. Yet, while 
modern internationalism assumed an at least formal equivalence between modular nations, 
globalization, where the medium of value is capitalism, does not.2 
 
These observations might well be borne in mind as we pursue our conference’s theme of 
“post-Asia.” While suggesting a putatively shared regional and historical framework, “post-
Asia” surely expresses a determination to find practices and imaginings of commonality that 
refuse, and refuse to repeat, those of twentieth century imperialism and its successor, the 
Cold War. But is this commonality, ipso facto, given us by the contemporary global? How do 
we understand the temporality of a “post-” Asia? What are the dangers and possibilities of 
seeking post-Asia in the era of globalization? 
 
My paper will neither assume the existence of some kind of “post-Asian” perspective nor 
attempt to enumerate its “qualities” (essentialistically). Rather, I will seek for the “post-
Asian” as performative; that is, what comes into being only when “acted upon,” to use 
Spivak’s words. Efforts to produce new “affective commonalities” are politically necessary 
yet partial, as they continue to be embedded in the contradictions noted above. I will focus 
particularly on two works, Beast of Me and Foreign Skies, by the young zainichi video artist, 
Soni Kum, which in turn cite Nagisa Ōshima’s celebrated Death by Hanging (Kōshikei, 
                                                           
1 Gayatri Spivak, “Nationalism and the Imagination,” in Differences in Common: Gender, Vulnerability, 
and Community edited by Sabadell-Nieto and Segarra (New York and Amsterdam: Rodopi, 2014), pp. 31-
55. 
2 Ibid., p. 42. 
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1968) in taking up the question of the zainichi, or Korean minority, in Japan. Kum’s videos, 
which foreground the medial and educational “apparatuses” producing gendered subjectivity 
among the North Korean diasporic community in Japan, registers ambivalence toward, rather 
than outright rejection of, “cultural nationalism.” Sound and images used by both Kum and 
Ōshima fleetingly but daringly propose an analogy between Koreans under the colonial and 
post-colonial Japanese state and Jews in 1930’s Germany, posing the difficult philosophical 
dilemma of how a minority might maintain both its “difference” and its “universal 
exemplarity” in an appeal for human rights. 
 
 
“今天，當民族國家的一部分與一些‘國際公民社會’自選的企業道德緊密合作， 

民族主義的標準怎麼會讓我們去解讀這個處境，勿論去採取行動？’Gayatri Spivak

 在她的論文”民族主義和想象”中提問道。她的提問前提是觀察到在當代世界我們

當中許多人所過的生活都同時地被本地和全球的市民身份的形式所定義，即Spivak激

進地稱為”文化民族主義”和”全球民族主義”。在本地層次，她說我們的”情感集

體”經歷很可能被”社會運動”或”左翼民族主義”（通常被打造成反殖民抗爭）又

或者被更加致命的反動民族主義形式所定義。然而，當現代國際民族主義假定在標準

化的國家和全球化間至少有一個形式對等，但在媒介價值觀是資本主義的地方卻不這

麼假設。 

 

在我們追尋會議主題”后亞洲”的時候，這些觀察或許應被牢牢記住。 當要提議一

個推定的共同的區域和歷史性的框架，”后亞洲”想必表達出一種決心來尋找實踐和

想象的共同性來拒絕，拒絕去重複20世紀的帝國主義以及它的後繼，冷戰。但是這個

共同性是否，事實上，賦予了我們當代的全球？我們怎麼去理解”后”亞洲的時間

性？在全球化的紀元里去需找后亞洲有什麼危險和可能性？ 

 

我的文章既不會去假設某種”后亞洲”的視角的存在也不會去枚舉其”品質”（本質

上的）。而是我會去尋求一種作為行動的”后亞洲”；即是，按Spivak的話來說，只

有”被採取了行動”才會存在的東西。當他們繼續置身與上述的矛盾中，去產生”情

感集體”的努力是政治上必須的然而又是局部的。我主要集中在兩個作品上：”我的

野獸”（Beast of me）和”異國天空”（Foreign Skies），作者是一位年輕的日朝

鮮人視頻藝術家，瑞裡琴（Soni Kum）。其在著手日朝鮮人（在日本的韓國少數民

族）的問題中引用了大島渚（Nagisa shima）知名的電影絞死刑（Death by Hangi
ng）(K shikei,1968)，從而突出了中間的和教育性的”儀器”來產生流散日本北韓

人當中的性別化的主觀性，去記錄對”文化民族主義”的矛盾情緒，而不是對其張揚

的反對。瑞裡琴和大島渚所使用轉瞬間的聲音和影像大膽地提出一種朝鮮人在殖民地

和后殖民日本國和30年代猶太人在德國的類比，提出一個哲學兩難：少數派如何在訴

求人權中保持其”差別”和其”普世範例性”。 

 

Bio 簡介簡介簡介簡介::::    

Brett de Bary received her B. A. from Barnard College, and her M.A. and Ph.D. from 
Harvard University. She teaches and does research in the areas of modern Japanese fiction, 
film, and media studies; translation theory, and post-colonial theory; and gender and 
philosophy. She is senior editor of Traces: A Multilingual Series of Cultural Theory and 
Translation, and was director of Cornell’s Society for the Humanities (2003-2008) and its 
Visual Studies Program (2000-2003). She is acting director of the Society for the Humanities 
for 2013-14. Her most recent publications include “Morisaki’s Chikuhō Landscapes: Gender, 
Spatial Practice, Planetarity,” in the volume 「帰郷」の物語／「移動」の語り―― 
戦後日本におけるポストコロニアルの想像力] edited by Iyotani Toshio and Hirata Yumi 
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(Heibonsha, 2014); “Deixis, Dislocation, and Suspense in Translation: Tawada Yōko’s 
‘Bath’” in The Politics of Representation: A Festschrift for Naoki Sakai, Kim and 
Calichman, ed. (Routledge, 2010) and “World Literature in the Shadow of Translation: 
Reconsidering Tawada Yōko,” in Translation/Transmediation: A Special Issue of Poetica, 
edited by Atsuko Sakaki (Yushōdō, 2012). De Bary’s other publications include “Orientalism 
in the Inter-cultural Imaginary: Romancing the Butterfly in D. Cronenberg and William 
Gibson,” in 歴史の描きかた 3, ed. (Hirota and Gluck University of Tokyo Press, 2006); 
Deconstructing Nationality, coedited with Naoki Sakai and Iyotani Toshio (Cornell 
University East Asia Series, 2005), and the translation of Karatani Kōjin’s Origins of Modern 
Japanese Literature (Duke University Press, 1994). 
 
Brett de Bary 教授本科畢業於伯納德學院，碩士博士學位均從哈佛大學獲得。她目

前的教學和研究領域為日本虛構劇情電影，媒體研究，翻譯理論，後殖民理論，性別

研究和哲學研究。她是《尋跡：多語言文化與翻譯研究系列》的高級編輯，並曾擔任

康奈爾大學人文研究協會主任（2003-2008）及視覺學系專業的系主任（2000-2003）

。她目前仍擔任康奈爾大學人文研究協會的代理主任 （ 2013-2014 ） 。 Brett de 

Bary教授最新發表的文章包括：《Morisaki的Chiku 境界：性別，空間實踐和星球

性》，發表在由Iyotani Toshio 和Hirata Yumi編輯的「帰郷」の物語／「移動」の

語り―― 戦後日本におけるポストコロニアルの想像力]中 ， Heibonsha出版社2014

年出版。 《翻譯中的指示語、位差和懸置：談Tawada Y ko的”泡澡”》，發表在

《 再現的政治性 ： 一本獻給Naoki Sakai的紀念文集 》， Kim和Calichman主編 ，

Routledge出版社2010年出版； 《翻譯陰影下的世界文學：重思Tawada Y ko》，發

表在由Atsuko Sakaki編輯的《翻譯/媒體轉換：Poetica 特刊》中，2012年Yush d

出版社出版。 Brett de Bary教授的其他出版情況包括 ：《 翻譯陰影下的世界文

學：重思Tawada Y ko》，發表在由Atsuko Sakaki編輯的《翻譯/媒體轉換：Poetica

特刊 》 中 ， 2012年Yush d 出版社出版。 Brett de Bary教授的其他出版情況包

括： 《跨文化想像中的東方主義：大衛柯能堡和威廉吉布森對蝴蝶的浪漫化》，發表

在《歴史の描きかた》，東京大學出版社2006年出版； 《解構民族主義》，與Naoki 

Sakai and Iyotani Toshio合編，屬於2005年康奈爾大學東亞研究叢書系列； 譯著

《日本文學起源》，原著為Karatani K jin （杜克大學出版社1994年出版）。 
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Professor SHIH Shu-mei 
Hong Kong University/UCLA 

http://www.complit.ucla.edu/people/faculty/shih/ 

 
 

 
From World History to World Cinema 

从世界历史到世界电影 

 
 
Abstract摘要摘要摘要摘要: 
This lecture proposes a new way of conceptualizing world cinema from the perspective of 
world history. What and how does the word “world” mean in “world cinema”? How do we 
account for the world in cinema studies? Must we account for the entire world? In the 
process of exploring these questions, this lecture will also present a modest proposal for a 
new theory of comparison which I call relational comparison. 
 

本次講座將從世界歷史的角度提出一種將”世界電影”重新概念化的方式。”世界”

這兩個字在”世界電影中”有何含義？它又是如何產生這種含義的呢？我們在電影研

究中如何解釋世界這個概念？我們是否必須將整個世界包含在內？在探索這些問題的

過程中，我懷著恭謙的態度提出一種新的比較研究的理論，並稱之為”關聯比較”理

論。 

 
Bio: 
Shu-mei Shih is the Hon-Yin and Suet-Fong Chan Professor of Chinese at the University of 
Hong Kong and Professor of Comparative Literature and Asian Languages and Cultures at 
the University of California, Los Angeles. Her authored and edited books include: The Lure 
of the Modern: Writing Modernism in Semicolonial China, 1917-1937, Minor 
Transnationalism, Visuality and Identity: Sinophone Articulations across the Pacific, The 
Creolization of Theory, and Sinophone Studies: A Critical Reader. She is currently working 
on two monographs entitled Empires of the Sinophone and From World History to World 
Literature, and is co-editing a volume entitled Comparatizing Taiwan. 
 
Bio 簡介簡介簡介簡介::::    
史書美教授是香港大學比較文學系教授，陳漢賢伉儷基金教授席教授之一；她同時是

加州大學洛杉磯分校亞洲語言文化教授。她編著的書包括：《現代的誘惑： 書寫半殖

民地中國的現代主義（1917-1937）》、《弱勢跨國主義》、《視覺與認同：跨太平洋

的華語表達》、《理論的混雜化》以及《華語語系研究：批評讀本》。她目前正在撰

寫兩本專著，一本是《華語語系的王朝》，另一本是《從世界歷史到世界文學》。與

此同時，她與其他學者合編的《比較與分析台灣》。 
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PAPER ABSTRACTS (CHINESE) 
 

 

 

陳旭光 CHEN Xuguang  
北京大學 Peking University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : “後亞洲”時代的”後華語電影”: 文化的跨地流動與多元性生產 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : “後亞洲時代”是香港、澳門回歸中國，中國國力持續強盛，改變亞洲文化、

政治、經濟格局的時代。”後華語電影”作為文化軟實力的重要載體，在”後亞洲時

代”引人注目。 

 

“華語電影”術語源于中華文化、華語的獨特性，但經濟領域的合作，大中華經濟圈

的形成則是必要的外部條件。”華語電影”的實際內涵是”中華文化電影”,而非僅

僅為”中華語言電影”。”後華語電影”是在”華語電影”術語的基礎上提出來的，

專指 CEPA 和 ECFA 之後的華語電影電影，因為此後華語電影進入到一個有體制性、政

策法規性保障的新時期。 

 

“後華語電影”的文化生產在大中華地區展開，表現為內地、香港、臺灣、澳門四地

文化或電影文化的跨地流動、拼貼、融合，不同價值觀的碰撞和新的文化符號、文化

意義的生產，新形態文化、新型亞類型電影的創生等。其中有主流文化與商業文化、

市民文化、青年文化等亞文化，傳統文化、香港文化、臺灣文化和外來文化（韓國、

日本、泰國等其他亞洲電影文化以及好萊塢電影文化）的流動、衝突、影響與流變。

這些複雜多元的文化資源的衝突、拼貼、融合乃至錯位，營造了多元化的”後華語電

影”生態景觀與文化格局。 

 

“後華語電影”是”後亞洲電影”的有機組成，我們應該強化”後亞洲”意識，整合

華語地區和亞洲地區的電影文化力量，在全球化時代凸顯大亞洲地區的文化影響力。 

 

作者作者作者作者簡介簡介簡介簡介: : : : 陳旭光，北京大學藝術學院教授、博士生導師、北大影視戲劇研究中心主

任。 

 

 

陳亦水 CHEN Yishui  
中國北京師範大學 Beijing Normal University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 異域之旅與中國都市電影: 新加坡、泰國、馬來西亞及其”第三世界” 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: 2008年之後，隨著以西方為中心的次貸危機在全球擴散與中國經濟的崛起，東

南亞及其”第三世界”異域文化景觀和中國中產階級敘事，開始在中國流行的都市電

影中頻頻出現。例如展現泰國風貌的《杜拉拉升職記》（2010）與《人再囧途之泰囧》

（2012）、以新加坡城市景觀為背景的《非常幸運》（2013），以及充斥著尼泊爾風光

的《等風來》（2013）等等，大陸”都市電影”開始有別于學者張真在90年代所命名

的”都市的一代”。本文意欲通過分析中國都市電影中的影像與敘事，旨在進一步探
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索當代中國的亞洲文化自我認同與今日東南亞的地緣政治情境，並主要在以下四個方

面展開。 

 

一、基於對中國都市電影的中產階級敘事研究，本文認為，如今資產階級商品拜物教，

被包裝成亟待神聖的東方宗教信仰治癒的中國都市病。因此，”新馬泰”與其它東南

亞地方，在影片中常常表現為現代中國都市人的”療愈之地”。 

 

二、銀幕上，對於中產階級都市人跨地位移的展現，使得銀幕下的東南亞旅遊業在短

時間內急速升溫，”新馬泰”從而一躍成為最受中國遊客青睞的出境旅遊路線。這些”

電影事件”現象對於東亞政治而言，有助於緩解中國與東南亞周邊國家的緊張關係；

同樣在經濟領域，有相關資料表明，東盟（東南亞國家聯盟）亦從中獲益良多。 

 

三、本文試圖在此進一步追問: 對於當代中國的中產階級而言，為什麼在銀幕上，扮

演”療愈之地”的是新馬泰與其它東南亞國家，而非美和與其它西方發達國家？其原

因或源於薩義德意義上的”自我東方化”的文化體認，但更重要的是，亞際內部始終

存在的差異與分裂，已開始浮現于中國流行文化: 對於今日中國來說，東南亞諸地被

曖昧地視為”第三世界”,而西方發達國家，則在文化全球化與地緣政治力量的意義

上，仍保持著它們的優位性。 

 

四、正如列斐伏爾所言，空間的本質即生產。在2008年之後流行的中國都市電影中，

對於東南亞異域文化景觀的展示，不僅有助於建立差異性的東方身份，同時暴露出中

國中心主義的潛意識存在。 

 

如今，世界不再以西方中心論的清晰視角，呈現出”西方及其剩餘”的面貌。但通過

深析中國流行的都市電影或可發現，在地緣政治的意義上，一個新的文化結構似乎正

被重塑為”東南亞—中國—西方”。本文認為，西方中心主義、東方主義與中國中心

主義這些概念，亦需要在當代亞洲地緣政治結構與後現代語境中重新認識和反思。 

    

關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字:::: 中國都市電影，文化地理學，文化全球化，文化身份/認同，東南亞地緣政

治，東方主義與中國中心主義 

 
Title: Exotic Journeys and Chinese Urban Cinema: Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand and Other 
“Third World” Place 
 
Abstract: Since the worldwide subprime debacle and China’s economic rise after 2008, 
there is a noticeable phenomenon of Chinese popular films is that the exotic cultural 
landscape of Southeast Asia known as “Third World” places with Chinese middle class 
narrative have been shown on screen frequently, such as the landscape of Thailand in Go La 
La Go! (2010) and Lost in Thailand (2012), the townscape of Singapore in My Lucky 
Star (2013), the scenery of Nepal in Up in the Wind (2013) and etc. In that sense, the 
prevalent mainland “Chinese Urban Cinema” is distinct from “the Urban Generation” as the 
scholar Zhang Zhen named in 1990s.  
 
This paper aims to explore the deeper problems of contemporary Asian cultural self-identity 
of China and geopolitical status of today’s Southeast Asia through analyzing the images and 
narrative of Chinese popular urban cinema in the main following four aspects:  
 
1) Basing on the studies of middle class narrative in the amount of Chinese popular urban 
cinema, this paper argues that the bourgeois commodity fetishism has been packaged into 
Chinese city diseases that need to be healed by oriental holy religious faith. In consequence, 
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Malaysia-Thai and other Southeast Asia places turn into “the venue of treatment” for 
Chinese urbanites.  
 
2) The onscreen trans-regional displacement of Chinese bourgeois urbanites suddenly 
promotes an enormous growth of the Singapore-Malaysia-Thailand tourism market and this 
route turns out to be the most popular one for Chinese tourists traveling abroad off screen. In 
political terms, these films tend to become special “Movie Events” so as to relieve the 
tensions between China and Southeast neighboring countries. Likewise, according to 
relevant statistic data, it also extremely contributes to ASEAN (Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations) on the economic front.  
 
3) This paper attempts to reflect on a further question that why do the Malaysia-Thai and 
other Southeast Asian places perform “the venue of treatment” for Chinese middle class on 
screen rather than the United States and other Western developed countries? It is possible to 
result from the self-Orientalism in the sense of Edward Said. What’s more, the ever-present 
differences and dissociations have emerged from Inter-Asia in terms of Chinese popular 
culture: Southeast Asian places were regarded as “Third World places” for China while other 
Western developed countries still stay in their superior location in the sense of cultural 
globalization and geopolitical power.  
 
4) As Heri Lefevbvre points out, the essence of space is production. The presentation of 
exotic Southeast Asian cultural landscape in Chinese popular urban cinema after 2008 is 
conduced to not only build a different Oriental identity but expose the subconscious 
Sinocentrism. The world has hardly to be taken on the appearance of “West and the Rest” 
from a clear West-centrism perspective. Nevertheless, it can be seen through analyzing 
Chinese urban films, a new cultural structure seems to be reshaped today namely the 
geographical construct “Southeast Asia-China-West”. This paper also considers that the 
conceptions of West-centrism, Orientalism and Sinocentrism need to be re-recognized and 
rethought in the contemporary Asian geographical and the post-modern context.  
 
Bio: Yishui Chen is a PhD Candidate at the Department of Film and Television, School of 
Art & Communication, Beijing Normal University. She is the chief editor of the university-
sponsored journal, Art Spirit. She received his B. A. from Beijing Film Academy (2009), and 
M. A. from Chinese National Academy of Art (2012). Her academic interests include film 
studies, cultural studies, third world films, urban film studies and feminism & gender studies. 
She has published in Chinese academic journals such as Frontiers, Contemporary Cinema, 
House Organ of Chinese National Film Museum, China Culture Daily, China Art, Screen 
Culture, and Cultural Monthly. She has attended various international academic conferences 
in Beijing, Soochow, Shanghai and Taiwan in the past three years. She co-researches with 
Dean Prof. Zhou who is also her doctorate mentor on “The Capital Network Public Opinion 
Monitoring and Guidance Mechanism Research”, which is sponsored by “philosophy and 
social sciences planning” of Beijing Municipal Government.  
 
 

程功 CHENG Gong  
上海大學 Shanghai University 
    

標題標題標題標題: : : : 華語電影中男性氣質、地域明星與性別認同之變——以不同版本的《葉問》為

例 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 2004年CEPA協定正式實施，華語地區的電影製作日趨融合。動作片中男性情誼

加入了地域化標籤，文化地理學意義上的明星身份（中港臺）依然存在，並且隨著合
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拍片的盛行，在影片中更具意識形態意義（民族/地域）。另一方面，男性明星的陽剛

化氣質發生變化，家庭、溫和、儒雅的氣質成為男性明星新的魅力表情。作為一個近

年來被不斷改編和演繹的文本，”葉問”這一男性形象成為了新的銀幕英雄，具有典

型的意義。在政治經濟環境的變化中，明星參與社會機制的運行，本文將聚焦”葉問”

所代表的男性氣質，及扮演葉問的男性明星在影像文本和社會文本中所傳達的新的地

域影響和性別含義。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 程功，女，江蘇蘇州，1985年11月，中國傳媒大學電影學碩士，上海大學

戲劇影視學博士候選人。 

 
Title: Chinese-language Cinema: Gender, Masculinity, Star in the Ye Wen Films.  
 
Abstract: Co-productions between Chinese Mainland and Hong Kong have become more 
and more common since CEPA (Closer Economic Partnership Arrangement) came into effect 
in 2004. Yet cultural geographies continue to mark the disparate identities of movie stars 
from the Mainland, Hong Kong and Taiwan. This has ideological significance. In films, 
although the masculinities of male stars have been changing, family values are endorsed, 
while men with gentle and nice temperament are deemed charming. Typical examples can be 
found in different versions of the recent Yip Wen films. Performed by different male stars, 
Yip Wen has become the new image hero. As a result, male film stars participate in society 
mechanism. Based on gender and Ideology theories, this paper focuses on the performance 
of masculinities in Yip Wen films (e. g. Ip Man and The Grandmaster). Then we draw a 
conclusion that what those male stars bring into the Ye Wen image and how the image 
influences the culture and society.  
 
Bio: Cheng Gong is a Ph. D. candidate at Shanghai University, majoring in film studies. She 
received her Master degree in film studies from Communication University of China in 
2012. Her research interests cover male stars and masculinities in Chinese cinema; 
comparative genre studies in Chinese and international cinema; and contemporary Chinese 
urban cinema. Her writings (in Chinese) have appeared in such journals as Contemporary 
Cinema, New Films and Hundred Schools in Arts.  
 
 

黃鐘軍 HUANG Zhongjun 
浙江大學傳媒與國際文化學院College of Media and International Culture 
    

標題標題標題標題: 作為勞工的” B咖藝人”與臺灣娛樂節目生產研究——以《康熙來了》為例 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: 《康熙來了》作為華人圈擁有最多數量受眾的電視欄目正邁過10周年，在臺灣

電視工業中擁有至高的地位，不僅是明星宣傳作品最好的平臺，更是成為通告藝人／

B咖藝人競相爭奪的勞動機會。這類以談話為形態的娛樂型節目目前構成臺灣電視工

業最主要的組成部分。在這類節目生產鏈條上，談話嘉賓是其中重要的構成部分。臺

灣電視生產工業的同質化與談話型娛樂節目的氾濫，建構了臺灣娛樂生態中一個特殊

的群體——通告藝人（本文稱之為B咖藝人）。他們被電視強勢媒體需要和召喚／利用，

在節目上聊天，提供個人故事、隱私，配合完成節目組拋出的話題、任務、要求，從

而換取經濟回報以及在娛樂圈生存的資本。本文以《康熙來了》作為研究物件，以明

星研究的概念及馬克思異化勞動理論針對B咖藝人在娛樂節目生產過程中的勞動，來

研究臺灣娛樂節目生產與B咖藝人之間的關係以及B咖藝人作為弱勢族群是如何在電視

資本生產的文化霸權中被盤剝的事實。 
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作者作者作者作者簡介簡介簡介簡介: 黃鐘軍，男，浙江衢州人，北京師範大學藝術與傳媒學院電影學博士，目

前為浙江大學傳媒與國際文化學院在站博士後，主要研究興趣領域為臺灣電影史、臺

灣影視文化及傳播、影視理論及現狀研究等。 

 
Title: Labour and B-grade Shows in Taiwan Entertainment TV: The Case of Kangxi is 
coming 
 
Abstract: Kangxi is coming, a Taiwan TV program that has been remarkably popular in both 
the Chinese culture community and the Aisan television industry for a full decade, not only 
constructs a perfect stage for big star marketing, but also stimulates the heated competition 

for employment among the “B-grade showfolk” [通告藝人]. Despite the homogenization of 
the TV programs made in Taiwan, and the overproduction of the talk shows, “B-grade 
showfolk” plays a major role in the Taiwan media spectacle. Under summons and 
exploitations by the omnipresent media, the members of “B-grade showfolk” are disciplined 
to keep chatting, and to share the private stories in order to cater to the tenet of the program, 
thus obtain the capital (both economic and symbolic) necessary for surviving in the showbiz. 
This paper applies the theories of star studies and alienated labour in Maxism discourse to 
take a critical investigation into Kangxi is Coming, in which an uneven relationship of 
production has been built between the “B-grade showfolk” and the entertainment industry of 
Taiwan, and how the community of B-grade artists is being exploited in the loop of cultural 
hegemony.  
 
Keywords: B-grade showfolk; Kangxi is coming; entertainment TV program; labour 
 
Bio:  
Huang Zhongjun is participating in a postdoctoral program at College of Media and 
International Culture, Zhejiang University from 2012 after receiving his doctor’s degree in 
Cinema Studies at College of Arts and Media, Beijing Normal University. His academic 
interests include Taiwanese film history, cultural communication of Taiwanese film and 
television, theory and practice of mass media.  
 
 

霍勝俠 HUO Shengxia 
香港城市大學 City University of Hong Kong 
 

標題標題標題標題: : : : 崔允信《憂憂愁愁的走了》和《三條窄路》: 後九七香港現實主義電影新變 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 本文聚焦香港新銳導演崔允信的兩部獨立電影《憂憂愁愁的走了》（2001）和

《三條窄路》（2008）。崔允信在繼承香港新浪潮以來現實主義傳統的同時，在主題和

風格上大膽創新，體現了香港現實主義風格在後九七語境下的嬗變。《憂憂愁愁的走

了》採用DV拍攝，細緻再現了九七前後香港一系列重大事件，包括民主遊行、移民潮、

金融危機等等。崔允信借鑑Dogme95的美學風格，在客觀再現的同時又平添了對香港

主流價值與文化的評論，是對轉型時期的香港進行深度反思的一部現實主義力作。

《三條窄路》則把視野放在了近年全球化經濟霸權把持下的香港。借助於政治驚悚片

的敘事俗套，崔允信為香港未來的政治前景出謀劃策，探討公民社會在香港實現的可

能與管道。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 霍勝俠，香港城市大學中文、翻譯及語言學系博士生，研究興趣包括香港

電影、文藝理論及文化研究，發表學術會議論文若干，評論散見於香港電影網站。 
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Title: Post-1997 Hong Kong Realism Cinema: Taking the Cases of Vincent Chui’s films 
Leaving in Sorrow and Three Narrow Gates 
 
Abstract: This paper investigates two independent films of Vincent Chui Wan Shun: 
Leaving in Sorrow (2001) and Three Narrow Gates (2008). Vincent Chui both inherits and 
changes the tradition of Hong Kong realism films. He did some experiments on cinematic 
contents and forms, providing new possibilities on the development of post-1997 Hong Kong 
films. In his Leaving in Sorrow, Vincent Chui focuses on the multifaceted reality in pre-1997 
Hong Kong at the historic moment of socio-political transition. He creatively appropriates 
the roles of Dogma 95, making this film take a function of public criticism. In Three Narrow 
Gates, the director focuses on today’s Hong Kong which is dominated by the hegemony of 
economic globalization. Through appropriating the genre of political thriller films, Vincent 
Chui represents the social opposition in Hong Kong, and discusses the possibility of civil 
society in the future.  
 
Bio: HUO Shengxia is a Ph. D student in City University of Hong Kong. She received her 
MPhil from Nanjing University in 2011, and graduated from Sun Yat-sen University with a 
BA in 2008. Her research interests include Chinese cinema and Chinese literature. Her 
research papers were presented in many academic conferences in Mainland China, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan and Singapore. Her film reviews can be found regularly in Hong Kong’s 
websites.  
 
 

康婕 KANG Jie 
北京電影學院 Beijing Film Academy 

 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 偶像之死——新媒體時代的影星生產與消費 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 明星生產與消費和都市現代性息息相關。隨著新媒體時代的到來，明星身份的

界定無論從內涵還是外延都發生了改變，移動終端的豐富性拓展了資訊傳播方式與接

受形式，明星徹底卸下了間離於大眾的神話面具，經歷了從明星到名人再到凡人的祛

魅過程。電影傳播平臺的多元化、電影明星身份的畸變促使傳統意義上影星作為大眾

欲望投注物件，被媒體有意識”造神”的歷史終結了，影星身份被架空，他們已無法

重回即要保持”神秘”且”傳奇”的生活，又要與普通大眾保持一定距離的時代。在”

注意力經濟”影響下，影星生產還是消費的”返魅”勢在必行，以迎接新媒體時代傳

播特性的轉型挑戰。 

 

關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字: : : : 新媒體，影星生產與消費，祛魅，返魅 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: : : : 電影學系2012級電影學博士，研究方向: 電影歷史及理論。北京電影家協

會會員，現任北京電影家協會青年電影工作委員會副會長，首屆”影協杯”微電影創

作大賽評委，參與中國電影家協會《中國電影產業研究報告》課題專案，獲評中國藝

術研究院研究生院科研之星，在多部專業期刊、雜誌、報紙上發表多篇文章，獲獎劇

本《VIP愛人》。 

 

Title: Idol’s death ——Production and consumption of movie stars in the new media era 
 
Abstract: Production and consumption of stars are closely related to urban modernity. With 
the advent of the new media era, definition of stars’ identity has changed both in the 
extension and in the connotations. The richness of the mobile terminal has expanded the 
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form of information dissemination and acceptance, and the stars completely remove their 
myth masks that estranging them from the public, experiencing the “disenchantment” 
process from the stars, celebrities to the mortal. Diversified transmission platform and the 
deformed identity of movie stars promote the ending of the history that movie stars were 
traditionally betting object of desire for the public and were made “god” consciously by the 
media. The movie stars’ identity are redefined, and they are unable to keep back the era of 
the “mystery” and “legend “ while maintaining certain distance with the public. With the 
influence of “attention economy”, “Re-enchantment” of production and consumption of 
actors is imperative to meet the challenges of the propagation characteristics in new media 
transition age.  
 
Key words: The new media era, Production and consumption of movie stars, 
Disenchantment, Re-enchantment 
 
Bio: KangJie, female, the doctoral student of Department of Film studies from Beijing Film 
Academy. Research Fields: Movie history and theory, cinema &cultural Studies, film 
industry studies and Star Studies 
 
 

李莉 LI Li 
中國傳媒大學 Communication University of China 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 開拓中國大陸獨立紀錄片作為歷史記憶媒介的可能性 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 歷史書寫者往往以重現了人民的記憶來證明其書寫權力的合法性，而在這個過

程中，掌握記錄和傳播記憶的媒介成為關鍵。在處於後社會主義時代的中國大陸，官

方媒介、商業媒介和逐漸出現並蓬勃發展的民間或曰獨立媒介進行著角力。 

 

獨立紀錄片因其個人化、非商業性目的的製作形態展現了相對另類和多元化的記憶再

現形式。它一方面完成了存儲和傳播共和國創傷記憶的使命，另一方面又以在紀錄片

媒介特性的前提下完成對這些記憶的構建，來傳達著自己的意識形態訴求。通過獨立

紀錄片這一記憶媒介，大陸歷史的書寫呈現出更加多樣化的態勢。 

 

本文將涉及到的獨立紀錄片文本包括: 《紅日風暴》（導演: 彭小蓮），講述了1950年

代胡風案的始末，以及牽連其中的文人、知識份子的命運。《和鳳鳴》（導演: 王兵），

關注了一位女性知識份子在1950年代反右鬥爭中的命運。《三裡洞》（導演: 林鑫）記

錄了1950年代新中國工業化建設中的三線工廠援建工人的命運和當下生活的境況。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介:::: 2010年至今中國傳媒大學電影學博士候選人2011年9月－2012年9月 

University California, Los Angeles, America 訪問學者。 

 
Title: Exploring the Possibility of Chinese Independent Documentaries as Historical 
Memory 
 
Abstract: Revealing People’s memory often legitimize the intention of historical writing. 
Therefore whoever owns the media for the purposes of transmitting memory inherits the 
rights of historical writing. In post-socialist mainland China, the folk media, as we refer to 
independent media, appeared and has been developing vigorously since the late 1980s. 
However, this medium is fraught with difficulties, as it has persistently wrestled with both 
official and commercial media.  
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Because of the liberal, individual, non-commercial and non-industrialized qualities of folk 
filmmaking, independent documentaries reveal alternative, diversified memories. Most 
crucially, they invest in a mission of archiving and transmitting the traumatized memories of 
the People’s Republic of China. On the other hand, these films have been constructing 
memories through the use of documentary characteristics, expressing a new ideological 
framework from state media. Because of the existence of independent documentary as 
memory media, the writing of mainland China’s history has been increasingly diversified in 
recent years.  
 
The Chinese independent documentaries discussed in the paper include: Storm Under the 
Sun (HongriFengbao) by Peng Xiaolian, about Hu Feng and his accused anti-revolution 
group in the 1950s. The second film is He Fengming by Wang Bing, the story of a female 
intellectual during the anti-rightist movement. The third film is Sanlidong by Lin Xin, which 
shares the life stories of migration workers who participated in industrialization during the 
founding of the socialism regime in the 1950s.  
 
Bio: LI Li is Ph. D Candidate of Film Study, Communication University of China. From 
September 2011 till September 2012, she was visiting researcher to Cinema Media Study of 
the University California, Los Angeles.  
 
 

劉琨 LIU Kun 
中國傳媒大學 Communication University of china 
 

標題標題標題標題: 流動的政治——關於賈樟柯”故鄉三部曲”與寧瀛”北京三部曲”的風景研究 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 20世紀90年代以來的中國是一個裂變中的中國，無論是城市還是鄉鎮，試圖為

它勾勒一幅完整的地形圖的努力事後都將被證明是一種徒勞，今天的地標明天或許就

變成了廢墟。身處在那樣一個日夕萬變的時代，很多藝術家都被這樣的變遷所震驚，

於是他們開始試圖去記錄這個時代的變化。寧瀛的”北京三部曲”《找樂》、《民警故

事》、《夏日暖洋洋》和賈樟柯的”故鄉三部曲”《小武》、《月臺》、《任逍遙》等一些

90年代以來的有關”流動”的電影敏銳地捕捉到了這種被懸置的、短暫的當下。這些

作品幾乎無一例外的都透過一個”浪蕩子”的形象帶出社會變遷的”風景”。跟誰著”

老韓頭”（《找樂》）、”小武”（《小武》）、”德子”(《夏日暖洋洋》）、”斌斌”

（《任逍遙》）等”浪蕩子”的視線，我們不僅目睹了90年代中國城市與鄉村的巨變，

同時也可以深刻地體驗到導演在這些風景展示背後所試圖彰顯的風景與記憶、權力之

間的糾葛。雖然這些”浪蕩子”並非嚴格意義上的本雅明所謂的都市漫遊者（如果說

波德賴爾作為”浪蕩子”是在體驗由現代性的”瞬間性、變動性、偶然性”所帶來的

那”一瞥永別之愛”的話，那麼90年代中國電影裡的”浪蕩子”體驗到的則是由現代

性的”流動性、液化性”所帶來的茫然無措。），但是他們卻比本雅明的”浪蕩子”

更加飽滿、更加具有”浪蕩子”這個詞語本身所具有的原初含義，也更能體現中國作

為一個後發現代性國家在遭遇現代性的時候所體現出的特殊性。本文試圖從風景研究

的角度透過對賈樟柯”故鄉三部曲”與寧瀛”北京三部曲”中的空間變遷來透視中國

大陸自90年代以來急劇的”現代性”變革所引發的社會症候。 

 
作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: : : : 刘琨，中国传媒大学2011级电影学博士，现为山东师范大学传媒学院讲师

。主要研究方向为中国电影史、电影理论、类型电影，目前已在《当代电影》、《北

京电影学院学报》等核心期刊发表学术论文十余篇。 

 
Title: The Politics of Flow: Exploring the Sceneries in JiaZhangke’s “Homeland Trilogy” 
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and Ning Ying’s “Beijing Trilogy” 
 
Abstract: Since 1990s, China has been a country in the process of fission. Every attempt 
that was made to draw a complete topographic map, whether for urban cities or for villages, 
proved to be a vain attempt. Today’s landmark may turn into ruins tomorrow. Living in an 
era full of changes, many artists were astonished by so fast a transition. Therefore, they 
started to record the changes in the era. Since 1990s, some films about “flow”, such as 
JiaZhangke’s “Homeland Trilogy” and Ning Ying’s “Beijing Trilogy”, have keenly sized the 
suspended and transient “now”. These works, almost without exception, depicted the 
“sceneries” of social changes by telling the story of a “libertine”. Following “Old Han”, 
“Xiaowu”, “Dezi”, “Binbin” and other “libertines”, we not only witnessed the drastic 
changes in China’s urban cities and villages in 1990s, but also felt in depth the relationship 
between sceneries, memory and power that the directors tried to reveal through the depiction 
of sceneries. Though, in the strict sense, these “libertines” were not what Benjamin called 
“flaneur” (If Baudelaire, as a “flaneur”, was experiencing the “love at last sight” that was 
brought by the “transience, variability and contingency” of modernity, then what the 
“libertines” in 1990s’ Chinese films experienced were the bewilderment brought by the 
“fluidity and liquification” of modernity. ), they were more vivid than Benjamin’s “flaneur”, 
more able to present the particularity of China, a country with later-emerged modernity, 
when it encountered modernity, and embodied more of the original meaning of “flaneur”. 
This paper aims at studying the social symptoms caused by the drastic “modern” changes in 
mainland China since 1990s by analyzing the changes in space in JiaZhangke’s “Homeland 
Trilogy” and Ning Ying’s “Beijing Trilogy” from the perspective of scenery.  
 
Bio: Liu Kun，PHD of Communication University of China，now is a Assistant Professor 
of Shandong Normal University. The main research direction is Chinese film history, film 
theory, type of movie, related papers has been published in Contemporary Cinema and Film 
Art.  
 

 

石小溪 SHI Xiaoxi 
中國傳媒大學 Communication University of China 
    

標題標題標題標題: : : : 試析全球化背景下中國電影業票房分配中的問題 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 21世紀以來，經濟全球化與文化全球化共同作用於中國電影業，國際合拍日成

常態，國內大片逐步升級，伴隨著電影產業鏈的兼併整合浪潮，年票房產出也一路凱

歌突破200億元。但由於歷史遺留的分配問題尚未解決，產業發展的先天不足以及國

內複雜的政策環境，中國電影業的票房分配格局目前仍存在一系列的問題，這具體表

現在各自為營的利益之爭、單一呆板的票房分賬模式、法律意識與行業自律的缺失、

政府職能在票房分配中的作用有所偏差等方面，而這些也是導致近年來國際間的分賬

衝突與國內電影企業的摩擦爭端頻頻發生的重要原因。儘管，在產業發展的初級階段，

中國電影業出現這些問題實屬正常,但從這些爭端中可以看出，不夠公平合理的產業

結構與市場結構已成為中國電影業全面升級前必須正視與解決的難題。對於票房分配

問題的研究，將有助於我們更清晰地瞭解當前中國電影業發展中的不足，從而制定出

更有效的策略來幫助構建一個更加公平有序的電影業。 

    

關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字關鍵字: : : : 中國電影業產業結構市場結構票房分配利益紛爭 

 
作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介::::石小溪，2013年7月毕业于中国传媒大学，获得电影学硕士学位。现从事电
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影科研与影视项目策划的相关工作。 

 
Title: Problems of Box-Office Share Options in China during the Globalization Era 
 
Abstract: Since the beginning of the 21st century, the globalization of economy and culture 
has had great impact on Asian film industry, and international film co-production has 
gradually become common. The box-office in China has gone straight over 20 billion along 
yuan per year with the advancing industry and reformations in the industry chains. However, 
it is still to be solved the problems resulted from the defects of early-built systems, 
congenital deficiency in the development of the industry and complicated national political 
factors. Therefore, problems of box-office share options in China have existed so far: there 
are conflicts of the interests among different groups, the share options are unitary-patterned, 
people and organizations are unconscious of law and are self-indulgent, and the government 
is not properly functioned. These factors are leading to international clashes and domestic 
disputes.  
Though being normal to emerge during the primary stage of film industries, the problems 
reveal the unfair and unreasonable structures in markets and companies that every 
component of the industry has to face and resolve. This paper is aimed to expose the 
demerits of current film industry in China, and get enlightenments from the solutions so as to 
build a more organized and fair order in the film industry.  
 
Key Words: China’s film industry, Industrial structure, Market structure, Conflicts of the 
interests, Box-office disputes 
 
Bio: Communication University of China, Major in Film study, Master Degree. 
 
 

田亦洲 TIAN Yizhou 
中國傳媒大學 Communication University of China 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 全球化語境下的生存體驗——以”新都市電影”為例 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: 當今，”全球化”已成為一種現代人的全球共生、互動的生存體驗與思維方式，

同時也構成了當代中國當代思想、情感、審美和藝術等形成的基本”地面”。近年來，

以《杜拉拉升職記》、《失戀33天》、《人在囧途之泰囧》、《北京遇上西雅圖》、《致我們

終將逝去的青春》、《中國合夥人》、《小時代》系列等影片為代表的”新都市電影”
3
，

開始引領中國內地電影的潮流。這批影片突出地反映了中國內地現代個體生存體驗的

諸多特點，並具體表現為以追求時間現時性與空間跨地性為特徵的時空模式、以物質

層面成功引導精神層面認同的”拜物教”式的價值觀念以及以”怨羨情結”與重返”

天下之中央”的無意識心理為驅動的文化想像。 

 

有鑑於此，本文嘗試從全球化的語境出發，將近年來出現的一批”新都市電影”作為

折射當代中國內地社會現實的一面鏡子，分析其時空模式、價值觀念與文化想像等方

面反映出的特徵，在比照此前的中國內地電影的同時，揭示出全球化境遇中其國族想

像與身份認同的新變化，以及現代中國人特殊的生存體驗及其發展趨向。 
 

                                                           
3
根据陈犀禾的观点，笔者认为，”新都市电影”指的是一批以30-40岁导演为创作主体、以20-30岁观众为目

标受众、以现代都市为故事背景、以现代生活为表现内容，集平民化题材、类型化叙事、时尚化风格、商业

化运营、明星化效应于一身的在市场上取得高额票房成绩的中小成本影片。见陈犀禾、程功：《”新都市电

影”的崛起》，《社会观察》，2013年06期。 
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作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介::::男，1987年8月生，中國傳媒大學電影學2013級博士研究生，在國內學術期

刊發表理論文章近20篇。 

    

Title: Surviving Globalization: The Case of New Urban Cinema 
 
Abstract: Nowadays, people in modern society can hardly escape the trend of globalization, 
and no doubt it is a context within which thoughts, emotions, aesthetics and arts are 
reconstructed in contemporary China. In recent years, the New Urban Cinema boomed in 
Mainland China, examples can be found as Go LaLa Go!, Love is Not Blind, Lost in 
Thailand, Finding Mr. Right, So Young, American Dreams in China and Tiny Times. These 
movies describe individual’s surviving experience under the frames of time and space 
changing in Mainland China and emphasize the importance of financial capital. Moreover, 
they are full of cultural imaginations including the complex feelings toward the West, mixed 
with complain and envy; and also a kind of unconscious thinking as “back to the center of 
the world”.  
  
Therefore, this study adopts a theoretical framework of globalization to analyze the time and 
space mode, social values and cultural imagination in the New Urban Cinema in recent 
years. After comparing with the previous movies produced in Mainland China, this study 
aims at concluding the changes about the nation imagination and identity recognition in the 
age of globalization. Moreover, it also wants to see the new trend that how the Chinese 
people live in contemporary China.  
 
 

王曉航 WANG Xiaohang 
上海外國語大學 Shanghai International Studies University 
 
Title: Chinese Music Fandom Studies: the Fandom of Shang Wenjie 
 
Abstract: The Cultural Studies School examines that audiences can not be simply seen as 
negative recipients of forms of external stimulus - a movie, TV programs and even songs. 
Audiences, in the dimension of active audiences, drawing on specific sets of cultural 
resources and located in specific social settings, actively interpret media products (David 
Croteau, William Hoynes, Stefanie Milan, 2012).  
 
Fans, as a special group of media audiences, are emerged in both West and East society with 
the growth of consumerism. Fandom, in this aspect, is utilized to explain the worship of 
“stars” or media products and the related social behaviors of fans (Shuker, 2001). While 
fandom is closely related to the social background, when coming to mainland China, the 
study of music fandom somehow reflects the social exchange of Chinese society.  
 
Shangwenjie, a female artist who won the champion of the singing competition Super Girl in 
2006, appeared in the mass media with distinct electronic music genres and wired dressing 
style, compared as Chinese Lady Gaga. After becoming the winner with over 5 million votes, 
Shang won millions of fans and impressed the audiences with the identity Indie Female 
Singer-songwriter.  
 
When looking to Chinese music industry, Shang Wenjie - a female singer-songwriter 
expropriated to project a new Chinese femininity and celebrity worship, also creates and 
provides expression and aspiration to female fans. Her rebellious cultural representations are 
routinely reiterated in the language of independence and feminism and circulated through 
fans communication in fans club.  
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In this article, the author examines the process by which fans subtly appropriate Shang 
Wenjie’s persona and engage in independent trajectories and various struggles against 
existing cultural norms and gendered family values.  
 
Bio: Postgraduate (M. A in Media and Communications Studies) of Shanghai International 
Studies University.  
 
 

趙翔 ZHAO Xiang 
雲南師範大學Yunnan Normal University, Kunming 

 

Gareth DAVEY 
雲南師範大學Yunnan Normal University, Kunming 
 
Title: Making sense of smoking: Chinese youth’s gendered understandings of tobacco 
portrayal in film  
 
Abstract: Images of tobacco in film are highly prevalent and watched by many young 
people. Although previous research in other countries has linked youth’s media consumption 
and smoking initiation, studies on this topic in China are limited. In this presentation we 
discuss our research about how young people in China make sense of smoking imagery seen 
in film, how these understandings are shaped by cultural and social context of images, and 
relationships with real- life tobacco use. Media and media literacy were important means 
through which Chinese youth construct and communicate knowledge about smoking, and 
images of tobacco in film cultivate favourable and realistic beliefs of real-life smoking. 
Another important finding was gendered understandings of tobacco portrayal in film as the 
boys’ accounts were grounded in interpretations of masculinity: Male smokers in film were 
interpreted as symbols of male authority and power, based on China’s historical tradition of 
subordination of women. Though the girls also acknowledged these socialised gender roles, 
they interpreted women’s smoking as asserting gender equity amid a broader context of 
feminism and emancipation of women in China. They also described changes in the portrayal 
of women and women smokers in Chinese media which in recent years has cast women more 
positively, and thus tobacco imagery in film was understood as playing a role in Chinese 
women’s assertion of gender equity. These findings lend new insights into young people’s 
understandings of tobacco imagery in Chinese film and, therefore, should be incorporated 
into tobacco control programmes.  
 
Bio: ZHAOXiang is a postgraduate student and teaching assistant at Yunnan Normal 
University in Kunming, China. He is also a licensed school teacher and counsellor. His 
research interests include counselling and therapy, smoking and drug misuse, and health 
education. He has recently completed a project about health imagery in Chinese media and 
its relation to Chinese student’s beliefs and behaviors.  
 
Gareth DAVEY Ph.D. is an Assistant Professor in the Counselling and Psychology 
Department, Hong Kong Shue Yan University. He has previously worked in various Chinese 
cities (Beijing, Guangzhou, Hong Kong, Shenzhen, Zhuhai). Trained in science and social 
science, his research agenda is the interdisciplinary study of people as biological-cultural-
social wholes situated in their environment. He has authored more than130 articles in books 
and journals.  
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張選中 ZHANG Xuanzhong 
東北師範大學 Northeast Normal University 

 

遲宇辰 CHI Yuchen 
東北師範大學 Northeast Normal University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 自媒體語境下紀錄片的創新與發展 

 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 以微博為代表的自媒體已成為網路傳播最活躍的主體和新興輿論場。在自媒體

這一新興媒體的傳播背景下，紀錄片無論是從傳播方式上還是從創作形態上都發生了

巨大的變化。自媒體背景下的紀錄片要求更具有互動性，時效性，參與性，體驗性並

兼具有”短平快”的特點。本文主要目的是探究什麼樣的紀錄片適合在自媒體時代生

存；為了適應自媒體，紀錄片創作應該發生怎樣的改變和創新，什麼樣的紀錄片能在

自媒體中脫穎而出，自媒體語境的紀錄片又將有怎樣的發展前景。筆者依託獨立創作

的自媒體紀錄片《未知行程》為實證，探索和研究自媒體環境下的紀錄片有怎樣的發

展之路。    

 

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 張選中，東北師範大學传媒科学学院講師 

 

Title: The Language-scape of We Media: Documentaries, Innovations and Developments 
 
Abstract: The ‘we media’ that weibo represents is becoming the most active element in 
internet communication and the new public opinion field. In the context of we media, 
documentary film has changed dramatically in the mode of communication ways and 
creative technique. In the context of we media, documentary film is required to be 
interactivity, timeliness, participatory and more fast, short, and delicate. This 
article mainly studied and discussed what kind of documentaries can survive in the period of 
we media. In order to adapt the new media, how to innovate and change the creative methods 
of documentary film, what kind of documentary will stand out the most in the new media 
age, what is the development future of documentary film? Empirical research is taken with 
the documentary unknown trip which is created by myself. It will help me to explore and 
research the way of the development of documentary film in the context of we media.  
 
Bio: Lecturer of School of Media Science at Northeast Normal University.  
 
 

趙立諾 ZHAO Linuo 
北京大學藝術學院 School of Arts, Peking University 
 
標題標題標題標題: 新世纪中国电影古典美学的现代转化研究 
 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: 儘管電影美學主要來自於歐洲和美國，但是中國電影一直以來也在進行著如何

將中國古典美學與電影完美結合的探索，從而出現了30、40年代的《一江水向東流》、

《小城之春》，80年代的《邊城》90年代的《那山、那人、那狗》這樣具有中國古典

意境的電影以及武俠片類型的崛起。但是，隨著好萊塢電影在90年代大規模進入中國，

以及香港電影在90年代以其商業性特徵為整個華語地區的觀眾所接受，具有中國審美

情懷的電影便逐漸被邊緣化。但是隨著2000年李安的《臥虎藏龍》大獲成功之後，中

國電影中的古典美學傾向開始了一個新的活躍期。 《英雄》、《十面埋伏》以及2013
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年的《一代宗師》等作品都將中國的古典美學、古典哲學作為電影核心精神藉以傳達。

本文認為，”意象”、”氣韻”和”境”是三個中國古典美學的核心概念，簡單來看

分別可以指向畫面、風格和哲學精神。中國古典美學中對”意象”、”氣韻”和”境”

的要求是以”神似”、”生動”以及”物外”作為它的要求和標準，但是在全球化語

境之下，中國電影卻在這樣的美學關照之下具有了新的特點。這些新的特點使得新世

紀的中國電影既具有中國古典美學的韻味與律動，但是又能夠傳達時代氣息，並呈現

出後現代和全球化的特質，表現為文化的跨地性、流動性和影像符號的拼貼性等特點。

本文將從這三個概念出發觀照新世紀以來的中國電影，主要以《一代宗師》、《英雄》

等電影為例，討論新世紀以來的中國電影的古典美學傳統在全球化語境之下的變異、

現代轉化和新趨勢。 

 

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 趙立諾，女，北京大學藝術學院影視系電影學專業博士研究生，研究方向

為電影理論，現階段已發表理論成果11篇，曾獲國家級論文獎勵1次，校級重大學術

獎勵2次。 

 
Title: Modern Transformation of Classical Aesthetics in Chinese Films in the New Century 
 
Abstract: Although cinema aesthetics have mainly developed in Europe and America, 
Chinese filmmakers have been constantly exploring the ideal combination of Chinese 
classical aesthetics and Chinese cinema and which has led to the emergence of films with 
Chinese classical conceptions, such as The River Flows To The East and Spring In a Small 
Town in 1940s, Border Town in 1980s, and Postmen In The Mountains in1990s. The rise of 
the Kung Fu genre also partially came from this endeavor. However, with the increasing 
popularity of Hollywood movies and the commercialization of Hong Kong films in the 
Chinese market in the 1990’s, films with a classical sentiment were gradually marginalized. 
It is not until Ang Leereleased the successful Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon in 2000 that 
classical aesthetics became actively expressed in modern Chinese cinema. For example, the 
expression of ancient Chinese philosophy and classical Chinese aesthetics are all featured in 
Hero (2002), House of Flying Daggers (2004), and The Grandmaster (2013). This paper 
views “Yixiang＂, “Qiyun＂, and “Jing＂ as three essential conceptions in Chinese classical 
aesthetics, which refer to the image, style, and philosophical orientation, respectively. The 
three conceptions are assessed according to “similarity in spirit＂, vividness＂ and 
＂detachment＂in classical aesthetics, while Chinese cinema, under this aesthetical 
influence, has developed some new features under the context of globalization in the modern 
era. Accompanied with these features, Chinese films in the new century embody the classical 
rhythm and dynamics, convey a contemporary atmosphere, and take on characteristics of 
post modernism and globalism which are expressed as cultural trans-regionalism and 
mobility, and a collage of visual signals. According to the three conceptions, this paper will 
examine Chinese movies in the 21st century, and take The Grandmaster, and Hero as 
primary examples. It will discuss te changes, modern transformations and new trends of 
classical aesthetics in Chinese movies in the context of globalization.  
 
Bio: Linuo Zhao is a doctoral student of cinema studies at Peking University under Professor 
Xuguang Chen’s supervision. Her main research interest is Chinese contemporary cinema; 
an area in which she has published nine research articles to date.  
 
 

鐘磊 ZHONG Lei 
長春師範大學傳媒學 Changchun Normal University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 《小時代》，大格局    
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摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 郭敬明的《小時代》華麗謝幕了。過億的票房，千萬粉絲的瘋狂追捧，網路罵

戰的此起彼伏，讓我們不得不重新審視《小時代》，它究竟是一場過眼雲煙式的鬧劇，

還是中國影視創作格局重新塑造的開端。在影視藝術發展過程中，精彩紛呈的電影流

派推動了影視創作一次次的革命。然而近年來國產片”雷劇”頻發，讓我們不得不開

始討論電影本源及其美學規律，與暫態萬變的時代發展之間的關係。本文將從《小時

代》觀影后感出發，對當代中國影視格局的形成進行淺層探索。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 長春師範大學傳媒學院講師；教育學原理博士；研究方向: 紀錄片創作，

影視心理研究。 

 
Title: Tiny time. More patterns 
 
Abstract: There are many different topics what we are interest to talk after the guo’s film 
Tiny time public showed. The topics are there are tens of thousands fans to be infatuated with 
Tiny time, and debated endlessly in internet. The above factors make us have to recognize 
Tiny time. We don’t know it is a superficial film or the beginning of creative pattern of 
Chinese film. During the development of film, different film genre promote the revolution of 
film, but there are many vulgarity or low taste film produced, so we have to discuss the 
origin of film, the aesthetic rules of film and the relationship between time and aesthetic. I 
will try to explore the formation of Chinese film in this thesis.  
 
Bio: Zhong Lei is a lecturer of Changchun Normal University, with a Phd degree of 
Educational Principle. His research focuses on the Documentary Creation and the Film and 
Television Psychological Research 
 
 

周艷 ZHOU Yan 
山西農業大學 Shanxi Agricultural University 
 
標題標題標題標題：：：：中國青春電影的類型化思考 
 
Title: The Thinking about the Typification of Chinese Youth Movie 
 
Abstract: When the total box office of the movie TINY TIMES (1-2) achieved 6.8 hundred 
million and lead the summer movie box because the performance surpassed the Hollywood 
blockbuster such as Pacific Rim, Jurassic park, Superman: steel, the viewing boom at the 
begin of the year 2013 that caused by the movie So Young carried 7.08 hundred million box 
office was at its peak about youth movies. After that, a series of youth movies have sprung 
up. According to statistics, the age grades of the nowdays’s Chinese movie audiences have 
reduced to 21.7 years old in 2013 from 25.7 in 2009. Obviously, the Chinese filmmakers 
have realized the phenomenon. More and more youth movies are predicting the birth of a 
new film type. 
 
Through the bustling light behind, it can be found that the confusion of the concept of Youth 
Movie, and the phenomenon of quick bucks of the blind consumption about the young times. 
In the network investigation, the audience just marks 3.4 points (Full mark is 10 points) for 
Tiny Times and 6.9 points for So Young. the great contrast between its business success and 
art performance has provoked fierce debate among academics. By mean of viewing the 
Chinese youth movie history, and researches about the problem that existed in the text, it can 
be found that what kind of problems exist in the development and how to break through. The 
way is to help the young viewers find their own dignity and life style by the creative 
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narrative perspective that fixed the mainstream value and conflict between the youthful 
dream and reality. 
 
Bio: Zhou Yan,(1979-), female, Beijing Normal University Masters in literature degree, the 
college of information teacher，Shanxi agricultural university. The research direction is the 
film theory and criticism. 
 
 

周冬瑩 ZHOU Dongying 
浙江傳媒學院，電影學院 Zhejiang University of Media and Communications 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 稀疏與緩慢——賈樟柯電影中的運動分析 

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 自賈樟柯的第一部影片以來，他一直在堅持的美學意義上的”真實”,即要”

在現實的環境種去發現一種詩意”
4
，用日常生活的細節凸顯出來的人精神狀態

5
，以

傾聽和靜觀，穿越政治和社會狀況，專注在個人對於庸常生活的承擔，以及存在的危

機。”傾聽”和”靜觀”的態度，決定了他是一位運動”稀疏和緩慢”的導演。賈樟

柯用稀疏或緩慢的運動，給出了一個純粹的視聽世界，用純視聽符號用來表現人類生

活的複雜性。 

    

個人簡介個人簡介個人簡介個人簡介: : : : 周冬莹，浙江传媒学院电影专业讲师，中国传媒大学电影学博士，毕业论

文为《影像与时间－德勒兹的影像理论与柏格森、尼采的时间哲学》，已于2012年出

版。现为浙江传媒学院电影学院电影剧作教师。 

 
Title: Sparseness and Slowness –Analysis of Movement in Jia Zhangke’s Films 
 
Abstract: Since Jia Zhangke’s first film, he has been sticking to “true” in the sense of 
aesthetics, namely to “discover poetry in the real world”, to highlight people’s mental state 
through details of daily lives, to undergo political and social condition by listening and 
watching, and to concentrate on individual undertaking of daily life and existing crisis. The 
attitude of “listening” and “watching” determines his movement of image is sparse and slow. 
Jia Zhangke has created a pure optical and sound world. The pure optical and sound sings 
that fill Jia’s frames are arranged to show of the complexities of human existence.  
 
Bio: Lecturer in film of Zhejiang University of Media and Communication, Doctor in Film 
of Communication University of China. The PhD thesis titled Image and Time—Deleuze’s 
Image Theory and the Time Philosophy of Bergson and Nietzsche, published in 2012. 
Teaching film script writing at Film Academy of Zhejiang University of Media and 
Communication.  
 
 

周安華ZHOU Anhua 
南京大學 Nanjing University 
 
標題標題標題標題: : : : 節奏背後: 時間和現代性的凸顯——（中國）現象電影的速度變奏 

    

摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 電影中的速度是蒙太奇的造物，特別是非線性敘事使電影時間獲得任意性的表

現，主觀表意由此具有了更豐沛、更自由的流動性。2013年中國影壇出現了一批以青

                                                           
4《贾想》贾樟柯著，北京大学出版社，2009版，p67 
5《贾想》p68 
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春、懷舊、懸疑為主調的商業電影，如《小時代》、《無人區》、《致青春》和《天機-

富春山居圖》等，由於它們爭議極大，票房奇高，被稱為”現象電影”。與歷史上的”

戲劇電影”側重於外在速度的映現，以觀眾心理”彌合”和”自我縫合”為旨歸，把”

故事和懸念”的牽引作為電影最重要的樂趣不同，（中國）現象電影吸取了迄今為止

國際電影探索的全部睿智和從容，悍然打破”適度”、”均衡”的電影速度呈現原則，

緊扣”永恆性”,營建現代性話語。它們試圖將”速度”從兩維並進的清晰節奏邏輯

中解放出來，挑戰其流轉的可能性，以賦予其更廣大、更靈動的空間。比如，《無人

區》極境下的道德掙扎，即採取”外松內緊”的速度節律，《全民目擊》不同橋段的”

倫巴”舞，張弛有度，直逼心靈深處；比如，《富春山居圖》借助”強鏡頭美學”,採

取”超速”節奏，時間空間化，極大彰顯了現代化概念的”效能自覺”……如此，積

極超越敘事技術層面，中國現象電影使電影速度更多負載了精神哲學的豐富內涵。 

    

作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介作者簡介: 周安華，南京大學戲劇影視藝術系教授、博士生導師、《電影藝術》雜誌

編委、中國高校影視教育研究會副會長、教育部戲劇影視教育指導委員會委員。 

 
Title: Behind the Rhythm: Speed, Time and Modernity in (China’s) Phenomenon Films 
 
Abstract: The film speed is montage’s creature. Particularly, non-linear narrative leads the 
movie-time to get the expression at will, subjective ideographic thus gets the mobility which 
is more abundant and liberal. Chinese films present a certain appearance in a group of 
commercial films which are youth, nostalgia and thrill as the keynote in 2013, such as Tiny 
Times, No Man’s Land, So Young and Switch and so on. They are extremely controversial and 
extraordinarily high hits at the box office, so known as the “Phenomena Movie”. 
Historically, the “Theatrical Films” focused on the external velocity of film expression, and 
regarded the psychology of the audience to “bridge” and “self-stitch” as its purpose. 
(Chinese) Phenomena Movie, does not regard the traction of “story and suspense” as the 
most important fun of films, draws all wisdom and calm from all of the exploration of 
international film so far , smashes the film velocity rendering principles which are 
“moderate” and “balanced” flagrantly, keeps to the point “eternity” closely, and constructs 
the modern utterance. They try to liberate the “speed” from the two-dimensional and thus 
challenge the possibility of the rhythm logic of its circulation, give its wider, more agile 
spaces. For example, the moral struggle under the extreme habitats in No Man’s Land 
adopted the rhythm of “ the tight inside but loose outside “; the Flexible degree of rumbas in 
different plots of Silent Witness, were touching the bottom of heart; by means of “strong 
scene aesthetic”, Switch produced spatialization of time by “over-speed” rhythm, greatly 
highlights the modern concept of “ efficiency-consciousness”. . . . . . . In these ways, beyond 
the technical level of narrative positively, the “Chinese Phenomena Film” loads enrichment 
content of spiritual philosophy in movies’ speeds.  
 
Bio : Zhou Anhua , Professor and Doctoral Tutor of the Department of Drama and Movie 
Arts of Nanjing University ; Editorial Board Member of Film Art Magazine; Vice President 
of China Higher Education Television, Film Research Association of China; Member of 
Television, Drama Education Steering Committee of the Ministry of Education of China.  
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PAPER ABSTRACTS (ENGLISH) 
 

 

 

AJURIA IBARRA, Enrique  
Universidad de las Américas Puebla, Mexico 
 
Title: Cross-Border Implications: Audiovisual Haunting and the Transnational Look of The 
Eye 
 
Abstract: Directed by the Pang Brothers, The Eye (Gin Gwai, 2002) is a repository for 
critical debates about pan-Asian film production and cultural identity. On the surface, the 
film seems to embrace a transnational outlook that attempts to fit a shared cinematic agenda. 
Nevertheless, its notion of globalisation discloses cultural and regional tensions, more 
specifically about Hong Kong’s national identity, its relationship with other countries in 
Southeast Asia and its mixture of Western and Eastern traditions (Knee, 2009). As a horror 
film, The Eye focuses on the transpositional qualities of ghostly haunting that prompt the 
subject to question her perceptions of reality. With transplants, geographical and 
metaphysical border crossings, the film raises problems at personal, social and political 
levels.  
 
The film particularly manifests uncanny revelations with the acquisition of new sight by 
means of a cornea transplant. Curiously, its protagonist is also able to hear spirits and ghosts 
now that she can see them. This peculiar other-worldly perception evidences a cultural 
preference of visual over aural understanding of reality and the supernatural. As such, the 
issues addressed in The Eye are not solely reliant on social and political discourses; the 
cinematic structure of the haunting in this film also presents textual manifestations of 
transposition, imposition and alienation that further provide evidence for its complicated 
pan-Asian look. The purpose of this paper is to examine the film’s audio-visual elaborations 
of the haunting as a structural catalyst for further debates in the determination of a 
transnational, Asian Gothic horror aesthetic that confronts concepts of identity, nationality 
and subjectivity.  
 
Bio: Enrique Ajuria Ibarra teaches media, film and cultural studies at Universidad de las 
Américas Puebla, Mexico. His main research interests lie in the areas of fantasy, horror and 
Gothic studies, most particularly in cinema. He has previously published journal articles and 
book chapters on issues of haunting, monstrosity and national identity in the films of 
Guillermo del Toro. He is currently working on the relationship between horror and travel 
writing in Gothic fiction.  
 
 

BAE, Juyeon 
University of Nottingham, UK 
 
Title: The Emergence of Paternal Multiculturalism in Contemporary Korean Cinema 
 
Abstract: Recently, multiculturalism has become one of the core values of South Korean 
cultural policy. On the one hand, the popularity of the Korean Wave (Hallyu) in Asia has 
influenced on this policy decision. On the other hand, the policy stems from demographic 
change within Korean society caused by the increasing numbers of Asian migrants who 
come to South Korea to find a job or spouse. Accordingly, those films which deal with 
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multicultural issues such as a multicultural family (Damunhwa Gajok, a family which is 
constituted of different races or ethnicities) or migrant workers have been widely subsided 
and supported by governmental organisations and the public sector. In particular, after the 
box office smash of Punch (Lee Han, 2011), multicultural issues proved their commercial 
appeal and, resultantly, large entertainment enterprises started to invest and produce so-
called “multicultural films” (Damunhwa Yŏnghwa).  
 
However, multiculturalism which is rendered in these films needs to be scrutinised, since 
multiculturalism is an extremely contested term. Also cinema does not simply echo the 
discourse of multiculturalism supported by the government, but it instead negotiates and 
re/forms the discourse. In order to examine the way to create a cinematic discourse on 
multiculturalism, this paper explores A Wonderful Moment (aka My Little Hero) (Kim Seong-
hoon, 2012) which depicts the friendship between a son of a multicultural family and a 
Korean male musical director. I argue that the film disseminates “paternal multiculturalism” 
by placing the Korean male as an ethical father of the young ethnic minority. In so doing, the 
film reinforces a belief in the superiority of Korean ethnicity.  
 
Bio: Juyeon Bae is a PhD candidate in the Department of Culture, Film and Media at the 
University of Nottingham. Her PhD research embraces the representation of Asian “others” – 
foreign migrant workers, North Korean defectors and ethnic Koreans – in contemporary 
South Korean cinema, examining multicultural and transnational flow in (trans)/national 
cinema. Her MA dissertation in Cinema Studies was completed at the Korea National 
University of Arts and focused upon Korean action cinema of the 1960s and 70s. She has 
worked in an art cinema as a programmer in Seoul and is a former member of the Critics 
Committee for Jeonju International Film Festival. Her interests include border-crossing, 
diaspora, film movement, gender studies and cultural practices in Korean and Japanese 
cinema.  
 
 

BAIK, Crystal  
University of Southern California, USA 
 
Title: The Decolonial Gesture: Korean Transnational Cultural Production and the Possibility 
of a Decolonial Aesthetic  
 
Abstract: In this paper, I explore the concept of the decolonial gesture to imagine a 
demilitarized and decolonized “Korea” and “Asia Pacific. “ A framework that emphasizes 
denaturalization, destabilization, and decomposition, the decolonial gesture points to the 
ways in which cultural producers draw upon visual fragments, disintegrating lines, and non-
linear formats—including site-specific performances, transient film projections, and mobile 
multi-screen video installations— to trouble established geographies, bodies of knowledge, 
and visual orders. Mobilizing the decolonial gesture as a starting point, this essay examines 
how three Korean transnational cultural producers— Sylbee Kim, Eunji Cho, and Jane Jin 
Kaisen— interrogate the heterogeneous meanings associated with national division, 
migration, militarization, and South Korean sub-imperialism. By engaging with specific 
works, including Kim’s Friendly Fire (2011, multi-media installation), Cho’s Earth Thief 
(2009, performance), and Kaisen’s Reiterations of Dissent (2011, multi-screen video 
installation), this paper addresses the following questions. First, as diasporic subjects who 
reside in and work across translocal spaces in and outside of “Asia,” how does each cultural 
producer visualize the transnational ramifications, material and affective, of national 
division, especially in relationship to hypervisible formations such as the Korean 
Demilitarized Zone (DMZ)? Second, even as each artist recognizes the historical and local 
specificities that constitute a modern “Korea,” what formal strategies do they employ to de-
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essentialize and queer seemingly static borders, national territories, and fixed articulations of 
“Asia”? Lastly, how do these works allude to or sense spectral dynamics excluded from the 
historical record——traces that allow us to imagine, if only for a moment, different 
genealogies of knowledge and modes of seeing that are not solely reliant upon the ocular? 
The primary objective of this paper, then, is to critically reflect upon and consider the 
possibility of a decolonial aesthetic in relationship to an always already shifting “Korea” and 
“Asia. “  
 
Bio: Crystal Mun-hye Baik is a doctoral candidate in the Department of American Studies & 
Ethnicity (ASE) at the University of Southern California (USC) in Los Angeles, California 
(USA). Baik is interested in how Korean diasporic cultural producers mobilize visual 
fragments and cultural objects to hint at obscured memories of war, forced migration, and 
settler colonialism excluded from the historical record. Her dissertation, entitled, Unsettling 
Images that Bind: The Korean Diaspora (1905-1965), Critical Sensing, and the Decolonial 
Archive, engages with the ways in which visual traces— ranging from found footage of anti-
colonial protests in rural California during the early 20th century to the private home film 
archives of Korean diasporics during the Asia Pacific War(s)— are deployed by 
contemporary Korean transnational institutions to generate historical narratives of belonging, 
citizenship, and ethno-nationalism. Baik also considers how cultural production critically 
examines and troubles essentialized binaries, including “East/West,” “south/north,” and 
“domestic/national. “ Currently, Baik is the Research Assistant/Coordinator for the USC 
Center for Transpacific Studies (CTS), an institution dedicated to mapping the cultural 
affiliations, socio-economic ties, and (de)colonial flows between the Americas and the Asia 
Pacific.  
 
 

BERNARDS, Brian 
University of Southern California, USA 
 
Title: Summoning the Forgotten Creole Pioneers: ‘Interracial’ Malaysian Romance in 
Yasmin Ahmad’s Sepet 
 
Abstract: This paper analyses Malaysian auteur Yasmin Ahmad’s interrogation of a 
“forbidden” Chinese-Malay “interracial” romance in her 2004 film Sepet, emphasizing how 
the film appropriates the Peranakan figure as a forgotten “creole pioneer” who challenges the 
boundaries of the nation’s official multiculturalism, which relies on legacies of colonial 
racial discourse proposing the mutual impermeability of cultures. While interracial attraction 
may invoke inaccurate stereotypes, Ahmad suggests that naïve admiration for the Other 
provides the necessary impetus to discover shared cultural histories that not only transcend 
Malaysia’s official discourse, but blur the lines of a tokenized “diversity” inherent in 
metropolitan concepts of multiculturalism.  
 
Bio: Brian Bernards is Assistant Professor of East Asian Languages and Cultures at the 
University of Southern California. He is co-editor (with Shu-mei Shih and Chien-hsin Tsai) 
of Sinophone Studies: A Critical Reader (Columbia U P, 2013), and has published in the 
journals Postcolonial Studies (2012), the Sun Yat-sen Journal of Humanities (2013), and 
Modern Chinese Literature and Culture (forthcoming, 2014). His manuscript project, 
Writing the South Seas (now under review), examines the history of Chinese migration, 
settlement, and creolization in Southeast Asia through the evolution of the Nanyang as a 
postcolonial trope in literature from China, Malaysia, Singapore, and Thailand. 
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BETTINSON, Gary 
University of Lancaster, UK 
 
Title: Chinatown kid: the Xiaozi Screen Persona of Alexander Fu Sheng 
 
Abstract: Alexander Fu Sheng (1954-1983), a leading contract player at Shaw Brothers, 
rose to rare heights of popularity in Hong Kong during the 1970s. By the middle of the 
decade, Variety could refer to the “local Fu Sheng craze,” the matinee idol having headlined 
several box-office successes in the territory. Yet Fu Sheng remains largely unknown in the 
West. His career deserves study, however, not only because it encompasses several seminal 
films (e.g. Disciples of Shaolin [1974], Shaolin Martial Arts [1974], Chinatown Kid [1977], 
Legendary Weapons of China [1982], Eight Diagram Pole Fighter [1983]), but also because 
it bears witness to a distinctive, even subversive, screen persona. 
 
This paper attempts to characterize this trademark image, focusing in particular on the 
primary contradiction within Fu Sheng’s persona – the adolescent on the cusp of adulthood, 
or what director Zhang Che termed the xiaozi (“little brat” or “boxing punk”). The paper 
argues that Fu Sheng’s persona flirts with a radical crisis of masculinity, all the more 
remarkable for coalescing within the hypermasculine kung-fu genre. At its most radical, Fu 
Sheng’s persona hints at masculine masquerade. In all, Fu Sheng cultivates a deceptively 
complex screen persona. More than most in Shaw Brothers’ cadre of male action stars, Fu 
Sheng pressed the limits of heterosexual masculinity.  
 
Defining Fu Sheng’s persona is also, to some extent, to identify the major generic trends and 
cycles in Hong Kong cinema in the 1970s and early 1980s. This paper tries to establish Fu 
Sheng’s historical importance by arguing that his career did not simply reflect or parallel 
industrial or generic trends. Rather, the actor was among the vanguards of these trends, 
central to the genres’ popularity and growth. Not least, Fu Sheng proved integral to the kung-
fu comedy’s primacy in the mid-late 1970s. 
 
Bio: Gary Bettinson is Lecturer in Film Studies at Lancaster University, UK. He is editor of 
the ‘Directory of World Cinema: China,’ volumes 1 (2012) and 2 (2014), and co-author (with 
Richard Rushton) of ‘What is Film Theory?’ (2010). 
 
 

CAMPOS, Patrick 
University of the Philippines  
 
Title: Extreme, Otherwise: Anxieties in Defining Philippine (Trans)National Cinema 
 
Abstract: Taking Cannes Film Festival as a figure for the previously European-defined 
“world cinema”; the extolling of Asian films as symptom of the geopolitical and economic 
“rise of Asia”; the bodies of Filipina actors as nationally-racially marked figures in non-
Filipino films; the invention and circulation of “Asian extreme” as a genre identifier; and the 
“extreme” works of Park Chan-wook and Brillante Mendoza as emblems of the urgency of 
and anxieties attendant in defining “national” cinema – this paper historicizes and re-
envisions Philippine trans/national cinema in light of the place of “Asia” in this shift from 
“world cinema” to “global cinema. “ 
 
Bio: Patrick Campos is Assistant Professor at the University of the Philippines (UP) Film 
Institute and Director of the Office of Research and Publication, College of Mass 
Communication, UP. He is co-editor of Communication and Media Theory and Criticism: 
The Philippine Experience (forthcoming, UP Press 2014). He has two current manuscript 
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projects. The first is a collection of film criticism on Philippine trans/national cinema 
formations, dealing with genre films and art films produced in the country in the 21st century. 
The second is a study on the various media adaptations of the life and works of the 
Philippine hero, Jose Rizal.  
 
 

CAO, Liuying (曹柳莺) 
Institut d’Asie Orientale, Ecole Normale Superieure de Lyon, France 
 
Title: In between Hollywood and Shanghai: A case study of Happy Film Studio (1925-1927) 
 
Abstract: Under the great influence of Hollywood movies screened in the metropolitan 
cities such as Shanghai, early Chinese comedy seems to be a perfect resemblance of its 
western counterpart. The tremendous popularity of Charles Chaplin and Harold Lloyd also 
provided Chinese actors with a vivid performing model and aroused the audiences’ greatest 
enthusiasm towards comedy films. The study of comedy is important to understand Chinese 
early film production as a bizarre situation could be observed: on the one hand, the imported 
Hollywood comedy has achieved overwhelming success from the local audience and on the 
other the Chinese productions seemed to be less attractive and superficial. Why did this 
happen and how could we understand Chinese early comedy in this context? The study of 
Kaixin Film Studio (开心影业公司) may be a good example.  
 
In 1925, the establishment of Happy Film Studio marked a new phase of Shanghai comedy 
development. As indicated by its name, the company, operated by famous writers and actors 
Xu Zhuodai (徐卓呆) and Wang Youyou (汪优游) was dedicated in filming comedies, 
bantering even ironizing the idle rich, the hypocritical bourgeois by implementing jests, 
pranks which were embellished by vigorous imagination. The discussions and critiques 
appeared on the Kaixin Special Issue (开心特刊) presented the conscious pursuit of 
exploiting Chinese comedy by combining western experience and local observation. But as 
indicated before, neither of those films was successful in the market although they did 
receive some positive feedback from the audience. Due to the serial commercial failure, 
Kaixin Studio changed its orientation and embraced the mania of swordsman-feature in later 
20s.  
In this study, I want to explore the achievement the Chinese cineastes have made under 
western influence and market reactions towards such effort, which might be a starting point 
for us to discuss the “Asia-ness” in the global context.  
 
Bio: Cao Liuying graduated from East China Normal University, obtaining her master 
degree in Modern and Contemporary Chinese Literature. She is now the PhD candidate of 
l’IAO-Lyon under the direction of Professor Christian Henriot. Her research interests are: 
Shanghai studies and Chinese cinema. Her doctoral project is about Chinese comedy from 
1920s to 60s.  
 
 

CAVCIC, Antonija 
Murdoch University, Australia 
 
Title: Karmic Relief: Jesus and Buddha, the Blasphemous Buddies Deconstructing Religion, 
Immigration, and Identity Politics in Nakamura Hikaru’s Saint Young Men.  
 
Abstract: Perhaps Japan’s contemporary context of deflation, environmental devastation, 
and a declining birthrate reinforce cultural theorist Hiroki Azuma’s claim that in postmodern 
Japan, “grand narratives are dysfunctional; “god” and “society,” too, must be fabricated from 
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junk subculture” (2009, 29). In a climate where nothing and no one is sacred, it is little 
wonder that kyara moe – the passionate consumption of manga and anime characters, as well 
as corporate mascots and icons – has compensated for the disintegration of belief systems. 
Amongst these icons are the superflat, the superficial, and even the sacrilegious. Nakamura 
Hikaru’s manga, Saint Young Men (2006-), is marketed as a light take on the lives of Jesus 
and Buddha as both NEETs (Not in Education, Employment or Training) and 
roommates in present day Tokyo. However innocently Saint Young Men is pitched, I argue 
that as powerful icons, these blasphemous buddies deconstruct religion, immigration and 
identity politics in postmodern Japan, albeit ironically reinforcing essentialist notions of 
“sameness” in a still seemingly monocultural Japan. That is, despite differences in race, 
religion, and nationality, everyone is respected, but even gods must integrate and celebrate a 
culture of hyperconsumption, where Sony’s “Make. Believe. “ slogan is the silent sermon of 
the twenty-first century.  
 
Bio: Antonija Cavcic is currently a PhD candidate at Murdoch University, her research 
interests include the parallels between women’s progressive publishing practices in Victorian 
Britain and contemporary Japan, food media and celebrity chef culture, and gender and 
sexuality in Japanese culture.  
 
 

CHAN, Hong Kiu (Rita) 
University of Hong Kong  
 
Title: Sex, Sin and Monkeys: The aesthetic style in Night Corridor 
 
Abstract: Night Corridor (2003) is a Hong Kong independent film directed by Julian Lee, 
which adapted the fiction of Lee also. The film involved a variety of desire and sexuality, 
including homosexual relations, Oedipus complex, incestuous tendency, pedophilia, etc. In 
addition, there are a lot western gothic architecture and medieval paintings as the aesthetic 
elements in the film, and it helps to develop the surreptitious style.  
This essay attempts to explore the aesthetic style of “Night Corridor”, by analyzing different 
element used in the film. The essay will discuss from three points: sex, sin and monkeys to 
entry and develop the discourse. In the part of film language analysis, some gender theories 
and postcolonial theory would be used to contribute the methodology, and would be 
intergraded to find out how the film co-operate these different elements to build up the 
unique ghostly aesthetic style.  
 
摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 《妖夜迴廊》(2003)是李志超執導的香港獨立電影,改篇同由李創作的同名小

說。電影涉及各種異色愛慾,包括同性戀、戀母情結、亂倫、戀童癖等,亦利用了不少

西方歌德式建築與中世紀畫作,風格詭秘。本文嘗試以性、罪惡、猴子三個切入點,以

性別理論與後殖民理論配合論述,探討電影中如何運何不同題材共同建構獨特鬼魅般

的美學風格。 

 
Bio: CHAN, Hong Kiu is a current student in HKU post-graduate diploma of Education 
(Major Chinese), graduated in CUHK bachelor or Art (Major Chinese, minor journalism and 
communication and French) 
 

 

CHAN M. Hiu  
Cardiff University, UK 
 
Title: Searching for Cross-Cultural Definitions of Chinese Cinema: Comparing Research 
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Literature in English and in Chinese 
 
Abstract: The definitions of Chinese cinema are ongoing changing, mainly because of the 
world’s perceptions and comprehensions of the country China, its culture and history are 
ongoing changing. This of course, is relevant to both people with Chinese cultural 
background, and those without the ethnic background, but show interests in understanding 
Chinese culture and history, in and outside China.  
 
Chinese cinema has gone beyond just about Chinese language films, since the subject has 
become an international academic awareness. The attempt of defining Chinese cinema 
should be multi-dimensional. This paper aims to expand my existing understandings of 
Chinese cinema through a cross-cultural perspective, a comparative study.  
 
As part of my PhD research, this paper aims to compare a selection of literatures on Chinese 
cinema studies in English and in Chinese (Mandarin/simplified), to find out how academics 
from both sides pay different attentions towards the research of Chinese cinema. Through 
highlighting, comparing and understanding the difference, the definition of Chinese cinema 
will be more dynamic and cross-cultural. Furthermore, it aims to points out another urgent 
issue that is stopping Chinese cinema research moving forward in the West, which is the lack 
of translation materials.  
 
Bio: PhD candidate in film and cultural studies, at Cardiff University. 
 
 

CHAN, Kim-mui (1) 
Hong Kong Baptist University 
 
Title: A Body of ‘Phantom’ Limbs: Chinese Masculinity Re-defined in The Grandmaster 
 
Abstract: Between 2008 and 2013, the biographical story of Ip Man’s survival in wartime 
China and Hong Kong has been coincidentally adapted in 5 Hong Kong films in a row. They 
include Ip Man (2008) and Ip Man 2: Legend of the Grandmaster (2010) by Wilson Yip; The 
Legend is Born: Ip Man (2010) and Ip Man: The Final Fight (2013) by Herman Yau; and The 
Grandmaster (2013)by Kar-wai Wong. Among them, Wong’s film, though remains distinct in 
cinematography and aesthetic value, joins many other pre-post-1997 action films to render 
the film noirish. The chiaroscuro effect and claustrophobic sense unconventionally conveyed 
in the action scenes beg a question of enactment and re-enactment of masculinity. Unlike 
other films of the group, The Grandmaster nuances the typical heroic image of Ip Man. This 
paper describes how the body of an action hero is ‘de-mobilized’ cinematographically to re-
enact Chinese masculinity. Drawing on Butler’s theory of performativity and the Derridian 
notion of supple mentarity, I shall critique the Chinese heroic masculine attribute as quint 
essentially Hong Kong Chinese. In the historically globalized generic practice, The 
Grandmaster, like Wong’s previous films, employs a postmodern strategy to redefine 
modern cosmopolitan challenges.  
 
Bio: Kim-mui E. Chan earned her Ph. D in film studies from University of Kent, United 
Kingdom. She teaches an MFA programme at the Film Academy of Hong Kong Baptist 
University. She also taught at Lingnan University and The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
in the areas of film and cultural studies, and developed general education programmes at The 
University of Hong Kong. Her international academic work appears in Journal of Chinese 
Cinemas, etc.; published script for radio broadcast includes By 21. She was also a producer-
director of TV documentary, and producer-copywriter of TV commercial.  
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CHAN, Kim-mui (2) 
Hong Kong Baptist University 
 
Title: Old School or Minor Practice: A Case Study of The Royal Execution or Zhan Er Wang 
(斬二王) 
 
Abstract: 2013 saw some rudimentary breakthroughs in conceptualizing Cantonese opera in 
Hong Kong. While the pluralistic conglomeration of the ‘northern’ (北派) and ‘southern’ 
(南派) styles of xiqu handed down by Kok-sin Sit since early last century stays popular in 
the mainstream, there appear two tendencies of artistic detour. First, the live application of 
realistic theatrical representation enhanced by 3D screen projection technology undermines 
Cantonese opera’s fundamental aesthetic tradition of expressionism. Second, the special full-
length signature presentation of the genre in the older ‘southern’ style by some well-
respected senior artists is seen as a critique of the contemporary commercial practice. The 
latter arouses much attention on conservation of the intangible cultural heritage and on the 
genre’s sustainable development in general. This paper will base on Kar-ying Law’s latest 
predominantly old-school performance of The Royal Execution or Zhan Er Wang (斬二王) 
and spell out how this minor practice in Hong Kong may possibly revolutionize a nation-
wide cosmopolitan adaptation of the historical genre.  
 
 

CHANG, Anita Wen-shin 
University of California Santa Cruz, USA 
 
Title: Tongues of Heaven: Experiments in Cross-Boundary Aesthetics in Digital 
Documentary 
 
Abstract: This paper will discuss the production and current reception of my most recent 
documentary Tongues of Heaven, about four young indigenous women from Taiwan and 
Hawai’i who share their questions, desires and challenges of learning their native languages 
– languages that are endangered or nearing extinction. The ability to openly tackle an issue 
such as language endangerment and revitalization is also a result of the contemporary 
conditions of postcoloniality in Taiwan. These very conditions also resulted in my hire as a 
film lecturer in the newly formed Department of Indigenous Languages and Communication 
at a public university in Taiwan. While teaching there I was made keenly aware of a certain 
lament by my students in their limited, or lack of ability, to speak their heritage languages. 
As someone who has experienced the loss of one’s mother tongue, this issue hit close to 
home. This became the seed from which I initiated digital film collaboration. Specifically, 
this paper will address my positionality as an Asian American independent filmmaker of 
Taiwanese decent and the work’s mode of production and distribution in order to locate when 
and where “Asia” matters and when it does not. My analyses will foreground geography, 
hence mobility, as a critical historical framing device. Whether termed as “transnational,” 
“translocal,” or “transpacific,” such cross-boundary filming practices in Tongues of Heaven 
still involve the politics of mobility that is very much tied to the geopolitics of nation-states. 
Yet, despite these national, ethnic and regional formations, I will discuss how Tongues of 
Heaven attempts to destabilize these formations through an experimental aesthetics of the 
personal in establishing new connections and alliances within and outside the field of 
documentary filmmaking. What can such “outside” filmmaking practice energize? And what 
challenges will it continue to face in funding, production and distribution? 
 
Bio: Anita Wen-Shin Chang is an independent filmmaker, educator and writer. Her award-
winning works have screened internationally and broadcast on public television. They are 
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engaged in discourses on postcolonialism, ethnography, diaspora and cross-cultural 
representation. Chang has taught film in numerous community and academic settings in San 
Francisco, Nepal and Taiwan. Honors include grant awards from Creative Capital, Fulbright, 
San Francisco Arts Commission, National Geographic and KQED Peter J. Owens Filmmaker 
program. Her essays have appeared in Taiwan Journal of Indigenous Studies, positions: asia 
critique and Concentric: Literary and Cultural Studies. She is a PhD candidate at University 
of California Santa Cruz.  
 
 

CHAU, Ka Yan Nichol 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Double Nostalgia in American Dreams in China: Unsealing Postcolonial Hong Kong 
 
Abstract: Director Peter Chan Ho-sun had once shifted his filmmaking career from local 
production to pan-Asian, transnational co-production featuring film talents and stars from 
other Asian regions. His latest work, American Dreams in China (2013), marked another 
shift from pan-Asian to mainland Chinese cinema due to the rise of China as film power in 
Asia and the world. The film is based on a true story during recent Chinese economic 
reform, closely associated with national identity and history, dominantly consumed and 
produced by people in mainland China. On the narrative and visual levels, the film 
apparently invokes nostalgic sentiments among mainland Chinese audience. Yet, some Hong 
Kong audiences see resemblances between this film and Chan’s works about Hong Kong in 
the 1990s. The director also admits he recreated mainland China of the 1980s and 1990s with 
his memories of Hong Kong during the 1960s and 1970s. Without any narrative or visual 
reference of Hong Kong, the film complicates the time-space of nostalgia because not 
merely is pre-reform China in the eighties presented as a desired past for mainland Chinese, 
it also serves as a signifier where memories of Hong Kong in the sixties is displaced. Cross-
border, inter-textual referencing was not unusual in Hong Kong nostalgia films made from 
the mid-1980s to 1990s. Most of those films used Old Shanghai as the counterpart or 
allegory of pre-1997 Hong Kong. Now, contemporary Beijing has become the site of 
displaced nostalgia for Hong Kong. This echoes the idea of déjà disparu proposed by Ackbar 
Abbas in 1997 but it goes further than the disappearance of Hong Kong subjectivity. 
American Dreams in China shows the effort of Hong Kong filmmakers in creating a re-
appearance of Hong Kong when the local is “disappearing” under the shadow of nation 
during its transition from a former British colony to a special administration region of the 
People’s Republic of China.  
 
Bio: Ka Yan Nichol Chau is an MPhil candidate at the University of Hong Kong.  
 
 

CHEN, I-Pei Belinda 
National Taipei University of Technology, Taiwan 
 
Title: Remapping Asia in Edward Yang’s The Terrorizers 
 
Abstract: Most of the critics of Edward Yang’s The Terrorizers refer to Jameson’s influential 
essay ‘Remapping Taipei’ (1992). Jameson interprets the national allegory that the film 
reflects. He considers the husband, Li-Chung, who does not managed to be promoted as the 
national allegory of the third world . Like Li-Chung’s failure to be promoted, the third world 
has the historical experiences of colonialism and cannot really get into the first world which 
its economy relies on. Li-Chung’s destiny embodies the limit that Taiwan in the third world 
faces in the world system of capitalism. Jameson categorizes The Terrorizers as a film of the 
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third world. However, The Terrorizers does not show much about the imprint of Taiwan’s 
historical experiences and specific elements. After the World War II in 1945, Taiwan was 
taken over by Chinese government led by KMT party, which ended Japanese colonialism for 
fifty years. KMT party recolonialized Taiwan by imposing the martial law in 1949. 
Americanism exercised a great influence on Taiwan in 1954-1979 due to Sino-American 
Mutual Defense Treaty. Unlike Hou Hsiao-Hsien’s films which always show nostalgia for 
Taiwan’s past and Yang’s other films, That Day, on The Beach (1983), Taipei Story (1985), A 
Brighter Summer Day (1991) and Yi Yi (2000), which more or less show the imprints left by 
what Taiwan has gone through, The Terrorizers depicts Taipei seemingly as a pure 
modernized city without identity (history and culture) and much affection toward the place. 
The Terrorizers’ lack of references to ‘Taiwaneseness’ raises a question whether The 
Terrorizers can be regarded as a film of the third world. By engaging with Jameson, this 
paper questions to what extend The Terrorizers can be categorized as ‘Taiwanese,’ arguing 
that Edward Yang’s cinema challenges the very category Western/Asian.  
 
Bio: Belinda Chen is researching on the representation of Taipei city and cinematography of 
Edward Yang’s The Terrorizers for a Master of Art in English at the Department of English, 
National Taipei University of Technology. She received her BA in English Literature from 
Shih Hsin University.  
 
 

CHEN, Xi 
Peking University, China 
 
Title: People, Scene, Affect: A Deleuzian Approach to Urban Landscape and Aesthetic 
Narratives 
 
Abstract: Perception-image, affection-image, and action-image are three core signs under 
Deleuze’s movement-image system, amongst which the affection-image explores the affect 
of close-up film shots. The affect generates powers seemingly to isolate images, events and 
even objects from the “actualized” world, yet it effects in such an aesthetic way that makes 
affective connection with people through scenes of urban landscape. What an auteur projects 
in those affection-images of filmic urban landscape is an interval multiplied beyond merely 
the actualized space. The past and the present, the virtual and the actual of the urban life and 
landscape captured in filmic scenes all fuse in such an interval. Thus, connection occurs 
simultaneously with the generation of the affect as the virtual arises from images within the 
films discussed, which discloses an inextricable link to time also. In such a manner, it 
provides a Deleuzian approach to look at auteurs’ anxiety and doubt on the reality.  
 
摘要摘要摘要摘要: : : : 感知—影像、动情—影像和动作—影像是德勒兹”运动—影像”电影哲学体系

下的三个核心影像符征。其中，动情—影像的理论体系发掘了电影中特写镜头的动情

力这一理念，是一种将某一影像、事件、个体或物体置于”现实化”的空间范式之外

、表达某种具体美学意义的符征，揭示了一种由镜头连接的人与情感的独特关系。本

文所关注的华语电影中呈现的城市景观，无论在影像抑或意象上，打破了”现实化”

空间的局限，试图通过镜头对现实或跨越时空的城市景观的捕捉、表现，构建跨越时

间维度的人与情感的动情—影像，探寻或解答某种现实身份上的焦虑与疑惑。 

 
Bio: Chen Xi received her Ph. D from Peking University, China. Her specialty area is Film 
and Television Studies.  
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CHIANG I-In 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, USA 
 
Title: Magnificent Matriarch—Chinese Matriarch in Shaw Brothers’ Magnificent Concubine 
 
Abstract: This paper examines how women are portrayed in Shaw Brothers’ historical 
musicals. By looking at Magnificent Concubine/Yang Guifei (dir. Li Han-Hsiang, 1962), I 
contend that women are portrayed as matriarch of the imagined nation China in this film 
genre. Magnificent Concubine depicts a history/story of a “famme fatale” Yang Guifei with 
some twist on the well-known poem in classic Chinese, Everlasting Sorrow. Instead of being 
a “famme fatale” who enchants the emperor and consequently causes decline of magnificent 
Tang dynasty, Yang in Magnificent Concubine is depicted as a woman who is kind to the 
people, loyal to the nation, and has great courage to sacrifice for the emperor and the nation. 
Though centering on female protagonist Yang Guifei, Magnificent Concubine is not a 
Chinese film with “primitive passions,” as Rey Chow defines in Primitive Passions. Yang is 
portrayed as a magnificent embodiment of the imagined nation—the homeland China for 
people in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and oversea Chinese in Southeast Asia. However, though the 
matriarch image may de-stigmatize her “famme fatale” image in Chinese literature and make 
her a woman with autonomy, I argue that being the ideal woman of a nation, Yang Guifei in 
Magnificent Concubine inevitably becomes a loyal subject of the nation.  
 
Bio: I-In Chiang is an ABD student in East Asian Languages and Cultures at University of 
Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her research interests are Chinese cinema, modern Chinese 
literature, and women and gender studies. Her dissertation topic is on Shaw Brothers’ 
Huangmei musical films.  
 
 

CHIANG Mei-Hsuan 
University of South Florida, USA 
 
Title: Male Gaze on Male Body: The (Re) Construction of Masculinity in Oshima’s Merry 
Christmas, Mr. Lawrence 
 
Abstract: This paper investigates the complex web of gazes and its relation to the 
construction of masculinity in Oshima Nagisa’s 1983 movie, Merry Christmas, Mr. 
Lawrence. Set in Java, the film depicts the life in a Japanese POW camp in 1942, and the 
homoerotic relationships between the Japanese captain, Yonoi, and the British Major, 
Celliers. Drawing on feminist film scholar Laura Mulvey’s study of male gaze in classical 
Hollywood films, the paper illustrates how Oshima’s film problematizes Mulvey’s paradigm 
by situating male body as the spectacle and further investigates how the camera in Oshima’s 
film constructs both the western and the Japanese male body. Different from most of the 
Japanese war films, Merry Christmas, Mr. Lawrence adapts the point of view of Japan’s 
wartime enemy’s and the story presents the Japanese masculinity in WWII through the 
western lens, which is sadistic and homophobic. On the other hand, by analyzing the 
camerawork, the paper reveals that the camera actually eroticizes the West and associates it 
with the feminine. In other words, the film subverts the long- standing orientalist depictions 
of the East being effeminate. Through the analysis of male gaze and desire, the paper 
ultimately argues that Japan’s obsession is not with the West itself, but the aestheticization of 
the western body.  
 
Bio: Mei-Hsuan Chiang is Assistant Professor of Chinese at University of South Florida. She 
specializes in Chinese cinema, modern Chinese literature, and woman and gender studies. 
Her current research focus is on gender, aesthetics, and nation- building project in Taiwan 
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cinema from 1964- 1982. 
 
 

CHU, Kiu-wai 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: From Rural village to Outer Space: Towards Eco-cosmopolitanism in Contemporary 
Chinese cinema  
 
Abstract: Despite growing attempts to represent a wide range of global ecological issues in 
recent Asian films, and a fast-developing scholarship in the field of ecocriticism and 
ecocinema studies, much emphasis has been placed on environmental problems in specific 
region, country or place. These films persist in depicting the attachment and bonding 
between humans with their local environments, suggesting a unity and interconnectedness of 
all while neglecting the fact that numerous “local” environmental issues are indeed triggered 
and created by much broader global forces and happenings that involve and affect numerous 
places beyond national boundaries, with impacts extending as far as outer space. The impacts 
of ecological and environmental problems also extend from human beings to nonhuman 
subjects: animals, plants, and nonliving matters.  
 
As Timothy Clark remarks, “ecologically, national borders have always been unreal”(Clark, 
132). One should start to cultivate ecocritical thinking beyond geographical, national and 
cultural boundaries. Ursula Heise proposes that creative workers should develop a 
deterritorialized, eco-cosmopolitan thinking in their works that “envision individuals and 
groups as part of planetary ‘imagined communities’ of both human and nonhuman kinds. “ 
(Heise, 61) In what ways does eco-cosmopolitanism enable us to cultivate ecocritical 
thinking that addresses environmental issues in various scales (local, national, transnational, 
global, planetary ), while resisting the risk of reproducing the deep ecological cliché that 
everything on earth is connected as a global unity? By focusing on contemporary Chinese 
films such as Zhang Zanbo’s Falling from the Sky (2009) and Xiaolu Guo’s UFO in Her 
Eyes (2011) – which describe how global-scale space technology and/or extra-terrestrial 
objects affect remote villages in China; and Jia Zhangke’s Useless (2007) – which 
contemplates upon global fashion industry and local hand-made clothes production, this 
paper attempts to explore the ideological conflicts between place attachment and eco-
cosmopolitan tendencies reflected in films of different genres and contexts, and from which 
to examine ecocritical issues beyond geographical, cultural and national boundaries.  
 
Bio: Chu, Kiu-wai is a PhD candidate in Comparative Literature from the University of 
Hong Kong, and a visiting Fulbrightscholar (2012-13) in University of Idaho. He received 
his previous degrees from SOAS, University of London and University of Cambridge. His 
research focuses on contemporary Chinese cinema and art, Ecocriticism and environmental 
thought in visualculture. His publications can be found in Neverthere: Images of Lost and 
Othered Children in Contemporary Cinema (Lexington Books, 2012), Modern Art Asia: 
Selected Papers Issue 1-8. (Enzo Arts and Publishing. 2012), and Transnational 
Ecocinema (U. K.: Intellect. 2013).  
 
 

CHUNG, Peichi 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Popular Cultural Production in Southeast Asian Cinema 
 
Abstract: This paper examines the contested local and global narratives in the construction 
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of “Southeast Asian-ness” in the production of popular films in six Southeast Asian 
countries. The paper examines the significance of re-centering “Asia” and redefining “Asian-
ness” from the perspective of Asia’s south. Literature in Asian popular culture has 
emphasized the multi-directional cultural flows that problematize the historical legacy of 
western colonialism and imperialism in Asia. While often times these multi-directional 
cultural flows indicate the asymmetric relations between Asian and the Rest, it has become a 
problem that these cultural flows collectively contribute an essential voice of Asian popular 
culture originating in East Asia. There has little attention paid to challenges the representing 
East Asian discourses in defining Asian modernity in media globalization. The paper 
therefore engages in extending existing representing discourses on Asian popular culture to 
the territory of Southeast Asia. The paper will re-center Southeast Asia by discussing the 
hybrid regional identity politics in Southeast Asian film production. It examines discourses 
that emerge as “the popular” in the transnational-national film space of genre filmmaking. 
Southeast Asian filmmaking unavoidably also demonstrates a uneven internal and external 
power relationship as the region reworks to present its diverse local narratives to counter 
balance the overwhelming market dominance of Hollywood and East Asia films. The paper 
will uncover the dilemma of popular filmmaking when Southeast Asian film directors work 
as authors and businessmen trying to win over the already segmented local film markets in 
connection to East Asia and Hollywood ideologies.  
 
The paper is based upon fieldwork interviews that the author conducted in Singapore, 
Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam from July 2012 to May 2013. The 
list of interviewees includes directors of mainstream popular Southeast Asian filmmakers in 
Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia, Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam. The author will also 
provide genre analysis on action films such as KL Gangster (Malaysia), Merantou 
(Indonesia), The Raid (Indonesia), Java Heat (Indonesia), Red Cobox (Indonesia), Ong Bak 
(Thailand), Tom Yum Goong (Thailand), The Protector (Thailand), The Rebel (Vietnam). 
This paper concludes with an initial attempt to justify “Asia-ness” in Southeast Asian genre 
filmmaking by going beyond the idea of “Sinophone” when discussing regional diversity in 
the highly ideologically contested and Hollywood regulated film market of Southeast Asia.  
 
Bio: Peichi Chung currently teaches in the Department of Cultural and Religious Studies in 
the Chinese University of Hong Kong. Her research interests include Asian cinema, 
Southeast Asian popular culture, cultural regionalization and new media globalization. She 
has published journal articles and book chapters on online game industries in the countries of 
Korea, China, Singapore and Southeast Asia. Her current research focuses on Korean wave 
and popular cultures in Southeast Asia. This paper is a research project funded by the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong which the author examines popular film production and 
consumption in Southeast Asia. 
 
 

COE, Jason 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Inheritance of Loss: Why The Joy Luck Club makes us cry even though it’s 
terrible  
 
Abstract: Over two decades have passed since Wayne Wang’s The Joy Luck Club (1993) 
premiered to a limited opening in three theaters, grossing a modest $159,000. By the end of 
November 1993, the film played on over 600 screens nation-wide, grossing nearly triple its 
$10 million production budget. With a lifetime gross of nearly $33 million, The Joy Luck 
Club remains the most financially successful Asian American film of all time, by a 
significant margin. As the closest thing to canon for an Asian American film, The Joy Luck 
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Club polarizes the opinions of those it means to represent. Accusations of self-orientalization 
and exoticization for profit abound, and yet, the archetypes, mythos, and stories of personal 
connection with the film and Amy Tan’s source text abound amongst the East Asian 
diaspora. Arguably, The Joy Luck Club’s maudlin clichés and overwrought stereotypes of a 
mythical China allow the film to resonate all the more deeply with second generation Asian 
diaspora, for whom an understanding of “authentic” China, and maybe their own parents, 
might also be the stuff of fairy tales. Children of immigrant parents tacitly feel the presence 
of pain but also the absence of explanation.  
 
In the post-Asia context, The Joy Luck Club represents a simulacrum demonstrating the 
untruth of any category that seeks to explain the present through essentialist notions of the 
past. By referencing discourse from scholars such as Rey Chow and Ben Xu, while also 
critiquing arguments made by self-proclaimed “tiger mother” Amy Chua and her husband 
Jed Rubenfeld in their latest book, this paper shall argue that the “authentic” cultural 
inheritance in The Joy Luck Club is the experience of sexism, anxiety, and survival, which 
has little to do with the essentialism of a mythical Asian culture.  
 
Bio: Jason is a graduate student in the department of Comparative Literature at the 
University of Hong Kong. He specializes in cinema studies, Taiwanese and Asian American 
cinema, postcolonial literature, and critical theory. His dissertation project, to be completed 
in 2016, focuses on the cinema of Ang Lee.  
 
 

CORRADO, Neri 
CEFC-Taipei/Jean Moulin University Lyon 3 
 
Title: Mr. Vampire/Rigor Mortis: Huntology, Nostalgia and Retromania in Contemporary 
Sinophone Cinema 
 
Abstract: Rigor Mortis (Juno Mak, 2013) is a film of paradoxes and contrasts: 
uncompromising genre movie, it participated to numerous film festivals; a very young 
director is paying homage to veterans of Hong Kong film industry; intensely dwelling in 
nostalgia for a specific film form (the hopping vampire horror-comedy) is also indebted to 
the pan-Asian declination of J-Horror figures… The “original” Mr. Vampire (Ricky Lau, 
1985) has already been described as “postmodern” or “liminal” pop icon; inscribed in a 
context of parody and self-mockery, yet he incarnates a very strict Confucian father figure 
that chooses as his first victim his own son, “guilty” of not having rightly performed the 
rites; he hops in slow motion dressed in Manchu fashion in a rapidly Occidentalizing 
republican China, telling anxieties on modernity, filiation, identity, nation and globalization. 
The 2013 version of the Vampire (jiangshi: a zombie, more literally) is a hybrid creature 
possessed by the spirits of two girls uncannily recalling Sadako’s spawn, floating in a CGI 
overloaded universe from where any escape seems impossible – for the characters and for 
the camera: no one leaves the tenement block. This paper explores the redefinition of the 
horror genre by this successful and widely exported Japanese-Hong Kong coproduction that 
ambitiously dialogues with pre-97 classic and contemporary sophisticated, arty festival 
movies; a film that tries to find its own way acknowledging its nostalgia and retromania and 
that goes, at the same time, towards a creation of a new, cosmopolitan actuality.  
 
Bio: Corrado Neri holds a doctorate in Chinese Film Studies from the University of Ca’ 
Foscari, Venice, and the University of Lyon 3. He is now assistant professor at the Jean 
Moulin University, Lyon 3. He has conducted extensive research on Chinese cinema in 
Beijing and Taipei and published many articles on books and magazine (in English, French 
and Italian). His book Tsai Ming-liang on the Taiwanese film director appeared in 2004 
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(Venezia, Cafoscarina). His second book, Ages Inquiets. Cinémas chinois: une 
représentation de la jeunesse, was published in 2009 (Lyon, Tigre de Papier). He co-edited 
(with Kirstie Gormley ) a bilingual (french/english) book on Taiwan cinema (Taiwan 
cinema/Le Cinéma taiwanais, Asiexpo, 2009), and Global Fences (with Florent Villard, 
IETT, 2011).  
 
 

CROMPTON, Sky 
RMIT University, Australia 
 
Title: Future-now and the Transnational narrative—Pathways to a globalised Post-Asian 
Cinema 
 
Abstract: The instability and changing nature of what Asian means and the ‘problematics of 
Asia as an identity category’ can be accessed as a creative actualiser by those attempting to 
create transnational Asian Cinema.  
 

‘neither the term orient nor the concept of the west has any ontological stability; each is 
made up of human effort, partly affirmation, partly identification of the other’ - Said, 
preface to ‘Orientalism’ (2003 edition) 

 
As the number of globally located Asian sites grows, the future of new representations of 
what it means to be Asian are being created, ‘the other’ becomes ‘us’, by that very action 
through the rapidity of information/media consumption and response, it is happening in the 
now. This future-now space can help to define representations of what Asian-ness can 
potentially mean across physical, social and political borders of the transnational space. 
Emerging filmmakers of transnational Asian cinema such as Te-Sheng Wei [Cape No. 7] 
have demonstrated that this is a potential way forward.  
 
We know how to make film/cinema/media, but do we know who to make film [for] todays 
and future viewers, as the cultural constructs of our globalised transnational societies evolve. 
Said’s statement provides a way into the question of possible methods by which transnational 
Asian cinema can be designed. Informed by the case study of my award winning 
transnational asian feature film Citizen Jia Li released internationally in 2013, this paper 
explores these ideas and proposes methods that could be beneficial to engage with a Post-
Asian cinema landscape that allows the term Transnational to act as a dynamic category of 
cinema that utilises the issues around the blending of cultures into the transnational. As a 
narrative design approach it has the potential to be used by the creative/cultural industries 
while retaining distinct Asian cultural identities and references in a sustainable manner.  
 
Bio: Sky is a media and communications Lecturer, Researcher and practicing feature 
filmmaker as a Director, Writer and Producer; his Award winning work has been screened 
and commercially distributed internationally. For over a decade he has taught in the field of 
Film, TV, Animation and New Media to eastern and western storytellers. He has delivered 
conference papers on Asian screen culture and practice internationally in Australia [2008-
11], Europe [Sweden 2009] and Asia [Taiwan 2010] in 2011 he convened a panel on 
emerging Asian filmmakers in Australia at the Screen Futures Conference in Melbourne, his 
education writing has published professional and academic media. His research focus is on 
Asian transnational cinema practice and emerging global screen trends.  
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DAVID, Joel 
Inha University, Korea 
 
Title: Constructions of Authenticity in Selected Films of Nora Aunor 
 
Abstract: The body of work of Philippine movie star Nora Aunor has been acknowledged as 
not just exceptional for its concentration of noteworthy performances but also unique because of 
her originary outsider status as well as her constant and deliberate positioning of herself as 
Filipino culture’s social Other. Understandably, local observers hail her as an icon both of mass 
adulation and of (occasionally fulfilled) potential progressivity. As a result, her approach to film 
performance has been distilled and implemented in earnest by other actors (notably her rival for 
star supremacy, Vilma Santos), and also burnished for encomiastic (though also occasionally 
parodic) purposes by drag performers. Such critical acclaim, though arguably well-deserved, has 
led to a totalizing impression of her performances – as consistent in terms of her skills level and 
her attack. Using representative films at different periods in her nearly half-century career as 
film actor, this paper will attempt to define certain phases her performative approach has 
observed, starting with the question of authenticity as articulated by star-text scholars, and 
bringing in issues of auteurial authority in relation to her image construction, including her 
diversification of industrial and non-industrial roles as producer, director, singer, wife, lover, 
junkie, same-sex desirer, and libertine.  
 
Bio: Joel David is Professor for Cultural Studies at Inha University in Incheon, Korea. He is 
the author of a number of books on Philippine cinema and editor of a special KritikaKultura 
issue on Manila by Night. He was also conference coordinator and proceedings editor of the 
Whither the Orient event held in Gwangju, Korea in 2006, and was founding Director of the 
University of the Philippines Film Institute. Email: <joeldavid@inha. ac. kr>.  
 
 

DE VILLIERS, Nicolas 
University of North Florida, USA 
 
Title: Cosmopolitan Auteurs: Tsai Ming-liang, Hou Hsiao-hsien, and Wong Kar-wai’s 
French Films 
 
Absract: This presentation compares the French co-productions of three renowned Asian 
auteurs: Tsai Ming-liang’s Visage, sponsored by the Musée du Louvre as a sequel to Tsai’s 
2001 French-Taiwanese Truffaut-inspired film What Time Is It There?; Hou Hsiao-hsien’s Le 
Voyage du Ballon Rouge, sponsored by the Musée d’Orsay as a tribute to Albert Lamorisse’s 
Le Ballon Rouge; and Wong Kar-wai’s short films There Is Only One Sun and I Travelled 
9000 km to Give It to You (from the 60th anniversary Cannes film festival global auteur 
compilation Chacun son cinéma), which reference Godard films and Wong’s prior French 
co-productions In the Mood for Love and 2046. I examine the shifting meanings of 
“Chinese” and “French” in these reflexively auteurist films’ modes of transcultural citation, 
promotion, and distribution. I also consider the filmmakers’ casting decisions and recourse to 
a directorial “double” within the films themselves, and what this doubling indicates about 
each director’s sense of cultural identity and responsibility.  
 
Bio: Nicholas de Villiers is associate professor of English and film at the University of North 
Florida. He is the author of Opacity and the Closet: Queer Tactics in Foucault, Barthes, and 
Warhol (2012), and has published essays on Tsai Ming-liang and Hou Hsiao-hsien in Jump 
Cut and Senses of Cinema.  
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DEW, Oliver 
Meiji Gakuin University, Japan 
 
Title: Korean-in-Japan film festivals 
 
Abstract: At the end of the ‘eighties, retrospective film festivals and screening series began 
to be programmed around the theme of the representation of Zainichi (Resident) Koreans in 
Japanese cinema. Drawing on this work, the first essays offering overviews of Zainichi 
Korean representations in Japanese film began to appear at this time (eg Satō 1990). Since 
then a number of Zainichi-themed festivals have been held that vary considerably in terms of 
scale and the form of organisational backing, ranging from events organised by NGOs and 
citizens’ groups such as Shōsei no kai (1987-8), to sidebars at international film festivals 
Busan (1998) and Yamagata (2005). This curatorship brought together diverse kinds of film 
that would not otherwise have been programmed alongside one another: ethnic association 
newsreels and educational films, studio productions such as yakuza programme-pictures or 
socially conscious melodramas, waves of independent productions from the 1960s onwards, 
and so on.  
 
In this paper I explore how we might place these festivals in the broader contexts of 
transnational festival circuits and festival scholarship. Zainichi Korean film festivals 
represent a media archaeological project that searched through the archives of Japanese 
cinema for films that might contain diasporic Korean images. Yet, in spite of this curatorial 
work, there is a reluctance to name a “Zainichi cinema” as a critical and curatorial category 
(Monma 2000); here it seems that the archival nature of these festivals, and the lack of a call 
for new works to be submitted, goes hand-in-hand with a reluctance to articulate a Zainichi 
cinema of diaspora.  
 
Bio: Oliver Dew is a JSPS Post-Doctoral Researcher at Meiji Gakuin University in Tokyo. 
He received his PhD from Birkbeck College, University of London in 2012. He currently has 
a monograph in preparation titled Zainichi Cinema: Korean-in-Japan Film Culture. His 
publications include ‘Pacchigi and the “Imjin River incident”: Intertextuality and the 
franchise film’ Journal of Japanese and Korean Cinema (forthcoming), “‘Ariran tokkōtai’ - 
kioku no sensō o jōei suru” in Sukuriin no naka no tasha, edited by Kiyoshi Kurosawa et al 
(Tokyo: Iwanami shoten 2010), and “‘Asia Extreme’: Japanese Cinema and British 
Hype” New Cinemas 5: 1 (2007).  
 

 

DOGASE, Masato 
Chubu University, Japan 
 
Title: It’s Boring but Big Delight: Americanized Film Making and Young Fans’ Ambition in 
a Culture Industry of Modern Japan 
 
Abstract: An old Japanese historian of cinema, Tadashi Ijima (b. 1902) once remembered 
some fans’ memory of a Pure-Film (Westernized Film) “Glory of Life” (1919) which he 
himself had watched in his teenage. “We had a huge expectation for putting the 
Americanized film making into practice. To be honest, we didn’t have any hope for its 
content [quality of the film] almost at all. “ This lost film and its director Kaeriyama 
Norimasa (b. 1893) were representatives of the Pure-Film Movement which tried to change 
traditional ways of film production-exhibition into Western/American one and establish “a 
new class-based conception” (Gerow, 2010) of Japanese cinema. Many young student film 
fans like Ijima espoused it and admired Kaeriyama with huge enthusiasm. Despite this well-
known anecdote of early Japanese cinema, Ijima’s reference above arouses curiosity. Why 
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was that practice of film-making much more important than the content of cinematic 
representation? What the young fans most seriously cared about was “the practice.” 
 
Investigating this early fans’ paradox, this paper aims to explore complexity of the co-eval 
relations in the culture industry of modern Japan. One reason for the fans’ enthusiasm is in 
complicated situations of Kaeriyama’s production experience. Although he had been just one 
of those film lovers and didn’t have connection to traditional entertainment industry, he tried 
to enter into film production business with his highly technological knowledge accumulated 
from American film books. This challenge brought the strong opposition from traditional 
production-exhibition locus, whereas the student fans began to be attracted by movie 
business identified with young Kaeriyama. While the Pure-Film practices were those 
students/intellectuals’ endeavor to construct a class rooted cinematic value supported by 
national power (censorship) in some aspects, it also included some other conflicts and 
negotiations such as generation struggle, which reflects a barrier between production and 
consumption under trans-national modernism.  
 
Bio: Masato DOGASE is a lecturer of Chubu University (Japan). He teaches a history of 
film and culture in Post-war Japan and Japanese Animation. Modern history of Japanese 
cinema, film authorship and transnational relation of culture industry are his main research 
interests.  
 
 

DUONG, Lan 
University of California, Riverside, USA 
 
Title: The Female Gaze and the Ethnographic: Race and Gender in Vietnamese Women’s 
Cinema 
 
Abstract: This presentation looks at how women directors construct female subjectivity in 
ways different from their male counterparts in Vietnamese cinema. I analyze Việt Linh’s The 
Traveling Circus (1988) and Phạm Nhuệ Giang’s Abandoned Valley (2002) against the 
economic reforms called Đổi Mới (Renovation) in late 1980s Việt Nam. Both films posit a 
female gaze: within the masculinist confines of the Vietnamese film industry, this is 
significant. However, such a feminist assertion subordinates the ethnic minority figure and 
privileges the Kinh majority point of view. These contradictions and others make up the core 
of this presentation on Vietnamese women’s cinema.  
 
Bio: Lan Duong is Associate Professor in the Media and Cultural Studies Department at UC 
Riverside. She is the author of Treacherous Subjects: Gender, Culture, and Trans-Vietnamese 
Feminism (Temple University Press, 2012). Dr. Duong’s second book project, Transnational 
Vietnamese Cinemas: Imagining Nationhood in a Globalized Era, examines Vietnamese 
cinema from its inception to the present day. Her critical works can be found in the Journal 
of Asian American Studies, Amerasia, Asian Cinema, Discourse, Velvet Light Trap, and the 
anthologies, Transnational Feminism in Film and Media and Southeast Asian Cinema. 
Duong’s most recent work is a collaborative effort, an edited anthology called Southeast 
Asian Women in the Diaspora: Troubling Borders in Literature and Art (University of 
Washington Press, 2013).  
 
 

FAN, Victor 
King’s College London, UK 
 
Title: Cultural Extraterritoriality: Intra-Regional Politics in Contemporary Hong Kong 
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Cinema 
 
Abstract: Ever since 1997, film scholars have been eagerly theorizing a “postcolonial Hong 
Kong cinema.” Yet, is the critical term “postcolonial,” initially coined for the purpose of 
understanding the reconfiguration of the social, cultural and political consciousness of the 
(formerly) colonized regions in the Americas, Africa and South Asia, adequate to 
conceptualize the historical and contemporary conditions of Hong Kong? 
In my presentation, I argue that analyzing contemporary Hong Kong cinema requires active 
rewriting of established postcolonial theories by taking into account the specific mode of 
colonization of Hong Kong. Such mode of colonization was responsible for the construction 
of the cultural plurality, linguistic ambiguity and political liminality of Hong Kong and its 
cinematographic experience, as well as the incongruence between the community’s political 
consciousness after 1997and the larger national imagination promulgated by the Beijing 
government. I undertake this task by using a conceptual framework developed by legal 
historians PärKrist offer Cassel and TeemuRuskola: extraterritoriality. This term was 
translated into Chinese after 1895 via Japanese as zhiwaifaquan, that is, the right to exercise 
one’s law outside a nation state’s sovereign terrain. As Cassel and Ruskola argue 
respectively, colonialism in China between 1844 and 1949 was largely characterized by a 
continuous reformulation and systematization of this concept; it in fact still informs the way 
former colonized regions in China are administered today, as well as the political 
unconscious of their residents. Contemporary Hong Kong cinema, I argue, can be understood 
as a public sphere where an extraterritorial awareness or consciousness—best translated into 
Chinese as yuwaiyishi—and the contesting political affects associated with it are actively 
negotiated. In my talk, I will use Jonnie To’s 2012 film Du zhan (Drug War) to illustrate my 
ideas.  
 
Bio: Victor Fan is Lecturer at the Department of Film Studies, King’s College London. He 
was Assistant Professor at the Department of East Asian Studies, McGill University. Fan 
graduated with a Ph. D. from the Film Studies Program and the Comparative Literature 
Department of Yale University, and an MFA in Film and Television Productions at School of 
Cinema-Television, University of Southern California. His articles have been published in 
World Picture Journal, Camera Obscura, Journal of Chinese Cinemas, Screen, Film History: 
An International Journal, CLCWeb: Comparative Literature and Culture, the anthology A 
Companion to Rainer Werner Fassbinder (ed. Brigitte Peucker) and film magazine 24 
Images: Cinéma. He is also a contributor to the communal blog Print culture. His book 
manuscript Approaching Reality: Potentiality in Chinese Film Theory will be published in 
2015 by the University of Minnesota Press. His film The Well was an official selection of the 
São Paolo International Film Festival; it was also screened at the Anthology Film Archives, 
the Japan Society and the George Eastman House.  
 
 

FONG, Ian Ho-yin 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Grandmaster ‘in’ Hong Kong 
 
Abstract: Before the shooting of The Grandmaster (2013), Tony Leung, who acted as Yip 
Man, was required to practice kungfu in a way in which Yip had practised so that he 
gradually lived Yip’s life, and learnt kungfu philosophy. Aftermath, he needed to take 
plentiful shoots; most of them become deleted scenes. They were used to help him to be in 
the character. This paper argues that being in the character is different from being identified 
with Yip Man and then essentializing him and martial arts films, as other Hollywood-styled 
Yip Man films do: the flickering fighting scenes produced on the screen are only for 
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immediate sensual pleasure. WKW says, ‘Martial arts are called kung fu which means time. 
‘It, in Chinese, literally means a tremendous effort to be taken in working things out. After 
interviewing martial arts masters throughout China, he felt the responsibility assigned by 
them to show the aesthetic and philosophy of martial arts through The Grandmaster. Does he 
lament that modern time slowly kills this art and these artists, Hong Kong marital arts films 
and Hong Kong? Tony Leung said that Yip learned how to live from martial arts. The 
opponent which was hard to him and his contemporaries was the sluggish hard times in 
Hong Kong’s post-war era. How can the art of their ordinary lives illuminate the philosophy 
and aesthetics of martial arts, Hong Kong martial arts film as well as Hong Kong, and vice 
versa? Yip’s martial arts moves swiftly; however, The Grandmaster depicts its images in a 
slow manner. How can WKW’s film philosophy be in dialogue with Yip Man’s philosophy? 
Other Hollywood-styled Yip Man films cannot set the mood for the philosophy of martial 
arts, and appreciate the aesthetics of slowness. It seems that nothing moves if everything 
moves too fast. There is too much to experience in The Grandmaster, not because it moves 
too fast, but slowly instead. Can the film only be done in a slow manner so that there is 
enough time to read the philosophy of martial arts and the perseverance of a martial artist in 
the extension of the martial art movement in a Benjaminian sense? This essay discusses how 
the slowness in The Grandmaster fights against cinematic modernity, and how it opens up 
the possibilities of re-reading martial arts films in Hong Kong, and Hong Kong.  
 
Bio: Ian Ho-yin FONG is currently working as Lecturer for the School of Continuing and 
Professional Studies, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, responsible for teaching high 
diploma courses in popular culture and media studies. He will take up a short-term 
postdoctoral fellowship which allows him to stay in the University of Graz from June to 
August, 2014. His research interests lie in psychoanalysis, deconstruction, Nietzsche studies, 
film and literary studies, gender studies, city and knowledge. He received his PhD degree in 
comparative literature at the University of Hong Kong in 2007.  
 

 

GALLAGHER, Mark 
University of Nottingham, UK 
 
Title: Tony Leung Chiu-Wai and 1980s Hong Kong Television 
 
Abstract: Chinese global stars such as Chow Yun-Fat, Maggie Cheung and Stephen Chow 
have earned acclaim based on their roles in internationally distributed genre films and art 
cinema. These and other stars, however, gained local visibility at the outset of their careers 
with starring roles in ensemble dramas on Hong Kong’s TVB television channel. This paper 
investigates the 1980s television work of Chinese popular star (and global arthouse figure) 
Tony Leung Chiu-Wai, who like many popular Hong Kong film actors achieved early-career 
recognition through roles in a series of long-running TVB dramas. As one of the so-called 
“Five Tigers,” Leung co-starred in TVB efforts including the action-comedy-drama Police 
Cadet (1984) and its 1985 sequel, and the wuxia dramas The Duke of Mount Deer (1984) and 
The New Heaven Sword and Dragon Sabre (1986). This paper considers how Leung’s acting 
style develops to suit the aesthetic and dramatic needs of Hong Kong television genres. 
Comparatively, it explores Leung’s parallel performances in 1980s Hong Kong cinema. 
Leung uses his TVB training to move into roles in Hong Kong’s popular cinema, in films 
such as the comedies Happy Go Lucky (1987) and I Love Maria (1988). At the same time, he 
expands his repertoire with notable performances in art- or pop-art cinema works such as A 
City of Sadness (1989), his first film to earn extensive international festival exhibition; and 
As Tears Go By (1990), another film with a substantial international festival footprint, in 
which Leung co-stars alongside many of his TVB peers. Through attention to Leung’s 
formative work, this paper identifies distinct features of his acting and stardom that inform 
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his subsequent career activity. Overall, it argues for attention to screen stars’ early careers 
and cross-media efforts to understand their performance histories and long-term creative 
trajectories.  
 
Bio: Mark Gallagher is a Lecturer in Film and Television Studies at the University of 
Nottingham. He is the author of Another Steven Soderbergh Experience: Authorship and 
Contemporary Hollywood (University of Texas Press, 2013) and Action Figures: Men, 
Action Films and Contemporary Adventure Narratives (Palgrave Macmillan, 2006) and co-
editor of East Asian Film Noir (I. B. Tauris, forthcoming) and Scope: An Online Journal of 
Film and Television Studies.  
 
 

GENG, Li (耿麗) 
University of Macau 
 
Title: The power relationships behind the Macao Museum 
 
Abstract: This research focuses on the modern disciplinary of museum, and The Macao 
Museum is used as a case study. This is not a museology study but a research attempt to 
make clear the power relationships behind the Macao Museum. Following Foucault’s view 
of power, Hoop-Greenhill and Tony Bennett consider the museum as both a site of 
instruction and a site of discipline. In Foucault’s theory, discipline is a mechanism of power 
which regulates the behaviours of individuals in the social body. This essay focuses on the 
power flowing between the institutions and the exhibitions in the museum, reserving the 
power relationships between individual practices in the museum and the institution for future 
studies. My present research principally turns its attention to museum exhibitions as a power 
play. It considers the strategies of governance behind the exhibitions of the Macao Museum. 
Discussing the exhibitionary complex among the history of Macao is the principal work 
here. The special point is, in this case, the Macao Museum was established on a period of 
government transformation; this is also a cultural transformation period, especially its 
colonized experiences. These particulars features may give us a new way to think about the 
complex relationships around the exhibitions of The Macao Museum.  
 
Bio: Monique GENG Li received her Bachelor’s degree in Directing of broadcasting and TV, 
Northeast NormalUniversity, JiLin, China and her Master’s degree in Science of Information 
and Communication from the University of Grenoble3, France. Now as a Phd student atthe 
Department of Communication at UM, she focuses her research on the Internet and cultural 
studies.  
 
 

GONG, Haomin 
Case Western Reserve University, USA 
 
TITLE: Figuring Ethnicities on the Internet in China: Power, Identity, and Cross media 
Moves 
 
Abstract: Studies of media technologies have always belied a utopian race/ethnicity-free 
space on the Internet, and shown the ways in which race and ethnicity may figure in this 
virtual space. Yet, how does the issue of ethnicity figure on the Internet in China, where a 
variety of forces compete for power and maintain their discursive legitimacy? This question 
is further complicated by the fact that nation and ethnicity are intricately interwoven along 
the discursive formation, engineered by the Communist government, of ethnicities in China. 
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This essay examines the multi-facet condition of the Internet in China in regard to 
ethnicities. By studying official representations of ethnicities online and individual cases, 
including those of Pema Tsedan and Tsering Woeser, I argue that the virtual space on the 
Internet reshapes the ways in which and by which ethnicities are presented and represented. 
The official voice tries to maintain its traditional representation of ethnicities, co-opting the 
discourse of ethnicities into its synthetic narrative of nation-ethnicity (minzu), while 
alternative and dissident parties take advantage of the communicative power of the Internet 
to have their voices heard through a variety of channels. In this process, disparate media are 
employed to achieve multi- and cross-media effects. At the same time, identities of different 
parties involved also experience repositioning in the virtual space of the Internet.  
 
Bio: Haomin Gong is Assistant Professor of Chinese at Case Western Reserve University. 
He is the author of Uneven Modernity: Literature, Film, and Intellectual Discourse in 
Postsocialist China (University of Hawai’i Press, 2012), and has published articles 
in Modern Chinese Literature and Culture, Journal of Chinese Cinemas, Journal of 
Contemporary China, China Information, Asian Cinema, Telos, Concentric: Literary 
Cultural Studies, and Frontiers of Literary Studies in China. In addition, he has also 
contributed chapters to a number of edited volumes.  
 
 

GUO, Xinran 
Northwestern University, USA 
 
Title: Chinese Urbanization: Tonight Moon (2000) 
 
Abstract: In 2000, Yang Fudong, the renowned Chinese video artist, made his first video 
installation, titled Tonight Moon (2000). The installation consists of a large screen with 
twenty-four embedded LCD screens, as well as six monitors placed on the two sides. The 
video on the large screen, as well as those on the six monitors, show people playing or 
wandering aimlessly in a scholarly garden in Suzhou, whereas several of the embedded LCD 
screens present excerpts from Shanghai films made during the Republican period. This 
juxtaposition of contemporary and Republican images destabilizes the temporality of the 
whole work. The viewer is confronted with both postmodern video clips that are 
characterized by fragmentation, transience, and purposelessness, as well as old film clips that 
metonymically indicate melodramatic narratives.  
 The incoherence of temporality in Tonight Moon points to a disjunction in the 
development of Chinese urban modernism in the twentieth century. Just as the Shanghai film 
industry, the strongest proponent of urban modernism in moving images, reached its peak in 
the 1930s, such attempts were cut short by waves of war and revolution in the 1940s. Almost 
half a century later, urban modernity re-emerged again in Chinese visual culture, albeit in a 
very different form. Reading Tonight Moon against this background, I will argue that Yang, 
by making this work at the beginning of the new millennium, looks back on the disjointed 
development of Chinese urban modernism. In this video installation, he disrupts the 
temporality of his own work by putting it in dialogue with an earlier representation of urban 
modernity. As such, his work lets viewers reflect on the connections and contrasts between 
the two important periods of Chinese modernism.  
 
Bio: XinranGuo is a third-year PhD student at the Art History Department at Northwestern 
University. Her major field is modern and contemporary art in China.  
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HUANG, Jifeng  
RMIT University, Australia 
 

WANG, Bo 
Victoria University of Wellington, New Zealand 
 

YANG, Yue 
Xi’an Jaiotong University, China 
 

Title: Rejection and Reproduction: On how Chinese major animation filmmakers respond to 
foreign works 
 
Abstract: This article investigates how Chinese major animation filmmakers respond to 
foreign animation works in the past decade. Being grounded on the study of multiple cases, 
Chinese major animation filmmakers’ different responses to foreign elements, from passive 
resistance to mimicry, can be found in their works. These responds cover multiple layers of 
animation production such as screenplay writing, character design and animating; they are 
also related to Chinese animation’s traditional responsibility of ideology and education, the 
exploration of Chinese animation aesthetic style, and thetheory of post-colonial criticism. 
Based on the investigation of these existing modes of responding foreign elements, as well as 
studying experiences of Chinese independent animation and live-actions, this article further 
proposes suggestions for Chinese major animation filmmakers on how to regard and take 
advantages of foreign elements in the context of globalization.  
 
Bio: HUANG is currently conducting his practice-based researching on seeking inspirations 
from installations for animation. He has created a series of installation artworks. During his 
M. A. period in SouthEast University (China), Huang has investigated into Chinese 
independent animation.  
 
WANG has acquired his M. A. degree in Art Theory at Southeast University (China) and is 
carrying out doctoral study in Media Studies at Victoria University of Wellington. His 
academic interests primarily focus on Audience Subculture, Media Fandom, Chinese Cyber 
Culture, and New Media.  
 
YANG is an Undergraduate Student, her field is Chinese literature and Contemporary 
literature. She has visited Tunghai University (Taiwan) as exchange student for one year.  
 
 

HUANG, Yawen 
University of Macau 
 
Title: The city images of Macau in Pang Ho-Cheung’s film---Isabella 
 
Abstract: Pang Ho-Cheung is a writer, scenarist and film director in Hong Kong. He 
directed Isabella, a 2006Hong Kong film starring Chapman To, Isabella Leong and Anthony 
Wong. It played in competition at the 56th annual Berlin International Film Festival, where it 
won the Silver Bear for best film music; it was nominated for the Golden Bear as well. The 
film is set in Macau. My study here focuses on the city images of Macau in the film. This 
serves as an introductory paper to other films about Macau.  
 
Bio: HUANG, Yawen is a Ph. d student at the Faculty of Social Sciences in University of 
Macau. Before that she worked as a Research Associate in Hylink Digital Solution Co., Ltd. 
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She specializes in city image communication and subculture. Her dissertation project will 
focus on the city images of Macau. 
 
 

HYLAND, Robert  
Bader International Study Centre, Queens University, UK 
 
Title: (Un)Compromising Chineseness – Beijing and the global film market.  
 
Abstract: Recent Hollywood cinema has been created with much emphasis on cracking the 
Chinese market. With a limited number of foreign films being granted Chinese distribution 
rights each year (20 feature films and a further 14 Imax or 3D films), many studios are 
developing strategies that will win over the Chinese officials and hope to thereby find access 
to the lucrative Chinese market. James Cameron’s Avatar modelled its fictional Hallelujah 
mountains on China’s Zhangjiajie mountain’s and such films as Iron Man 3 and the James 
Bond film Skyfall both include extended sequences set in China, which appear only in the 
Chinese release. But what of the Chinese film industry itself. Increasingly, Chinese and Hong 
Kong productions are seeking financing from Japan and the West as a means of securing 
better global market share. This paper will be examining such Asian/Western co-productions 
and looks at some of the ways in which the Chinese film industry is actively courting a 
global market. Such films as Jia ZhangKe’s A Touch of Sin, and Xue Xiaolu’s Finding Mr. 
Right use Japanese funding and Canadian filming locations respectively. This paper looks at 
how the Chinese film industry is increasingly globalizing in its outlook and is making its first 
steps into courting foreign film markets.  
 
Bio: r_hyland@bisc.queensu.ac.uk 
 
 

JACKSON, Earl 
National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 
 
Title: “I Miss You so I am”: Comparative Melancholias in East Asian Media 
 
Abstract: I am interpreting “post-Asia” not as the conclusion or abandonment of “Asia” as a 
concept, but rather the new critical possibilities open since the emergence of “Asia” in terms 
other than an oppositional category to the West. From here, I will look at another sense of 
“post” from within certain cinematic and televisual texts, namely the forms of melancholia 
deployed in contemporary Japanese cinema, which I will compare with the melancholia 
pervasive in the Korean TV-drama, Winter Sonata. Traditionally, “melancholia” is 
considered a pathological variant of mourning. While mourning is a process through which 
an individual withdraws emotional investment in the person lost, the melancholic 
internalizes the image of the lost person and thereby retains what is lost. In other forms of 
melancholia, the melancholic suffers from a loss that has not occurred. Both forms are thus 
forms of mourning that never ending, losses that cannot be overcome.  
 
But another modular geneaology is possible. In such a model, melancholia would refer to a 
relation to a loss that is structurally irresolvable. That does not mean, however that one’s 
relation to the loss cannot undergo change. Three sub-groups are immediately recognizable; 
more may readily come into view as well: bereavement; nostalgia; anxiety. Nostalgia can be 
related to loss of home/homeland; loss of childhood; loss of former identity. Anxiety in this 
context refers to an apprehension of cataclysmic loss on either the ontological or 
epistemological level or both.  
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Bio:  
Professor, Foreign Languages and Literatures, National Chiao Tung University; 
Director of Film Studies Center, NCTU; Co-Director, Trans-Asia Screen Cultures Institute, 
Seoul; Associate Professor, Emeritus, University of California Santa Cruz.  
Publications include: Strategies of Deviance; Technopoetic Japan [forthcoming]; and articles 
on Japanese and Korean cinemas, poetics, and sexuality 
 
 

JASMINE, Trice Nadua 
University of California – Los Angeles, USA 
 
Title: Contingency, Emergence, and Decline: Independent Film Exhibition in Manila  
 
Abstract: This paper will examine the conditions of institutional instability underpinning the 
emergent screen cultures of Metro Manila, Philippines. Like many urban centers in the 
region, since the mid-2000s, there has been a rise of independent filmmaking in the city, 
spurred by low-cost digital equipment, DVD/VCD-piracy-enabled cinephilia, and the 
growing presence of Southeast Asian auteurs in international film festival circuits. However, 
while these works often find international audiences and accolades, circulation in their home 
territories remains minimal. Independence from mainstream studios and state regulation may 
offer opportunities for aesthetic innovation, but it also prohibits films from local multiplex 
screens. In Manila, the few independently operated screening spaces that have attempted to 
establish sites for alternative films have been relatively short-lived, closing their doors after 
only a couple of years.  
This presentation will reflect on the cycle of emergence and decline surrounding the film 
exhibition and distribution sites that occupy my larger study. These include the pirated DVD 
neighborhood of Quiapo, various art house screening spaces, and a mall multiplex screen 
dedicated to local, independent film. Each site came into being, flourished, and disappeared 
during the course of my research from 2006 to 2012, and new sites emerged to take their 
place. Framed around this cycle, this presentation will analyze the volatile conditions for 
film circulation in Manila. While art house cinemas are often marginalized, regardless of 
socio-cultural setting, issues of state regulation, the layout of the sprawling, unevenly 
developed city, and scarce financial resources create circumstances particular to Manila, and 
perhaps, to other postcolonial, urban settings in Asia and the global south. The presentation 
will put theories of film circulation and public culture in dialogue with ideas of contingency 
and institutional instability, in order to see what role this cyclicality might play in shaping 
Manilenyo screen cultures.  
 
Bio: Jasmine Nadua Trice is an Assistant Professor of Cinema and Media Studies at the 
University of California – Los Angeles. Her research focuses on transnational media and 
culture in Southeast Asia, particularly in the Philippines, where she lived from 2006 to 2008. 
Before her arrival at UCLA, she taught at the National University of Singapore. She is also 
involved in feminist media-communications activism in Asia through her work with Isis 
International.  
 
 

JIANG, Wei 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Perpetual Devils: The Images of Japanese Soldiersin Chinese War Films after 1949 
 
Abstract: his research adopts Foucaultian approach of discourse analysis to interrogate the 
discourse of the Chinese nation stateand Chinese nationalism, and considers how this may 
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inform Chinese war films as “a system of formation”6 of particular statements of and about 
Guizi or “Japanese devils” as a nation’s “perpetual” enemy. The task will be to identify and 
analyse the emergence, continuities, variations and contestation of nationalist discourses with 
regard to representations of Japanese soldiers in World War II in Chinese war films. It aims 
to look at prototypical images of Guizi constructed in earlier Chinese war films from the late 
1940s to the mid-1960s and see their later valorization, deviation and variations in close 
relation to the discursive formation of the Chinese nation state in various forms of 
nationalism. It also extends the analyses to those statements and visibilities that are in close 
relation to Guizi, such as the puppet army, traitors (Hanjian), and those Taiwan youth who 
are enlisted as Japanese soldiers during the war.  
 
Bio: JIANG Wei is a PhD candidate at the University of Macau. Presently he works as a lecturer at the 
UIC-Hong Kong Baptist University (Zhuhai campus).  
  
 

JIMENEZ, Veronica Borja 
University of Toronto, Canada 
 
Title: Tan Pin Pin’s Invisible City: The temporalities of discarded things 
 
Abstract: Tan Pin Pin’s film Invisible City follows the trail of records and documents made 
by documenteurs throughout the History of Singapore; the film braids together the multiple 
and often contingent temporalities of photography, film, journalism, archaeology, and 
personal records through which the Nation has been narrated. Tan assembles Singapore, not 
as a territorial package on which categorical attributes are piled, but as a multiplicity of 
ingestions, mergers and symbioses –a landscape which weaves together things preserved, 
discarded and forgotten. Memories fade, senility sets in, things decompose, and traces 
disappear from view, what is left? What motivations lie behind the desire to leave traces of 
our passing, document, and narrate our spaces? I concentrate particularly on the narrative 
strategies that convert digital trash into the building blocks of fragmented history.   
The film, I argue is not only about what is missing from, or what has been discarded in the 
wake of, official History, but also about what remains littered throughout the virtual and 
material landscape of the city. The multiple temporalities of waste put forth a multi-scalar 
temporal framework that transcends and disrupts the synchronicity of an omniscient 
perspective. I engage with the trope of waste present throughout the film, as the building 
blocks of a multi-linear encounter of trajectories, memories, events, and histories.   
Rather than a conception of Nationhood and belonging contingent on the constitution of a 
single hegemonic “we” told as the unfolding of a story underwritten by a uniform time 
producing a totalizing conception of community -the time of the ‘meanwhile’ -the 
temporalities of waste and montage are held together by rhizomatic temporalities -the 
conjunction “and”-which are unamenable to a totalizing sense of coherence with profound 
implications for agency and for individual and social subjectivity.  
 
Bio: Veronica Jimenez Borja is a PHD student in Comparative Literature at the University of 
Toronto. She holds an MA in Comparative Literature from Western University (Canada) and 
an MA in Political Economy (Taiwan) from National Cheng Kung University. Her current 
interest includes articulations of time and space in contemporary world literature film and 
material culture; social and phenomenological production of time and space; urban studies; 
contemporary Asian and Latin American literature and film; architecture theory; human 
geography; and urban studies. 
 

                                                           
6 Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge (A. M. Sheridan Smith, Trans. ), New York: Pantheon Books, 
1972, p. 205.  
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JOO, Woojeong  
Nagoya University, Japan 
 
Title: Transnational Media Adaptation/Remake: The Case of Japanese and South Korean 
Television Drama 
 
Abstract: The recent conflicts over territory issue in East Asia ironically prove the point that 
the region, though separated in nations, has been strongly connected with each other through 
history. In mass culture, this interconnectedness has been recognized and discussed in 
relation to the transnational expansion of Japanese popular culture in the 1990s (Iwabuchi, 
2002), and also to the boom of Korean Wave (hallyu) in the 21st century (Chua and 
Iwabuchi). Although these discourses clarified shared ‘contemporaneity’ existing throughout 
East Asian countries and bilateral process of glocalization, there is still the issue of history 
left untouched, which, as Iwabuchi admits, requires consideration of ‘postcolonial 
ambivalence’ inherent in ‘not just dialogue but also unevenness’ between nations. (Iwabuchi, 
2008).  
This paper aims to find a possibility of a dialogue ‘based upon’ the unevenness of history 
through a study of transnational media adaptations/remake between Japan and South Korea. 
The key question will address why transnational adaptation/remake practice is importantly 
considered in the media industries of the region and whether particular problems arise when 
there are historical issues involved. For this purpose, the production and consumption 
practice of the television period drama genre will be examined, upon the foundation of 
historical survey of media adaptation between the two countries. I expect this study will 
reveal the way how a certain historical element is contested and/or negotiated between 
Japanese and Korean media industries to construct more progressive form of transnational 
identity.  
 
Bio: Woojeong JOO is a JSPS postdoctoral research fellow at Nagoya University, Japan. His 
research interests include the films of Ozu Yasujiro, the discourses of early Japanese sound 
cinema, and transnational media practices in East Asia.  
 
 

KITAMURA, Hiroshi 
College of William and Mary, USA 
 
Title: The Japanese Western and the Ambivalent Politics of the Postwar Era 
 
Abstract: This paper will explore the cultural politics of “Japanese Westerns” 
(waseiuesutan) of the post-World War II (or “sengo”) era. I will examine a group of liminal 
films – including Daisōgen no wataridori (starring Kobayashi Akira), 
Umikarakitanagaremono (Kobayashi), Hayauchiyarō (Shishido Joe), Sandanjū no otoko 
(Nitani Hideaki), and Kōya no to seinin (Takakura Ken), and Nihon jokyōden: Makkanado 
kyōbana (Takakura) – that blended core traits of the Hollywood Western with existing 
“Japanese” formulas. Flaunting masculine gunmen, tense shootouts, codes of honor and 
loyalty, and even “native” peoples in the open countryside, these action-heavy films 
generated interest in Japan in part by drawing from the Turnerian imaginary of the moving 
frontier in the American West. However, these films were hardly mimicry or pastiche of the 
popular U.S. genre. In vilifying “greedy” urbanites, resisting industrialization, and 
romanticizing life in the sparsely populated countryside, these films delivered a powerful 
critique of Japan’s modernization and “high growth” of the postwar era.  
 
I will begin by discussing the political, industrial, and social contexts of Japanese and 
Hollywood cinemas in relation to Japan’s postwar reconstruction. Then, though textual and 
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primary source analysis, I will show how these hybrid Western scritiqued and commented on 
the politics of the postwar Japanese nation, as the country strove to distance itself from its 
wartime past while supporting a fast-paced modernization program. Yet while presenting a 
critical edge against political and social trends of the era, the Japanese Western also endorsed 
specific forms of postwar development, in particular by embracing American political and 
cultural values in the making of the postwar (sengo) era. In this sense, the Japanese Western 
ironically helped shape a larger paradigm of “high growth” as it reinforced Japan’s cultural 
dependence on things American.  
 
Bio: Hiroshi Kitamura is Associate Professor of History at the College of William and Mary, 
USA. He is the author of Screening Enlightenment: Hollywood and the Cultural 
Reconstruction of Defeated Japan (Cornell, 2010), which won the Southeast Conference of 
the Association for Asian Studies Book Prize and the Shimizu Hiroshi Award from the 
Japanese Association for American Studies. Currently, Hiroshi is at work on two projects: a 
transnational history of post-World War II Japanese cinema and a monograph on cinema and 
imperial formations across the Pacific.  
 
 

KOLESVO, Elena 
Unitec Institute of Technology, New Zealand 
 
Title: “Asians – freaky chaps!” (De)constructing Asia through personal encounters with 
North East Asian popular culture 
 
Abstract: New Zealand youth, as youth all around the world, greatly enjoy popular culture 
originating from North East Asia. Martial arts movies, anime, computer games, fashion, 
food, music, design, gardens, tattoo - it would be hard to find a popular culture genre that has 
originated in North East Asia that does not have followers in New Zealand. The consumption 
of imported popular culture by local people does not happen passively, but influences their 
identity construction by incorporating foreign forms into their local cultural context. Michel 
de Certeau, in his book The Practice of Everyday Life (1984), argues that popular practices 
are full of importance for understanding our lives. He proposes the analysis of not only the 
symbolic dimension of cultural products or merchandise, but also the mechanisms of 
consumption of these products by consumers or “users” of this culture. In fact, the “user” of 
popular culture exercises power by producing certain meanings that tell more about the 
struggle of the “user” than the original producer. However, the local people’s life 
experiences, although influenced by the global culture, remain in a local cultural context. 
The question is how global, or in this context North East Asian popular culture, contributes 
towards local articulations of New Zealand cultural identity? And what can we learn about 
the everyday performance and consumption of East Asian popular culture? Why does New 
Zealand youth choose East Asian popular culture? And finally, what are the images of Asia 
that New Zealand youth construct through their experiences with East Asian popular culture?  
Using a series of case studies, this paper explores the consumption or the ‘use’ of East Asian 
popular culture in a local New Zealand context. It also explores the images of Asia 
constructed by New Zealand youth through this consumption.  
 
Bio: Elena is a Senior Lecturer and Programme Leader for Postgraduate programmes at the 
Department of Communication Studies at Unitec, New Zealand, where she teaches courses 
in Asian Studies and in International and Intercultural Communication. Her research interests 
include the re-emergence of nationalism in Japan and Russia via popular culture. In 2011 she 
co-organised a “Cool New Asia” international symposium followed by the ePublication 
“Coon New Asia: Asian Popular Culture in Local Context”. She is also involved in research 
on international or transnational education and international students, and has published in 
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the area of the history of Japanese education, international students and also a comparative 
analysis of history textbooks in Japan and Russia.  
 
 

KONG, Mengxun（孔夢尋） 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Cooperative marriage as a tactic: a discussion on migrant workers in Macau as  
educated homosexuals from mainland China  
 
Abstract: Since the Handover of Macau in 1999, a new social space of neo-liberalism has 
been gradually developed. The notion of ‘Casino Capitalism’ is firstly raised by Susan 
Strange who suggested the whole system of western capitalism is like a huge gambling 
house. The casino industry in Macau just symbolized a neo-liberal economy. Under such a 
combination of capitalization and marketization, taking the economy benefit as the major 
standard of Macau society has gotten justification from government and individuals (Liu, 
2010; Strange, 1996). The changes in the labor market has led to a quite popular value 
‘enterprising self’ (Travis. Kong, 2012; Lizhang and Ai Ong, 2008), which means 
calculating, proactive, and self-disciplined self , the self-enterprising individuals in Macau 
could be found among young generations of Macau workers. On the other hand, when we 
look into the field of homosexual groups in Macau, barren will be the keyword of this space. 
So far, there is only one study on gay apps (Grindr and Jack’d) use in Macau. In this essay, I 
choose migrant workers in Macau as educated homosexual from mainland China as research 
objects, the main inquiries are like followings: Under the state-governance of contemporary 
context, what kind of lifestyles have occurred on migrant workers in Macau as educated 
homosexual from mainland China? By what practice and how do individuals response to the 
development of this context?  
 
Bio: Kong Mengxun (Carol) received her M. A. degree in foreign philosophy from 
University of Zhejiang and Bachelor degree in Japanese from University of Jinan. She is 
now a Ph. D student in the department of Communication at the University of Macau. Her 
research interest specializes in homosexual studies, political theories and critical cultural 
study.  
 

 

KONG, Ruicai 
University of Auckland, New Zealand 
 
Title: A Revolutionary Utopia of ‘Rivers and Lakes’: Jianghu Ambience in Shajiabang 
(1971) 
 
Abstract: This paper examines the concept of jianghu in Shajiabang (1971), a modernized 

Peking opera film of the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). Jianghu (江湖, literally rivers and 
lakes) was the environmental setting of traditional martial-arts genre, which was banned 
during the 1950s-70s in mainland China. This study shows how the traces of jianghu, the 
returning specters beyond the CCP censorship, configured a revolutionary utopia that 
contradicted the Party ideology. In the operatic film, the generic power of jianghu 
emphatically reshaped the history into a space of simulacrum, which was at odds with the 
doctrine of Socialist Realism in terms of the correct representation of history. Specifically, 
the jianghu ambience was embodied in four ways in Shajiabang: the gangland environment 
of Shajia village, the battle scene and battle style, the landscape backdrop, and the yin-yang 
cosmology. In discussing the relationship among environment, utopia and reality, this paper 
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aims to explore the spatial heterogeneousness in Chinese Socialist Realism.  
 
Bio: KONG Ruicai is a Ph. D. candidate in the School of Asian Studies at the University of 
Auckland, New Zealand. He is working on a Ph. D. project entitled “Performing Revolution: 
Model Theatre in the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (1966-1976).” He obtained his 
MA from Renmin University of China. He has published widely in academic journals, 
magazines, and newspapers circulated in China.  
 
 

KUAN, Chee-Wah 
University Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia 
 
Title: Emergent and Development of Chinese Malaysia Cinema: The Symbiosis of the Local 
and the Transnational 
 
Abstract: The Malaysian film industry and culture after 1970s tend to be an ethnically, 
linguistically and culturally homogeneous ‘Malay-centric’ one, resulted from the state-
imposed politics of ethnicity difference. The evolution of technology and social environment 
in the 1990s and 2000s change the filmic scene in Malaysia. The availability of cheap and 
affordable digital filmmaking gadgets ‘democratized’ the filmmaking process and 
contributed to the emergent of the ‘Malaysian independent filmmaking’ wave. It opens up 
opportunities for the ethnic minorities like Chinese to make their own film and depict the 
non-Malay cultures in the film medium. But a decade after the millennium, the cultural 
environment of Malaysian cinema change where more and more mainstream commercial 
films directed and produced by Chinese Malaysian were on the screening list of the local and 
foreign mainstream commercial cinemas. Although the Chinese Malaysian films appeared in 
both the independent wave and the recent commercial wave were produced in this nation that 
shrouded by ethnic politics, the productions were also made possible by the various 
transnational funding opportunities and co-production deals, at the same time meant for the 
cross-border transnational circulation that cater for the global consumption. In other words, 
we can locate the production of Chinese Malaysian films whether the independent or the 
commercial, at the intersection and symbiosis between the local and the transnational. The 
aim of this paper is to examine and study the complex, dynamic and interrelated local and 
transnational factors that contribute to the emergent and recent development of the Chinese 
Malaysian cinema.  
 
Bio: Kuan Chee Wah was born in Penang, Malaysia. He received his M. A. from National 
Chengchi University, Taiwan. He teaches in the Department of Journalism, Faculty Arts and 
Social Science, University Tunku Abdul Rahman, Malaysia. His research interests including 
Chinese cultural identities and Chinese language cinema, and has published several essays 
on the Chinese language cinema studies. He is currently a PhD student in the School of 
Communication, University of Science, Malaysia and working on his research thesis 
regarding Chinese identities in Chinese Malaysian cinema.  
 
 

KWON, Jae-Woong 
Hallym University, Korea 
 

WOO, Jiwoon 
Korea University 
 
Title: Superheroes in Asian pop culture: The Case of Tiger & Bunny 
Abstract: US cultural products of superheroes such as Avengers and X-Men series show the 
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team of multi-racial composition under white male character’s leadership. With US State 
support, superheroes in theses cartoons struggle to save world. Although it shows multiracial 
composition, Tiger & Bunny, a Japanese animation, shows different interpretation of 
superheroes by adopting the TV reality show format. Set in Sternbuild, a fictional German 
type city, as a background, Tiger & Bunny deals with the story of eight superheroes to 
compete and cooperate for catching criminals. Hero TV, a broadcasting company in this 
cartoon, makes a TV reality show of their activities. Each character has big company’s 
sponsorship and has to get points for their action in arresting criminals. The engagement of 
TV show provides them with dilemma of their reason of activity: heroic action for justice or 
for entertainment. This paper examines how Tiger & Bunny immerses Asian cultural value 
into superhero cartoon through textual analysis of the text and comparison with US 
superhero cartoons. Through this analysis and comparison, researchers try to find possibility 
of new pop cultural product with Asian sensibility.  
 
Bio:  
KWON, Jae-Woong-Associate Professor, Hallym University. MA, Dept. of 
Telecommunication, Michigan State University. Ph. D. School of Media & Communication, 
Temple University.  
 
WOO, Jiwoon, Researcher, Korea University. MA, Dept. of Journalism & Mass 
Communication, Korea University. Ph. D, Dept. of Journalism & Mass Communication, 
Korea University.  
 
 

LAUKKANEN, Tatu 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Global Goondas, The Politics of Change in Hindi Crime Films 
 
Abstract: have often drawn parallels between the cruel world of organized crime on film 
and capitalism. Keeping in mind this history my paper looks at recent Indian gangster films 
and particularly Company (2002, Dir. Raj Gopal Varma) a film set in Hong Kong and 
Bombay. Specifically I address the politics of change that are represented in these films, 
relating them to India’s economic development and its supposed emerging in the “family of 
nations” of the “First World”. I will discuss how these “New Hindi Cinema” films deal with 
various subjects associated with emerging economies and globalization such as outsourcing, 
immigration, new technologies, the rise of the middle class, receding of the state and 
corruption. The paper will also explore the changes in Hindi films production and exhibition 
that has enabled films like these. As the gangster film genre is a transnational one, the films 
international connections will also be addressed.  
 
Bio: Tatu LAUKKANEN is a PhD candidate at the Department of Comparative Literature at 
the University of Hong Kong. He is doing a comparative study of contemporary films from 
the BRIC countries and their politics of change. 
 
 

LEARY, Charles  
Curtin University, Sarawak 
 
Title: Farewell to King Kong: Representing the Modern and the Primitive in Sarawak  
 
Abstract: In 1934, the third Rajah of Sarawak opened the first cinema in Sarawak, on the 
island of Borneo, naming it after his wife. The inaugural screening featured a film depicting 
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a visit by a filmmaker to a mysterious island inhabited by a pagan tribe who had never had 
contact with a foreign civilization. The Sylvia, in Kuching, which later became part of the 
Cathay chain of cinemas throughout Southeast Asia, no longer exists. In its place now stands 
a building that houses the offices of the Sarawak Tourism Board, which promotes various 
experiences of native traditions and the natural environment of Borneo to visitors. This paper 
will discuss the entanglements between the preservation of the natural environment and 
indigenous cultural heritage with the politics of development in Sarawak – that since the 19th 
century has been a territory of the Brunei Sultanate, an independent sovereignty, a British 
colony, and now a state in Malaysia – while examining the representation of Sarawakians – 
in particular the largest ethnic group, the indigenous Iban – in a variety of visual culture, 
including Hollywood films like Farewell to the King and The Sleeping Dictionary, as well as 
Malaysian productions including Saloi: The Movie and holiday commercials for the national 
oil company Petronas.  
 
Bio: Charles Leary is Senior Lecturer in the Department of Media, Culture, and 
Communications at Curtin University, Sarawak. He holds a PhD in Cinema Studies from 
New York University and is writing a book on Hong Kong film culture during the Cold War.  
 
 

LI, Siu Leung 
Lingnan University, Hong Kong 
 
Title: Female Cross-dressing in Hong Kong Cinema and Cantonese Opera 
 
Abstract: Rereading female cross-dressing in Hong Kong cinema since the 1950s, this paper 
examines  
the condition for the auspicious reception of this practice as enabled by the Cantonese 
operatic convention of nüwenwusheng [the female “civil-cum-military male role-type”], 
which is still running strong today in Hong Kong. The bodily effects followed from the 
crisscrossing of cinema with Cantonese opera in Hong Kong were informed by a tradition of 
non-normative gender expressions in female theatrical cross-dressing that has been 
maintained in Hong Kong Cantonese opera but not in its counterpart in mainland China. This 
defines a peculiar moment in Hong Kong cinema and the unique identity of “Hong Kong 
Cantonese Opera.” 
 
Bio: Siu Leung Li is associate professor and Associate Director of Kwan Fong Cultural 
Studies and Development Program at Lingnan Universtity. He received his BA and Mphil 
from the University of Hong Kong, PhD in comparative literature from the University of 
Massachusetts Amherst and was Joukowsky Postdoctoral Fellow at Brown Universtity. He 
taught in the Division of Humanities at the Hong Kong Universtity of Science and 
Technology before joining Lingnan. Li has published on gender and Chinese opera, Hong 
Kong Popular culture and film, and comparative literary studies.  
 

 
LI, Daryl Zhenhong 
National University of Singapore 
 
Title: The Performance of History and Culture: Self-Reflexivity in Wong Kar-wai’s The 
Grandmaster 
 
Abstract: In this essay, I argue that Wong Kar-wai’s The Grandmaster deploys a self-
reflexive strategy centered on the spectatorship of martial arts films in order to engage with 
issues of representing Chinese history and culture on screen. I begin by briefly considering 
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representations of Chinese culture and history in martial arts films, paying particular 
attention to recent films in the genre and the transnational context in which they are often 
discussed. In doing so, I outline the issues of representing Chinese culture or history on 
screen and relate this to the thematic focus on time, history, and narrativisation in The 
Grandmaster. I then establish that the film exhibits a self-reflexivity towards film 
spectatorship, or in fact, the spectatorship of Chinese culture and history. Subsequently, I 
concentrate on the aesthetic choices and themes in the film—including the stylisation of the 
fight scenes, the use of slow-motion shots, fragmentary editing, and the themes of 
performance and dualities—to suggest that Wong constitutes a self-aware approach that aims 
to recuperate the possibilities of representing Chinese history and culture in popular film 
beyond the superficial spectacle of Chineseness. This analysis will be of value in the fields of 
cultural representation in cinema and popular contemporary Chinese-language film in the 
global industry.  
 
Bio: Daryl Li received his Master of Arts (Literary Studies) from the National University of 
Singapore. Currently a research assistant in the Department of Geography, his research 
interests include cultural representation in martial arts film and spectatorship in animated 
film.  
 

 
LIN, Hsin-Nan (Nobuo TAKAMORI) 
National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 

 
CHEN, I-Ping 
National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan 
 
Title: The Subjectivity of Invisible Power in the Film Making: Chia-Wei HSU and his 
Marshal Tie Jia (2012) 
 
Abstract: In 2012, Taiwanese artist Chia-Wei HSU (許家維) created an artwork, Marshal 
Tie Jia (鐵甲元帥), which is comprised of parts in film (10 min. ), installation and 
photography, to participate 2012 Taipei Biennale. Marshal Tie Jia (or Ironclad Marshal) is a 
frog deity originated from a Temple in China and was forced to migrate to Matsu, islands 
controlled by today’s Taiwan, during the Chinese Cultural Revolution. In creating “Marshal 
Tie Jia”, artist Chia-Wei HSU used religion methodology to “contact” and “discuss” with the 
deity, Marshal Tie Jia. Marshal Tie Jia also “responded” with his idea about film-making, 
including granting his permission to shooting a scene on Turtle Island (龜島) under the 
condition that no artificial structure of any kind was to be constructed. In this case study, the 
deity, the invisible power got its subjectivity to involve in the making of this film. This 
research tries to re-discuss the subjectivities and the power structure between the artist and 
the deity in the film making, to ponder the possibility of evoking the supernatural power as a 
participating element of art making. For describing this process and phenomenon 
scientifically, this research will adopt the methodology and narratives of psychology or 
psychoanalysis, to transform the relationship between deity and the artist as a drama created 
in the realm of subconsciousness.  
 
Bio: LIN Hsin-Nan (Nobuo TAKAMORI): Independent curator (b. 1985) Takamori, Nobuo 
(Lin, Hsin-Nan) lives and works in Taipei, Taiwan. He established in 2010 and runs the 
curation group, Outsiders Factory in Taipei, Taiwan. He has curated numerous exhibitions 
including “Post – Actitud, El Artecontemporáneo de Jóvenes Artistas de Taiwán (Ex Teresa 
Arte Actual, Mexico City, Mexico, 2011), a Vietnamese & Taiwanese Artists Exchange 
Project “South country, South of Country” (Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam and Tainan, Taiwan 
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2012), “Sommerreise” (Berlin, Germany, 2013), and a curator residency project (Koganecho 
Area Management Center, Yokohama, Japan, 2013).  
 
CHEN I-Ping’s research interests includes psychological & psychoanalysis analysis, and 
subconsciousness theories.  
 
 

LIU, Christina (劉玤琳) 
National Taipei University of Technology, Taiwan 
 
Title: Beyond “Asian Extreme”: Post-Asianness and the Politics of Sympathy in Kim Ki-
duk’s Pietà 
 
Abstract: Kim ki-duk’s Pietà may be seen as an Asian version of Michelangleo’s Pietà, 
which quotes western ideas and giving new ways of seeing on Korean films concerning 
aesthetics, psyche, religion and city. By showing the representation of the bloody animal 
elements, the aesthetics of violence arose a special affect. Kim’s films are defined as “Asian 
Extreme” by Tartan Film (the UK-based film distributor.), referring to genre of East Asian 
horror or thriller; however, Pietà is more than just that. Kim’s films show taboos that are 
unusual to most Asian audience, the mother and son’s incestuous relationship alludes to such 
‘Western’ concept as Oedipus complex. In fact, Kim is familiar with western literary and 
critical theory, the ending that alludes to the suffering of Christ may be seen as a criticism to 
Christianity. Another aspect is the city represented in the film. Old buildings and factory will 
be destroyed in the process of modernization. The film depicts an ‘infernal’ on earth in this 
Korean urbanized city, as if responding to what Benjamin calls “The monuments of the 
bourgeoisie as ruin even before they have crumbled.” This paper explores to what extend 
these motifs influence the understanding of ‘Asian-ness’, or “Post-Asianness.” 
 
Concerning the issue of psyche, the film invites the audience to sympathize with the 
revengeful mother, or the ‘evil’ son, or the indebted victims, but leave the audience no space 
to comfortably identify with. For example, the mother at one point sympathizes with her 
victim, making the politics of sympathy problematic. This paper explores in what way 
subjectivity and identification are challenged in the politics of sympathy, also questions what 
‘Koreanness’ means in a film which alludes to Western literary and critical theory.  
 
Bio: Christina Liu is finishing her MA in English at Taipei Tech. Her MA thesis is on 
sympathy in George Eliot’s Middlemarch and Kim’s Pieta. She will soon receive her Master 
Degree in Cultural Studies, English Department in NTUT. She is the editor of Filming Taipei 
(a short film directed by Dr Louis Lo, Assistant Professor, Taipei Tech.). She co-runs a 
weekly YouTube channel (Chinese 543) teaching everyday Chinese in English.  
 
 

LO, Wai Luk 
Hong Kong Baptist University 
 
Title: The Evolution and Aesthetic Achievement of Hong Kong Cantonese Operatic Cinema 
 
Abstract: There was a great artistic leap in the Hong Kong Cantonese Operatic Cinema 
during the 1950s. The genre had transformed from a theatrical based form to a cinematic 
form. Nevertheless, past attentions on the genre was not specifically on film aesthetics. As 
such, there are many excellent Cantonese operatic films awaiting critics and scholars to 
appraise. Through a comparative study of a Cantonese operatic film The Green Jade Hairpin 
(碧玉簪), directed by Chow, Sze-luk 周詩祿 in 1962, to a Shanghai yueju version of the 
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same title, directed by Wu Zuguang 吳祖光, produced in the same year, this paper attempts 
to analyze the differences in aesthetic approach between Hong Kong Cantonese Operatic 
Cinema and Mainland China’s Operatic Cinema.  
 
Bio: Wai-luk Lo is Associate Professor and Director of MFA (Film, TV and Digital Media) 
of the Academy of Film, Hong Kong Baptist University. His specialties are script-writing, 
film and theatre aesthetics, and stage productions. He has both theoretical and practical 
knowledge in the field. He was producer for Radio and Television, and is very active 
participating local culture as radio program host, theatre critic, director, and actor. His 
research projects and publications focus on the areas of traditional Chinese drama, History 
and Aesthetics of Chinese Cinema, and Hong Kong performing arts. He is also a poet and 
has published two poetry books.  
 
 

LV, Mengliu 
Zhengzhou University, China 
 
Title: Analysis about External Media Forms and the development of Asian Society 
 
Abstract: Several centuries ago, the continents had little contact. Different civilizations 
independently created their media of communication, such as language, writing, and books. 
Each medium had different forms during different civilizations. They are the products of 
social conditions and carry the value of the civilization. For example, Chinese culture 
emphasizes on holism and the unity of man and nature, therefore Chinese created hieroglyph, 
and classical Chinese has no punctuation. However, with the frequent contact between 
continents and the change of the international configuration, the media of communication 
which are invented by the western developed countries (e.g. telegram, television, computer 
and mobile phone) have begun to spread over and monopolize the world. Asia and other 
regions became passive receivers whether they need them or not. These media are the 
products of western societies and their forms are saturated with the value of individualism, 
pure reason and more. They will erode Asian culture and impact our society if we embrace 
them without criticism and in a blind sighted manner. This article tries to analyze the 
relationship between the form of media and the society. It suggests that using the media that 
have been invented by western developed countries with vigilance and attempts to create 
media forms that are suitable and beneficial for Asian countries. 
 
Bio: Menglu Ly is a graduate student in Communications. Her research interests broadly 
cover political economy of communications, critical/cultural studies and the relationship 
between media technology and society. Her recent studies focus on the social value of micro-
communication and her essay Analysis about the Social Early Warning Function of Micro-
blog has been appeared in Journalism Communication. Lyu has been awarded the title of 
excellent graduate of Zhejiang University of Media and Communications, and has worked as 
an intern reporter in Henan TV station and Zhengzhou TV station. She is currently a member 
of Zhengzhou University Postgraduate Association and a social volunteer. 
 

 

LUAN, Lingfei 
Bowling Green State University, USA 
 
Title: The Function and influence of new Linear Theory in film studies 
 
Abstract: Most modern film studies have been regarded as cultural research in the domain of 
the arts, which separates the film’s attributes and features as an individual communication 
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medium, its functions and methods as a communication tool, its influence as a 
communication mode, and the acceptance and feedback of its audience. With the 
combination of the quantitative and qualitative analyses, this research takes the case of the 
Chinese martial arts film, which is extensive cultural significance, to analyze the indivisible 
relationship between film and communication. The communication features of the Chinese 
film are analyzed based on the theory of public domain, the media theory, and the research in 
the field of martial arts culture. Meanwhile, full attention is paid to the audience of the 
Chinese film at different stages, in different regions and through different media, so that the 
communication time-and-space model can be created to demonstrate the psychological and 
communication effects of the Chinese film audience. On the other hand, I tend to conduct the 
research form of investigation and communication to collect the information about the 
cognitive similarities and differences of the Chinese audience in different regions, ages, 
nationalities, and cultural qualities to the Chinese martial arts film. Such research can not 
only help understand the dynamic and specific relation between the Chinese society and the 
Chinese martial arts film, but also provide the accumulation of the vivid materials for the 
research on the communication aspect of the Chinese martial arts film, so as to achieve the 
ultimate goal to explore the relationship between the film and television culture and the mass 
media of communication.  
 
Bio: Lingfei Luan is a master student majoring in communication studies at Bowling Green 
State University and expects to graduate this year. As the only child in her family, she did 
not follow her parents’ expectation in terms of becoming an engineer. Instead, she chose film 
studies as her lifelong dream. After years of effort, she was accepted by Beijing Film 
Academy. After graduation, she went to France to continue to explore film. Having studies 
film theories for a year, she has questions about how to effectively analyze film and how to 
broaden film research in wider perspective. In order to answer those questions, she went to 
U. S where she is immersing herself in theoretical frameworks revolving around new media, 
methodology, and basic theories in communication studies. She generates her own theory 
“linear theory” and tries to test it in the future.  
 
 

MA, Ran  
Nagoya University, Japan 
 
Title: Kozoku and the Grassroots Film Network for Contemporary Japanese Independent 
Cinema 
 
Abstract: This paper attempts to survey the film circulation/exhibition network for Japanese 

independent cinema via the case-study of one particular filmmaker collective Kozoku (空族
), which was founded by self-trained filmmakers Tomita Katsuya and Aizawa Toranosuke in 
2004. The circulation and exhibition for Kozoku’s films have proportionally relied on the 
nationwide film network constituted of grassroots-level entities such as film festivals 
(screening events), arthouse cinemas (mini-theaters), cinéphile organisations, various 
cinema-related online platforms as well as social networking sites and so forth. Their 
production and promotional campaign for the recent film “Saudade” (2011,35mm) directed 
by Tomita Katsuya, which interweaves the diversified immigration communities in the post-
economic crisis “local city” Kofu will be closely analyzed. On the one hand, though Kozoku 
keeping certain critical distance from the label of “independent film”, their filmmaking 
practice needs to be examined against the shifting scenario of Japanese independent cinema 
in the post-studio era; by mapping out the grassroots film network Kozoku engages with we 
might better understand how the regionalised/localised film festival network has dynamized 
and added momentum to independent filmmaking. Arguably, such local/regional grassroots-
level film festival network has redefined and expanded our understanding of the power 
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relation embedded in the “international film festival” model (de Valck). On the other hand, 
Kozoku’s realism-oriented filmmaking practices could be situated within the 
independent/new wave (Do-It-Yourself) filmmaking movements since 2000s across Asia, for 
which the emergence of filmmaker collectives begs the reconsideration of the critical trope 
of auteur and authorship.  
 
Bio: MA Ran (Associate Professor) is currently teaching Cinema Studies at the Global-30 
“Japan-in-Asia” Cultural Studies Program, Graduate School of Letters, Nagoya University. 
Her research interests include Asian independent cinema and film festival studies.  
 
 

MAGNAN-PARK, Aaron 
The University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Kungfu justice: Bruce Lee& The Popularization of a Chinese Post-Confucian Moral 
Universe 
 
Abstract: “Kung fu justice” is Hong Kong action cinema’s answer to the Hollywood 
Westerns promotion of frontier justice. While both terms refer to violence as the final option 
to restore social harmony, the backdrop under which this happens is not the same. In the 
more familiar Hollywood case, frontier justice represents the incomplete implementation of 
American civilization’s rule of law into the Wild West. In the Hong Kong case, kung fu 
justice comes into play when Chinese civilization’s established rule of law is compromised 
and the only recourse to social harmony rests on the hands and fists of a kung fu hero.  
Of all the screen stars that partook in the global kung fu craze of the early 1970s, Bruce Lee 
was the ultimate personification of the kung fu hero. While his skills in martial arts are often 
cited, less is said about the moral framework under which Bruce Lee’s heroic screen 
personas established a Chinese specific post-Confucian moral universe that sought to 
exorcise the image of China as the “Sick Man of Asia. “ It is not just the application of force 
that marked the kung fu hero’s rise to global popularity but more importantly the moral 
rationale that necessitated the need to resort to violence as the final option. This transformed 
the Chinese kung fu hero into an international heroic template that non-Chinese sought to 
emulate as an alternative to other forms of dominant masculinity.  
 
Bio: Aaron Han Joon Magnan-Park (Ph. D., University of Iowa) is Assistant Professor in the 
Department of Comparative Literature at The University of Hong Kong. He specializes in 
Asian cinema vis-à-vis action, aesthetics, culture, theory, and sound.  
 
 

MAO, Sihui 
Macao Polytechnic Institute, Macao 
 
Title: In Search of Macao’s Cultural Identity in Cinema: Self Projections, New Challenges 
and Opportunities 

 
Abstract: For many decades, Macao had generally been seen as a small suburb of the high-
profile mega city Hong Kong, or a one-day destination for many people from China’s 
Mainland and other parts of East and Southeast Asia to try their luck in the packed and very 
often smoky casinos such as the old Lisboa, registering little presence in the international 
arena except for some seedy scenes in Hong Kong or western films until the 1990s. In terms 
of visual representations, Macao has been treated, more often than not, as an exotic Oriental 
space for staging non-Chinese tales in Western films, as a convenient place for constructing 
narratives of gambling, violence and revenge without Macao’s real subjectivity in Hong 
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Kong cinema and, in Mainland Chinese cinema, as a remote territory that was almost entirely 
forgotten by Chinese film directors before the 1999 handover and then as a special 
administrative region for the ideologically motivated constructions of Chinese national 
allegories and also the mixed, hybridized, and fragmented identity of Macao. In the past 15 
years since the handover, we have witnessed some significant changes in the way Macao is 
represented in these cinemas. This presentation reviews these changes but mainly explores 
how some “locally produced” films attempt to search for Macao’s cultural identity in terms 
of self-projections, new challenges and opportunities.  
 
Bio: Mao Sihui received his M. A. (in Contemporary Literary & Cultural Studies) from 
University of Lancaster, UK and his PhD (in Comparative Literature – Film Culture) from 
the University of Hong Kong. After many years of teaching at Guangdong University of 
Foreign Studies (from 1982 to 2000) and then Hong Kong Lingnan University (2001 to 
2003), he is Professor of English and Comparative Cultural Studies, and Director of MPI-
Bell Centre of English, Macao Polytechnic Institute. He has been Vice President of Sino-
American Comparative Culture Association of China since 2000, President of Federation of 
Translators and Interpreters of Macao since 2007, and Council Member of International 
Translators Federation since 2011. He taught BA, MA & PhD courses at GDUFS & HK 
Lingnan University such as “Modern British & American Drama”, “Contemporary Critical 
Theory”, “Comparative Cultural Studies”, “Film Culture”, “Translation for the Media”, 
“Translation of Texts in Popular Culture”, “Culture and Translation”. He has supervised 
many MA and six PhD theses to completion. His major publications include Technologising 
the Male Body: British Cinema 1957-1987 (1999), New Perspectives: Contemporary 
Literary and Cultural Studies (2000), Decoding Contemporary Britain (2003), Literature, 
Culture and Postmodern Transformations: 8 Case Studies from William Shakespeare to 
James Bond (2009). He is General Editor of the New Topics in Contemporary Cultural 
Studies Series (6 vols, Sun Yat-sen University Press, 2007-2009), and he co-edited with 
Doreen Wu a special issue for the journal of Critical Arts, Media Discourses and Cultural 
Globalisation: A Chinese Perspective (Routledge & UNISA, 2011). He has also published 
over 60 academic journal papers and book chapters in literary, cultural and translation 
studies. He has just finished a research project on Representations of Macao in 
Contemporary Cinema and now working on Transcultural Competence in ELT and 
Intercultural Communication. 
 
 

MARCHETTI, Gina 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: HKSAR Women Filmmakers’ Images of Activism 
 
Abstract: As Hong Kong continues its fifty-year transition from a British colony to Chinese 
sovereignty, debates surrounding the territory’s ability to govern itself, function as part of the 
Chinese nation, and maintain a distinct global identity in order to solidify its standing as 
“Asia’s world city,” anxiety surrounding political processes has become more heated. 
Women’s role in constructing a local body politic in the HKSAR’s first decade needs to be 
acknowledged, and the importance of motion pictures in envisioning the territory’s future 
recognized. This presentation looks at a range of films, directed by Hong Kong’s women 
filmmakers, which provide a critical perspective on Hong Kong politics. This includes an 
investigation of how women have depicted Hong Kong’s female activists as well as the way 
in which women have taken up the camera as political observers and/or commentators. I 
begin with a look at how two very different directors have directly encountered Hong Kong 
politics as part of their filmmaking practice. Ann Hui, for one, has made several films that 
include the depiction of female activists involved with political or social movements 
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designed to improve the lives of Hong Kong women. In Ordinary Heroes (1999), Sow 
(Rachel Lee) becomes an activist to ameliorate the circumstances of the “boat” women 
constantly threatened with deportation because of their floating domiciles. Since this film 
resonates with Hui’s earlier Starry is the Night (1988) as well as with Mabel Cheung’s City 
of Glass (1998), I place these depictions of women and Hong Kong political activism within 
a historical frame as well as make intertextual connections among these two female auteurs. 
Tammy Cheung, as another example, takes a very different approach to women in the public 
arena. As a participant-observer of the Hong Kong political scene, several of her 
documentaries, including July (2004) and Election (2008), reflect back on her own 
intervention as a filmmaker in the political development of Hong Kong. Women as political 
subjects hold a crucial place in all these films, and I plan to explore why these filmmakers 
depict women in the political arena in these specific ways.  
 
Bio:  
Gina Marchetti teaches in the Department of Comparative Literature, School of Humanities, 
at the University of Hong Kong. Her books include Romance and the “Yellow Peril”: Race, 
Sex and Discursive Strategies in Hollywood Fiction (California, 1993), Andrew Lau and 
Alan Mak’s Infernal Affiars—The Trilogy (HKUP, 2007),From Tian’anmen to Times Square: 
Transnational China and the Chinese Diaspora on Global Screens (Temple, 2006), The 
Chinese Diaspora on American Screens: Race, Sex, and Cinema (2012), Hong Kong Film, 
Hollywood and the New Global Cinema, co-edited with Tan See-Kam (Routledge, 2007), 
and Chinese Connections: Critical Perspectives on Film, Identity and Diaspora, co-edited 
with Peter X Feng and Tan See-Kam (Temple, 2009), and Hong Kong Screenscapes: From 
the New Wave to the Digital Frontier, co-edited with Esther M. K. Cheung and Tan See-Kam 
(HKUP, 2011).  
 
 

MARTIN, Daniel 
Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology 
 
Title: Statelessness and Asian Identity in Animation from South Korea and Japan 
 
Abstract: The South Korean animation industry is currently enjoying its most creative and 
diverse period ever, encouraging experimentation and attracting greater financial investment. 
However, the global profile of animated films and television from Korea remains minimal, 
despite the best efforts of animators and even cultural policymakers. Over the last decade, 
there has been an increasing attempt to create original Korean animation projects that can 
compete with Japanese anime and Hollywood animation, both at home and abroad. Several 
recent high-profile projects have aimed to transform the negative perception of Korea’s 
animation industry as technically efficient rather than creative, with its only achievements as 
a cheap subcontractor for US cartoon production.  
 
One route to wider global recognition has been an increase in co-productions between the 
animation industries of Japan and South Korea, and a number of transnational cross-media 
adaptations of comic books. These collaborative animations display varying degrees of 
national identity, often disguising their Korean origins in favor of a more homogenously 
‘Asian’ aesthetic.  
 
This paper therefore explores the contentious issue of national identity in Japanese-Korean 
animation, drawing on notions of statelessness and cultural odor, as discussed by scholars 
such as Koichi Iwabuchi and Susan Napier, and focusing on case studies of the animated 
series Black God (2009) and Ragnarok (2002) and the animated film Blade of the Phantom 
Master (Joji Shimura and Ahn Tae-geun, 2004). These animations provide examples of both 
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cultural/geographic anonymity and specificity. A problematic process of cultural translation 
renders the Korean elements of these texts all but invisible, yet their economic and cultural 
impact is far from insignificant. At a time when the ‘Korean Wave’ of popular music, film 
and television is attracting global attention, it is important to consider the less-studied aspects 
of the South Korean cultural industries, and address the unique questions raised by notions of 
stateless identity in contemporary animation from South Korea and Japan.  
 
Bio: Daniel Martin is Assistant Professor of Film Studies in the School of Humanities and 
Social Sciences at the Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology (KAIST), and 
also holds a post as Honorary Researcher in the Institute for the Contemporary Arts at 
Lancaster University. His recent research concerns the international circulation of films from 
South Korea, Japan, and Hong Kong. He is the co-editor of Korean Horror Cinema 
(Edinburgh University Press, 2013), and has published articles in Cinema Journal, Film 
International, Acta Koreana, Asian Cinema, and The Journal of Korean Studies.  
 
 

NAWARUNGREUNG, Jutharat 
Thammas at University, Thailand 
 
Title: A Study of the Use of English by Thai: A Case Study of English in Thai songs 
 
Abstract: As an international language, English is used as a medium in formal and informal 
settings including all kinds of entertainment. As it were, the use of English in such an arena 
is of no less importance and interest, and indeed it becomes a valuable tool for EFL learners 
to learn and improve their language. In addition, it is a social perspective in the way that 
English is incorporated in other nationalities’ music, as well as the attitudes of listeners 
toward it. This research principally aimed to find out the level of comprehensibility of 
English inserted in Thai pop music. There were three groups of participants, namely Thais, 
non native speakers who are non Thai, and native speakers, 35 each group. The research 
tools comprised song lyrics, interviews, questionnaires, and video recorder. The participants 
listened to Thai songs and wrote down the English words and their meanings they heard. 
They were video-recorded when listening to the songs, and then asked on particular actions 
and facial expressions. Afterwards, they were interviewed to account for their attitudes 
toward the incorporation of English into Thai songs. Finally, the participants completed a 
questionnaire. Data was analysed by the way of comparison of all the participants’ 
pronunciation. In doing so, the number of correct and incorrect answers was revealed. The 
study has shown that those who attained the highest level of understanding the English words 
in Thai music were Thais, native speakers, and non native speakers who are non Thai 
respectively.  
 
Bio: Jutharat Nawarungreung is a Ph. D. candidate at Thammasat University, Thailand. She 
received a bachelor and a master degree in English from Srinakharinwirot University, 
Thailand. Her interests are American literature in 18th century, linguistics, and pop culture. 
She is an interpreter and a freelance tutor of English and Thai. She speaks Thai, English, 
Chinese, Japanese and German.  
 
 

NI, Ziquan 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Discovery of Cinematic (Un) Reality and the (Im) Possibility of the “National 
Identity”: The Rise and Fall of the wuxia Film Genre in Chinese Early Cinema, 1927-1931 
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Abstract: One of the essential issues in field of early cinema studies is the emergence of 
cinema as an institutional mode of representation. This issue should be addressed, 
concerning the situation of early cinema of China in early twentieth century, where, among 
other Asian regions, was undergoing waves of nationalism movements in the background of 
colonialism and imperialism, in relation to the question of the representation of “national 
identity”. The dramatical rise and fall of the wuxia (martial arts) film genre during 1927 to 
1931 in China provides a paradox of the “national identity”, for both the rise and the fall of 
this genre are historically ascribed from different perspectives to the urge of building 
“national identity”. This discursive paradox gives rise to such questions: when and how was 
the foundation for the cinematic identification for mass audience, which is key to promote 
the modern “national identity”, produced within the cinematic modernization? And what 
kind of order, or cinematic hierarchies was produced, beyond the distinctions between the 
past and the present, the East and the West, the traditional and the modern? In order to 
investigate into these questions, this paper examines both the filmic texts and the historical 
contexts with inter-media materials, and argues that only via banning and degrading the 
wuxia film genre, which presented, rather than “represented”, a deviant view of inseparable 
fantasy and reality, that could the dominant cinematic language produce a distance and a 
boundary between the representation and the reality, thus making possibility of “national 
identity”. The intention of this paper is to explore into the interactive relationship between 
the mechanism of cinematic language in early Chinese cinema and the representation of 
“national identity”.  
 
Bio: Ni Ziquan, a PhD candidate in Gender Studies Programme, in The Chinese University 
of Hong Kong 
 
 

NOH, Kwang Woo 
Korea University 
 
Title: Expansion and Amplification through Participation: K-pop on YouTube 
 
Abstract: It is well-known that the global success of PSY’s Gangnam Style was mediated 
through combination of YouTube and SNS. PSY’s success made communication scholars 
consider new mode of international circulation of Korea pop culture (Korean Trend 2. 0). 
However, it is also required to approach the mode of users’ appropriation of YouTube: in 
terms of global circulation of pop culture, how the mode of appropriation contributes to the 
expansion of the width and amplification of the volume as well as how users appropriate 
YouTube channel beyond mere watching music videos and mere international circulation of 
Korean pop culture.  
 
Media flow or circulation of pop culture was considered in the level of exchange of tangible 
commodities such as CD, DVD, and so on until the adoption of digital media and Internet. 
YouTube has brought new mode in which the international circulation of pop culture was 
mediated without exchange of tangible commodities but was amplified with the diffusion of 
network. This study grasps how the mode of users’ appropriation contributes to international 
circulation of pop culture through case studies of some K-pop music videos and international 
K-pop fans’ tribute activities. In terms of theoretical perspective, fandom studies will be 
examined. In terms of research method, the researcher adopts netnography, a participatory 
observation on network, to find the feature of fandom and its contribution to the international 
circulation of pop cultures.  
 
Bio: PhD. Mass Communication and Media Arts, Southern Illinois University 
MA. Cinema Studies, New York University 
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MA. Journalism and Mass Communication, Korea University 
Co-founder of New York Korean Film Festival 
Guest programmer, Korean Film Festival in Canada 
 
 

ONG, Yuin-Ting  
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Allegory of Home-Coming: Chinese Queer Diasporic Happiness in The Wedding 
Banquet and Saving Face 
 
Abstract: As addressed as “a tasty female variation on Ang Lee’s ‘The Wedding Banquet’,” 
Alice Wu’s Saving Face came out as the first American/Chinese lesbian feature in 2004, 
almost ten years after Lee’s first American/Chinese gay film of 1993. Both deal with the 
classic theme of Chinese queer diaspora, the conundrum between homosexuality and 
Chinese family within a generational gap and both close up the problems with a happy 
ending. Outside the cinematic representations, however, they have generated different 
emotions and reactions related to the imagined Jia/Guo (familial-national) allegory. How 
could we better understand the complexity around the “(un)happy” compromise of queer 
home-coming inside and outside the films? By juxtaposing Ang Lee’s The Wedding Banquet 
(1993) and Alice Wu’s Saving Face (2004), this paper would like to investigate how Asian 
queer (un)happiness is represented by and interpreted around both comedies under both the 
global and local scope. I will argue that “happiness” is represented not just as a mode of 
temporality (as a futurity) but also invests different spatial sentiments in terms of gender, 
race, and ethnicity.  
 
Bio: Yuin-Ting ONG, PhD Candidate in Gender Studies and Cultural Studies, The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong.  
 
 

PECIC, Zoran 
Roskilde University, Denmark 
 
Title: Between East and West: Queer Thirdspace in East Palace, West Palace 
 
Abstract: Homosexuality in China has been discussed and studied for decades. In the 
present-day mainstream public discourse, for instance, the emergence of non-normative 
desires in contemporary China is viewed as ‘liberating’ and ‘inevitable’. On the other hand, 
postcolonial scholars who are critical of the ‘global gay’ narrative, argue that there exist 
culturally specific sexualities that are different from those of the West. In both cases, what is 
ignored are the hybrid spaces found in the interplay between the Western postmodern 
influence and China’s present postsocialist modernity. Chinese filmmakers have been 
exploring these spaces in films such as East Palace, West Palace (1996) and Lan Yu (2001), 
in which non-normative sexuality is framed not as Chinese/Western, global/local, but as 
hybrid and political. This paper argues that Zhang Yuan’s East Palace, West Palace, arguably 
China’s first ‘gay’ film, makes highly intricate use of space as a way of exploring queerness 
and non-normative desire without adhering to the polarising discourses of modern 
progression and local authenticity. Using Edward Soja’s notion of Thirdspace, I argue that 
the film’s mise-en-scène, where space is used to divide and bring together not only different 
characters but, more importantly, opposing positionings, offers a renewed assessment of the 
complex positioning of queer Chinese sexuality. In Zhang’s film, the policeman and the 
homosexual ‘criminal’, the hegemonic and the queer, the masculine and the feminine, are 
brought together in a space where reality and fantasy intersect and where queerness resides. 
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This ‘simultaneity of presence’, I argue, points to the very instability of categories such as 
modern and Asian, allowing for a reconfiguration and opening up of new methods of 
viewing non-normative sexuality in China and other locales deemed non-modern or local.  
 
Bio: Zoran Pecic is Lecturer at the Department of Culture and Identity at Roskilde 
University, Denmark. Prior to his position at Roskilde University, Zoran was an Associate 
Professor in the English Department at Shantou University in China. His monograph Queer 
Narratives of the Caribbean Diaspora: Exploring Tactics (2013) looks at diasporic 
movements in the writings of Jamaica Kincaid, ShaniMootoo, Dionne Brand and Lawrence 
Scott. Zoran is currently an Affiliate Fellow at the Centre for Cinema Studies at Lingnan 
University, Hong Kong, where he is working on a project on queer Chinese cinema.  
 
 

PETTIGREW, Ian 
University of Miami, USA 
 
TITLE: The Transformation Of A Chinese Widow Pirate Queen Into ‘The Luster of True 
Instruction’: Reimagining China Through Historical Mythology In Ermanno Olmi’s Singing 
Behind Screens 
 
Abstract: Adapted unofficially from Jorge Luis Borges’ short story “The Widow Ching- 
Pirate” Italian filmmaker Ermanno Olmi’s film “Singing Behind Screens” (2003) brings the 
Western viewer into an intimate evaluation of historical China. Tag Gallagher defined this 
type of cinematic participation when he discussed Roberto Rossellini’s history films as 
giving us the opportunity to relive history; it is through our filmic experiences of the figures 
represented that we understand their relevance presently. Olmi follows in the neo-realist 
inspired tradition by presenting the story of the Widow Ching to us on the stage of a Chinese 
bordello.  
My paper will first focus on the phenomenological aspect of this film, and cinema’s role as a 
medium between the audience and the past, specifically by adapting Vivian Sobchack’s 
response to the Hollywood historical epic. If the ‘theme of the form’ of the Hollywood 
historical epic is ‘temporal magnitude’ Olmi’s approach to a female Chinese pirate still 
grants us this sense of tremendous significance to the present, but with a feeling of much 
more intimate acquaintance with this personage than, for example, with the Moses of Cecil 
B. De Mille’s “The Ten Commandments”. This section will also discuss issues of 
authenticity: should we be wary of the film’s many historical inaccuracies, or are we hesitant 
to recall that the Borges work itself is a piece of semi-fictional history? In the light of Chris 
Berry and Mary Farquhar’s China on Screen: Cinema and Nation, I will then compare the 
work’s method of revisiting the past to other recent works that reinterpret Chinese History. 
Berry and Farquhar’s transnational approach to ‘Chinese Cinema’ is indispensable in 
understanding the film’s authority to present China to an audience. Lastly, I will address the 
question of whether Olmi is guilty of mystifying the Orient by suggesting a type of mystical 
Asian wisdom in his film’s denouement.  
 
Bio: Ian Pettigrew is a third year PhD student at the University of Miami’s School of 
Communication, specializing in film studies. Ian graduated with a BA in Media Arts Studies 
from Brigham Young University in 2006, and a MA in Cinema Studies from the University 
of Bristol in 2009. Ian has been published in Scope and The Quarterly Review of Film and 
Video. He is currently working on his dissertation, which examines the work of Italian 
director Ermanno Olmi. 
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QIN, Qin 
Nagoya University, Japan 
 
Title: “Global Queer” Issue in Asia---A Study on Negotiation between China Beijing Queer 
Film Festival and Japan Kansai Queer Film Festival 
 
Abstract: The paper examines the phenomenon of the negotiation between China Beijing 
Queer Film Festival and Japan Kansai Queer Film Festival. It argues how the issue of 
“global queer” is embodied in the Beijing-Kansai case. First, the study traces back long-
standing homosexual traditions of China and Japan in a historical prospective. Second, 
explorations of Beijing-Kansai festivals themselves, people’s network (festival organizers 
and audiences), and mass media network tell us more about the cooperation of their staffs, 
directions, anticipated audiences, and social contexts. Third, it analyses the significance of 
programming activity. The fluidity of films at festivals not only provides a crucial platform 
for filmmakers, but also expands the view of LGBT experiences and helps construct new 
LGBT politics and identities of China and Japan.  
 
Bio: QIN Qin, doctoral student, at Nagoya University, Japan, major in cinema study. 
Research interests include film criticism, LGBT politics, East Asia, and queer film festivals.  
 
 

SCHIRATO, Tony 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Miyaki’s Films as Anti-Spectacle 
 
Abstract: I want to argue in this paper that Miyazaki’s animated films, particularly relatively 
slow paced narratives such as My Neighbour Totoro and Arietty, are filtered and produced 
through, and discursively defined by, what Jonathan Crary (1998) would call a pre-spectacle 
visual regime. This way of seeing is characterized by a number of what might be described 
as ‘negative’ features: first, it explicitly forecloses the possibility of a hysterical relation to 
the visual; second, it is not concerned with or motivated by the issue of attention; and third 
and finally, the connection that is set or to disposed with regard to the visual text and 
the(posited) spectator is not determined by nor reducible to the notion of affect. If spectacle 
is, as Debord (1995) and Crary (1998) suggest, a form of visual architecture, then Miyazaki’s 
films constitute an entirely different kind of textual/visual construction. Using Totoro and 
Arietty as points of departure and analysis, this paper will look at the forms, logics and 
imperatives that are constitutive of Miyazaki’s pre-spectacle visual regime.  
 
Bio: Prof. Tony Schirato is Head of Department of Communication, Faculty of Social 
Sciences, University of Macau.  
 
 

SHIE, Shr-tzung  
National Tsing Hua University, Taiwan 
 
Title: Chinese Static Tragedy and Its Cross-media Translation: On Hou Hsiao-hsien’s A Time 
to Live, A Time to Live and The Puppetmaster 
 
Abstract: Many film critics have noticed Hou Hsiao-hsien’s distinguished film style and 
associated it with traditional Chinese aesthetics, but few scholars have succeeded in 
articulating Hou’s translation of traditional Chinese aesthetics into his cinematic work. This 
paper intends to fill this gap by proposing that the static tragedy is the form that Hou 
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consciously or unconsciously appropriates in his films. According to sinologist Chen 
Shixiang, static tragedy lacks antagonism and dynamic conflicts typical of Greek tragedy, but 
embodies a kind of cosmic sorrow that human beings feel while facing grand nature and 
noticing the unstoppable passage of time. Gazing at the change of nature, the Chinese poet 
often occupies a bystander’s position: he keeps a sympathetic eye without intervention and 
detaches himself without being completely indifferent to the world. This paper argues that 
the bystander’s position of observing the world has been duplicated in Hou’s films through 
the use of static camera, long takes, deep focus and medium/long shots. By this distinctive 
style of film language, Hou’s two films, A Time to Live, A Time to Die and The 
Puppetmaster, especially inquire into the universal human life circle of birth, aging, illness, 
and death as well as meditate on the impermanent life against the background of the eternal 
nature, thereby serving as a great example for illustrating the characteristics of Chinese static 
tragedy.  
 
Bio: SHIE Shr-tzung received his Ph. D. degree from the Department of East Asian 
Languages and Literatures at Yale University and is currently Associate Professor of the 
Graduate Institute of Taiwan Literature at National Tsing Hua University in Taiwan. His 
fields of interest include postwar Taiwanese fiction, the Taiwan New Cinema, literary theory 
and cultural studies. He has published several articles on Taiwanese fiction and three articles 
dealing with Hou Hsiao-hsien’s three films respectively: Good Men Good Women, Dust in 
the Wind, and Boys from Fenggui. Besides the research of Taiwanese literature, he is writing 
a monograph on Hou Hsiao-hsien’s oeuvre.  
 
 

SOE, Valerie 
San Francisco State University, USA 
 
Title: HallyuIn Hollywood: Looking at Lee Byung-Hun 
 
Abstract: The past few years have seen the modest rise in Hollywood of Korean superstar 
Lee Byung-hun (LBH). LBH’s elevation to prominence emonstrates the curious way in 
which the Asian male continues to be portrayed in U. S. cinema. It also reflects the growing 
global influence of the hallyu, or Korean Wave.  
To date LBH has played roles in three Hollywood films, GI Joe: The Rise of the Cobra, its 
sequel, GI Joe: Retaliation, and Red 2. As Storm Shadow in GI Joe 1 and 2 LBH portrays a 
Japanese superninja (despite his Korean ethnicity) who is predictably good at martial arts. GI 
Joe 2also includes scenes where a shirtless, buffed out LBH performs kung fu, echoing 
scenes from Bruce Lee’s films that emphasized the actor’s hypermasculinity. In Red 2LBH’s 
character further enacts a series of male Asian action movie tropes popularized in the West 
by Hong Kong films starring Bruce Lee and Chow Yun Fat, as well as later iterations 
including Justin Lin’s The Fast and the Furious: Tokyo Drift. In addition, in GI Joe 1 Storm 
Shadow is an antagonist to the film’s heroes, but in GI Joe 2 his character gains a much more 
nuanced backstory. In Red 2 LBH is a featured player and his character is one of the good 
guys.  
 
This presentation will look at the way in which Lee Byung-Hun’s appearances in these 
Hollywood films reinscribe popular Asian male action tropes. Is his presence in these films 
and the evolution of his persona, from villainous supporting character to heroic featured 
player, a step forward for Asian male representation in Hollywood, or does he embody and 
reiterate common stereotypes of the Asian male? How does Lee Byung-Hun’s burgeoning 
success in Hollywood reflect Korean Wave in the U. S. and beyond? 
 
Bio: Soe is a San Francisco writer, educator, and artist. Her experimental videos and 
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installations, which look at gender and cultural identity and anti-racism struggles, have 
exhibited at venues such as the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles the Museum of 
Modern Art and the New Museum in New York City, and at film festivals worldwide. Her 
most recent award-winning documentary, The Chinese Gardens (2012) has exhibited widely 
across the country. In addition, her essays and criticism have appeared in books, journals and 
publications, including Countervisions: Asian American Film Criticism; Afterimage; 
Cinematograph and The Independent, amongmany others. Soe is also the author of the blog 
beyondasiaphilia.com, which looks at Asian American art, film, culture, and activism. 
beyondasiaphilia is the recipient of a 2012 Art Writers’ Grant from the Creative 
Capital/Andy Warhol Foundation, one of only seven such grants awarded in the U. S. She is 
an Associate Professor in the Asian American Studies Department at San Francisco State 
University, where she teaches film history and production, cultural criticism, art and social 
practice, and media studies.  
 
 

SONG, Geng  
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: The Angry Youth: Cyber-Nationalism and Performance of Masculinity 
 
Abstract: Chinese nationalism is deeply intertwined with discourse of masculinity. There is 
no better place than online forums to find illustrations of this politicized notion of 
masculinity. This paper examines the blatant ultranationalist and xenophobic commentary 
published by fenqing (angry youth) in cyberspace from the perspective of the interplay 
between politics and gender performance.  
The term fenqing became widely known in the context of the outburst of nationalist and anti-
Western (including Japan) sentiments among Chinese youth on the Internet beginning in the 
late 1990s. They accuse the Chinese government of appearing too weak before foreign 
countries, especially the United States and Japan, and call for more militant action on issues 
concerning Taiwan, Tibet, and the disputed Diaoyu Islands. They are easily provoked by any 
criticism of “China” and brand anyone who disagrees with them as hanjian (traitors to the 
Chinese nation). Verbal violence in the digital world can sometimes turn to physical violence 
in the real world, as when Japanese-branded cars were smashed and shops selling Japanese 
goods were vandalized during anti-Japanese protests in Chinese cities in 2005 and 2012.  
Studies on the fenqing so far have focused on popular nationalism among Chinese youth and 
the disputed role of the Chinese state. Yet an important fact that has been largely neglected is 
that the fenqing, especially those who post vehement and inflammatory remarks, are 
predominantly if not exclusively male. At least they adopt a male identity when posting 
online. This paper will argue that the fenqing as a male phenomenon present a promising 
opportunity for gender analysis, especially in light of the performative theory of masculinity. 
The Internet has provided these young men with an easily available platform to perform the 
passion, violence, and sense of sublimity that are discursively associated with masculinity.  
 
Bio: Geng Song is Associate Professor of China Studies and Translation Studies at the 
University of Hong Kong. Among his publications are The Fragile Scholar (2004) and Men 
and Masculinities in Contemporary China (2014). He is interested in combining research 
methods of the humanities and social sciences and is currently working on a project on the 
cultural politics of identity in Chinese television. 
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SUN, Yi  
University of Nottingham, UK 
 
Title: Constructing a Contemporary Hong Kong Studio Brand: Milkyway Image’s Changing 
Image in Overseas Critical Reception 
 
Abstract: This paper reflects on the overseas critical reception of contemporary Hong Kong 
films through a case study of Hong Kong-based film production company Milkyway Image. 
Formed in the late 1990s against a background of the Hong Kong film industry’s downturn 
and creative paralysis in particular, and has earned international recognition in less than two 
decades, Milkyway provides a site for investigating the overseas reception pattern of 
contemporary Hong Kong films and local film practitioners’ response to and engagement 
with cultural forces worldwide. In the history of Milkyway films’ overseas critical reception, 
the process of the recognition of the Milkyway brand constitutes the main concern of this 
paper. Consulting historical texts and other materials, this paper traces Milkyway’s changing 
image in overseas critical responses to its productions. Within over a decade since the 
studio’s establishment, overseas critics gradually identified the studio brand and helped 
construct the studio’s house style. Milkyway thus developed from an invisible factory to 
denoting a period in its founder Johnnie To’s personal career to eventually representing a 
house style and becoming a brand per se. During this process, on the one hand, overseas 
especially Western critics showed disinclination to acknowledge Milkyway as the author 
responsible for its films due to a long-standing framework of the auteur theory within which 
cinemas outside Hollywood including films from Hong Kong had been received. On the 
other hand, this history simultaneously reveals efforts from the studio, as well as from within 
the Hong Kong film industry, to reconfigure industrial structure and the overseas reception 
pattern of Hong Kong cinema by highlighting collective creativity and promoting studio 
brand.  
 
Bio: SUN Yi is a Ph. D. student at The University of Nottingham. Her doctoral project is 
about Hong Kong-based film production company Milkyway Image, studying its formation, 
production, and domestic and overseas reputation from its inception to the present.  
 
 

SZETO, Mirana M.  
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Tiny Times, Big Deal, Hong Kong Films, Getting Real 
 
Abstract: This is an “archaeology of the frivolous” about romances from China, Hong 
Kong, Taiwan post global financial tsunami. The Tiny Times installments directed by Guo 
Jingming depicts the mainstream cultural imaginary of The Fat Years of China, characterized 
by Beijing residing Hong Kong writer Chan Koonchung as sinister times of “stability and 
prosperity. “ It is hard not to be cynical about the pathos of wealth portrayed in Finding Mr. 
Right (Xue Xiaolu) and American Dreams in China (Peter Chan). In contrast, Hong Kong’s 
mainstream cultural imaginary tends to get real about the shared Poverty in the Midst of 
Affluence (Leo Goodstadt). Popular Hong Kong SAR New Wave inspirational-romances 
collectively zoom in on the political economy under neoliberal governance and the libidinal 
economy of service labor and cultural workers, like Break Up Club (Barbara Wong Chun-
Chun), and The Way We Dance (Adam Wong Sau Ping). Like the inspirational-romance from 
Taiwan 27°C-Loaf Rocks (Lin Cheng-sheng), the cultural imaginary of post-WWII 3rd and 4th 
generation youths in Hong Kong, Taiwan and Japan prove to be decidedly different from that 
of the post-80s and 90s youths in China. What can this intra-generation contrast tell us about 
China and the rest in Asia? 
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Bio: Mirana M. Szeto is Assistant Professor of Comparative Literature, University of Hong 
Kong. She has published in critical theory, postcolonial, literary and film journals like Jump 
Cut, Journal of Chinese Cinemas, Concentric: Literary and Cultural Studies, Interventions: 
International Journal of Postcolonial Studies, and collections like Sinophone Cinemas, 
Sinophone Studies: A Critical Reader, Neoliberalism and Global Cinema, Hong Kong 
Screenscapes. She is completing a book entitled Hong Kong SAR New Wave Cinemain the 
Age of Mainlandization and Neoliberalization and co-writing a volume on spatial justice and 
Hong Kong cultural politics based on her social movement participation in past decade.  
 
 

TABLAZON,Christian (1) 
University of the Philippines  
 
Title: Orality throughout and beyond the Speech Act: Noranian Aurality in Ishmael Bernal’s 
Unang Kasayasayan (1979) and Himala (1982) and Joel Lamangan’s Sidhi (1999) 
 
Abstract: In Sidhi, Nora Aunor plays the character of a mute woman from a remote 
mountainside practically sold to a man by her dying father in hopes of securing her future 
through marriage. The enunciative constraints to her portrayal provide a stark counterpoint to 
the elocutionary power typified in many of her roles and the lines for which she is most 
remembered. The primacy of her voice and speech plays a crucial part in enabling her 
characters to transcend the abjection staple to her oeuvre, figuratively reminiscent of the 
famous story tracing her origins as a superstar. As such, this paper initially designates as its 
take-off points Bernal’s two films—1) the little-examined Unang Kasaysayan that 
interestingly conflates her recurring roles as provinciana, household muchacha, votary, 
impassioned lover, and outlaw, and exhausts the Noranian speech act by reflexively taking it 
to camp proportions and foregrounding how this rhetoric traverses and contours these 
various roles (marked by both abjection and intrepidity) and facilitates in resisting and 
breaking from the ‘types’ they entail; and 2) Himala, where Aunor’s articulation arguably 
reaches its high point, designating a space that perhaps most patently features the orality that 
apotheosizes her and her character. Finally moving on to Sidhi, the paper seeks to examine 
what remains of Aunor as a star text when this spoken agency that so enriches and galvanizes 
her characters is extricated from her, exploring “sounds that cannot be reduced to a meaning” 
(Certeau 162) and the “enuciative gaps” (163) opened up by the said omission. The third film 
seals the abject-female status in many of her films, originally inscribing the persona under 
the signs of “the slave [...] who has [her] tongue cut off, who can speak only by looks, 
expressions, faces” (Barthes 154) and who must “make [her] body the vehicle of the 
dominant language”; and the savage who “must [...] cry out”, as in the ‘animal’ wail that 
concludes the film, creating “a disturbing sound from a different tradition, and a pre-text for 
interminable interpretive productions” (Certeau 155). 
 
 

TABLAZON,Christian (2) 
University of the Philippines  
 
Title: Trauma, Itinerant Bodies, & Historiographies of Space: Recent East & Southeast 
Asian Horror Films as Travel Texts 
 
Abstract: Looking into representative horror films from the late 90s until present from 
several countries in East and Southeast Asia, this paper seeks to illustrate how the said genre 
is intrinsically historical not only in structure and logic, but more so in terms of the spaces 
that inform its narratives. Its transportations are carried out by the persona as transactions of 
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history between the urban and the rural, the mainland and the insular (i. e. , between local 
histories); between the modern sections of the New Society (bred by the ‘nation project’) and 
the ‘buried’ parts of the City, between topographies of present and past, between center and 
margin. Within the limina created by these ‘sacred’ journeys, these pilgrimages, lie the 
complications of the agent’s personal and often familial history, the intersections enmeshed 
in the operative roles of memory, time and place, and the multifaceted gothic motif of the 
return. The notion that the past weighs on the present—that the crisis in the now is rooted in 
what came before it and the present needs to reconfigure itself to account for the fractures in 
the past—is fundamental to all horror narratives. Remains proliferate in the form of corpses 
and haunted places and objects, alluding to forensic and archaeological modes of historicity. 
The aftermath is the locus of these films and their ‘remanent’ spaces—the sites of trauma—
inevitably become potent states of archive. Just as history chronicles the past as to not forget, 
Asian horror cinema extensively deals with the thematics of ‘amnesia’ and remembrance in 
ways very much sociologically charged and complex, and outside the bounds of prevailing 
modes of historiography.  
 
Bio: Christian TABLAZON is an instructor at the Department of Humanities of the 
University of the Philippines Los Baños and a graduate student at the U. P. Film Institute. 
He is a recipient of national fellowships in creative writing and criticism, and his works have 
appeared in anthologies and journals in the Philippines and abroad.  
 
 

TAN, See Kam 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Bangpian and Global Bondmania 
 
Abstract: In Hong Kongbangpian generally refer to James Bond-style crime thrillers. This 
paper asks three questions. One, who resides in bangpian? Two, what is a bangpian habitus? 
Three, how do bangpian connect with global Bondmania of the 1960s? 
 
Bio: TAN See Kam works and researches at the University of Macau.  
 
 

TANG, Aubrey 
University of California Irvine, USA 
 
Title: Johnnie To: The End of Hong Kong Filmmaker 

 
Abstract: This paper is about how cinema serves as an affective response to the changing 
sociopolitical condition of post-handover Hong Kong. It argues that the competing global 
economic powers and conflicting political currents affecting Hong Kong can be best 
understood not with the direct representation but the discordance of time-space in cinema. 
Looking at Johnny To’s cinema, it explains that cops-and-robbers films reveal how Hong 
Kong becomes a subduction zone where these competing powers converge, smash and 
transform the city to a place of ruins and nonsense.  
In the entire modern history of Hong Kong, either in judiciary, physical or informational 
terms, beside the 1967 Leftist Riot, the post-handover social movements are the most active 
among other. The roar of discontent is the loudest now. It is under this condition that Hong 
Kong’s commercial cinema must also respond to its own operational constraints, such as the 
needs to maintain the local audience, to secure capital investments from Mainland China, to 
maneuver through the Chinese governmental system for production and distribution 
purposes, etc. As a result, the cinema becomes a contact zone where these frequently 
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opposing considerations clash.  
Such predicament is best seen in To’s cops-and-robbers films where lawful and unlawful 
powers collide. In these films, the cops’ and robbers’ supposedly opposite but ironically 
interchangeable social and moral positions do not only disrupt the cliché good-guy-bad-buy 
binary operative in the genre, but also leave room for revealing another type of domination, 
hidden and emergent, outside of the cop-robber nexus, which has yet been named and 
theorized. After some cross-border, trans-organization, cross-gang fighting, casualty and 
destruction, the films usually end with a “business as usual” scenario when the general 
public is bamboozled. The truth is never told in the mundane life, but only through the 
discordance of the timespace within the cinema itself.  
 
Bio: Aubrey Tang is a Ph.D. student in the Department of Comparative Literature at The 
University of California, Irvine. She earned a B.A. in Comparative Literature from The 
University of Hong Kong in 1998, an M.A. in Comparative Literature from The University 
of California, Riverside, another M.A. in Comparative Literature from The University of 
California, Irvine, and has worked as a columnist in Hong Kong and a radio host in Los 
Angeles. Her research interests include Chinese and Sinophone cinemas, and critical theory. 
Her chapter on Taiwanese feminist fiction,”Make It till You Fake It: the Four-claw Dragons 
in The Labyrinthine Garden,” has recently come to print inLi Ang’s Visionary Challenges to 
Gender, Sex, and Politics by Lexington Books. 
 
 

VAN HOLSTEIJN, Jasper 
University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Demythologizing Gangsters: The Triad Origin Myth in Johnnie To’sElection and 
Election 2 
 

Abstract: The gangster films Election (黑社會, 2005) and Election 2 (黑社會: 以和爲貴, 
2006) by Hong Kong director Johnnie To portray the Triadsas fraternal organizations that 
arose at the beginning of the Qing dynasty with the revolutionary aim of ‘Overthrowing the 
Qing and Restoring the Ming’. Several scholars writing on the popular Hong Kong Triad 
genre, such as Marchetti (2007), Chan (2009) and Ingham (2009), present a similar genesis 
of the Triads as patriotic organizations. However, recent findings in the Qing dynasty 
archives suggest that the Triads originated as mutual aid organizations without specific 
political goals (Murray and Qin, 1994). Film scholarship on Hong Kong Triad films has not 
yet incorporated these new insights. My paper addresses this misconception by interpreting 
the origin myth of the Triads as an ‘invented tradition’ (Hobsbawm and Ranger, 1983) and 
considering how this myth is appropriated for specific political aims, thus avoiding 
essentializing the Triads as part of a uniform and patriotic ‘Chinese Tradition’. Specifically, I 
argue that Election and Election 2 juxtapose an apolitical, capitalist contemporary Triad 
society with a patriotic precursor as a form of nostalgia for an origin which, in historical 
reality, never existed. Likewise, the films revolve around Triad elections to explore issues of 
democracy and sovereignty in post-1997 Hong Kong, which has never existed as a sovereign 
state. By tracing the genealogy of the Triad origin myth as an invented tradition, and the 
specific ways this myth is appropriated in Election and Election 2, I propose that a ‘Post-
Asian’ perspective is not only relevant for recent debates on globalization, diaspora and the 
Sinophone, but also allows for a rethinking of essentialist notions of ‘Asian tradition’.  
 
Bio: Jasper van Holsteijn is a postgraduate student at the department of Comparative 
Literature, University of Hong Kong. His dissertation project deals with Triad films from 
Hong Kong, Mainland China and Taiwan. His research interests are Chinese-language 
cinema, gangster films and historiography on China.  
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VANDERSTAAY, Lara 
University of Queensland, Australia 
 
Title: Animating a ‘Red Classic’: a comparative analysis of Tunnel Warfare (1965) and New 
Tunnel Warfare (2009) 
 
Abstract: This paper will examine the 1965 film Tunnel Warfare, directed by Ren Xudong 
and well known as one of the ‘Red Classics’, and a 2009 animated remake of the film 
entitled New Tunnel Warfare, directed by Zhu Xiaofeng. This paper will investigate the 
similarities and differences between the two films. Although they represent different media, 
with the original being a live-action feature film and the remake animation, it is still 
plausible to analyse them together.  
The Communist propaganda elements of the two films will be analysed in the light of how 
the changing socio-political contexts of their production, changing audiences and the change 
in genre are replicated or changed/removed in the later film, given the different time periods 
and audiences for the two works. This paper will compare the strategies deployed in the two 
films to educate audiences of two very different historical eras and through different media. 
Semiotic intertextual analysis of the two films will interrogate how their use of narrative, 
camera shots and settings combine to portray Communist ideals and/or the ideals of today’s 
post-reform-era China. This paper also aims to illuminate some of the largely forgotten 
history of mainland Chinese animation and the impact this had on the creation of New 
Tunnel Warfare.  
 
Bio: Lara Vanderstaay is a lecturer in Chinese studies at the University of Queensland, 
Australia, having previously taught at the University of Adelaide, Australia. She received her 
PhD in Chinese Studies from the University of Queensland in 2011. Her PhD examined the 
expression of female consciousness in six films made by women directors from the PRC 
post-2000. She has previously published in journals such as Intersections: Gender and 
Sexuality in the Asia-Pacific. Her research interests include films by Chinese women 
directors, depictions of mental health issues in contemporary Chinese cinema and PRC 
cinema of the Maoist era.  
 
 

WANG, Zhuoyi 
Hamilton College (New York), USA 
 
Title: Revolutionary Romanticism and Chinese Filmmakers’ Stylistic Return to the Past: 
Filming Nie Er (1959) during the Great Leap Forward Campaign 
 
Abstract: Through a case study of the 1959 biography film NieEr (dir. Zheng Junli), this 
paper offers a nuanced understanding of the cinema of Maoist China beyond its purported 
monotony of artistic meaning. It examines how rapid political and economic changes, 
especially policy vacillations during the Great Leap Forward Campaign and Mao Zedong’s 
new emphasis on Revolutionary Romanticism, created idiosyncratic circumstances for the 
film’s production and reception. It analyzes how the film initially not only satisfied the 
propagandistic needs at the time of its production, but also advanced its scriptwriter, director, 
and main actor’s own political agendas. Tracing the checkered career of the film from a part 
of the revolutionary canon to a “poisonous” and “reactionary” work, the paper demonstrates 
how radical changes in the Maoist campaigns rendered the film’s reception complex and 
ever-changing. The paper calls for a methodological change in the study of films produced 
during the Maoist period: these films should be studied as works with great diversity and 
open to multifarious conflicts, rather than a univocal monolith following a coherent 
propagandistic line as is conventionally assumed.  
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Bio: Zhuoyi Wang received his Ph. D. in comparative literature from the University of 
Washington at Seattle. He is Assistant Professor of Chinese at Hamilton College (New York).  
 
 

WARD, Julian 
University of Edinburgh, UK 
 
Title: A Window into a closed off world: an examination of documentary footage of China 
shot by Lewis McLeod in 1971”  
 
Abstract: Lewis McLeod was a professional lighting cameraman whose work stretched 
from documentaries with the naturalist Peter Scott to stints covering wars in Vietnam and the 
Middle East. In 1971 Lewis visited China, a year before the historic visit of Richard Nixon. 
In 2012 the 10,000 feet of Eastman 16mm film that McLeod shot in China, along with a 
number of short essays he wrote about his experiences, were donated to the University of 
Edinburgh. Apart from a twenty-minute show reel, the footage is unedited. The paper will 
discuss McLeod’s film in the context of the early 1970s, Firstly, comparisons will be drawn 
with Cina, the film shot by Michelangelo Antonioni in May 1972 that inspired a large-scale 
critical campaign within China, the Italian director accused of denigrating the Chinese 
people by highlighting the country’s most negative aspects instead of the glories of the 
communist state. The style of McLeod’s footage, often of the same locations, will be 
examined in the light of these criticisms. Secondly, McLeod’s film and writings will be 
discussed in terms of the offering of other contemporaneous western visitors including 
Roland Barthes, whose diary of a 1974 trip to China was published in 2009. The 
rediscovered film provides the opportunity to see footage of China at a time when only a 
select few were allowed into the country and just a few years before the start of the period of 
massive economic reform.  
 
Bio: Dr Julian Ward is Senior Lecturer in Chinese Studies at the University of Edinburgh. 
After completing his PhD on the celebrated Ming dynasty explorer/travel writer Xu Xiake, 
he turned to the research of PRC cinema, publishing on propaganda films about the Anti-
Japanese War such as Zhang Side and Qixia Temple 1937. He is currently Associate Editor of 
The Journal of Chinese Cinemas, and is co-editor of The Chinese Cinema Book, published in 
2011.  
 
 

WENG, Leihua 
Pacific Lutheran University, U. SA 
 
Title: From Presentation of Historical Trauma to Narrative: Trajectory from Lust, Caution to 
Life of Pi 
 
Abstract: Though seemingly incommensurable in thematic matter, Ang Lee’s Lust, Caution 
and Life of Pi can be seen as of one consistent project on trauma: Lust, Caution demonstrates 
how an individual voluntarily and involuntarily gets tangled in and hence falls victim to 
ideology and nationalism; Life of Pi affirms that the conflicts arising from different 
ideologies and values are inevitable, as indicted in the scene of the fight at the cafeteria; 
however, Life of Pi places a focus on the self-healing power through narration and 
fabrication which helps individual to recover from traumas, the traumas resulted from 
conflicts of ideology and history. In one sense, Lust, Caution illustrates that historical 
traumas are part of modern existence while Life of Pi suggests a solution of self-healing 
through narration and communication.  
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This paper uses Paul Ricoeur’s theories on history and narrative to examine how historical 
trauma is presented in Ang Lee’s Lust, Caution and how a solution to these traumas is 
suggested in his Life of Pi. This paper considers these two films are particularly meaningful 
in the age of transnationalism: instead of exploring for alternative ideology to solve political 
conflicts in the age of globalization, Ang Lee places more value and expectation on the 
power of narration and imagination which every individual can find in himself/herself and 
cannot be deprived by ideology.  
 
Bio: Leihua Weng is Visiting Assistant Professor of Chinese at Pacific Lutheran University 
in Seattle area. She is interested in reception of classics, postmodern theories, and films. Her 
recent papers include “Time, History, and Nation in Ang Lee’s Lust, Caution,” “Revolution 
and Event: Mao in Alain Badiou’s Plato’s Republic,” “The Straussian Reading of Plato and 
Nationalism in China.“ 
 
 

WU, Hui 
Communication University of China 
 
Title: “White Deer Plain” – searching for a modern Chinese epic 
 
Abstract: The concept of “Chinese renaissance” is about to become one of the main cultural 
discourses in post-communist China. It indicates the search for a new national identity and 
tends to glorify China as an ancient and autonomous Asian culture, independent from 
Western influences.  
 
One of the most recent examples is Wang Quan-an’s film White Deer Plain from2012. It has 
been adapted from Chen Zhong-shi’s novel of the same title, which tells the story of two 
farmer families with four generations, who lived in the middle of China from the late 19th 
century to the middle of the 20th century. Their complicated relationships and destinies 
reflect the turbulent history of China.  
 
When the novel was published in 1993, it was seen as a prime example of a modern Chinese 
epic. Would the film version achieve the same? Since the novel is extremely long and 
complex, Wang Quan-an had to make considerable changes in structure, plot and character. 
These changes caused considerable criticism about the right way to tell history in general and 
Chinese history in particular. I will examine how the adaptation shaped the production and 
the reception of the film, and how “White Deer Plain” can serve as an example for China’s 
search for a new historic identity.  
 
Bio: Professor WU Hui, teaching Movie Culture and Adaptation Studies as full-time 
professor at Communication University of China, Beijing.  
 
 

XIAO, Ying  
University of Florida, USA 
 
Title: “Lust, Caution”!?: Shanghai in the Transnational Imaginary of Classical Hollywood 
Cinema.  
 
Abstract: In the popular imagination and the literary and cinematic works of native Chinese, 
Shanghai, the largest port city at the mouth of Yangtze River in Southern China-in contrast to 
Beijing, the longstanding political capital in the heartland of Northern China-epitomizes the 
economic hub, the cosmopolitan center, the forefront of East-West exchange, and the capital 
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of modernism; in short, a product of global capitalism and cultural translation. Such 
phantasmagorias of modernist, hybrid, and decadent capitalist city also permeated 
Hollywood in its various imaginations of Shanghai today as well as back to the golden age of 
the studio system. Not only was Shanghai an exotic, otherworldly geographic domain that 
accommodates and embodies the Orientalist fantasies in juxtaposition and contrast with the 
Western realities; but also it was crafted, transfigured, stylistically, and erotically woven into 
the fabrics of Hollywood capital to suggest a range of complex meanings. My paper 
examines Shanghai as the alternative capital of modernism, or rather, an embodiment of what 
Mariam Hansen calls “vernacular modernism,” through the close analyses of films such as 
Shanghai Express (dir. Josef von Sternberg, 1932), The Shanghai Gesture (dir. Josef von 
Sternberg, 1941), Daughter of Shanghai (dir. Robert Florey, 1937) and The Lady from 
Shanghai (dir. Orson Welles, 1947). I argue that the representation of Shanghai as at once the 
lustful and threatening other in classical Hollywood film has always been linked to the 
projection of oneself or another capital city, defined by the homeland-hostland relations, and 
materialized through the metaphorical lens of the fallen women and the drifting flâneurs. My 
paper discusses how the constructions of space intricately intersect with gender and racial 
politics and are moreover distinctly mediated through certain forms of film language and 
film genre. It also aims to show how this essentialist narrative perpetuates to have a profound 
impact on the representations of the Oriental Others such as Hong Kong in Love Is a Many-
Splendored Thing (1955) and The World of Suzie Wong (1960). Key issues to be discussed in 
the paper include: space and geography, travel and mobility, gender and racial politics, 
colonialism and orientalism, transnational imaginary, cosmopolitanism, modernity, and 
aesthetics of film noir.  
 
Bio: XIAO Ying is an assistant professor of China studies and film and media studies at the 
University of Florida. She received her Ph. D. from Cinema Studies at New York University. 
Her teaching and research interests primarily concentrate on Chinese-language films 
(mainland, Taiwan and Hong Kong), Chinese in Hollywood, popular music, youth culture, 
sound studies, theories of globalization and transnationalism, as well as gender 
representations. She has published on topics including neoliberalism and Chinese film 
industry, Chinese hip hop culture, Chinese rock ‘n’ roll film, and Chinese documentaries. She 
is currently working on a book on cinema, popular music, and multilingualism in postwar 
and contemporary China.  
 
 

XU, Xiaying (Richard) 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Cosmopolitan representations through neo-baroque aesthetics: the case of 100,000 
Bad Jokes 
 
Abstract: 100,000 Bad Jokes is the brainchild of Han Wu, a fulltime software engineer and 
part-time cartoonist working in Beijing. The comic series is animated by U17, a website of 
original comics,and broadcasted on Aiqiyi, a Chinese video portal. It attracts high audience 
viewership and generates heated discussion both online and offline.  
This study argues that the popularity of 100,000 Bad Jokes can partly be attributed to its 
cosmopolitan representations of the characters and narratives, through neo-baroque 
aesthetics. The cosmopolitanism displayed in this animation will be analyzed with the 
reference to Ulrich Beck’s theory of cosmopolitanism (Beck, 2006). He proposes an 
alternative vision to national-based ways of thinking. For Beck, ‘cosmopolitanism is a non-
linear, dialectic process in which the universal and particular, the similar and the dissimilar, 
the global and the local are to be conceived, not as cultural polarities but as interconnected 
and reciprocally interpenetrating principles’. In many ways, 100,000 Bad Jokes manifests 
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this characteristic.  
 
As an animation produced for online release, 100,000 Bad Jokes is created with a neo-
baroque style, in Angela Ndlianis’(2004) term. Ndalianis argues that the lack of respect for 
the limits of the ‘frame’, which was manifested in classical presentations as continuity, 
linearity, and ‘beginning and endings’ is the central characteristic of neo-baroque. These 
frames could also be related to national boundaries. She argues that in today’s media, open 
structures are replacing closed forms; stories embrace polycentrism and expands their 
narrative into further sequels and serials, with multiple generic forms (Ndlianis, 2004). These 
characteristics could also be found abundantly in 100,000 Bad Jokes.  
 
Bio: XU Xiaying, Richard is a PhD student specialized in Communication at the University 
of Macau. He is interested in media studies and creative industries in China, especially the 
animation industry. He has several publications in peer-reviewed or refereed journals in 
English, and one in a ‘core journal’ in Chinese.  
 
 

YANG, Liu 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism: A Chinese values study on Henan Television  
 
Abstract: Chengyu Hero Game Shows the materials used for content analysis value coding 
are collected from a television game show of Henan Province, named Chengyu Hero. Those 
selected audiences have to win their competitors in those word games and move to the next 
round. The reason I chose a TV program for analysis is that, this is a perfect database for us 
to understand traditional cultural values in a modern society.  
 
This TV programs already had two seasons, totally 24 episodes, the latest episode was 
released in June 20th, 2014. In this paper, every piece of Chengyu has been coded, including 
its deeper meanings, and finally categorized them into Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism, 
which will provide a systematic values categories for this culture.  
 
Bio: Yang Liu is a current Ph. D student in the University of Macau, major in 
Communication. Her research interests include: News coverage framing studies, Health 
Communication studies and also Cross-regional Communication.  
 
 

YANG, Xin  
Macalester College, USA 
 
Title: Dancing with Shackles on: the Articulation of Sexuality Online 
 
Abstract: In 2000, the “lower body poetry” (xiabanshen shige) becomes one of the most 
popular literary and cultural phenomena on the Internet. The poetry employs the lower body 
as a strategy to resist the over-politicized and over-cultured upper body. It is one of the many 
cases of online articulation of sexuality. Muzi Mei’s sex diary in 2003 and Chang Yan’s 
2012 non-fiction on her affairs with Yi Junqing, the renowned Marxist theorist and head of 
the Communist Party’s Central Compilation and Translation Bureau, for instance, all pose an 
interesting question on the role the Internet plays in restructuring the utterance of sexuality 
andidentity politics. How do these online texts challenge the conventional morality? Are they 
a breakthrough in the patriarchal institution? What are the dialectics of the mediated public 
space when it sees euphoria on the circulation of the private? What does the online sexuality 
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say on the offline reality?Through a close reading of the lower body poetry, Muzi Mei’s 
diary and Chang Yan’s non fiction, the paper explores the performance of sexuality online. I 
argue that the Internet both enables and limits the transgression. It releases the repressed 
voice and therefore launches a resistance to the patriarchal language on the one hand. It also 
opens up a space for the voyeuristic celebration and consumption of sexuality.  
 
Bio: Xin Yang receives her Ph.D. from University of Oregon. She is the Assistant Professor 
of Chinese at Macalester College, U.S.A. Her research interests are modern and 
contemporary Chinese literature, culture and film, with the focus on women’s writing, cyber 
fiction, and gender and sexuality. 
 
 

YIP, Man-Fung  
University of Oklahoma, USA 
 
Title: Genre as Contact Zone: Rethinking Asian Cinema Transnationally 
 
Abstract: Despite the growing prominence of transnationalism as a conceptual tool in film 
studies, the dominant strategy that teaching and studying Asian cinema generally takes 
remains an aggregate of discrete “national” cinemas: Japanese cinema, Korean cinema, 
Chinese cinema, Hong Kong cinema, Taiwan cinema, Indian cinema, Filipino cinema, Thai 
cinema, and so on. While not without merits, such an approach gives the false impression of 
Asian cinema as a group of isolated, nation-centric entities that exist independently of each 
another. Put otherwise, what it fails to recognize and address are the complex linkages and 
intersections that have always existed, and will continue to exist, between the different 
filmmaking traditions in Asia.  
 
In this paper, I will rethink Asian cinema from a transnational perspective, broadly conceived 
as above the level of the national but below the level of the global. Using action films of the 
1970sand the contemporary trend of Asian horror as examples, I show how genre can be 
conceptualized as a contact zone, a symbolic space of exchange where different national 
cinema traditions in Asia meet and interact with one another to produce not only new hybrid 
texts, but also new forms of identification that actively negotiate with national, racial, and 
other types of identity boundaries. Such an approach, in bringing a transnational as well as 
comparative perspective to the study of Asian cinema, is able to offer new knowledge and 
fresh insights, drawing attention to some of the common experiences (colonialism and 
imperialism; global modernity) that have shaped Asia while considering, at the same time, 
the particular inflections of these experiences in different national contexts.  
.  
Bio: YIP Man Fung is Assistant Professor of Film and Media Studies at the University of 
Oklahoma. Yip is co-editor with Lisa Funnell of Examining Cultural Flows: Chinese-
Language and American Cinemas (Routledge, forthcoming in October 2014) and is currently 
completing a book manuscript tentatively titled Martial Arts Cinema and Hong Kong 
Modernity: Aesthetics, Representation, Circulation.  
 
 

YU, Siu Wah 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Understanding Hong Kong yueju through the PRC produced yueju Guan Han Qing 
 
Abstract: Yueju, generally translated as “Cantonese opera,” has been widely perceived as a 
music theatrical genre performed in the Cantonese dialect. Such an understanding is only 
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accurate since the 1930s when most performers were trying very hard to shift the language 
they used on stage from the then guanhua, the common language shared by various regional 
musical theatres of China, to the Cantonese dialect. Hong Kong, Macau and various 
Cantonese speaking cities in China, share the same group of “yueju” performers who 
travelled freely before the late 1950s. The musical and theatrical distinctions between 
Mainland yueju and Hong Kong yueju only started to emerge when some famous actors and 
actresses returned to Canton and reinvented themselves under the patronage of the PRC 
government, whereas those remained in Hong Kong continued to survive in the more 
commercially oriented field, and went through the musical, social and cultural changes in the 
then British colony with the genre. With the full support of the PRC government, 
professional troupes of yueju in Mainland China produced a highly acclaimed repertoire in 
the context of yueju being one of the three hundred some regional music theatres of China. 
By revisiting one of the representative yueju movies Guan Han Qing (1960, Hong Xian Nui 
and Ma Si Zeng) and highlighting its conspicuous features in music and language, one may 
be able to differentiate Hong Kong yueju from those produced in the PRC. 
 
Bio: Siu Wah Yu worked for the Hong Kong Chinese Orchestra, Radio Television Hong 
Kong (RTHK) and the Hong Kong Philharmonic Orchestra in various capacities in the late 
1970s and early 1980s. Then he started his graduate studies first at the University of 
Maryland of Baltimore County, finished his M.A. in ethnomusicology at Queen’s University, 
Belfast, and received his PhD in musicology from Harvard University. Yu was the director 
(2005.6 - 2012.5) of the Chinese Music Archive at the music department of The Chinese 
University of Hong Kong (CUHK) where he taught both Western and Chinese music history, 
ethnomusicology, music and popular culture of Hong Kong and Chinese opera. Yu’s research 
interest ranges from musical instruments, instrumental music, Chinese music history, 
Chinese operas, music of the Manchus and Mongols in the Qing court, to issues of music and 
politics in Hong Kong. His has ventured into the studies of Hong Kong dialect movie music, 
including those of Mandarin, Cantonese, Amoy and Chaozhou movies. In the recent decade, 
Yu has embarked on the study of, and participation in the music of Cantonese narrative 
singing naamyam. He is on leave for two years (2013 – 2014) from CUHK, joining the 
Chinese Opera Music Anthology and Chinese Opera Annual (Hong Kong volume) Project at 
Lingnan University as the chief editor. A list of his publications is available at 
http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/mus/bio/swyu_cv.pdf 
 
 

ZHANG, Kaixuan 
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 
 
Title: Queering Literary Classics: On the Semi-Lesbian Complex in Early 1990s Hong Kong 
Films 
 
Abstract: This paper reexamines early 1990s Hong Kong films with the concept of “semi-
lesbian complex”. The theoretical concern of this concept is to draw attention to 
homogenization of lesbians in global queer studies on one hand, and to reveal lesbian 
elements’ complicated interactions with heterosexuality, narration, visuality, and social 
politics on the other. The first part investigates shift from male-centrism to semi-lesbianism 
in narratives of representative films adapted from literary classics. It is noticeable that 
lesbian elements, though added into classical stories, are still concealed or even repressed in 
heterosexual plots. In the following section, a discussion is given on tension between 
visuality and narration in the films above. With the application of shots, montages and 
colors, lesbian elements are visually highlighted, which makes the heterosexual-dominated 
narration unreliable. Last but not least, semi-lesbian complex also conveys an identity crisis 
of Hong Kong. Produced in pre-1997 Hong Kong, the films insinuate political identity 
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through gender identity, making themselves allegories of the marginal. In this way, the semi-
lesbian complex gains a broader social significance. To conclude, the historical existence as 
well as socio-cultural importance of lesbianism should be paid more emphasis on in film 
studies.  
 
Bio: Kaixuan Zhang is currently a research postgraduate student in literature in the Division 
of Humanities, Hong Kong University of Science and Technology. His research interests are 
in critical theories and cultural studies, especially issues about gender, illness, and 
intercultural communication. A big fan of Hong Kong literature and films since childhood, 
he is concerned about recent cultural crisis of the city, and is trying to theorize its problems 
in his works.  
 
 

ZHANG, Kankan 
Beijing Normal University, China 
 
Title: Asia that Flows and Blows: Reencountering the Storm over Asia (1928) 
 
Abstract: The (re)marking technologies, among which the most intuitive include the erasure 
of boundary lines and the directional reversal of a graphical world, will confuse us with the 
provisional inefficiency of knowledge of Asia and being here. So will Storm over Asia 
(Pudovkin, 1928), an artistic and revolutionary attempt to legalize and showcase the 
proletarian victory over an uneven hierarchy.  
Throughout the 20th century, the vast land of Asia experienced fierce cultural and 
geographical transformation largely triggered by the imperialism wars. The film had sought 
for inspiration from a real military event aiming at the independence of Mongolians, which 
violated the law of Republican China. But who authorizes the people’s leader is still vague 
from seeing.  
 
The conception Kino-eye praised by another contemporary artist Vertov is helpful to 
understand the cinematic language. The brave montage of shooting scale, eyes line, and 
mise-en-scene suggests a new vocabulary representing the entanglements of perception and 
power relations. The visual/audial formalist simplicity of the shots of the knightlike side, for 
instance, the landscape, contrasts with the extravagant chaos of the authorities’ spiritual 
conditions materialized by the exhibition of fetishism. The aesthetic avant-garde, if not in 
direct accord with the political vanguard, overlaps a great constellation of the latter in mutual 
references.  
 
Besides the repeated racist stigmas, the analogue between the Asian corporality and the 
geography appears with frequency, say, blood and shifting sand, and besetting morass, 
especially when the white intellectuals take an operation to probe, and seam through the 
mistaken heir of Genghis Khan. In addition, in spite that the rebellious action expects a new 
nation, the historical imagination of return to Genghis Khan legend, in other words, a 
comparatively integral Asia, leaves the centurial complexity of Asia in suspension.  
 
Bio: Zhang Kankan is a Ph. D. student in Cinema Studies advancing his dissertation on the 
relationships between cinema and art, between knowledge and power during the 
ontologically and methodologically revolutionary stages of the historical avant-garde, Italian 
neorealism, French new wave and the digitalization at College of Arts & Media, Beijing 
Normal University. In 2010, Zhang spent two months visiting Chinese Culture University 
and interning at Public Television Service in Taiwan. He was enrolled in University of 
Oklahoma for advanced studies in the fall semester of 2012. For now he is also working on 
the translation of the scripts of William Goldman.  
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ZHANG, Xiaoyi 
University of Macau 
 
Title: Asian-ness and Post-Asia in a “Culture of Disappearance”: WKS’s The Grandmaster 
 
Abstract: Wong Kar-wai, the most iconic figure in HK film industry, is indeed an 
unconventional director. His cinematic style or “signature” de-territorializes the major 
cinematic language because his works reject “prefabricated” configurations and categories. 
His exploration of colonialism and nationalism surely is intertwined with the intense visual 
representation of recurrent themes like “memory”, time, problem of “intimacy” and 
“alienation” (Dissanayake, 2003). Since “[c]ultural forms [can] … be regarded as a rebus 
that projects a city’s desires and fears”, taking his thought-provoking themes and convention-
defying style into account, Wong’s films could be a primer for revisiting the constructs of 
Asian-ness. It’s even intriguing to explore the dynamics, here following Abbas (1997) 
between the “culture of disappearance” and essentialist Asian-ness, especially through a 
postmodern lens, by focusing on his recently-produced The Grandmaster. This focus is not 
equivalent to a crass neglect of his other works. On the contrary, as Dissanayake wittily 
commented, Wong’s film could be deciphered in relation and within the context of his 
“evolving”, “intertextual and “self-referential” oeuvre (2003). Therefore, it is a thrill to 
explore “post-Asia” in Wong’s postmodern cinematic texts, with the questions like how does 
his representation of “déjà disparu” react with and undercut the essentialist naming of Asian-
ness?  
 
Bio: ZHANG Xiaoyi is currently a master student at Department of Communication and 
New Media, University of Macau. She is a responsible teaching and research assistant, with 
an intense interest in cinema studies. Her MA thesis aims to explicate Ackbar Abbas’s 
concept of “déjàdisparu” and Gilles Deleuze’s “time-image” within Wong Kar-wai’s The 
Grandmaster (2013).  
 
 

ZHAO, Jing (Jamie) 
Chinese University of Hong Kong 
 
Title: Creating an “Alternate (Non-Chinese) Reality” for Fictional Lesbianism: A Study of 
“the West” in Online Chinese Jia KongFemslash 
 
Abstract: Along with the increasing prevalence of Internet use in China since the early 
1990s, online Chinese queer fan literature devoted to narrating non-heterosexual romance 
between same-sex media characters or real-life celebrities has offered a rich site of queer 
representations of gender and sexuality. This paper pays particular attention to one specific 
genre of online Chinese queer fan fiction, Chinese Jia Kongfemslash.  
 
Writers of Jia Kongfemslash narrate stories about female homosocial/homoerotic 
relationships within alternative, distant, fictional settings. In particular, Chinese Jia 
Kongfemslash often develops stories with Western backdrops. This research attempts to 
show that this narrative tactic well exemplifies how Chinese queer fans’ active, postmodern 
harnessing of normative and hegemonic producing of lesbianism in mainstream Chinese 
culture.  
 
My project provides a critical analysis of several influential Chinese Jia Kongfemslash 
works published on one of the most popular fan sites FSCN. I explore how and why Western 
narrative settings help Jia Kong writers to construct an “alternate [non-Chinese] reality” 
where gender- and sexuality-related normativity, hegemony, and expectations are 
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“meaningless concep[ts]” (Green & Jenkins & Jenkins 1998, 22). Some Western scholars 
have already revealed that this postmodern rewriting of history, future, and/or myths can be 
seen a counterdiscourse of minority subjects. It brings their agency, imagination, knowledge, 
and particularity into full play through producing alternative, fictional narratives that derived 
from and moved beyond the given, fixed, orthodox “reality” (Hutcheon 1989; Jameson 1991, 
369; Jones 2000; Penley 1991). Following these previous studies, I see this creative use of 
the West in queer fan literature as a postmodern writing strategy that is “not designed 
primarily to help users to take over the system but to seize the opportunity to turn to their 
own ends forces that systematically exclude or marginalize them” (Penley 1991, 139). 
Ultimately, my research suggests that the prevalent use of Western contexts in Chinese Jia 
Kongfemslash, as a postmodern pastiche of queer-related politics worldwide, cannot be fully 
appreciated without an in-depth investigation of its complex relations with real-world non-
heterosexual ideologies, histories, cultures, and knowledges on a global scale.  
 
Bio: Jing (Jamie) Zhao is currently a Ph. D. student in Gender and Cultural Studies at the 
Chinese University of Hong Kong. She receives her M. A. in Media Studies from the 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. Her research interests include Chinese cross-cultural 
readings and imaginings of the West, cultural hybridization in post-colonial Asia, gender and 
sexuality in online Chinese fandom, global TV, online global information flows, and the 
social, cultural, historical shapings of contemporary Chinese queerness.  
 
 

 
ZHAO, Xing 
University of Illinois, USA 
 
Title: Motion Pictures Entering A Gallery 
 
Abstract: This paper “Motion Pictures Entering A Gallery” (working title) intends to 
delineate the early developmental stage of Chinese video art in the late 80s and early 90s, 
which later entails a wide variety of new media art today. This paper will examine the 
original resources for, and trace the development of early Chinese video art, and thus bring a 
refreshing perspective to the recent and future works.  
 
Several questions and issues will be raised and tackled in the paper: first, whether the 
emergence of video art is indebted to the increasing popularity of TV and decreasing 
popularity of cinema in the late 80s. If so, how does mass culture give birth to and influence 
the development of video art? Second, two innovators, Zhang Peili and Wang Gongxin, are 
inevitable to mention. Zhang’s 30 × 30 (1988) and Wang’s The Sky of Brooklyn: Digging a 
Hole in Beijing (1995) are pioneers of their types. Zhang is totally domestically educated and 
his art stems from domestic culture and intellectual movements, while Wang “imports” more 
sophisticated practices from the U. S. Therefore, it will be interesting to compare and 
contrast their homogeneous and heterogeneous impacts upon later video works regarding 
their formality, perceptions, and concepts. Third, Chinese video art is developed under a very 
different social and artistic context from its western counterpart. It constantly lacks 
institutional support, as received by western video artists. Unlike video art in the west, it 
emerges simultaneously with the popularity of TV, without going through society-wide 
concerns over mass media or waves of pop art on TV. Further transcontinental and 
transnational investigation will reveal how contextual difference contributes to the 
uniqueness of Chinese video art.  
 
Bio: Xing Zhao is a PhD student at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, 
majoring in East Asian Languages and Cultures. She is specialized in Chinese cinema and 
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visual cultures.  
 
 

ZHOU, Xuelin 
University of Auckland, New Zealand 
 
Title: Years of Passion: World War II Combat Films in Mainland China and Taiwan 
 
Abstract: World War II combat films form one of the most enduring genres in world cinema. 
Given the significance of the event in the evolution of modern history, the war, which is also 
known as the anti-Japanese war in the Chinese context, has been much reflected in literature 
and art, including popular films. This paper attempts to examine the World War II combat 
films produced in the 1950s’ mainland China and the 1970s’Taiwan. As far as the war 
filmmaking is concerned, the two decades are in many respects comparable within the two 
localities under this study. Through comparing the generic features of Langyashan 
Wuzhuangshi/Five Heroes of the Langya Mountain (1958) and Babei Zhuangshi/Eight 
Hundred Heroes (1975) against the wider environment, the paper argues that, rather than 
simply dealing with stories about the experience of men and women on the battlefield or 
providing retrospective reflections upon the nature of war and/or humanity, these films have 
been produced to serve contemporary needs and speak to the issues of the society that made 
them. In other words, the parallels and disparities demonstrated in terms of formal style and 
thematic occupations represent the structure of feelings that characterizes, respectively, the 
society of the particular historical period.  
 
Bio: Xuelin Zhou is Senior Lecturer in Media, Film and Television in the School of Social 
Sciences, Faculty of Arts, University of Auckland. His research interests include Chinese 
popular culture, in particular Chinese-language cinemas. Xuelin’s previous projects include 
studies on how youth culture is treated in the cinemas of Hong Kong, taiwan and mainland 
China. Xuelin is currently working on a book-length study on Chinese genre films.  
 
 

ZUO, Mila 
University of California, Los Angeles, USA 
 
Title: Becoming and Unbecoming a Chinese Woman: Diasporic “Chinese-ness” and 
Feminine Identity in Film 
 
Abstract: The study of “Chinese-ness” in the West began gaining academic currency 
alongside “transnational studies” and “diaspora studies” in the late 1990s. Often coinciding 
and overlapping with Asian American studies in thematic concerns, cultural studies on 
“Chinese-ness” reveal the indeterminate, mobile, and flexible nature of being Chinese.  
 
“Becoming and Unbecoming a Chinese Woman: Diasporic ‘Chinese-ness’ and Feminine 
Identity in Film” comes from my dissertation on corporeal politics articulated through the 
Chinese body in contemporary Chinese and American media. In this paper I examine the co-
incidences and disparities of “Chinese-ness” and feminine identity across films made by Ann 
Hui, Li Yu, Tsai Ming-Liang, and Justin Lin. This paper examines the embodied 
implications of becoming and unbecoming a Chinese woman and her corporeal negotiations 
of identity. Expanding on Olivia Khoo’s The Chinese Exotic: Modern Diasporic Femininity, 
I apply phenomenological, affect, and Deleuzian theories to a deeper understanding of the 
carnal pleasures and displeasures invoked by the Chinese female body. The films discussed 
were chosen to reflect geopolitical and personal diversities within the Sinophone, while the 
generic variation of the films will reveal various stylistic constructions of the Chinese female 
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body.  
 
Moving beyond the conversation of “good” and “bad” images of Chinese people, I am more 
interested in the agency of the Chinese performer. Whereas auteur film studies privileges the 
vision of the (typically male) director, my research elevates the creative labor of performers, 
especially actresses who are sometimes denigrated, by academics and the public alike, as the 
sexual object of the male gaze.  
 
Bio: Mila Zuo is doctoral candidate in the Cinema & Media Studies program at UCLA. Her 
dissertation is entitled, Spectacular Pains and Sensational Pleasures: Body Politics and the 
Chinese Body in Contemporary Chinese and American Media, and she expects to receive her 
PhD degree in June 2015. She received her Masters of Arts in Cinema & Media Studies at 
UCLA in 2009, and holds a graduate concentration certificate in Asian American Studies at 
UCLA.  
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Film Screenings電影展電影展電影展電影展映映映映    

    

    

14th	July	2014	(Day	1):	HG02	@	1715	hours	
 

 

 

 
 

CHINATOPIA《《《《大同大同大同大同：：：：康有為與百年中康有為與百年中康有為與百年中康有為與百年中國國國國》 (2014) 
(Hong Kong/Taiwan/USA, color, documentary, in Chinese and English,  

with English and Chinese subtitles, HD, 75 min.) 
 
 
a Riverdrive Productions Ltd /Arc Light Films presentation 

 
Cast 演員: 
Liu Kai Chi 廖啟智 as Kang Youwei 康有為 
Lindzay Chan 陳令智 as Kang Tung-Pih 康同壁 
Narrator 敘述: Chiang Ching 江青  
Writer/Director/Editor 編/導/剪輯: Evans Chan 陳耀成 
Executive Producer 監製: Peggy Chiao 焦雄屏 
Director of Photography 攝影: King Wong 黃永昌, Iga Mikler (Sweden) 
Music and Vocals 配樂/演唱: Lindzay Chan 陳令智, Charles Teo 張家銘  
Image/Costume Design形象/服指: William Fung 馮君孟 
Art Director 藝術總監: Siu Man Tong 湯筱墁  
Sound Mixer 錄音: Jacky Luk 陸文瀚 
 

For more info: www.evanschan.com 
contact: rebecca.trigramfilms@gmail.com, riverdriveproductions@gmail.com 
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Synopsis: 
 
In Chinatopia, Evans Chan resurrects a potent figure whose life and thoughts have haunted 
China’s troubled (post)modernity. Kang Youwei (1858-1927) was China's pioneering 
dissident and constitutional reformer, who prophesized gay marriage, strove to unbind 
women’s feet and wrote modern China’s first major utopian tract – an acknowledged 
influence on Mao Zedong. While previously known mainly for spearheading the Hundred 
Days Reform (1889), a modernization drive crushed by Empress Dowager Cixi, Kang 
Youwei comes alive in Chinatopia mostly through his16 years of exile, which included an 
idyllic four-year sojourn in Sweden. Kang’s cosmopolitanism and his Asian American 
activism astound – an anti-American boycott he orchestrated in 1905-06 to beat back the 
Chinese Exclusion Acts resulted in two meetings with a conciliatory Theodore Roosevelt. 
Chinatopia is an abridged version of Evans Chan’s two-part documentaries, acclaimed by 
critics and historians, Two or Three Things about Kang Youwei 康有為二三事 (2013) and 
Datong: The Great Society 大同：康有為在瑞典 (2011), which was named 2011 Movie-of-
the-Year by mainland China’s progressive Southern Metropolitan for “returning fuller 
memories and humanity” to Chinese history. 

 
 
Recommendations [for Evans Chan’s Kang Youwei films]: 
 

 
Kang Youwei is the most creative major thinker in modern Chinese history. 

 
--- Li Zehou 李澤厚,  

An Inquiry into Modern Chinese Thoughts 《中國近代思想論》 

 
 

 [a scholar] of great intelligence and courage…Kang Youwei (1858–1927) saw himself 
as a new sage capable of saving the Chinese people….Evans Chan’s Datong: The 
Great Society is a film on Kang, his family, and fellow reformers. The Swedish angle 
is indeed an interesting and unusual way to bring Kang back to life. 

 
--- Jonathan Spence, author of The Search for Modern China 

 
 

Focusing on the important Chinese reformer at the dawn of Chinese modernity, Evans 
Chan’s Two or Three Things about Kang Youwei asks crucial questions about Chinese 
history and thus about China’s future. Chan’s emphasis on Kang’s years in exile in 
Sweden is especially thought-provoking, given China’s growing interest in the Nordic 
region. Chan’s arguments are scrupulously researched, probing, and wide-ranging. 
This is documentary filmmaking at its absolute best. 

 
--- Mette Hjort, author of Small Nation, Global Cinema 

 
 

The official histories espoused by the Chinese Communist Party, and Taiwan's 
Nationalists (Guomindang), grounded in revolutionary and ethno-nationalist 
perspectives, often cast Kang Youwei in a negative light, even though Kang was a 
pivotal figure in imperial China's transition into a modern nation-state. Evans Chan's 
two Kang films – Datong: The Great Society and Two or Three Things about Kang 
Youwei -- mobilize solid historical research and imaginative artistry to weave a 
moving portrait of Kang. These two films not only detail Kang's life, influence, and 
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the powerful bond between him and his remarkable daughter Kang Tung Pih, but also 
enable us to reflect, from the pioneering constitutional reformer's perspective, on some 
root causes of China's turmoil in this past century. 

 
                      --- Max Ko-wu Huang 

黃克武中研院近史所所長  
            Director/Institute of Modern History/Academia Sinica 
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15th	July	2014	(Day	2):	X-Hall	@	1545	hours 
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14th	July	2014	(Day	2):	X-Hall	@	1900	hours	

	
Louisa WEI GOLDENGATEGIRLS 《《《《金門銀光夢金門銀光夢金門銀光夢金門銀光夢》》》》 

Hong Kong/Taiwan/USA, color, documentary,  
in Chinese and English, with English and Chinese subtitles, HD, 2014, 75 mins.	

	

Official Selection, 2013 Hong Kong International Film Festival 

	

	

	

 

Golden Gate Girls begins with memories. Of director Esther Eng’s intelligence. Of friends 
working on Eng’s films in Honolulu or New York. We see a picture of the slick-haired San 
Francisco-born director, and lobby cards for her films like Mad Fire Mad Love. That’s just 
about all we have left of one of Asian American cinema’s most fascinating and elusive 
figures, the savvy and dandyish director Esther Eng, who as a queer, female director in 
California in the 1930s and 40s was so far ahead of her time we’re still struggling to keep up. 
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Director S. Louisa Wei begins her journey in 2009, when she uncovered boxes of 
Eng’spersonal photos found discarded near San Francisco’s airport. Wei brings these photos 
with her as she tracks down Eng’s surviving family and friends. Memories of an old 
colleague coalesce into a tribute to one of American cinema’s forgotten pioneers. Wei strings 
the recollections together with archival images, animation, and most valuably, the little 
remaining footage of Eng’s films like Golden Gate Girl, which also has the designation of 
being Bruce Lee’s first onscreen appearance. 

Eng remains something of a mystery throughout. She slips from San Francisco to Hong 
Kong and back again with a private determination. And yet the portrait that emerges is a 
vivid one. It’s the dream of Asian-ness in the U.S. more generally – that of Anna May Wong, 
Pearl Buck, James Wong Howe, and Soong May-ling – at a crossroads in history. If Eng 
remains elusive, it’s because, like so much of Asian American women’s history, she had 
been rejected as inconsequential – until now.  

--–Brian Hu, 14th San Diego Asian Film Festival 
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16th	July	2014	(Day	3):	X-Hall	@	1045	hours	
	

	

MACAU PROJECTS 

策展/Curator: 梁怡安 Leong Ian On 

:  

策展策展策展策展人人人人推薦推薦推薦推薦Curator Statement: 

《櫃裡孩》、《然而，我自己》及《美人魚》是三套較為優秀、具本土特質及能反應近

年本澳紀錄片的水平。 

 
I’m here, But Myself and Sirena are all quality works. They express local colours and 
characteristics, and are reflective of the production standards of made-in-Macao 
documentaries of recent years. 
 
 
 

《《《《櫃裡孩櫃裡孩櫃裡孩櫃裡孩》》》》I’m Here (43 mins) 
導演Director：徐欣羡 Choi Ian Sin 

製片人Producer：黃鎧而 Kenji Wong 
攝影Cinematographer：張倩薇 Simmy Cheong 

 
 
策展策展策展策展人人人人推薦推薦推薦推薦Curator statement: 
徐欣羡將紀錄採訪素材、成長家庭錄像和劇情電影片段作為記錄片的組成，建構一個

關於本澳語境下的同性戀者形象。題材很私密，甚或屬於個人式記錄片，但這種特質

又反映澳門的某種社會性，亦屬透過影像進行一次成長歷程的自我探索。 

Choi Ian Sin constructs a personal documentary with interviews, home movies and 
dramatization, firmly emplacing it within the context of homosexuality in Macao. Intensely 
private yet reflective of certain social aspects of this society, it articulates self-exploration 
that leads to growth in self-awareness. 
 

概要概要概要概要Synopsis: 
有些人可能以為出櫃是同志最難面對的事，但其實出櫃不難，難的是生活中持續要面

對各種狀況。在小城裡成長，缺乏一切有關同志的資訊，總覺得自己是異類，在外 

面走一趟回來才知道世界這麼大。家人總希望女兒可以開心快樂，不過內心深處還是

期盼她能選一條容易走的路。本片忠實呈現出最真實的同志成長故事。 

Some people may think that coming out of the closet is the main obstacle for homosexuals. 
The truth of the matter is that coming out is not all that difficult. What is difficult is facing up 
to the consequences of an act as such in everyday life – continuously, that is. Growing up in 
a small town where there is a dearth of information about homosexuality, one is unaware 
about the outside world can be, how big and heterogeneous it actually is, until one steps out. 
The family always wishes their daughter well: that she lives happily and joyfully. Yet deep in 
their heart, they still hope that she would choose the easy path. This film faithfully presents 
the true story of a homosexual’s passage in life. 
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獎項獎項獎項獎項Awards::::《櫃裡孩》於2012年獲澳門國際電影及錄像展「評審大獎」，並入圍香

港華語紀錄片節、及多個國際電影節。 

I’m Here was awarded the Jury’s Award at the 2012 Macau Indies and Macau International 
Film and Video Festival. It was a finalist at the Hong Kong Chinese Documentary Festival 
and was invited to many other international film festivals.  
 

 

 

《《《《然然然然    而而而而，，，，我自己我自己我自己我自己》》》》    But Myself (14 mins)    

導演Director：歐陽永鋒Ao Ieong Weng Fong  

 

策展策展策展策展人人人人推薦推薦推薦推薦Curator statement: 
歐陽永鋒Dancing Video作品，紀錄片的眼晴與舞者的身體進行對話，有限的影格限

制不住躍動的創作靈魂，作者一次自我發現過程，也有一定的本澳創作者境況的某種

普遍性。 

In Ao Ieong Weng Fong’s dance video, the eyes of the camera dialogue with a dancer's body. 
The frame could not restrain a vibrant soul’s self-discovery. This discovery has a universal 
resonance.    
    

概要概要概要概要Synopsis: 
 
「當你真的很喜歡跳舞時，會無時刻都一直惦記著。」 

這是一部關於追尋自我的舞蹈影片。兩位舞者在一次歐洲表演的巡迴裡，第一次嘗試

在陌生的街道起舞，不為任何目標不為任何觀眾，完全是有動於心而發之。隨之而來

的，是一場又一場的環境與身體的自我對話。 
“When you really love dancing, you will think about it all the time.” 
It’s a dance video about the pursuance of the self. During a European tour, two dancers twirl 
about in unfamiliar streets for the first time. They dance not for an audience. Indeed they 
dance for no one. They dance from their heart and to their heart’s content, establishing a self-
dialogue between body and environment. 
 

獎項獎項獎項獎項Awards: 
短片組評審推介獎 (澳門國際電影及錄像展, 2013年) 

The ‘Commendation Award for Short Movies’ (Macau Indies and Macau International Film 
and Video Festival, 2013). 
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《《《《美人魚美人魚美人魚美人魚》》》》 Sirena (2014, 40 mins) 

導演 Director: Nuno Viegas 

 

策展策展策展策展人人人人推薦推薦推薦推薦Curator statement: 

Nuno Viegas 的《美人魚》以敏銳的目光向跨性別人士投以溫暖的人文關懷，這群來

自菲律賓的變性人的跨國移動，在不同的國家之間穿梭，以澳門為根據地，影像去除

獵奇的凝視，在多元視野和議題中，讓（她）們再現了自身的主體性。 
Nuno Viegas' Sirena (or Little Mermaid) keeps a keen yet warm and caring eye on transgender people 
from the Philippines, following their transnational movements. Based in Macao, they shuttle between 
countries. The film refuses to exoticse them: emplacing them in the realms of pluralistic gazes and 
environments allows these (she) people to recover their subjectivities.    
 

概要概要概要概要Synopsis: 
 

Caroline是一位變性人，她的工作是一位伴遊，而她平常活動於東南亞一帶酒店及機

場休息室。她知道她現時生活不能維持太久，但她亦有着一般女孩的夢想，尋找一個

深愛自己的男性伴侶結婚。她渴望身心靈合一並從中得到樂趣。 

Caroline is a lady-boy. Her life is spent between hotel rooms and airports lounges, working 
as an escort in Southeast Asia’s biggest cities, looking for clients wherever she can find 
them. She knows this kind of life will not last forever and like all other girls she dreams of 
finding the right man and getting married. Her destination is to make her body match her 
person, while having some fun on the way. 
 

獎項獎項獎項獎項Awards: 

評審大獎 (澳門國際電影及錄像展, 2014年) 
The Jury’s Award (Macau Indies and Macau International Film and Video Festival, 2014). 
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16th	July	2014	(Day	3):	X-Hall	@	1415	hours	

16	
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16th	July	2014	(Day	3):	X-Hall	@	1515	hours	
	

	

	

Loss, Remembrance, Revival: Experimental Documentaries 
失去、紀念、復興: : : : 實驗紀錄片 

 

 

The Chinese Gardens	《《《《中國園林》 

Produced, directed, and written by Valerie Soe 
© 2012, digital video, experimental documentary, 17 min, U.S. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
The Chinese Gardens looks at the lost Chinese community in Port Townsend, Washington. It 
examines anti-Chinese violence in the Pacific Northwest in the late 1800s, drawing 
connections between past and present race relations in the United States. Through text, brief 
interviews, and images of the empty spaces of Port Townsend's former Chinatown, the film 
examines early instances of racism against the Chinese in the U.S., from the Chinese 
Exclusion Act of 1882 through various lynchings, beatings, and murders. The Chinese 
Gardens also documents Chinese American resistance to these crimes, illuminating the 
hidden history of that tumultuous time. 
 

《中國園林》目睹著失去的中國社區Port Townsend，WA，檢討在18 世紀末期，在太

平洋西北地區，反對中國的暴力行為。並且也在美國過去和現在的種族關係中畫出關

聯。用文字，簡短的採訪，以及湯森港的前唐人街的形象，本影片探討早期中國人在

美國受壓迫岐視的實例, 從1882 年中排華法案通過後，到各種私，毆打和謀殺等事

件。《中國園林》也記錄了在美國的中國人對這些罪行的抵抗，也揭露了那紛亂時代

隱藏的歷史。 
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Bio: 
Valerie SOE is Associate Professor in the Asian American Studies Department at San 
Francisco State University. Her experimental videos and installations, which look at gender 
and cultural identity, pop culture, and anti-racism struggles, have exhibited at venues such as 
the J. Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles the Museum of Modern Art and the New Museum 
in New York City, and at film festivals worldwide. Her most recent award-winning 
documentary, The Chinese Gardens (2012) has exhibited widely across the country and 
around the world. In addition, her essays and criticism have appeared in books, journals and 
publications, including Countervisions: Asian American Film Criticism; Afterimage; 
Amerasia Journal; and The Independent, among many others. Soe is also the author of the 
blog beyondasiaphilia.com, which is the recipient of a 2012 Art Writers’ Grant from the 
Creative Capital/Andy Warhol Foundation, one of only seven such grants awarded in the 
U.S. 
 

Valerie SOE 是舊金山州立大學美國亞裔研究系的副教授。她的實驗錄影和設施，是

針對性別和文化認同，流行文化和反種族主義的鬥爭，並且已經展出在:洛杉磯的保

羅蓋蒂博物館，現代藝術博物館和紐約市的新博物館。並在世界各地的電影節展出。

她最近的獲獎紀錄片，《中國園林》(2012)已廣泛展出全國各地和世界各地。此外，

她的散文和評論已經出現在書籍，期刊和出版物，包括《Countervisions：亞美電影

評論 》 、 《 殘像 》 、 《 美亞雜誌 》 和 《 獨立 》 等等。梭女士也是部落格

beyondasiaphilia.com 的作者，這個部落格獲得2012 年的藝術作家的基金會獎助金，

這獎助金是創意資本/安迪。沃霍爾基金會所贈給 ， 在美國只有七個獲得這樣的贈款

。 

 

 

 

Tongues of Heaven	《《《《天堂的語言》 

Directed by Anita Wen-Shin Chang, An-Chi Chen, Leivallyn Kainoa Kaupu, Monica Hau'oli 
Waiau and Shin-Lan Yu 

© 2013, digital video, documentary, 60 min, Taiwan & U.S. 
 

 

	 	
	

	

 

With 96% of the world’s population speaking only 4% of the world’s languages, what does it 
mean to speak your mother tongue in this age of language homogenization? What do you 
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lose when you lose your native language? “You already know the importance of saving a 
language. The main point is that you must start doing it. You know the reason, but not the 
motivation to save it. This is where I'm confused. You can also say I'm waiting for that 
something,” admits An-Chi Chen, one of the youth collaborators for Tongues of Heaven. Set 
in Taiwan and Hawai’i, territories where languages of the Austronesian family are spoken, 
this experimental documentary focuses on the questions, desires, and challenges of young 
indigenous peoples learning the languages of their forebears — languages that are 
endangered or facing extinction. Using digital video as the primary medium of expression, 
four young indigenous women (An-Chi Chen, Leivallyn Kainoa Kaupu, Monica Hau'oli 
Waiau and Shin-Lan Yu) from divergent backgrounds participated in an intensive 
videomaking workshop with independent filmmaker Anita Wen-Shin Chang, during which 
she wanted the collaborators to have an intimate experience first with image and sound 
before bringing dialogue into the exercises. Several considerations guided her reasoning, one 
of which was to allow for openness in exploration which Aboriginal scholar Marcia Langton 
emphasizes is “vital for meaning and self-critical assessment.” During a culminating 
workshop, collaborators met in Hawai’i to share their footage, insights, and concerns related 
to the challenges of revitalizing their languages. 
 

就用世界人口的百分之96 來說，只有百分之4 的世界語言，在這個語言同質化的時

代,要講你的母語那又代表什麼? “你已經知道它的重要性。重點是你應該開始做。

但你沒有那個動力去做。這就是我的「迷路」也可以說是我在等，那個事情到底是什

麼”,陳安琪承認，她是《天堂語言》，一小時的數位記錄片的青年合作者之一。設置

在台灣和夏威夷，那裡是有說南島族的語言的地方，這個實驗性的紀錄片的焦點,注

重在年輕原住民的問題，願望和挑戰來學習他們的祖先的語言 -- 即將瀕臨滅絕的語

言。四位(An-Chi Chen, Leivallyn Kainoa Kaupu, Monica Hau'oli Waiau 和 

Shin-Lan Yu)不同背景的年輕原住民婦女,利用數位影片作為主要的媒介。在參加獨

立製片者張文馨的攝影研習和製造工作坊中，張導演希望合作者要將對話輸入影片之

前，先要對圖像和聲音有密切的體驗。幾個因素導致她的推理，其中之一是允許開放

性的探險，那也是原住民學者Marcia Langton 強調的”對意味和自我批評的評估是

至關重要的”。在一次最高點的工作坊中 ， 合作者在夏威夷會見,藉著與他們的語言

復振的挑戰有相關的，來分享他們的鏡頭，洞察力，以及他們的擔憂。 

 

Bio:Bio:Bio:Bio: 張文馨是一位獨立的電影製片家，教育家和作家。她的獲獎作品，包括從事後

殖民主義話語，民族誌學，離散論述和跨文化的再現，已經被國際性地篩選了，並且

也在公共電視台播出。張女士曾在多數的大學和社區教學和學術設置，包括在國立台

灣藝術大學教書，還有在舊金山，尼泊爾等地方教學和學科設置。還有也在台灣的國

立東華大學，原住民語言與傳播學系教學過。她領到多方的補助和獎勵，包括創意資

本，富布賴特基金會，舊金山藝術委員會，國家地理和KQED 彼得。歐文斯製片家計

劃等等。她的論文出現在《台灣原住民族研究季刊》、《positions: asia critique》 

和《同心圓：文學與文化研究》。她是加州大學聖克魯茲的博士候選人。 
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